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1,anguage and Changil~g Contests: 
Socioilnguistic Persy cctives 

klalini Ramsay-Brijbaill arnd 
Priya Nasismulu 

Tlie Swiss linguist, I:el.diiiand tic Sa~issi.irc ( 1 9 i b )  s;liii 'jllrme c1:aligei ;ill 

tllnigs, tlicre 1s no reaso~l why iarlguagc shouid this iiili\cr:,Lil la:\.' 
( c i~ed  111 Xitcllison 1983: l j. if' I~inguagc cilringe 1s as riatiiral 35 illc Z S I I : ~  i>i- 

,,. . 
%tlirig Of the sl~ll> it ~~1~~~ bc :,aid th21 a S C > C ~ O ~ ; I ~ ~ I . L I S I  1 ~ 1 1 1  llf:\cr i1ili.L 

iiirii/?lerse!f idle given rhat any c ~ m ~ l ~ t i n i c d ~ i v e  c:(j~\tcxt 1s i l  C~>IIIC;<.I ji-ji. 

analysis elthcr from a synchnx~ic (a1 a g1b7en po~n! in time) or. ;i iiiazi~roi:ic 
(across time) perspeclive. In this spcc~al  socioirnguis~lcs isr;i.ic, our pr!nia!.) 
alun is ro p r e se~~ t  llie inatural~iess of iil~g~ilstlc s!ial;ge aiiii J,.ai-:atiijil 
sociolinguistically. 

111 t l ~ e  (-"O~ICLSCJ / i~~cj~clo;w(i i (~  of . S O ~ ~ Z O ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Z ~ ~ . S ~ ~ ~ : , S ,  M e ~ t l ~ r i ~  2iW 1 : i ~j 

lraccs the lernn, Sociolil~guislics to l-inver ('urrie i n  i952 who 'notcii the 
general absence of ariy consideratir~n of' t11c social II! tile Iinyiist lc rese;lscl; 
of his (lay'. lie delities Soclolinguisiics 2s 'the sti~idy of language 111 I-e1:itior; 
to society' and. togetlier with otlier researciicrs (e.3. Hyines 1071: f:isllr~iai~ 
1971; 1-ahov 1972; l l ~ l d s o ~ i  1'980). ~0111pares Illis ti) tile socroii~g;; oi' 
language, the ficus o f  which 1s 2lic stiliiy ol'socicty in re1atlo1.i to Iang~iagt.' 

For many resear-clicrs (c.g.  ti~icisoi~ 1980), tile ii~sti~iction is 

in.elevant. However, tliere are otlicrs (e.8. Lal?ov 1972; T'riidgrl! 1975) \v21o 
categorize Sociolinguistics as a iiomalrl witli clear l i~~gulstlc objectives. 
>1111ed ultimately at i~~-il,r-oving llnguistic thcory and at devclop~ng our 
~~nderstanding of the tiature of language' ('Trudgill 1978: 1 1 ). In view of' lho 
above definitions, this issue brings togetlier a range of art~cles. of  wilicli 
sorne may be regarded as fundamentally more sociolingu~stic than others. 



deal more with the sociology of language, 
intention to raise an awareness 

2 e 
%J of crittcal issues and areas that need to be addressed further in lii~gulstlc and 
tl 

"-2 ?+: ~nter-d~sclpl~nary research 
** In this special soclolingutstics issue, we recognillte the need to 

contribute to a database of sociollnguistlc research occunlng locally, 
reg~onally and ~ntmmationally. We aim to provide a resource for new 

k scholarship in Soc~ol~ngulstics; to strengthen an exlstlng body of knowledge 
In this dlsc~pline by ~eporting on current and critical languageilanguage- 
related matters, to Identity areas 11eeding research and to contr~bute to 
establishing and reflecting ~nter-d~sclpl~~lary scholarsh~p by br~nging together 
researchers from varlous dcadeimc backgrounds 

This Issue allow5 experienced researchers; to extend the boundaries 
of their research theoietically, rnethodalogcally and analytrcally It has also 
created room h r  younger researchers wanting to enter the field of 
scholarship and publishing The contrlbulors allow the readers to rnake the 
connectloll between tfieoly and practice. hl this regard, we have tried to 
adopt a writlilg style that is both acadenucaily sound arid accessible. 

The issue covcrs varlous sub-areas of Sociol~ngmsrrcs arid llie 
articles are themat~cally arranged Studies on languagc polrcy, plaiming atid 
nghts constitute the t i~s t  cdtegory 111 tlie l\sue On wrrt~ng about a Irngulstlc 
rcnalssance for 311 Afl (can rcrialssance, Karnwangainal~i (200 1 114) 
contends that there is a serious _iilo~~~iliy l n  this debate ds 'Afncan language\ 
have as yet to play J iole in tile African Renaissance' He states that tf tkic 
2021 1s to transion 11 pciopie'l, 11 ves, 'then language and the lnd1gerlous " 
language5 in p,irti~rilar niust bccoine one of ihc fbci of the Afr~cdll 
Kena~ss;lnce debate Ilie , ~ r t l ~ l e s  111 t111s categoly respoi~d to this call by 
c r i ~ ~ c ~ l l y  cv;lIiiat~r?g ici~ig~~J-igc policy ~ i l d  p ldn r~ t~~g  111 t l ~  hol~th African 
context 

In the opening article oil South Africa's nationdl idnguage pol~cy, 
Russel Kascliula icflects the crltlcal Lone of the drtlcle5 Chat follow. Lawrle 
Banies considers tlie 5ocio-historical development of South Africa's 
language-111-education po11~y %ith the intent~on of seeking a strategy to 
overcome the negative perceptions Inany South African parents have adoptt:d 
towards lnother tongue educatioil Kama Pillay's artlcle presents an 
en~plr~cal study of the perceptions of learners and explores redsons for their 

i-ieqatlve attitudes towalds 1slZu111. While Stephan~c Rudw~ck'i  ,tudy doe\ 
i iot directly acidres.; language poincy and piatmlng, ific c r~ t~ca : i> .  t-xpiort-s tile 
rhec,rct~c~~l concept of ethnollngu~stic vltaiity (Ciilcs ci iri 1977) 111 lel;lt~o~i 
rile 4oc1oi1ngu1st1c ~ ~ t u a t ~ o n  :il KwxZ~rlu-Natal. \witIi t i i ~  ' ~ u c  311 c i l ~  

nun~errc,llly niost iiorzundnt group in the pinvlncr, ?~ditiely, ii :17~111i r n o t i ~ ~ , ~  
iurlgilc : L 1 1 sprakers tier f~ndrngs ~ i~dica tc  that despit.: :l:c przvaiiiny 
hcgemonv of the E i ~ g l i ~ f i  language arlu a ratlirr c i igI~i \ i i  ~e!dtiolish~p 
~ % ~ e e n  Eiag11s;l-i as hi511 (H) and ~siZulu ;is i o u  ( 1 ,  \arictv, lf:i 

cthnc)l~llgulst~c v~raltty of rsrfuiu appears rtroiig dnd roi,riii !II i i i ~ ~ ~  ~rticlc, 
~Mh~llungelil Madha anti Nobuhle Nd~mande review thc Idni,qiapt p iann~ng 
%ltutltlon In higher educat~on and make r ecomenda i~ons  ibr how pol~cy can 
bccorne pract~ce lohan Lubhe's sart~cle on Irngurst~c n&ts i~rlgadivtl foifclws 
logcally from these articles. raising awareness of one'- larrguage n@ii-iti a i  a 
bas~c huinan right and explores the role of il i igat~c~r a i  ;ln ~n<tri~~;iei-ii i>f '  
language rlghts actlvlsrn. 

Code-swltchmg research is another g o w ~ n g  area in so~~ojlnguistlc 
research. 111 their cnt~que of current trends; ~n code-su~tchrn~l rt.senr~h. 
Mceuwis and Blornrnaert ( 1994.417) s i a t ~  

analyses of code-switch~ng should start, not f~oln  d n  ioftcn 
rn~spided)  assumption of commonness or un~vcrsallty (based on the 
observation that code-sw~tchtng appears In ~saany communit~es rn 
smlilar ways), hut on an assumpt~on of varrt~hzltty (e i c i  

Thrs category colnprlses s tudes by Malim Rarnsay-Bnjbail dnd Ondene van 
Dulm that challenge the tl~eoretlcal landscape of code-switching research 
W211le Ran~say-Brijball focuses on theor~zlng identity construction ds 
function of code-sw~tchir-ig uslng a poststn~cturailst frarrlework, van Dulm 
expiores the appilcablllty of the rn~namallst framework In ikie ;liuiys~s or the 
form of code-iwltchlng. The other two articles ln rilis category, by kda 
;iJtuncf and by Vis Moodley and Wkonico Mamwangamalu. cvn5ider the 
pedagogrcai rn~plications of code-switching rn an Englisil second langugo 
iESk) ciassroon~. iWoodley and Kamwangamaiu locate ~fierr rowa~cil 111 the 
South hfrlcan context by hcuslng on Zulu first Idnguage ((Li 1 speakers 
while U.tutlei corlslders Ilirlush learners In an ESL cldssroon~ Bolil artrcies 
high:hl~giit code-switching as an efkctlve comlnunlcatIve resource that d~ds  
;he teaching and learnlng processes. 
------- --- ---- 



Language and Changing Contexts: Sociolinguistic Pcn~pective.~ 

r2s South Afrlca grapples with a language policy that is at the cutting 
edge of ii iultil in~~al development, the development of the indigenous 
Afncan languages rightfully takes centre-stage Studies by Marianne Visser 
and Edith Venter oil the one hand and Somikazl Mloilyeni and Jacobus 
Naude, on the other hand. focus 011 the development of ~slxhosa,  the second 
most widely spoken indigenous language m South Afrlca (Statistics South 
Africa 2001) Visser and Venter focus on the developinent of lslXhosa Ihr 
speclfic purposes in local government. They explain how current theoretical 
research on communicative language teaching and focus-on-form research 
can lnfornl and deteniline the features of course design 111 terns of pedagog~c 
norms (Valdrnan 1989) 111 their study of The Prlroner oJ'Zenda as the source 
text, Mlonyen~ and Naude ralse an awareness of the complexity ~nvolved In 

translations, expiaining and elaborating on the reasons for social and 
material transfer of cultural aspects from the English source text to the target 
text in tslXhosa. 

Studies on language change and variation also contribute to this 
special sociolinguistics Issue. According to Labov (1994:9): 

the fact of ldnguage change 1s a glvcn; it is too obvlous to bc 
recorded or even listed among the assumptions of our research. Yet, 
this fact alone the existence of language change - 1s among the 
most stubborn and d~fficult to ass~rmlate when we try to come to 
grips with the nature of language In general as it 1s reflected an the 
l-iistor-y of langtidgc 

In this Lategory, Usha Deiai dnd Malini Ramsay-Brijball focus 011 the 
ph~lolog~cal and soc~ol~ilguistic development of the Indo-Aryan language, 
(iuldratl They trace the history of the development of this language from the 
root language, Sanskrtt to it? present dialects a5 spoken here m South Afrlca 
and in India In his study on the lexical~zat~on of Sheng, a non-standard, 
nxxed variety used n~ostly by the youth in Kenya, Nathan Ogechl's analysis 
bows that although the Slreng speakers coln, ~~~anipu'iate and use Sheng 
lexeines in ways that are often unintent~onal, there 1s a h ~ g h  degree of logic 
involved in the process of lexicalization. Studies by V~vian de KIerk and 
Richard Antrobus as well as Luanga Kasanga offer new avenues to study 
emerging speech patterns among Black South African Enghsh speakers and 

yourrg White South Afncan English speakers respectively. Kasanga, in 
particular, challenges tradltlonal linguistic theory by analyzing these new 
pattenis not as error but as creatlvil) 

Language ~deologles are addrr,zsed In a lange ot way5 in the research 
presented by Mompolokr i\agwasz, bellcity Horne, Ibta Ihibben\, Thabislle 
Buthelezi, Aquil~na klswaclza, Shakila Reddy, and Priya luansrnul~i Thew 
papers examrne the practices and texts In which d~fferent languages die 

represented and many attend to how understandings of lanpage nlay be 
challenged, while sdme also consider how alterndtives are belng created 
(Cameron 2003:448). Gender studies is one of fastest growing areas In 
postgraduate research and this inay be attributed to the iilterdlscipililary 
nature of the subject and the deep crises that are experienced In the areas ot 
masculinity, HIVIADS, and interpersonal violence 

Studies on language and gender by Buthelezi and Mawadza draw on 
a wealth of knowledge of the Zulu and Shona languages respectively to nlap 
sexnst and stereotyp~cal discourses of gender (Pauwels 2003), at ihe same 
time embodying and recording the challenge of the other of patriarchy that 
has been silenced for so long (Davles 1995) Other stud~es refer to 
stereotyping, that IS, overgeneralizations that are factually inaccurate but 
nevertheless persistent (Apte 200 1). Mawadza examines Shona language 
usage and the gendered manner m which this language IS used to stlgmatiLe 
illV/AIDS sufferers Reddy and Narism~~lu consider questions of gender in 
the discourses of different youth subcultures in the Durban area Felicity 
Home examines illore publtc statements about HIVIAIDS in post-apartheld 
South Afnca. There 1s much in thls paper that 1s vduable for unde~stancimg 
the Impact of gender, such as the exposition of the nxl~tary linguistic rnodel 
that underpins many descriptions of HIVIAIDS. 

Frantz Fanon argued that 'Itlo speak means to be in a position to use 
a certain syntax, to grasp the morphology of tills or that language but ~t 
means above all to assume a culture' (1968: 13). While the psyclrlatirst could 
nor have antic~pated the pathoiogical sllence that a~companied the 
devastation of WIVIAIDS, his analysis sums up the dire~tlon oi the ie\earcll 
done in the papers by Mawadza, Home. Reddy and Nansrnulu HIVIAIDS 
exemplifies !he importance of the cotmection between knowledge and 
power, not )r lbl  in the servrce of social goals but also in the ach~evernent of 
disciplinarj value as the Pres~dent of the World Federation ot Modern 
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*a Language Associations argued at the twenty-first World Congress 
;?@ 
$$ (Cunningham 2003). 
2 

Areas for Further Research 
This issue addresses emerging challenges in sociolinguistic research. 
Language and gender is one area that needs to be developed much further, 
given the interdisciplinary nature of the subject and the dearth of information 
in society. There has been a focus on language and gender in the Journal of 
Lirzguistics and Applied Languuge Studies 20,3 (2002). More research is 
unquestionably needed to understand how and why women and men speak 
the way they do. Exploring such patterns of gendered language usage will 
also enable us to understand how they perpetuate stereotypical notions of 
gender associated with the HIV/Ads pandemic. 

More attention needs to be paid to race, mapping and analyzing the 
language used in the discourses of race, which is not going to go away and 
which sociolinguists need to address substantively, especially from the 
vantage point of postcolonial states that are dealing with neoliberai 
globalisation. As with gender, writing about race is not to be confused with 
llegemonic and reactionary posit~ons on the subject. Talhrlg about race is as 
Important as talking about gender if the oppressive discourses of racism and 
sexism are to be exposed and challenged. 'This will not happen through 
silence. Such a project may well begin with race as an analytical category as 
indicated in the groundbrealung and paradigm-expanding work of the 
population geneticists (Cavalli-Sforza, Menozzi & Piazza 1994). 

Research addressing the indigenous African languages and how 
these operate in relation to the established languages of instruction in any 
educational institution is urgently needed. The substantial number of 
contributions that address the disparities between language policy and 
practice bears testimony to the importance of this subject area. Of 
inrportance are the recommendations offered by the contributors. It is now 
time to test the ways in which these may be best iniplementetl and to report 
on the findings. Linguistic redress is long overdue, as language planning 
workshops in KwaZillu-Natal have indicated (Geyser, Narismulu & Rainsay- 
Bri-jball 2000; Ndimande, Desai & Ramsay-Bruball2002). 

Identifying and researching variation within the newly emerging 
speech varieties is another area for further research. As the 1ingu:uistic ~nosaic 

Lnngi~agc irlzd Charlgltzg Coiztext,\ S o c ~ o l r t ~ p l ~  trc Perspectzves 

of cnuntrles evoibes, the emergence of new var~cties dnd liilgulstic strategerles 
beconre (1 reiillty Thc urgency to understand how peoplc conitlxict identit) 
rn n~uitiiingual contexts tlirough tile deliberate 01 ~~ninteilt~ondl use of thest. 
\;irretles is becoming nncreas~ngiy necessary I\L( ording to [lie Pan South 
Atricar~ I diiguage Roard, 1 iot\ilddl, ~ O L  itlstdllce, wdi listed b j  an 
~ ~ ~ ~ e x p e ~ t e d  large ilunlbcr of speahers in the 2001 census, ~ndicdtliig the 
widesplead LISC of emerging lion-standdrd, nlixcd varieties In order to 
,iddlc~s the Ilngulstic ret?a~isai~ce mentioned earllei with any sensc of 
rcspons~b~i~ty,  soc~ol;ng~nsts arc urgcd to probe further into the lapid growth 
of Ihcse varieties hy tlocun~crlting the11 pragmratlc as well di the strlii trirdi 
teatules. 

AS the Natiorial liescxch l;oirncidt~ori t 'oilii~s 011 how the bouiidar $ 2 ,  

of resedrch may be extended, soc~ol~nguists and othcr reiedrcheri need to 
itlengthc~i cuistlng work and open up new drt e ~ t i o n \  

School of I>iterary St~idiej, Media and Creative i\rrts 
Linlvers~ty of Kwdulu-Natal 
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South Africa's 
National Language Policy Revisited: 
The Challenge of Implementation 
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Introduction 
Has South Afnca's language policy achieved its goals as set out in Section 6 
of the Constitution, 1996 (Act No. 108 of 1996)? The answer to this questloll 
IC. ;l cor?-mleu one On the one hand. the policy has raised awareness around 
?copit .i i ~ i l ~ ~ l a g t .  and cultural rights It has also encouraged the concept of 
mhat Bi,hop Tutu refers to ds 'unity in dlvers~ty and has created an 
.i\\drenc.ss 01 I-espect !or f'cllo\\ ind~vidual South Africans. Thms has allowed 
Lor J. reilewed scnse ok pnde and ~dentlty. On the other hand, ten years on 
from Independence, the polmcy has yet to manifest in a practical way in the 
real world of economics, educat~on and so on Even from a politmcal polnt of 
vlew, the movement has bcen towards the greater use of Ellglish. Heugh 
(1999 70) paints a bleak picture when she states that although 
multilingualism IS entrenched 111 the constitution ' .  . the prom~se of a vmbrant 
and I~nguistically d~ver se country looks dlsappointiilg' 

This artmcle will daringly take a more optmmistic tone, although I 
would agree w ~ t h  tieugh that in the last ten years of democracy, the 
irnplen~entation of multillngualmsnl has been largely unsuccessful. It  is also 
now recognized that for a nahoi~ such as South Africa to exist, much like that 
of Switzerland, for example, one does not need Impistic and cultural 
hegemony Traveling though Swrtzerlarld one can hear varteties of French, 
Swiss-German, Roinansh and Italian freely spoken, yet there 1s a sense of 
Swiss unity and identity which ovenldes these lingumstic differences. Neville 
Alexander (2002:88) inakes thls point clear when he states that 

. . . 'comnuinty of language' is not an 'essei~ttal attr~bute' of the 
nation. In other words, the cnlcial lss~le IS the capacity of the citizens 
to commun~cate with one another effortlessly, regardless of the 
language in whmch they do so 

If one extrapolates from this, then one must assume that South 
Africans do not communicate with one another without effort. On the one 
hand, inany South Africans do not have a good working lu~owledge of 
English, yet English has become entreuched as the language of politics, 
economy and trade. On the other h ~ q d ,  those who co~ltrol the sconon~y do so 
through the medium of English. Tr~is  is indeed a dailgerous situation which 
could lead to ethnic mobilization in the future. Language needs to be used In 
order to create greater 'intersection' between communities and thereby, 
greater economic parity between South Africans. (cf. Alexander 2002:88). 

Chimhundu (1997:7), a Zimbabwean scholar, poses the following 
pertinent questions as far as language policy in Africa is concerned. It is 
these very questions which the government's new Implementation Plan, 
discussed in this article, seeks to address: 

How can you guarantee democracy where the law of the country is 
not understood In the language of the people'! IIow do you ab~de by 
what you do not know'! How can you use ~nformatmon to which you 
only have lirmted access? How can you fully participate In anything, 
or compete, or lean? effectively or be creative in a language you are 
not fully proficient or hterate? Above all, how can a country develop 
its humall resource base to full potential without the languages of the 
people? 

Mutasa (2000:218) responds as follows to the above questions: 

One asks such questions because mt 1s no longer the time to preach 
about decolonisiilg the mind, national consciousness and ~delltity 
These are givens. Tills epoch emphasis or focui shoi~ld be placed on 
developillent and nat~on bumldmng which can oilly be achieved 
through access to infom~ation, grassroots partmc~pattoii and 
grassroots leadership. 
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Much 11p servlce has been p a ~ d  to the implementat~on of language 
processes m Afr~ca. Perhaps w t h  the exception of the development of  
Swahil~ and Afrikaans, Bamgbose (1991: 11 1) r~ghtly observed that no matter 
how good language pol~cles are In Afr~ca, they are charactenzed by, znter 
aha,  '. . . declarat~on wlthout ~mplementat~on'. It is qulte true that over the 
past decade, this has also been the case in South Africa. Indeed, this is true 
of the whole of Africa, where exoglossic languages have become the 
languages of power, with the exception of Tanzania where Swahili has been 
developed as a national language (cf. Kaschula, 1999). With sufficient 
political will, the new South African Implementation Plan may yet prove 
previous critics incorrect. 

In line with the pledge made by the previous Minister of Arts, 
Culture, Science and Technoiogy, Minister Ben Ngubane, on the 30' March, 
2004, the Department of Arts and Culture hosted the 'Advancmg 
Multillngual~sm In a Democratic South Afnca' conference. Dare one assume 
that the country stands at the threshold of a linguist~c revolution, ten years 
after our first democrat~c elect~ons wh~ch  ensured the culmnat~on of a 
poht~cal revolutron'? 

T h ~ s  conference launched a senes of language development 
~nl t~a t~ves ,  includ~ng a Nat~onal Bursary Scheme for languages. T h ~ s  scheme 
1s meant to encourage the study of ~ndigenous languages, thereby opening up 
more career opportun~ties. A human language technology program was also 
established in order to ensure the technolog~cal advancement of our 
languages In such fields as law, commerce, sclence, politics and education. 
Fmally, ldnguage research and development centers were established in 
order to ensure the equitable use of ~ndlgenous languages throughout the 
country, thereby openmg up further career opportunities. In my oplnion, 
these could be the begnnings of the cornerstones of ~mplementat~on. 
However, one should add a cautionary note, in that the country held its th~rd  
democrat~c elections on 14 April 2004 Language issues have always been 
gven an emotive and political angle In South Afnca, One can only hope that 
the language issue 1s not agam bemg used as a political football. The current 
Minister of Arts and Culture, Dr Pallo Jordan, will need to glve his support 
to the process of l ~ n g u ~ s t ~ c  affirmation. 

According to Stats in Brief 2002, Stat~st~cs South Africa, the 
percentages of mother tongue speakers of South Afr~ca's languages are 

represented in descending order of their speakers ISIZLIILI 24%, I ~ ~ X h o s a  
1894, Afr~kaan~ .  1496, Seped~ 994, Engl~sh 9Y0, Setswana 8%, Sesotho 
8%, Xitsoilga 4%, Siswati 2%,, Tshivcnda 2'41, IsiSdebele 196, Other 1% 
The 'othe~'  category includes unspeclficd language5 such 2s Portuguese, 
Gernlan, II~ndi, Gujarati, Tantil, Greek, Itallan, I;~iiu, Dutch, French, Telugu 
and Chinese (Implementation Plan, 2003 8) 

These statlstlcs mean that \pprox~mi-dtely 70 percent of dl1 South 
Africans have an inti~genous language as the~r  inother tongue (M I ), whereas 
25 percent have Eng11sh or Afr~kaans as tl-telr MT ' (Kdschula 1999 64) 
Log~cally, ~t would seem that the onus would be on the 25% of the 
population to acquire an lndlgenous language in ordet to enhance miitual 
intel l~g~b~li iy when II con~es to lani,xlnge use 2nd cornmunicatton issues 
Flowever, w ~ t h  l~mited exceptions, the reverse seems to bc Lrue 

In November 2002, the prevlous Minister oi Arti and Cultuie 
released the final draft of the Natlondl Language Policy Frameuork 7 h ~ s  
framework again outlined the historical context of language plaimlng ln 
South Afr~ca, the key elements of the new policy, as well as the nece\\ity to 
btuld human capac~ty through language This fri-dmcwork also brlefly set tile 
scene as far as ~mplenientation strateg~es are concerned Thesc 
~i~lplementat~on strateges and structures have been further developed in the 
Implemc~~tatlon Plan, which IS the focus of this artlcle 

Let us now bnefly look at the lan~wage structures w h ~ c h  habe been 
put in place over the last decade, and more cspeclally ovel the last three 
years, m order to try and support what 1s outi~ned 111 Section 6 of the 
Constitution, namely, that all eleven of S o ~ ~ t h  Airlca's officlal languages 
should enjoy equal nghts and prtvlleges Furthermore, 111 blew of the yense 
of exclusion between the languages, what is bimg done to create a polltics of 
inutualisation In order to encourage a sense of social harn~ony between the 
peoples of South Afnca0 The successful irllplernentatlon of the policy 
largely depends, in my opmlon, on the stnlctures and how they w~l l  operate, 
collaborate and be overseen 

This article then 1s not so concerned with the i o~ io l ingu i s t~~s  of 
language policy and plann~ng, and the now proven relationship between 
language, culture and thought, as drscussed in my edrlicr works (\ee 
Kaschula and Anthon~ssen 1995, Kaschula 1999) Instead, it takes the debate 
one step further by d~scussing the problema and challengei tac~ng thc 
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implementation of the South African language policy. The existing policy 
has already allowed for structures to be created in order to ensure the 
~mplementation of inultilingualism and tlie protection of individual lanbwage 
rights. 

Current Language Structures 
Let us now look at the (orlstitution as a laillwage structure in itself. The 
Constitutlori eil~phastzes that all ofticla1 languages " must enjoy parlty of 
esteem ' and be treated ecjuitably, thereby eiihanc~ng the status and use of 
ind~genous languages, with goven-rlnetlt taking ' leg5lative and othcr 
measures ' io regulate dnd n-roi-ritor the use of disadvantaged lndlgerlous 
languages 

Sectlon 6 ( 2 )  requires mechanisms to be put In place to develop tlle 
indigenous lang~~agei  Section (3 (3) and (4) contain la~iguage-related 
provlsions for national and provincldl governnlenls, whereby government 
departments niust use a! least two of the ofiic~al 1artbwage.i Other relevant 
provlsions pertaining to language matters are niade elsewhere 1x1 the 
Const~tution Section 9 (7) protects agaliirt unfair di\crim~nation on the 
gounds of lan~wdge, whilst iection5 30 anti 3 1 (1)  refer to people's rlghts In 
terms of c~iltural, lellpoui. and I~nguistic part~cipatioll and enjoyment 
Sect~on 3 5  ( 3 )  and (4 )  refer to thc Idnguape i~ght \  of the arrested, tleta~iied 
arrd accused person\, wit11 '1 parti~ular enlphds~s on the right to a fair trial 
\ \ ~ t h  proceedings conducted oi interpreted into tlle language of that 
ii~dividudl's choice 

Sectloll G ( 5 )  estdbl~shed The Pan South Afrlcan Language Board 
(panShL B) Iri order to promote ling~i~.it~c dikers~ty further One of lts 
functions is to promote thc use of So~lth Africa's language resouiccs 11 has 
also been maildated to oversee the developmeilt and use, not only of tlie 
offic~al lallguages, but ~ l i o  the Miioc, ?rams, and San langiages, as weli as 
South African Sign Language paiiSALH 15 to alio cultivate respect f o ~  the 
I~eritagc languages yoken by some 5ectlonh of our conxnunity, ant1 for those 
languages that arc n\ed ior re l~g~uus  purposei 

Thls controversial Bo;t~d llas dcted as J 'ldng~iage watch-dog' There 
have often been c~iticlsms leveled at this board, for cxdi11p1e, that i t  1s not 
doing enough to help in~plciuent the ian,ggage pol~cy a id  that it is a waste of 
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tax-payers money Nevertheless, in recent years, the Board has taken str~des 
to become inore visible, provid~lig financial support for a nuniber of projects 
aimed at increasing the visibility of African language usage in So~ith Africd 
An example would be when the previous Minister of Justice, Penuell 
Maduna, supported by four judges, suggested that only Engltsh be ~ ~ s e d  
within tlie Justtce system This suggestion was vigorously opposed by 
paliSALB and together with publ~c outcry, the proposal was M ~thdizimn 

However, Heugh (1999.68-69) notes that the Roard doei not enjoy 
sufficient autonomy and independence In order to fulfill ~ t s  functions It also 
falls under the financial control of the Department of Arts and Culture 
(DAC). Nevertheless, I would argue tliat it IS now the DAC which 1s driving 
the Impleinentatioil Plan. It remains to be seen whether there w~l l  be 
successful collaboration between panSALB and the DAC The real concern 
now is how successful ~mplementation can be achieved rather than a 
discussion as to whlch angle it should come from 

Government's New Implementation Plan 
Ten years after our democratic elections, structures have been put forward in 
order to implement language pol~cy at government level The 
Ililplernentation Plan was approved on 12 February 2003, by ('ab~net, at the 
highest level of politics. Three bodies have been outlined in the 
implementation plan, namely, Language Units, a National Language Forum 
as well as the South African Language Practitioners' Council 

It is further recognlsed that ' .  . . successful implementation will 
depend largely on collaboration with all national and provincial structures, 
as well as panSALB' (Implementation Plan, 2003.12). panSALB will remain 
a strategic partner of tlie Department of Arts and Culture, illore particularly, 
the National Language Service uiiit (NLS) of the DAC, drid that 
collaboration will be necessary in order to deal with language matters These 
two bodies w ~ l l  facilitate the establishment of the requlred structures and 
play a coordinating role with regard to the identified mechan~snis One can 
only hope that successful and practical collaboration will in fact tdke place 

It is Governmelit's respoiisibllity to drive the implementat~on policy 
In other words, once provincial and iiatlonal government departments begin 
lmplernentiiig the policy, then it is hoped tliat the prlvate sector, e g the 
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banking sector and so on will follow this route. It is, however, a difficult task 
to get all pollticlans to buy into this process. The Western Cape Province has 
already estabhslied a multllingual~sm week. As part of thrs week, at a publtc 
ceremony attended by the media, each Minister of Education and Culture 
(MEC) was called upon to come forward and sign a pledge comnl~tting 111s or 
her department to the concept of multilingualism. 

As ment~oned earlier, the National Implementation Plan has already 
been approved at the h~ghest level It remains to be seen however, whether 
prov~nclal members of Parhament, provinc~al leg~slatures and government 
departments will implement and buy into the policy Implementation Plan. 
Accord~ng to the Director-General of Arts and culture, Dr RM Adam, m his 
foreword to the Implementatton Plan: 

Taking into account that the challenge for us, as Governmer~t, is to 
ensure delivery of an efficient service responsive to the needs of our 
citizens, and that language is the means tlvough which we 
communicate with them, it is imperative that the Language Policy be 
implemented with urgency.. . in order to ensure that this vital 
Implementation Plan makes multilingualism a practical reality for all 
South African citizens. (2003:3) 

This process has been devolved to the nine provinces in South Africa. It is 
expected that each province will have its own Provincial Language 
Committee (PLC) which will oversee langaage matters that affect specific 
provinces. They will advise on issues relating to language policy legslation, 
including the language policy, practices and legislation of the province and 
of the local authorities in that province. Furthermore, these Language 
Committees must oversee language in education, translation, interpreting, 
development, the protnotion of the literature of the previously marginalized 
languages, language rights and mediation, lexicography and tenninology 
development as well as coordinating and funding language research projects. 
(Implementation Plan, 2003:12-13). In my opinion, it is really at this level 
that changes can be made which will impact on the every-day lives of South 
Africans. 

The national lexicography units will develop dictionaries in the 
official languages. In order to do so they will work with the National 

Language Bodies. 'This relationship is not t i d y  established or defined as 
yet. These National Language Bodies are to consist of mother tongue 
speakers of the various languages and they are to advise panSALB on 
matters related to standardization, lexicography, terminology and literature. 

The most exciting aspect of the ixnplementation of language policy, 
both nationally, but more especially provincially, is that it will result in a 
substantial increase in the demand for lanhmage services, especially 
translation, editing and terminology development. 'Taking into account the 
rapidly declining enrolments in the indigenous language departments, this 
will also result in a dramatic increase in language students at tertiary level as 
lanpage will become directly linked to jobs arid the work-place. The 
National Bursary Scheine that tias already been nientioned will serve a 
supportive role in this regard. 

All national and provincial government departments will need to 
have properly staffed language units, overseen by the Language Committees. 
In my opinion, implementation will take place at tlie level of the language 
units. They will need to entrench the language policy in the departnlent(s) 
and the province. They will need to raise awareness of the language policy, 
lnanage and facilitate translation and editing services, proof-read and edit 
documents in the official languages, facilitate the use of interpreting 
services, manage and facilitate training programs for new rectuits In 
translation, editing and teninology development, as well as secorld 
language programs in the official languages of each province for the various 
employees. They will also need to develop tenninology in collaboration with 
the DAC and the PI,C's, act as intermediaries between the 
departmentlprovince and the UAClpanSALB. 

All the language units required by the policy are to be establlsfied by 
the end of 2005. Each language ~ulit  will consist of competent staff either to 
translate or to out-source and check the quality of translation in the eleven 
official Iaiiguages in national government departments, as well as the chosen 
official languages of tlie specific provinces. O~itsourciiig will be done via a 
tender process which will take place every two years. 

Another feature of the iniplementatioii process is the establishn~ent 
of a National Language Fonlm '... to monitor the implementation process, 
scnitiilize and prioritize projects, and to drive advocacy campaigns'. 
(Irnplen~ei~tation Plan, 2003:16). The Foruin will also collaborate and 



network when it comes to inatters concerning the implementation of 
1,anguage Policy. The main fiinctioil of the Fon~m will be temiinology 
develop~nent and language projects in order to prevent any duplication of. 
efforts. In lily opini011, this r e i~ i a i~~s  a major challenge for the present and 
outlined language structures. If not carefi~lly monitored, the entire process 
co~ild becoiile bureaucratrcally bound, with one structure working against the 
other, rather than collaboratively. There will need to be mature and careful 
leadership, for example within the Forum and panSALB in order to ensure 
that efforts are not drrplicatcd, but rather that they complement each other. 

I t  is further proposed that a South African Language Practitioner's 
('owlc~l be established. This Council is to be ri~ade up of experts in 
trauslatton, interprctti~g, Lexicography, ternlinology, language editing and 
law. 7-h~s will be a statLitory body established through an Act of Parliament 
and inenibers wlll hold office for a period of five years. 'This C ~ L I I I C ~ ~  will 

. manage the tralning, accredltatlon, and registration of language 
practrtioners rn an effort to rarse the status of the language 
profess~on and the quahty of language products by sett~ng and 
malntalning standards (Implen~entat~on Plan, 2003: 17). 

This Counc~l w~ll  further cooperate w1tl1 the National Qualrficatlons 
Framework (KQI;) trainlilg programs and the South Afrlcan Qualificat~ons 
Authority (SAQA), both of whtch are already In existence, and which ensure 
that qualificatloils are ~m~for in  and are of an equal standard. 

Mechanisms for Implementation 
Mecllaiiisms for ~mplerncntation include the development of an on-line 
co~nputerized National I'enilbalk, wllicli IS already underway. Thls will 
296111 lequlre the colidboratron of all the structures mentioned above The 
~nfrltstiucture surround~ng interpreting, translat~orl and editing skills will be 
developed 111 collaboratloil wit11 the language iiu~ts. Resources w ~ l l  need to 
be mdde a\.ailablz, e g simultaneous translatloil services, as well as tra~nmg 
courses for translatori, dnd a translation a~ld  editnig policy w ~ l l  need to be 
p ~ ~ t  in place Trainiirg piogralns will be developed by the DAC and the 
panSA1.B. In conj~~nction with accredrted prov~ders Scholarsh~ps will be 
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offered to new recru~ts. Tralning programs will ~nclude short courses, in- 
service training and full-tlme tralning programs The requirements of the 
NQF will be adhered to m developing tralning programs 

Publlc servants wlll also be required to develop proficiency in 
languages other than thelr mother tongue Incent~ves will be developed by 
the DAC, in cooperat~on with panSALB, the Department of Educat~on and 
the Department of Publ~c Serv~ce and Admlnrstration, to encourage pubbc 
servants to become n~ultilmgual by learning and rnalnta~nlng addrtional 
languages. Accurate information must be provided to customers m the 
language they understand best and the customer should at no polnt be 
marg-lnallsed or d~sadvantaged through the use of languages. The Mlnister IS 

to publish regulatrons regard~ng t h ~ s  code of conduct in the Gazette by the 
end of 2005. 

Indigenous languages are also to be supported by new development 
strateg~es using new techologes .  The DAC 1s comnlltted to providing 
information technology ~nfrastmcture and bulld~ng capacity Computer 
software such as word processing programs, ternnology management 
systems and trmslatron software should be compatible to encourage the 
exchange of terminology and other informat~on between aii lanpage uri~ts 
and collaborators such as the ~latlonal Lexicography LTnlts 

A directory of language services w111 also be created It will contain 
the names of relevant agencles/compan~es/language units, tra~islatlon, 
ed~tlng, and te~mnology services. Copies of thls directory will be dlstribured 
to national and provlnclal government structures. anti to Ianglage 
assoclatlons as well as unlvers~t~es. It w ~ l l  also be ava~lable on the DAC 
web-s~te and updated on a regular bass. There will also be a quarterly 
newsletter to proniote the exchange of rnfomat~on. Lanpage aud~ts w1l1 
also be conducted rn collaboration with panSALB and research and 
development ~nstitutions In order to ass~st government to make ~nforrned 
declslons on Language Policy implementat~on. panSALR and the DAC will 
also run on-going language awareness campalps to arouse public interest III 

language matters. T h ~ s  ~ncludes encouragmg people to inake use of thelr own 
languages, and to inform busn-less and the private sector of the bottom-line 
benefits that can be derived from implementing miiltiiinguai policies The 
first two years however, will focus on pol~cy ~mplen~entat~on in govemment 
departments and amongst publlc servants. 
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The DAC is also responsible for creating a telephone interpreting 
service. This is particularly suited to the complex multilingual environment 
in South Africa. It eliminates geographical distances and allows for access to 
an interpreter at short notice in emergency situations and at customer service 
points such as clinics and police stations. The service is already being tested 
at some seventy police stations and at local govemment level in some eleven 
clinics and eight customer service counters belonging to the Tshwane 
Metropolitan Council. (Implementation Plan, 2003:20). 

Financial Implications of Policy Implementation 
The costing exercise conducted by the National Treasury and presented to 
the Implementation Conference in 2003 demonstrated that the costs of 
implementing functional multilingualism are sustainable with minor 
adjustments to planned budgets. The use of six languages at national level, in 
line with the National Language Policy Framework, will not exceed an 
addition of 2% to planned budgets. Over a three year implementation period 
it is estimated that the total cost for all national government departments will 
amount to R 379 349 732. This amount includes setting up the infrastructure 
for a language unit in each departmentlprovince; recruiting and training, 
salaries and benefits of unit staff, work program of the unit to drive 
implementation, outsourcing translation services, publications for each 
department, as well as ongoing training of unit staff. 

Whereas provinces and local governments will be led by their 
unique linguistic demographics, national govemment departments will have 
to make official documents available in Afrikaans, English, Xitsonga, 
Tshivenda, at least one of from the Nguni group (isizulu, isiXhosa, 
~siNdebele o; siSwati) and one from the Sotho group (Sesotho, Setswana or 
Sepedi). This implies a principle of rotation for the Nguni and the Sotho 
languages. This could become a contentious issue. In fact, it may amount to 
a stumbling block in the entire process of implementation at national level. 
Since 42% of the population speak Zulu and Xhosa as their mother tongue, 
the question then would be: why should they rotate with siSwati and 
isiNdebele, which is spoken by only 3% of the population collectively? In 
effect, linguistic nat~onalism may yet stand in the way of effective 
implementation of this policy. 

Towards an Econo-language Plan 
'I'he language implementation plan appears elaborate and ambitious, if not 
somewhat clumsy. One may well ask: what is the benetit of this plan going 
to be in relation to the bigger picture, that is, the South African nation? It has 
become clear to me that national language policy needs to act in co-operation 
with the national vision of where we are going as a country in terms of the 
economy, education and so on. This has yet to be clearly articulated at 
national government level. One should not lose sight of the fact that 
economics takes place within a global society where languages such as 
English, French and Spanish take precedence. However, for many South 
Africans, this concept of globalization renlai~ls a myth. It is relegated to the 
world of Kentucky Fried Chicken and Coca-cola. It is a world in which many 
South Africans do not exist. 

One cannot, however, doubt the importance of English at a inacro- 
econoinic level in South Africa. Econolnists tend to agree that the macro- 
economic plan which government has put in place is a good one. However it 
has been at the expense of the micro-economy and job creation, thereby 
exacerbating what President Mbeki has referred to as 'the second economy' 
i.e. the 60% of our population who have been marginalized from the macro- 
economy primarily as a result of a lack of education and skills. 

It is therefore at a nucro-level of economics that the Language 
Inlplementation Plan could have real benefits, allowing South Africans to 
experience life through their mother tongues at all levels of society. Dare 
one assume that an emergng farmer could soon apply for a Land Bank loan, 
in order to purchase farm land, in the language of his or her cholce, or 
should he be forced to apply in a language that he does not necessarily 
understand, thereby excluding himself from the main stream economy? What 
benefits could this new policy have in relation to the micro-economy'? The 
answer to this question seems rather obvious. The social and economic costs 
of not implementing it would be far higher than the costs of implementation, 
in a society where English still remains a language spoken by the minority. 
A national sociolin~wistic survey conxnissioned by panSALB in 2000 shows 
that more than 40% of the people in South Africa often do not understand 
what is being communicated in English. (Implementation Plan, 2003:9). 

The trickle down effect of the National Language Policy is already 
been felt, for example, at tertiary institutions and within the media. 
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Universities are presently re-assessing their internal language policies. At the 
Ilniversity of Cape Town, for example, a language Task Team (of which I 
was a meniber) has been established. The recommendation to Senate is that 
English be recognized as language of instruction. However, the creation of 
tri-lineal glossaries in isiXliosa, English and Afrikaans is being considered 
for key terns in various disciplines such as engineering law and commerce, 
and the intention is to develop inultilingual awareness among the university 
community. 

There are other positive developments which are taking place on the 
ground although these are not overtly stated in the policy document. The 
medical faculty has now also opted for a tri-lingual approach. All doctors 
must be proficient in English, Afrikaans and isiXhosa in order to graduate. 
On site clinical examinations are conducted with patients in the language 
wh~ch the patient understands best. The students are then graded according 
to their ability to conduct a clinical examination as well as their language 
abilities. Language instruction takes place alongside clinical skills in an 
integrated approach and is taught from the second year onwards. This is a 
major shift in the education process, which directly impacts on the doctor's 
abilities in the outside world. 

As far as the media is concerned, there are now programs on 
televlslon whch represent the eleven official languages. News bulletil~s are 
presented in all our languages, the lnost recent additions being Xitsonga and 
.Tshivenda in 2003. E-tv, an independent and free channel, as well as SABC 
3 offer a s i p  language Interpreter in the corner of the screen, pritnarily 
during news bulletins. Radio remains an extremely important medium in 
Soulh Africa and one can tune into stations in all eleven languages. 
Advertising, especially on radio, therefore takes place using all the official 
languages, directly fueling the economy and also showing that there is a 
need for such advertising. 

These are tangible results which emanate from the present language 
policy. If we are to assume that government is now placing its political will 
behind the inlplen~entation of policy, then it is clear that there will be further 
trickle down effects which will impact the national economy. In this regard, 
Heugh (l999:79) states: 

The private sector may independently discover that English is not 

the only language of ~nternatlonal trade, and that srnall to 111eti1un1 
slze exporters to ne~ghbounng countries may d~scover the advan ta~c  
of' using the languages of target 111arlcets 

Naturally, thts argulilent could also be appl~eti witiiii~ ihc country ~ h i ~ c .  
target nlarkets do not speak English. 

Heugh (1995:23j also argues that Sotit11 Ai i~ca  ilt'ed:, LO beg11 
accomnnlodating the econonvc rcallty of ~ t s  trading partnet-,, e spe~~d l ly  smce 
tliese major trad~ng partners are not Englisli L1 i ldt~oli~ Such p'u-iners 
li~cl~ide Japan, Germany and Chrna. Furthcr7riure. slic ' i l g u e ~  that So\itil 
Afr~ca needs to be looking toward the necessity of be~ng able to track rn 
languages such as French, Swahili, Portuguese and Arabic 7 111s I:, cspeciali! 
true ~ f ,  111 tcnns of NEPAD (New Partnership for Afr1car1 i3evelopt1iciiil, 
South Africa 1s to becollze the engme of developincnt In sub-Sahnran Air~r;i 
There l i  a need for an on-gorng debate regarding the applopr~atenes~ of wliat 
I have ~enned  kcono-lall~aages' for South Africa, and for Afr1c:t ~s d $~ho ie  
(cf Kasch~lla, 1999:7 1) 

'I'he fact that Bngllsh is largely seen as ail ,lltc~n;ati~c to Ati~knani i r i  

the South ACrlcan context and that ~t has esse~ltidlly only keen plrtcd aga!ili; 
Afrikaans In the past may ensure that Engllsh w ~ i l  fare \\ell in the f i i l~i~e HI 

the corporate world, especially with the on-gang emergence of .m urhsr, 
mtddle class drawn from Iin~w~st~cal ly ar-id c~iituraliy diverse backgrouncis 
1111s I S  tncreassngly beconling an Engl~sh-speahrng nilddle ciiisi that 1s 

1111g~l1stically holnogenous I woiild agree wit11 Alexander (2002) t l ~ t  tins is 
cieating coniplrcntecl dlvls~ons betwecrl those \tho d ~ e  pdrt of thc ecorioiluc 
Inalilstrcanl and those who are not, credting divides wI11ch co~iid ~ C C O I ~ I C  

dange~-~>us chasms 111 the long terni. chasms uhicIi could fiiei poiiticai 
nian~prtlatlon aiid conflict 

1-Iartshome (1995:3 17) argues that as fdr as 1':tiglrsh 15 concenlcd. 
'11Jt has to become an ~nclusive language, accessible to d l ,  li' i t  !i; not to 

cortt~nue as part of the 'screening out' process' rlie polilt 15, tilat [en yea!, 
after ~ndependence, Englrsh has not becorne access~ble to ail i wo~ild 
therefore d~sagree w ~ t h  Mike Nicol who argues, in 111s SLI) IC~IZI .  ? i t i ~ e ~  drticie 
(February 29, 2004) entrtled Teat11 of the mother tongue', thdt many yoitr-ig 
people are foisakmg thett rnotller tongue for English He quote\ J Xhosd 
sttident attending a previously model C school a> saying that she doesn't 
want to leal11 her mother tongue (MT) as she only needs to learn English 
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She is learning her language only because her mother is forcing her to go to 
the township fhr extra lessons. 

While this may be true of a certain class of citizens, the reality is 
that the vast majority of South African children are not attending these elitist 
schools. They attend schools in the townships and rural areas where the 
emphasis is still on coim~nica t ion  in the MT. Even English as a subject is 
often taught incorporating the MT in the medium of instruction. What Nicol 
is reflecting is the emerging division between that minority percentage of our 
population who have functional competence in English and the rest of the 
population who are dysfui~ctiollal in terms of English competence. The irony 
of this situation is that the very people that were excluded under colonialisni 
and apartheid are again being excluded from the main-stream econorny and 
soclety. Furthermore, we are relegating our country to a permanent state of 
mediocrity if people cannot be creative and spontaneous in their MT. This is 
so because a language policy andlor practice that perpetuates English 
hegemony does not allow for self-confidence to take route through the use of 
a first language. It is this very situation which the government's language 
implementation plan rightly wishes to address. It would seem that the virtues 
of multilingualisn~ have now been recognized, ten years after democracy. 

Conclusion 
There appears to be a definite movement by government to implement South 
Afrlca's Lailbruage Pollcy now. However, it w ~ l l  take tlrne before one call 
dssess the effect~veness of t h ~ s  rmplementation. Furthemiore, ~t w:ll take 
tine before the tr~cklc-down effect of governmental ~tnplementation takes 
route firmly in the prlvdte sect01 For this plan to succeed it IS clear that 
theie w11I need to be etfect~ve collaborat~on between the various role-players 
such ils the DAC, pilnSALB as well as all the other structures which have 
been put In place Most importantly, there has to be suffic~cnt polltical w ~ l l  
In order to drive the entire process. 1h1s st111 remains the real challenge of 
rmplementatlon. The role of government 1s to be the 'vo~ce' of the people, a 
vo~ce that the majority of the people can understand. T h ~ s  1s true democracy 
dt work 

Department of Llngulstics and SA L,anguages 
Uuivers~ty of Cape Town 

Russell@human:t1es.uct.ac.7a 
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'Treading where angels fear most': 
The South African Government's 
New Language Policy for 
Higher Education and its Implications 

Mbulungeni Madiba 

Introduction 
Since the d~smantl~ng of apartlreid, higher education in South Afr~ca has 
undergolie zharlgei, inclucfing changes Ilr  language pollcy as procla~nled 111 
Section 27 (2) of thz t iiglier I:diacatlon Act (1997) ?'his act reyurres higher 
education ti, be In line M 1th the nat~onal ldilgtlage pol~cy ii11d the nlultil~ngual 
~ca l~t . ,  of tile country '1 11e L angridge Pollcy for H~gller Educatron was 
adopted ln November 2002 to ensure tila! all o f i c ~ a l  languages are equitably 
used and developed a i  acadernicl sc~ent~f lc  languages of l ~ ~ g h e r  education. 

The aim of t h ~ s  paper is to d~scuss the Lang~age Poi~cy for X-iiglaer 
Educat~on and ~ t s  si~tpl~cat:~ns for tllc general restructuring of tertiary 
educatiori The papei begrns with an overview of the natlonal lasiguage 
pollcy as co~itamecl in the C'orlstitutlon and then d~scusses the objectives and 
prov~sions of the language I't'ol~cy for Higher Educatioli, 'The paper 
~onclades wltt-1 a d~sciirston of prospects for the 1n1piernenlat1on of thls 
policy It  15 l~oped that this arllcle w ~ l l  shed light 011 the languagc plannmg 
challenges facing highcr education tn multilingual leal-i~~ng envtronments. 

The National Language Policy on Nigher Education 
The Constitubon of the Kcpubllc of South Afr~ca recognlses eleven official 
languages. T b l e  1 outlines the eleven languages as well as tlie  lumber of L1 
speakers for each. 
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Language 

islzulu 
Is~Xhosa 
Afrl kaans 
Sepedl 
Engl~sh 
Setswana 
Sesotho 
Xitsonga 
S~Swah 
Tshivenda 
IslNdebele 

No. of 
Speakers 

'Yo of 
Speakers 

Table 1: ~ z v e n  Major Languages of SO& ~ f r i c a ( i 0 0 1  Census data) 

'The Consb~tut~oii (Act 108 of 1996) further prov~des for the use and 
development of the official languages, and In particular the African 
languages, as follows: 

Recogn~s~ng tlie h~storlcally d~rmn~shed use and status of the 
indigenous languages of our people, the state must take pract~cal and 
posltlve nleasures to elevate the status and advance the use of these 
lang~~ages (Sect~on 6.2) 

The national government and provincial government by 
legislat~ve and other measures, lnust regulate and monitor the11 usc 
of offiela1 languages. W~thout detract~ng from provisions of 
subsect~on (2), all officlal languages must enjoy parity of esteem and 
must be treated equ~tably (Sectlon 6.4) 

A Pan South Afrlcan Language Board establ~shed by 
iiational leg~slat~on IIIUS~: 

(a) promote and create conditions for the developrrlent and use 
of- 
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(i) all official languages; 
(ii) the Khoi, Narna and San languages; and 
(iii) Sign Language (Section 6.5). 

Everyone has the right to receive education in the official language 
or languages of their choice in public educational institutions where 
that education is reasonably practicable (Section 29.2). 

Everyone has the right to use the language and participate in 
the cultural life of their choice, but no one exercising these rights 
may do so in a manner inconsistent with any provision of the Bill of 
kgh t s  (Section 30). 

Table 2: Home lanpuaees of students re~istered in public universities 

unknown 

and technikons in 2000 (Higher Education Management Information 
Systems 2000) 

I I 

To ensure the practical iinplementat~on of this national language 
policy, Cabinet has approved the South Ajrlcan Languages Btll to be enacted 
soon. This Bill provides a more practical way of implementillg the eleven 
official languages by providing a SIX language fonnula accord~ng to which 
each govemnent departments should use at least six languages m wiltten 
communication. These languages are Fnglish, Afrikaans, Tshivendd, 
Xitsonga one Nguni and one Sotho The lugu111 idl~guages (SiSmatl, 
~siNdebele, isiXhosa, is~Zulu) on the one hand, and Sotho languages 
(SeTswana, SeSotho, Sek'edi) on the other hand will be used on rotational 
basls. 

The Language Pollcy for Wlgher 1;ducatlon should also be seen as An 

effort by goven~lnent to recopise the multilingual reality of the country 
which IS also reflected 111 higher educat~oil The South African student 
population In Ingl-ier education is lin&m~stlcally diverse, and it is not 
uncomnon to find a variety of home languages represented in the studetit 
body of a slngle mstltutlon. Table 2 above provides breakdown of the 
home languages of students registered in public universities and technikons 
In 2000. 

Objectives and Provisions of the National Language Policy 
for Higher Education 
'The National Language Policy for Higher Educatron has the following goals. 

TOTAL 1 402,129 

Nation budding 
In ~ t s  preamble, based on Pres~dent Mbelu=s speech (1999), the Language 
Pollcy emphasises the role of all South Afr~can 1an.ggages to nation buiid~ng. 

203,366 1 605,495 1 100 

the building blocks of (the) nation ... unique ~diomatic expressions 
that reveal the imer Inearlings of our cxpenences. the foundatioiis 
on which our coinmon dream of natio~d~ood should be built 

According to Mbeki (1999 clted in the National La~ lpage  Policy for Illgher 
Education 20026) South Africans should learn each other'x langiages for 
the purpose of nation bu~ldlng. He has the following to say in this regard 
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In shar~ng one's language wlth anothcr, one does not lose possession 

of one's words, but agrees to share these words so as to elzrlcll the 
l~ves of others For ~t ss when the borderliile between one language 
and another is erased, when the social barriers bctween Lhe speaker 
of one language and another are broken, that a br~dge 1s built, 
connect~ng what wa-e previously Cuo separate sites ~ n t o  onc b ~ g  
space for human ~ntei-actlotr, and, out of this, a new world erllerges 
and a new natloli 1s born 

The multi1111gual d p p ~ o d ~ h  to nat~oii bu~ldi l~g 15 also iupported by scl~olars 
such as AIevande~ (1005), Ban~gbosc (1991) and Webb (1996) and 15 

contrary to the cornn~oiily accepted v ~ c w  ~ l i i c h  regard5 multil~ngualtsm as a 
barriel to nation bu~idlng In t h ~ s  latter vlcw, a natlon 1s s a d  to be 
character~~ed wlth onc nat~onal ldnguClge, and I ~ S  people should share a 
common h~story and lerrltory T h ~ s  approach to nat~on-bu~liflng was 
predominant In the creatlon of nation-states in Furope dur~ng the early 
Modern perlod (Madiba 1999). But as several studies ~ndicate, there seems 
to be a growlng consensus, especially 111 developitlg countries of Africa, that 
inult~lln~walism IS a real~ty that canl~ot be w~shed away (Bokamba 1995; 
Daingbosc 1994. 1998) Some European scholars (e g Kclnlan 1971.34) 
argue that 111 a multilingual country, a coinnlon ~iat~onal  language IS not a 
necessary cond~ t~on  for nat~onal unlty and that two or more languages can 
co-exlst with n~intmal confl~ct between the111 

In n~ult~llngual countries such as South Afrlca, univers~tres are t ~ c e d  
with the challenge of iind~ng pract~cal wdy4 of using 1nult:llnb~tailsm to 
promote natlon bulldung 

Transformation 
rransfonnat~on  nus st be tlie sile~ltable outconie of seeking to lrve out the 
values and shared aspirations of a democratic South Afrlca, as enshnned in 
the Constitut~on of 1996 An essenttal part of dcconlpl:sh~ng thc 
transformat~on envssaged In the Coi ls t i t~~t lo~~ is to r ~ d  of the legacy of 
apartheid and colonialism by urgently addressing the deep patterns of 
tnequahty that scar soclety. Some of these inequalit~es and ~njust~ces were 
perpetrated by v~rtue of language po11cy for higher educat~on whlch was 

used during apartheid era to prevent most black South Africans from gaining 
access to higher education as either students or workers (Dla~nini 1996). A 
partial address of this situation was only achieved after the establishment of 
homeland universities, or of what are commonly known today as historically 
black universities. Unfortunately though, the policy of 'separate 
development' resulted in the privileging of English and Afr~kaatis as the 
official languages in higher education and, by the same token, in the 
niarjgnalisation and underdevelopment of African languages. Thus the 
lanbwage policy was used as an instrument to control, oppress and exploit the 
majority of the people of South Africa (I-iartshorne 1987; Marivate 1992; 
Reagan 1985,1990). 

Transformation in South Africa is therefore required in the sense 
that the legacy of apartheid as reflected in the under-development of the 
African languages must be elininated. The new language policy and plan 
goes a long way towards achieving t h s  objective. It seeks to redress the 
imbalances and injustices of the past, whlst  mapping the way forward for 
the promotion and development of the indigenous languages. Whereas the 
apartheid language policies rnarginalised the use of ind~genous languages in 
higher education, the new language policy on higher education seeks to 
promote their use as academic and scientific languages and media of 
institutional discourse. 

Democratisation 
The promotion of multilingualism in higher education is also airned at 
creating an environment in which all languages work together to promote the 
values of democracy and social justice enshnned in the Constitution. The 
centrality of language in the democratisation process, especially in plural 
societies such as South Afnca, has been widely acknowledged in the 
language planning literature (Alexander 1995, Madiba 1999, Mamli & 
M a m i  1998, Webb 1995). Accordingly, multilingualisnl is regarded as a 
resource for democratisation since it enables easier entry into and thus 
participation in the national system for the masses. According to Kashoki 
(1993:150), 

where multilingualism is consciously built into the country's 
language policy as the dominant principle, it has the likely 
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coilsequence of broadening opportunities for more citizens to 
participate in national affairs (cf. Madiba 1999). 

The need for the democratlsation of h~gher education in South 
Africa should be understood against the undemocratic language pohcles of 
the apartheid, which prevented the majority of the population from 
partic~patlng In higher educat~on, especially at the so-called hlstor~cally 
whtte un~versities (Dlaminl 1996). Thus, democracy in hlgher education 
cannot be fully real~sed wlrl-rout the democratlsatron of language use with a 
view to conc~eti~lrlg and safeguard~ng values such as human dignity, the 
ach~evement of' equal~ty and the ddvancement of human rights and baslc 
freedoms entrenched In the Constitution (Madiba 1999). 

Pvotectlorl and Pvorvrotzon of L~ngulsfzc Human Righls 
As ~ndicated, thc Constitutron, guarantees Implstrc hunlan rlghts in 
education. According to the Bill of Rghts: 

Everyone has the right to use the language and to participate in the 
cultural life of their choice, but no one exercising these rights may 
do so in a manner inconsistent with any provision of the Bill of 
lbghts (Section 30 of the Constitution). 

As indicated earlier, in education everyone has the right to recelve education 
In the offic~al language or languages of their cholce in publ~c educational 
institutions where the educatron is reasonabiy practicable. In order to ensure 
the effective access LO, and implenientatlon of, t h ~ s  right, the state must 
cons~der all reasonable educational alternatives, ~ncludlng angle lned~urn 
~nstltutions, takng lnto account 

(a) equity; 
(b) pract~cabll~ty; and 
(c) the need to redress the results of past raclally discnm~natory laws 
and pract~ccsCd (Sectlon 29 (2) of the Constltutiorn). 

The Language Pollcy for Higher Education is spec~fically aimed at 
protecting and promoting the rlghts as quoted above, but always w ~ t h  due 

regard for considerations of equlty and redress In the context of the values 
that underpln our shared aspnations as a natlon. 

Development ofAfrican Languages 
The Ministry agrees with the Council for Higher Education that 
consideration should be given to the development of South African 
languages other than Afrikaans and English for instruction purposes as part 
of a medium-to long-term strategy to promote multilingualism. In this regard, 
the Ministry will g v e  urgent attention to the establishment of a task team to 
advise on the developn~ent of an appropriate implementation plan, including 
costing and time-frames. The specific recornmendation of the Council for 
Higher Education with respect to the development of South African 
languages other than Afrikaans and English will be considered as part of this 
investigation. 

Challenges and Recommendations 
The challenges facing the implementation of the National Language Policy 
for Higher Education in tertiary institutions may be viewed from two 
perspectives: the student's perspective and the institutional perspective. 
With respect to the student equity perspective, one challenging issue with 
regard to students in South Africa is that of selecting appropriate media. 
Debate around this issue has intensified in multilingual contexts. A recent 
IJNESCO document (2003) also addressed this issue and ended with a 
recommendation that a multilingual approach to teaching and learning 
should be adopted in multilingual contexts. In most African countries 
colonial languages such as English, French and Portuguese are used as 
exclusive media of instruction in higher education (Heine 1992, Bokamba 
1995). At present, not a single African lanpage  is ~lsed as a medium of 
instruction for disciplines other than African language departments 111 

Africa. Afrikaans is the only language that has succeeded in becoming a 
medium of instniction in higher education. During the apartheid era, several 
universities used Afrikaans as the exclusive medium of instruction. 

The main challenge facing South Africa and perhaps the rest of the 
continent is the introduction of indigenous languages as media of instniction. 
Although the use of the learner's first language is recommended by 
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lnterndt~onal o1ganisations like IJNTi,SCO, In South Afi-lca the lise of ~tlcll 
idl~g~~ages 1s rejecled toi pol~tico-h~stoncal reason, The ui;e of African 
1ar:gudgci 1s scc1-i to pronlotc w.id entrenci\ upartheld ~,olrcrei of 'd~vrdr i i ~ ~ t l  
'nrle' (Jieagm L98.5> 1390) Paradoxically. i r iea~ch has iliow~l that tnost of 
thc studcl~ts dcl~lr~lreii 1i-i ilo~ilii Afircali uili~ersrtles 11avz low p~oflcnrrlc)~ 111 

English allhoiigh ~t I ,  uied as tlpe excluiitc medtunl of ~nstl-uctlon 'it ix~o\t 
iiiitit1itic)lis of i( ,irl:rny l i t  r?i~ilt 1s Ixgh ti:op oui and jallure tdtcs dl ILIL!I 

insillil tloii, 
111 Sectio:; i 51 1 / cli ehc I ai,gIuge Po1ic.l loi f l~ghcl Education, t l ~ .  

Viiiisti y ~ i c k ~ o w l z : i ; ~ ~ ,  I l ~ t *  C L I I I C I : ~  13o'-,ltion of 17ngl1"; and Afr~kdanr as the 
dollii~idrit i,lxlg~;ilLigec ol lal.,fn~ct1on i n  hlgher eclu~.at:ou 2nd conclildes that Irl  

tlic !ighi of pr,li_r!~~i t~icl o the~ c o ~ ~ ~ i d e r ~ t i o i i s  tt tvlll be. ileccsiary to wolli 
u itliin il-ic ~ o l l i t ~ l ~ i  ot 16ic rtatt.15 quo X llc Pol~cy, howccer, requirei, thdt 
constderatlon hi: y,\ell lo ~!ic devtiopnie~~t o! other South Afncdn language5 
[ ( ~ r  111 inilructroi~ part oi d rnetir~i1~1 to long-te~m strategy to p ~ o n ~ o t c  
~uuleilingualism 

111 tlur, rcpi:,i, rile ~vll1ilsr1-y t;l'.es rirget~t attentrort lo the 
:s!ablishment i ~ r  l dsk 1 cam 10 advlse oai the deveiopmelll of 411 

dppropnare ilarne\\oik hntr 1mp1ementat:orl pian, ~ncluding cost~ng and t n e  
fi anlei l-he ipccliic recori~rriendatrort oi the Hidler Edracat~on C'ounc~l w~th  
ieipeci to the developmenl uf otiler South Aft~carl 1a1:gr~agcs will bc 
considered d part of 11115 :nvcstigat~!m iSecrior115 2) Accordrngty, l t l  2002 
the then "\ldilonal Mlnlster of F~iucatron. Ptofessor Kadur ,4s1xaI, cipl)o~rltcd 

7aik 1 eanl to ddviie 1un1 OII the lrltellectualirat~on and use of the 
ii:digenoua Airtcarl ldnguages ds i l ~ e d ~ a  of initruct~ol~ 111 h~gher cducatron 
i lie Ministry of L d ~ c ~ i t ~ o i ~  has further cor-nm~tted ~tsclf to n-iaking resources 
at  allable for the ~ntellectualisat~on of these Idngtldges. 

I!nrveriit~ei, as centres of learnlng and research, should cstabi~sh 
crcatlve ways of cnh~~ ic ing  nlult11111gudIiim In tllelr programmcs. A more 
balanced approach 1s needed to use both knglish and Afr1cat-i languages as 
~nedld of lnstruct~on One approach that has bcen recon~mended by several 
icholars (cf. Bamgbose 2000i3, Ngugl wa l'l-iiong'o 1986) IS the 
'Coiliplementary Language Use Approach' which proceeds from the premise 
of using the Afr~can languages as auxil~ary rnedla of instruct~on tn the non- 
la~lguage disciphnes w1tl-i the long-term goal to use them as primary lf not 
exclus~ve media of  instructloll 111 certaln dlscipl~nes acco~di i~g  to the realit~es 

of the society concerned (Bokarnba and Tlou 198054). According to Dua 
(1994:132), 

the development of the balanced complementarity of English with 
the indigenous languages in all the Third World countries is 
necessary for viable language education, growth of n~ultilingualtsm 
and development of indigenous languages. 

As Bamgbose (2000b:207) further indicates, in rnultili~-igual and 
multicultural context, there is need to go beyond 'linguistic imperialism, 
linguicism and language rights to stress the interdependent relationship 
between English and the indigenous languages'. Thus there should be no 
conflict between the promotion of English and the recognition of its 
interdependence with other languages. In this regard, South Africa faces 
several problems. The first problem is the selection from the nine indigenous 
languages since the cost of using all of them would be prohibitive. A 
practicable option would be to select first a few languages in a particular 
area according to what is spoken in that area. For example, the University of 
the Witwatersrand, among others has indicated that it will adopt seSotho to 
be a recommended medium of instruction upon development. Universities in 
other provinces can also adopt the main Afn'can languages of the provinces 
and develop them as media of instruction. 

The second difficulty is that African languages have not been 
developed to a level where they can be used to teach disciplines such as 
science and technology at tertiary level. This problem is being addressed 
through several initiatives, including a Task 'Team appointed by the Ministry 
of Education to develop strategies to promote the intellectualisation of 
African languages. The pan South African Language Board (panSALB) also 
has several bodies, such as the National Lexicography Units and the 
National Language Bodies, that are involved with the development of 
African languages. Institutions of higher learning are also involved in many 
ways in creating language resources such as corpora, and in researching 
useful language development strategies (Madiba 2000). 

With respect to an institutional discourse perspective, language 
management in multilingual institutions of higher education also poses a 
serious challenge (cf. Kaplan and Baldauf 1997). According to Jernudd 
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(2002.299) although there is a huge international literature that deals with 
the postcolonial development of language policles of newly Independent 
states, there are very few publicat~ons that deal spectfically with the 
universlt~es' postcolonial transition. Thus, the first challenge faclng 
universities m South Afnca is the formulation of language policles that 
entrenches multll~nguallsn~ in institut~onal discourse. 

All institutions of higher educatron are encouraged to promote 
mult~lingualism for social, cultural, ~ntellectual and economlc development. 
These policles could Include changes to events such as graduation 
ceremonies to acknowledge and accommodate diversity in the coristituency 
body, requinng proficiency in an Afncan language as a requlslte for a range 
of academic fields of study and offerrng short courses in African languages 
as part of staff development strateges. In add~tion, ~nst~tutlons could 
conslder the allocation of preferent~al we~ghting to accommodate applicants 
who have matr~culation passes m indigenous lanbruages. Clearly, change in 
the diversity of student and staff profiles, inltlatives such as student support, 
mentorship and counseling, and the creatlon of a receptive institutional 
culture wh~ch embraces linguistic d~versity are other crucial ways of 
promoting a cllmate where all people feel affirmed and empowered to realise 
their full potentla1 Finally, the policies should be responsive to the needs of 
the disabled, for example, the need to develop competenc~es and capaclty In 
Sign Language 

Guidelines for Drawing-up a University Language Policy 
The challenges discussed above require a polrcy solution. As already 
indicated, each university was required by the Language Pol~cy on Higher 
Educatlon to develop its own language policy and submt it to the Mlnlstry 
by 3 1 March 2003 7 he M~nistry of Educatlon has thus requested panSALB 
to work out gi~dellnes to help tertiary lnst~tutrons to develop lanbaage 
pol~cies In its document entitled Gu~deluzer on the layout oJ a language 
policy docunzent fix ~tzstztutlon.s of higher educatzoiz (February 2003), 
panSAIiB prov~des the follow~ng guidelines: 

Preumhle 
Each policy should have a preamble that indicates the institution's 
constitutional obhgatrons with respect to language and its 

commitment to recognising and accepting diversity, and to the 
promotion of equal language rights. It should also state the aims and 
objectives of the language policy. 

Contextualisation 
The policy should also g v e  the contextual information regarding the 
institution's current language practice, the need for change, benefits 
of promoting multilingualism, language preferences of staff and 
students, and plans for making optinla1 use of the linguistic resources 
available within the institution. 

Aspects of the Language Policy 
The policy should specify the following: 

Language(s) of l~~struction and Research 
Whereas Section 15 of the Language Policy for Higher Education 
allows the use of English and Afrikaans as the media of instruction, 
at least one official Africah lan~wage of the province concerned 
should also be introduced as a language of instruction, if only as the 
culmination of a long-tern1 strategy. The institution should indicate 
how introduction of such a language will be supported by 
terminology development, translation and development of study 
inaterials used in examinations, theses and assignments. 

Lartguage of A~i~ninistmtiorz 
'The policy should indicate which language(s) will be used for 
internal communication (oral and written) and external 
communication (oral and written). Internal spoken communication 
includes Council and Senate meetings, departmental meetings, 
faculty meetings, enquiries and requests made by students. With 
regard to external spoken communication, the policy should address 
the language to be used for communication emanating from the 
institution, including the dissemination of information to the public. 

Labour Relations 
The policy should indicate which language(s) will be used in 
conlnlunicating conditions of service, in conducting job interviews 
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and disc~pl~iiary hearings, aiid in fornxulating perfonnancc 
agi-eemenis and health and safety rcyuireinents. 

Soczui Event\ 
Inst i t~~t~ons of liigller cducatioi: 5hould also nlctlcate 111 their i i n t ~ i a ~ e  
policy which lal-iguage(s) .viil be txsed in social events such ds 
graduat~ori cercmonics, iag and sport cvci~is 

WOI hpluce Ii-nrtrrrlg i r t d  f'cr1)irc r t )  Ucvelo~~metzt 
Inst~tutions hhouiii also ~ndrcate what language acqursiliori 
progrdnunes w ~ l l  be put 111 place for all enlployees to Increase basic 
~onipctencrci in dedllllg with African language(s) as tixdra of  
~nstruction and ddinliilslrallon 

Daii 5 lu f zorl i ~ r i c f  Irircrpretln y S~li-v~c.e,\ 
-1 he policy stlc;uid also indicate what translation and Inierpretmg 
sewlces and t l a ~ n i ~ ~ g  wrll he put In place to support both ~iltexnal and 
external coinmunlcat~on 

ivionzioi-l~zg nliri r3?ic1luurro,r JA4ecizai~lrtn.\ 
ine  policy should nr~dkc provisron lor h e  establ~shrnent aif  a 
i~nguage cornnliltee to nlonltor and evaluate the ~mplen~entat~on of 
the language poi~cy. 

ihsl-benefit At~illy,sz\ 
The institution slloiild prov~de d clear annual budget for the 
~rnplenienta~ion of the lailguagc pol~cy 

These guideiines compare well with the categories given by Jemudd 
(2002.299) for d e s l p i i ~ ~ g  a ianguage polrcy for a bilingual university. These 
categoncs lnciude 

 caching acts ~x twcen  students anti teachers, .;tudy acts by students, 
ad~nlnistrat~ve acts betweerr \tudents, meinbers of faculties and 
adnlin~strator representatives ot ulllverslty departme~zes and 
admlnistrat~ve offices, research acts, writing and other preseiilatlon 

~ c t s ,  service acts by members of faculties in communication w ~ t h  
many audieilces, governance acts between representatives of the 
u~liversity and representatives of government offices and the public. 

To Comply or not to Comply? 
The crucial challenge facing the Language Policy for Higher Education is 
whether institutions of higher educat~on will coii~ply with the requirements 
and the guidelines set out by panSALB. Alieady several uli~versit~es have 
started to expIess fear and concern about govem~ilent interference with the 
autonomy of thelr instrtutions In fact the Hlgher Education Act has been 
critic~sed for delegating excessive powers that could be misused to achieve 
political goals. 

However, several universities have already responded by drafting 
language polic~es that have been submitted to the Mlnistry of Educat~on, 
who In turn, has asked panSALB to evaluate the policies Clearly, most 
universities prefer monolingual pohcy with e~ther  English as the dorn~iiant 
language, or Afrikaans, as is the case of traditional Afrikaans univers~tles 
Accordingly, panSALB has referred such policies back to their institutions 
for revision so as to render them coinpllailt with the policy guidehnes and 
the requirements of the National Language Policy for Higher Education 

Conclusion 
It is evident that the context in which South African universities have 
operated during the past one hundred and thirty years has conipletely 
changed. The democratic elections of 1994 ushered in a dispensation based 
on the recobaition of language and cultural diversity whereby all universities 
were required in tenns of the National Language Policy on Higher Education 
to fcx-mulate language policies that foster multilingualisni and ensure 
si~nultaneous development of all the official languages as 
academic/scientific languages. However, the Miiiistiy acknowledges the 
current position of English and Afrikaans as the dominant languages of 
instruction in higher education and believes that in the light of practical and 
other considerations it will be necessary to work within the confines of the 
status quo until such time as other South African languages have been 
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developed to a level where they may be used 11.1 all higher education 
functions. The use of these lanbwages should not serve as  a barner to access 
and success. The pollcy further requires that conslderatlon be given to the 
development of other South Afncan languages for use In mstructlon, as part 
of a medium to long term strategy to promote mult~l~ngualism. 

The National Language Policy on Higher Educat~on should he 
vlewed as an opportunity to create new ~nstltut~onal identities, cultures and 
misslons by ernbrac~ng and accommodating the rich diversity of cultures and 
languages in South Afrlca (cf. Asmal 2003:4). A multilingual approach to 
iearnlng and teachtng In South Afrlcan unlversitles will furthennore create 
an envtronrrkent that promotes freedom of thought and speech to produce 
cadres who are self-motivated and responsible thinkers. The 
'complementarity' approach proposed In tlxs paper will enable students to 
use local languages to participate meaningfully in the creation, dissemnat~on 
and application of knowledge. Such knowledge can then be globallsed 
through the use of languages of wider cornrnunlcation, such as English. And 
agaln the local languages may be used to custsmise the global knowledge for 
use by the general public as is the case in countries such as Japan. 

Furthermore, the use of indigenous languages, either as auxiliary or 
primary medla of Instruction and leamng, has the potenttal to increase 
performance rates rn general. As the Language Pollcy on H~gher Educatlon 
~ndicates, the language-medlum factor cannot be isolated as the only factor 
contributing to poor acadelmc performance at rnost instltution~. Wile the 
problein 1s n~ultlfarious, there ns little doubt that language 1s a critical factor. 

Although the lmplernentatlon of thls Pollcy 1s in its ~nfancy, it 
prov~des some ~nslght into and sheds llght on language problems faclng 
higher educat~on in multilingual contexts and how such problems can be 
addressed by means of a clear language pollcy and lmplementatlon plan. The 
guidelines provided for drawlng up language policles for tertlary institut~orls 
are significant slilce there 1s strll a dearth of literature that deals w ~ t h  thls 
subject 
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Additive Bilingualism in the 
South African Language-in-Education Policy: 
Is there Proof of the Pudding? 

Lawrie Barnes 

Historical Perspectives 
After the transition to full democracy in 1994 a new South African 
la~~guage-in-educatioi~ pol~cy was fonnulated to meet the needs of a society 
in transfomat~on (Department of Educat~on 1997). The policy was deslgned 
to allow freedom of choice, while adhering to the underlying principles of 
equity, practicablhty, and the need to redress the results of the past 
discrimnatory laws and practices. The new pol~cy has been descnbed as one 
of the most progressive in the world (Probyn ct nl. 2002:29). Critics, 
however, believe that the nnplernentation of the policy leaves much to be 
desired In order to appra~se the pol~cy, it IS necessary to understand the 
soc~oh~stor~cal  factors that have Impacted on the format~on of current 
policies and approache,. to multiling~lallsm 111 South Africa (Rekker 
1999:99; St Clair 1982.164) T h ~ s  paper wlll therefore begn  wlth a brief 
sketch of the historical background aga~nst which the current language-in- 
etlucat~on pol~cy can be analysed and evaluated 

In keepmg w1t11 the Zcrtgcr~t of seventeenth century colon~al~sm, the 
early colonla1 h~story of South Afilca was charactel-ised by a general 
disregard for the tndigenous languages of the Cape Colony. Ultimately, after 
two centuries of contact with the Dutch settlers, the Khoesan languages are 
close to extinct~on (Alexander 1989 12-1 5 ;  Crawhall 1993:6; 
Steyn1980.106). Thcre are only a few varlet~es that are stlll spoken 111 

Nam~bia and In Botswana and these are also severely threatened (Tralll 
2002.44). After the second and final B r ~ t ~ s h  occupat~on of the Cape m 1806, 

a Ianguage s t r~~ggle  began between Dutcl~ (later to beconle Afnkaalis) anti 
Engl~sh, which was destir~ed to donxilate the lingi~stic history of Soilth 
Afrrca for the next two centuries The itr~iggle wds In reaction to the 
language policy of the new colonial masters, one that focused on replac~ilg 
'Dutch with English as the dominant language 111 public ilfe 111 tile coiony' 
(Reagan 1 986.2) 

At the same time the colonists were cumlng into contact 
increasmgly with the speakers of the Bantu languages and there was 
considerable inlssionary act~vlty As was the case in other parts ot Africa, 
the rnlsslonaries played a major role In the cod~fication of the ~lldlgenous 
languages and in the educat~on of the local population Accoiding to 
Alexander (1989:20), the lai~piage-~n-education policy of the t ~ m e ,  wh11e 
allownlg rudimentary educat~on through the mother tongue, was a~nled at 
cultivating an Anglocentnc ehte among the local population 

Britlsh colonlal language policy was one of tolerat~ng basic 
(primary-level) school~ilg in the relevant indigenous languages ( 1  e. 
for the small percentage of black children who actually went to 
school) and promot~ng Engl~sh-medium instruction in a class~cally 
Anglocentric curriculum for the tiny mission ellte 

A consequence of this policy was the emergence of poslt~ve att~trides among 
many members of the local population towards the Enghsh culture and 
language at the expense of their own cultures and languages. A cornllland of 
English was seen as a srrze qua rzon for lillprovlng their socio-economic and 
soc~o-cnltural status. This posit~ve att~tude towards English vis-ii-vrr the 
local languages was also exh~b~ ted  by nlei~lbers of the early resirtance 
movement in South Afr~ca which was made up mainly of members ot the 
black m~ddle class According to Alexander (1989 28) this group 'plumped 
far Zng!ish anJ adopted an elit~st and patronising att~trlde towards the 
languages of the people'. Nevertheless, there were attempts during this 
perrod to extend the use and status of the ind~genous languages 111 education 
bol ~ii\tance, lslZulu was introduced as a subject 111 the Natal (now 
KwaZ~ll i  Natal) schools In 1885 (Hartshome 1987 86) and by 1922, 
vernacula~ was a compulsory primary school subject In black \chools In all 
the prov:nces 
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After the hglo-Boer War (1899-1902) and the subsequent 
foi~nation of the Un~on of South Africa, the earller struggle between the 
colonial languages took on a new drn~ension. Eearrilg the cnisliing effect of 
British hegemony, there were many descendants of the Dutch colonists who 
felt compelled to continue the struggle for the rights of the Afr~kaner. IIaid 
In hand wlth the pohtlcal battle went a struggle for language rlghts. 
Although Soutli Afr~cil was oficially a b~lmgial  country with equal rights 
for the two offic~al ianguages, Dutch and English, firmly entrenched in the 
constitutloi~, Standard Dutch was not really spoken in South Afnca. The 
local var~ety of Dutch was drfterent from the Dutch spoken ~n the 
Netlierlands and the official variety supported by the Constitut~on. Tlxs 
local valiety that becdme known as Afrikaans turned out to be the syrnhol of 
a people seeklng tliell own Identity and the~r freedom from British 
liegeinony and concom~tantly, Engllsh The struggle for the establishment 
and recogiltlon of Afilkaans ns a11 autoiiolnous language came to frultlon In 

1925 when lr becalne one of tile uICf;l;.la: Ifii~gdage~ ~f South Afi~ca. LY the 
nlid thirties, Afrlkaarls was lnltroduced into Bantu education. In the Free 
State schools a dud-medlum approach (I e, the use of both English and 
iifrtkaans as medla of instruction) was adopted and by 1938 Afrlkaans had 
beconle a conlpulsory subject in black schools tl-iroughout the country 
(Ilartshorne 1987 87) 

1948, when the Nahonal Party (NP) came to power, Afrlkaans 
became linked to the nlfllrg political party 11 is worth notlng that in contrast 
to the NP whose pollt~cal struggle was essentially ltr~ked to the language 
nglirs of Afrikaans speakers, the polltlcal struggle of the African National 
Congress (ANC), who sought to empower the black people of South Afr~ca, 
was not linked to the struggle for language rlghts. The ANC, secking to 
uiiite people from various linguistic backgrounds, chose English as a 
'~ieutral' language that would link the natlon with the outs~de world 

The main thrust of the NE"s language policy was the promotion of 
mother-tongue educatlori in white educat~on school cli~ldren were 
colnpelled by law to receive education 111 their rnother tonsles (either 
Eilglislr or Afr~kaans) and all forms of bilnlgiial or dual medium cducat~on 
were discouraged. In black education iuother-tongue educatlon (111 the 

Bantu languages) was co~npuisory for the first four years, ~11d 
thereafter one of the two offic~al languages had to be used. 'I'he NP's policy 

of mother-tongue education wa$ an integral part of this party's policy of 
separate development (apartheid). It was rationalised as an attempt to 
preserve the diverse cultures of the indigenous populations, but essentially, 
was 'a divide and rule' tactic (Marivate 1992:91; Robertson 1973: 165). 
According to Robertson (1 973 :ii-iii) the priinary aim of this ethnocentric 
education system was racial and social segregation: 

one of the prime functions of education in South Africa is to prepare 
each child to occupy a niche in a highly segregated, hierarchical and 
static society, with the relative position of each individual in that 
hierarchy being determined by the sole criterion of skin colour. 

The architects of apartheid claimed that the separate development of the 
different racial groups would be in their best Interest as the groups would be 
free from the domination by other groups. However, speeches of NP 
Members of Parliament during the period just preceding the implementation 
of the Bantu Education Act, as exemplified In the following extract from a 
speech by J.N. le Koux (Minister of Agnculture), quoted in Marivate 
(1992:98-102), belie these sentiments: 

We should not give the natives an academc education, as soil-ie 
people are prone to do. If we do this we shall later be burdened with 
a number of academically tralned Europeans and Non-Europeans, 
and who is going to do the labour in the country? I am In thorough 
agreement with the vlew that we should so conduct our schoois that 
the native who attends those schools wlll know that to a gseat extent 
he must be the labourer in the country. 

It is not surprising that the Bantu Education Act of 1953 was perceived as 
promoting an inferior form of education and that the NP's policies were 
rejected by many black people. Ironically, the Bantu Education Act of 1953 
was passed at the same time that the United Nations Educational, Scientific 
and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO) adopted the mother-tongue principal 
in education (Crawhall 1993:7). 

The Achilles heel of the NP policy was the introduction of a dual 
language medium of instruction policy. Once the mother-tongue iiistruct~on 
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period was completed, black children were compelled to leam some subjects 
through the medium of English and others through the medium of Afrikaans 
(Hartshorne 1987:91). There was immediate resistance to the Act in the 
form of demands for the use of only one medium of instruction i.e. English. 
In 1954-55 the African National Congress (ANC) organised a boycott of 
Bantu Education schools and in 1955 they adopted the Freedom Charter, 
roundly condemning Bantu Education. The Freedom Charter recognised 
equal language rights and the right for all people to develop their cultures. 
Superficially, this seemed similar to the apartheid policy. The fundamental 
difference between these viewpoints, however, was that the ANC recognised 
this as a right and a measure of accommodation and not as an enforcement 
that characterised the restrictive nature of the NP policy. 

Despite the opposition, the Bantu Education Department remained 
intransigent on its dual-medium position (Hartshorne 1987:93). The 
situation came to a head when the Department decided to make black 
scholars write high scllool entrance examinations a year earlier after seven 
years of schooling instead of eight i.e. at the end of Std 5 (Grade 7) instead 
of Std 6 (Grade 8). Some of the subjects had to be written in English and 
others in Afrikaans, which was an added burden for the learners (Hartshorne 
1987:95). 011 17 May 1976 students in Soweto began to boycott classes on a 
wholesale basis. 16 June 1976 is historically marked as the day on which 
violent confrontation erupted between students and the police, an event that 
claimed at least 176 lives (Hartshorne 1987:96-97; 'Thompson 1995212-13; 
Marivate 1992: 135- 142). This resistance brought to an end the dual medium 
policy of the NP gover-nment (Alexander 1989:25 and Marivate 1992: 142) 
and by 1978 the vast majority of African pupils were being taught in English 
only at secondary level (Hartshorne 1987:97). In 1983 regulations were 
passed legislating the use of English as medium of instruction from Std 3 
(Grade 5) onwards (I-lartshome 1987:98). 

The main consequence of the enforcement of the Bantu Education 
Act of 1953 was the creation of negative attitudes towards Afrikaans as well 
as distrust towards the Department of Bantu Education (Hartshorne 
1987:99). Another devastating consequence was the discrediting of mother- 
tongue education among the black population. In addition there was a move 
towards English as the language of liberation. Crawhall (1993:7) notes: 

Lhc liberation ~novcnlelit ... stig~-~:arised borli hfi-ikaaiis ;iirci 

v-eniactiiar ianguages ... Icatlirig the pi-ogr-esslvi: rank 31113 filc t ( i  , / r ) i i :  

tiieir leaders iu a reaclionar-y ... t.niiors~ni~~.it of iilgi!sli as tiic 
lnngriage of liberation. 

I he gove~-nment's attempt to force the use of Afrikaans in bIacA s~iiooii  haii 
caused languagc to beconle a ~uajor issue res~iltlng 111 the 1976 Sowetc, iio;, 

I'lx sy~~ibolic s~g~rlllficanco of the two language5 :n thu car15 t.v~t.~ititil, 
cellturv was now reversed Afrikaans became the languagc c,i ilic opp~c\ ,o~.  
vnlle English was seen as the language of ilbcrat~on Intcie5tingly tile 

posttion of Eilglish as an ex-colonlal language rather than ds tile i~iig~:,lgc i x !  

Iibcratlon, ~r lmanly  charactelised the language debate in ~ h c  pelloci 
pieceding the democratic elections of 1994, especially ailioIig tlie bl;iLlc 
intelligentsia Thls concern is expressed 111 Crawhall (1993 9) 

English has been a double-edged s~vorti for tile I~beratioli movement 
II  ins been a powerf~ll ~ i i s t~~~rnen t  of l~bcration on illc othti 

hand ... it provides its speakers w ~ t h  dn entry pomt into the capi~al~~, t  
class system thus potentially co-opting the leaders and alienatiilg 
the rank and file ... it is a vehicle for a hegemony tllnt niti! 
undermine partlapatory democracy 

Ilie posltiori of English v1.c-d-vr~ the Afilcan languages and tile futi~re itdtui 
of Afrikaans were of central concern to those lnvolved In the 1,~nguapc 
pol~cy debates and other negotiations preceding the endorsetileiit of a11 
interim C'onst~tut~on in November 1993 (see Crawhall 1907) Tile 
Constitution, on ratificatton, stipulated that South Aft ~ c a  wo~liii liavc elcue11 
otfic~al languages: English, Afrikaans, ~s~hctebele, Sesotho <,;i Lcboa, 
Sesotho, siSwat1, Xitsonga, Setswdna, I shlvenda, isiXhosLl, 2111~1 1si/t!1~1 
(lhoinpscn 1995.250). This povlslon letai~ied in the l ~ i l c l l  C uil~titiitic)~~ 
of 1906 ( I t  should be noted that Sewtho ia Ixboa 1s also ictci-icci to ,i\ 
Yepnii! o r  Xorth Sotho in later revisions of the Cor~st~tution) 

it 1s against t h ~ s  h~stor~cal background that rn 1995 tile lIep,irt~;ici~t 
of Arts, C~tlture, Science and Techriology (DACST) establiii-iecl the 
Language F'lan Task Group (1,ANGTAG) 111 order to pro\/~de tile Minisrei 
w ~ t h  ,i N,~i"lotsdl Language Plan for South Afj lea (l_ANGI I(; 1090 7) 'iu(i 
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the Pan South African Language Board (PanSALB) was established in 1996 
as a body which would monitor the observance of the Constit~~tional 
provisions and principles relating to the use of languages, as well as 
language policy matters. One of the recolnrnendations of LANGTAG 
(1996:3) was the promotion of African languages as languages of learning 
and teaching (LoLTs) in high status domains such as tertiary education i.e. 
at universities and technikons. 

The Language-in-Education Policy 
The new language-~n-educat~on pol~cy was conceived as an integral part of 
the new governrnei~t's strategy to bu~ld a non-raclal nahon in South Afnca. It 
1s meant to facil~tate comrnunicat~on across the bamers of colour and 
language, wh~le fostering an environment m which respect for all languages 
used m the country would be encouraged. In line w ~ t h  the Constitution of the 
Kepubl~c of South Afnca, cultural and linguistic divers~ty is recognized as a 
national asset. 

As discussed above, the inherited language-~n-education policy In 
South Afr~ca was underpinned by racial and Einguistic discrimination. These 
key factors severely affected access to the education system and the 
academic success of learners. Today, only 25% of black South Afr~cans are 
f~inctionally literate in English, the maln language for access to education 
and more lucrative jobs 111 South Africa (Webb & Ke~nbo-Sure 2000:6). To 
redress the effects of these policies is one of the major challenges facing 
educators in South Africa. 

The architects of the pohcy recogmze that both soc~etal and 
~nd~vldual mult~l~ngual~sm are the global norm today, espec~ally on the 
Afrlcall continent. The policy states that the leam~ng of more than one 
language should be general practice and princ~ple in South Afrlcan soc~ety 
and that 'being mult~llngual should be a definlng characteristic of being 
South Afr~can' (Department of Education 1997: no. 4.1.4). 

The core characteristics of the pol~cy are: flexibility, freedon1 of 
chotce, equ~ty and practicability. These characteristics are manifested in the 
main aims of the pol~cy as stated In Department of Education (1997). These 
are: 

1. To promote full participation in society and the economy to 
equitable and meaningful access to education. 

2. To pursue the language policy most supportive of general conceptual 
growth amongst learners, and hence to establish additive 
multilingualism as an approach to language in education; 

3. To promote and develop all the official languages; 
4. To support the teaching and learning of all other languages required 

by learners or used by communities in South Africa, including 
languages used for religious purposes, languages which are 
important for international trade and communication, and South 
African Sign Language, as well as Alternative and Augmentat~ve 
communication; 

5. To counter disadvantages resulting from different hnds of 
mismatches between home languages ['mother tongues'] and 
languages of learning and teaching; 

6. To develop programmes for the redress of previously disadvantaged 
languages. 

The underlying principle of the policy is the maintenance of the mother 
tongue (or home language) whilst providing access to and the effective 
acquisition of additional languages. In other words, the Department of 
Education supports the system of additive bilingualism. Basically, this 
means that the learners should be allowed access to their mother tongues as 
the language of learning and teaching (LoLT), but should they be required to 
make a transition to another LoLT, this should not be done at the expense of 
their mother-tongue. At the same time the policy clearly states that 'the right 
to choose the language of learning and teaching is vested in the individual' 
((Department of Education 1997: no. 4.1.6). This means that learners or their 
parents have the right to choose a LoLT whch can be their mother-tongue or 
not. 

Mother-tongue Education 
Table 1 shows the number of mother-tongue speakers of the 11 official 
languages of South Africa as taken from Mesthne (2002: 13). 
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Table 1: Mother-tongue Speakers of the Official Languages 
of South Africa in 1996 
Language Number of Speakers % of Population 
Ndebele 586,961 1.5 
Swati 1,013,193 2.5 
Xhosa 67,196,118 17.9 
Zulu 9,200,144 22,9 
North Sotho 3,695,846 9.2 
South Sotho 3,104,197 7.7 
Tswana 3,301,774 8.2 
Tsonga 1,176,105 4.4 
Venda 876,409 2.2 
Afrikaans 15,811,547 14.4 
English 3,457,467 8.6 

It is evident that the vast majority of South Africans (more than 70%) are 
mother-tongue speakers of an African language. As the LoLT in most South 
African schools above the lower primary level is generally English (and to a 
lesser extent Afrikaans), it is clear that most South Africans learn through a 
language that is not their mother-tongue. For speakers of African languages 
the question of additive bilingualism is a cnlcial issue, as their access to 
education is dependent on it. 

In the additive-bilingualism approach the learner gains competence 
in the second language while maintaining the first language. This has 
positive social and cognitive benefits (Harmers and Blanc 1989:56; Lambert 
1970: 1 17). Siibtractive bilingualism occurs when the second language is 
learnt at the expense of the first, gradually replacing it. This may hinder 
cognitive and social development. Heugh (2000:4) maintains: 

In a multilin~wal society where a lanbaage such as English is highly 
prized, there is only one viable option and this is bilingual education 
where adequate linguistic development is foregrounded in the 
mother tongue whilst the second language is systematically added. If 
the mother tongue is replaced, the second language will not be 
adequately learned and the linguistic proficiency in both languages 
will be compromised. 
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Proponents of an additive bilingualism approach argue that speakers of 
African languages should be allowed the use of their mother tongues as 
LoLTS until they have reached the cognitive academic language proficiency 
(CALP) level (Cumrnins 1979), while learning English as a second language. 
Thts would permit effective transition to English as the LoLT. However, it 
does not seem to be happening. De Klerk (2002b:15) warns that 'the state of 
language education in South Africa presents signs of a growing crisis'. Her 
study of learners in the Eastern Cape schools supports other studies 
(Rossouw 1999; de Wet 2002; Lemrner 1995; Moyo 2001; Ward 2003) that 
the new language-in-education policy has been ignored and that parents are 
opting for a straight-for-English approach. 

Why is mother-tongue education not effective in South Africa? 
Obanya (1999) identifies a number of reasons why African languages are 
generally not used in African education: These include: the multiplicity of 
languages within the borders of most African countries, multi-ethnic 
populations in urban areas, the official status of indigenous languages in 
most African countries, the level of technical development of African 
languages, the hostility of Africans to the study of their own languages, the 
lack of personnel and appropriate materials, the high cost of educating in the 
indigenous languages and, the long term ill-effects of educating learners in 
the mother-tongue. The above-mentioned reasons provide the basis for our 
exanination of the implementation of mother-tongue education in South 
Africa. 

With regard to multiplicity of languages, there is no denying that the 
multiplicity of languages within South Africa makes i t  more difficult to 
implement mother-tongue instruction in the schools. There are nine official, 
standardized African languages in South Africa. Furthermore, there is often 
considerable dialectal variation within these speech communities, It would 
certainly be easier to promote the African languages as Lo1,Ts if we had a 
situatiorr where one African language was used as a lingua franca, as in the 
case of Swallili in Tanzania. Theoretically this is possible in South Africa as 
seven of the nine languages may be categorized into two genetically related 
groups, viz. the Sotho and the Nguni groups, Proposals (Nhlapho 1945; 
Alexander 1991) for harmonizing the varieties within these groups to create 
two major standard African languages in South Africa, however, have not 
been met with much enthusiasm. Linguistic traditions as well as cultural and 



political differences pose hindrances. For instance, the speakers of the two 
major Nguni languages, Zulu and Xhosa, have different and strongly 
opposing political affiliations. 

The situation is Ear more complex in urban areas. Multi-ethnic 
populations exist in the major cities and townships in Gauteng, in particular. 
In addition to this, a number of urban, mixed varieties such as Pretoria- 
Sotho, Flaaitaal and other koines, are spoken in the townships, especially 
amongst the youth (Schuring 1985; Mfusi 1992; Molamu 1993; Makhudu 
1995). Schools segregated along ethnolinguistic lines would be neither 
practicable nor in accordance with government policy. 

The level of technical development of the African languages in 
South Africa is often cited as a reason why they cannot function effectively 
as LoLTs. Although language boards were put in place during the apartheid 
era to develop tem~inology in the African languages, the issue of term 
creation in African languages has been fraught with problen~s. In a study on 
the standardization of Zulu, van Huyssteen (1993:6-7) identifies several 
difficulties. These include: illconsistencies in the application of rules in 
relation to orthographies and terminology, lack of standardization in the 
word-formation patterns in Zulu, inadequate cultural and sociolinguistic 
sensitivity by terrninologists, and inadequate research on the use of oral and 
written corpora in term creation as well as the lack of consideration of the 
extent to which existing standardized tenns have been accepted and used by 
the Zulu- speaking comn~unity. 

'The level of teclmical development or degree of elaboration of a 
language is also related to the matter of status. Languages that are 
'underdeveloped' tend to be perceived as having low status. The African 
languages have only enjoyed official status for a decade. This has not been 
long enough for the effects of the past discrimination to be counteracted. The 
prejudices of the past calmot sinlply be wiped out overnight by an entry in 
the statute book. These languages may have dejure status but they do not yet 
enjoy de jucto status. 

Although all these factors undoubtedly have played a role in 
determining the use of African languages (or lack thereof) as I,oLTs, the 
reason that appears to be cited the most for their lack of use is the speakers' 
attitudes towards the use of their own languages as LoLTs. This con~plex 
issue needs to be examined carefully. A  lumber of studies claim that 
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speakers of African languages generally prefer English as the LoLT and 
have a lower regard for bilingual or vernacular education (cf. Young et al. 
1991, de Klerk & Bosch 1993, 1994; de Klerk 1996; Mutasa 1999; 
Mokhahlane 2000; de Klerk 2002a). 

In a recent study on the attitudes of South African parents towards 
the language-in-education policy, Ward (2003) examined three schools: (a) a 
suburban state primary school (formerly a model C white school), (b) a 
township state primary school and (c) a suburban independent primary 
school (private school). The findings of the survey showed an overwhelnling 
support for English as the 1,oLT. In all three schools over 90 percent of the 
respondents were in favour of English as the LoLT. It is worth noting that 
only 7% of the respondents in the township school were in favour of mother- 
tongue instruction. Some of the more commonly cited reasons were: English 
allows one to get better jobs, English is used internationally, one must 
master English to succeed in life, English is important for further study, 
English is the language of business, and that most of the technical scientific 
words are in English. Ward (2003:174) deduced that respondents were 
largely unaware of the benefits to be derived from bilingual education and 
were either ignorant of or ill informed about the process of transfer from L1 
to L2. 

Bekker (2002:158) warns against simplistic interpretation of results 
of attitudinal studies. He sees the positive attitudes of African-language 
speakers towards English as a matter of instrumental rather than integrative 
motivation. His findings reveal that English is generally seen as a way to 
individual socio-economic advancement. It has also been viewed as a vehicle 
of African liberation, for advancing the socio-economic and political status 
of the African population rather than as a resource for mass social mobility 
integration into the white group. African languages play a vital role as 
markers of social group identity and thus promote the early cognitive and 
affective development of the child. 

The strongest and most obvious reasons for the positive attitudes 
towards English are its value for economic empowerment, its status as an 
international language and its utility as a basis for cross-cultural 
communication. These factors, together with the support given to English by 
the black elite and the negative perceptions of mother-tongue education (as a 
result of its strong associations in the past with Bantu Education) are the 
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main cause of the negative attitudes towards mother-tongue educatloii in 
South Afnca 

Soine researciicrc (de Wet 2002.119; 1,eaw-i-ier 1995:92, Moyo 
2001.1 11, liossouw 1999').70) belleve ellat the lack of suitable textbooks and 
materials In the vanous 4fucan ianguages contnbriteb to the lack of the~r use 
as I,oL,'Ts There rs ~undoubtcdly a rrccd tor more texts to be produced in 
order to meet the ;peciaiiaed language ~ ~ e e i l s  of the speakers of African 
languages If there was a wrll to prod~tcc the maternal, a way wolald be found. 
'I he casc of Afrrkaar~s 1s oftct; brought up in arguments of this nature. a full 
Idrlge of :cliool text books &lid J high deger  of otlva~iced techmcal literature 
exlst in Afrikaans 11 tl-~ust he borne in rnlncl, however, that tithe struggle for 
Af~kaans was stror!giy rno.t~\ated and :,upported hq a polltical ~deology In? 
the case of the African languages, 11 not supported in tlns way. The cost of 
producing the n~atenal may be a factor but ~t 1s difficltlt to deternune if this 
is a genuine ob5tscic iii ~rnplernennlng effectxv~ bilingual education in South 
Afr~c; as no s~gn~ficdnt  studles have been conducted 111 this area that could 
support the argumerll 

Another Pactor whrch lacks any .ubstnnt~af proof 1s the Idea that 
there are long tenn 111-effects resulting from mother-~ongue education. 
Kesedxch on b~ i i~gua i~s rn  uver the past four decades (su~mlar~zed In Barnes 
1990) tias d~\provecf this ~dea .  'These 1s suffictent counter-ev~dence ava~lable 
in t h ~ s  regard For nlstancc, rnar~y Afr~kanns-speaklng South Afrlcans have 
successf~ilIy cornpletcd courses tfirc~ugh P,iigl~sh at lertlary level, having only 
studied the TLoI 7 as n second 1mg~1age at school. It is iniponiant to note that 
in the case of ihci;c icanfi!crs. 111t C ALP Icvel of dxr r  n-iother tongue had been 
well establlslietl bciore they c:~tered tertrary educat~or: Although one could 
piobdbly disregard the myth of thC negaflve effect:: of the long tenn rise of 
the rriothtx tongue a i  Lo13 as a !ion-issue In thc debate, ~t 1s a popular 
n~rsconcept~on 117 :he mlnds of some sectors of thc populat~on. If people 
bel~cve that mrrtllcr- torrgue eduisat~on is harnifitl, the myth may become a 
stumbling block to the rrnplenzentatlon of b:?ingtal edncatlora 

The Way Ahead 
What is the way &head 111 South Afrlcarl educatio~z? Mother-tongue 
~nstruction continues to be perceived rlegat~vely by the black comrnunlty and 
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we continue to reap the legacy of apartheid. If the language-in-educatio~~ 
policy is to be implemented successfully, some radical changes will have to 
be made. We are faced with a paradox. On the one hand, the language-in- 
education policy states that the individual has the right to choose the LoL,T. 
On the other hand, the policy states that is necessary to promote and develop 
the previously disadvantaged and neglected indigenous South African 
languages. In exercising their democratic rights parents often fail to consider 
the impact of their choices. As stated previously, parents are still ignorant of 
their rights, are not informed of the numerous benefits of learning through 
the mother tongue, are still caught up in the chains of our sociohistorical past 
and therefore, still view mother-tongue education negatively. On the whole 
they follow old habits or current trends uncritically. What is urgently needed 
is the dissemination of information. Parents, teachers, the school boards and 
the learners themselves should be made aware of the options. They also need 
to be made aware of the research findings on the advantages of additive 
bilingualism. The issue of choosing a LoLT is often confused with that of 
mastering the language. There is a popular belief that adopting English as a 
LoLT automatically improves one's knowledge of English. A straight for 
English approach can be disastrous in the context of a rural school. 

Many factors need to be considered when deciding on a language 
policy in a school. The issue of literacy is one factor that is often neglected. 
The policy talks about bilingualism. However, to be more precise, it is 
biliteracy that is our real concern. Specials shlls need to be developed in 
acquiring literacy. A well established level of literacy in the mother-tongue 
is the best foundation for developing literacy in the L2. Matjila and Pretorius 
(2004) have found alarmingly low levels of literacy in both the L1 and L2 of 
many African language-speaking learners. Their research findings support 
other studies which have proved that the learner should learn to think and 
function in the L1 up to CALP ievel before the learner can transfer the skills 
to the L2 successfully. The process of learning through another language can 
be a traumatic experience. It can take the learner seven years to acquire the 
necessary CALP shils in the L2. An inadequate transfer of skills may 
significantly delay and sometimes permanently impair the learners' 
academic development. 

The situation can be improved by research, dissemination of 
research findings to all stakeholders, consultation between experts and 
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relevant parent and governing bodies, adequate training of teachers and the 
production of suitable materials. Many challenges do lie ahead and these are 
not impossible. When we 'realize' that there can also be strength in 
diversity, then there 1s hope for a successf~~l inlplementation of the South 
African language-in-education policy. 
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Language and Identity: 
The Case of African Languages in 
S.A. Higher Education 

Nobuhle Ndimande 

Introduction 
This article explores, anlong other things, the relationship between language 
and identity. It focuses particularly on the role of the indigenous African 
languages in higher education. The findings discussed here are based on an 
empirical study that investigated the status of isiZulu at the University of 
KwaZulu-Natal, Westville campus. This paper explores the problem of the 
existing stigma attached to indigenous African languages by their own 
speakers, particularly the isiZulu and isiXhosa speakers. Firstly, an attempt 
is made to understand the reasons why these speakers look down upon their 
languages. Secondly, the article outlines how these speakers construct their 
identities through language usage. Finally, in view of the expected 
transformation in higher education and the draft language policy of the said 
institution, recommendations are made on ways to promote the use of the 
indigenous African languages in higher education. 

Several scholars (e.g. Edwards 1985, Tabouret-Keller 1998, 
Thornborrow 1999, Kroskrit 2000 and I-Iem~ansson 2003) have explored the 
relationship between language and identity, each with hisher own definition 
of 'identity'. Kroskrit (2000:111-114) defines identity as the linguistic 
construct of membership in one or more social groups or categories. 
Although other non-linguistic criteria rnay also be significant, language is 
inlportant and sometimes crucial to the way members define their group as 
well as the way the group defines tlze111 and most importantly, the way they 
define themselves. Identity is the set of characteristics that somebody 
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recognizes as belonging uniquely to himiherself and constituting hislher 
individual personality for life. Various categories constitute identity, namely, 
national, ethnic, cultural, social, linguistic, sexual and gender identity. 

Theoretical Framework 
One of the theories that guides the discussion in this article is Giles, Mulac, 
Bradac and Joh~son's (1987) speech accommodation model, a model that 
was first proposed by Giles in 1973. According to these theorists, the key 
concepts in this model are convergence and divergence. Basically, 
convergence focuses on s t ra te~es  that an individual may employ in order to 
adapt to other's communicative behaviour. Divergence, on the other hand, 
refers to the ways in which speakers accentuate speech and non-verbal 
differences between themselves and others. According to Giles and 
Coupland (1991:73) the degree of convergence that a speaker alludes to 
depends on hisher need for gaining another's social approval. They further 
state that acculturation is a product of the convergence process when one 
seeks the same economic and social rewards as others in the same group. 
Power is a key variable in this model. 

Another influential concept that is relevant to this article is Antonio 
Grarnsci's (1871) concept of hegemony. According to Gramsci (1871), cited 
by Pluddemann in Bourne and Reid (2003:283), hegemony is: 

The 'spontaneous' consent gven by the great masses of the 
population to the general direction imposed on social life by the 
dominant fundamental group; this consent is 'historically' caused 
by the prestige (consequent confidence) which the dominant group 
enjoys because of its position and function in the world of 
production (Gramsci 187 1 : 12). 

Strinati (1995:165), while placing less emphasis on the historical 
component, explains hegemony as follows: 

. . .Dominant groups in society, including fundamentally but not 
exclusively the ruling class, maintain their dominance by securing 
the 'spontaneous consent' of subordinate groups, including the 
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working class, through the negotiated construction of a political 
and ideologcal consensus, which incorporates both dominant and 
dominated groups. 

The concept of hegemony presupposes a consent given by the majority of a 
population to a certain direction suggested by those in power. This concept 
is exposed in many ways by Africans who do not want to have anything to 
do with African languages. The hegemony of English in education is a 
reality in South Africa and in former British colonies in Africa. According to 
Alexander (2004) people are suffering from what he describes as a 'static 
maintenance programme' where people think that their African languages 
cannot be further developed, citing historical and economic reasons, among 
others, for preferring English over an African language as a language of 
instruction. One of the reasons gven was 'we do not want to go back to 
Bantu education'. 

Barkhuizen (2001) has conducted research on the attitudes towards 
isiXhosa as a matric subject among home-language speakers in the Western 
and Eastern Cape Provinces. His findings reveal: 

Respondents believe that it is important to study Xhosa as a school 
subject, but the reasons for its importance can be located in 
informal domains, such as community and culture, rather than in 
domains that are often associated with progress and success, such 
as further study and job opportunities (Barkhuizen 2001: 12). 

In his study of the status of isiZulu at former House of Delegates high 
schools in the greater Durban area, Pillay (2003:lOO) asked learners about 
the language they would like educators to use in the classroom. The findings 
reveal that the majority of isiZulu L1 speakers (80,2%) prefer their educators 
to communicate with them in English. A possible explanation that Pillay 
offers for this trend is that learners are influenced by instrumental motives 
based on the knowledge that English is seen as a passport to success in South 
African society. The learners' response is conditioned by two further factors: 
The first factor is that parents send children to Indian schools to enable them 
to become fluent in English (children reflect parents attitudes). The second 
factor is that Indian teachers would address African language speakers in 
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Fanakalo rather than isiZulu, a variety that is stigmatized and considered 
humiliating by Zulu L1 speakers. 

Arguably, Grarnsci's theory suggests that subordinate groups accept 
the ideas, values and leadership of the dominant group not because they are 
physically or mentally induced to do so, nor because they are ideologically 
indoctrinated, but because they have reasons of their own. (Strinati 
1995: 165). x 

Research Methodology 
Data for my study was collected using a questionnaire and interviews. The 
questionnaire was used to determine the status of isiZulu and to assess 
students' views about the role of isiZulu as an African language in higher 
education. Fifty copies of a questionnaire were distributed to isiZulu L1 
students enrolled for modules in the isiZulu programme at the University of 
KwaZulu-Natal, Westville campus. The questionnaire was available in two 
languages, namely, English and isizulu. Interviews were held with twenty 
students with the intention of probing hrther their views about the role of 
isiZulu in higher education. I have also provided a reflective and a critical 
expose on transformation in South African higher education as well as on 
language policy. 

The Bantu Education Act of 1953 
The Bantu Education Act (No. 47) of 1953 decreed that blacks should be 
provided with separate educational facilities under the control of the 
Ministry of Native Affairs, rather than the Ministry of Education. The pupils 
in the schools would be taught their Bantu cultural heritage and, in the words 
of Hendrik F. Venvoerd, Minister of Native Affairs, 'the black people were 
going to be trained in accordance with their opportunities in life', which 
were 'below the level of certain forms of labour'. Verwoerd stated that the 
aim of Bantu education was to prevent Africans from receiving an education 
that wouid lead them to aspire to positions they would not be allowed to hold 
in society (Sookrajh 1990:9). Instead Africans were to serve their own 
people in the homelands or perform manual labour work under whites. Black 
schools no longer studied the same syllabus as non-black schools, but 
followed a new Bantu Education syllabus based on officially recognized 
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Bantu languages. English, whlch had been the most common medium of 
instruction in mission schools, was discontinued in primary schools and only 
introduced as medium of instruction in grades 6 to 8 in secondary schools. 

In 1948 there were less than 1000 black students in tertiary 
education institutions. The Bantu Education Act was followed by the 
Extension of University Act (Act 45 of 1959), the purpose of which was to 
extend its control over tertiary education (Sookrajh 1990:lO). This act made 
provision for a number of tribal colleges for Blacks. As a result of this act, 
the University of the North was established for Sotho, Tswana and Venda 
speakers; the University of Durban-Westville for Indian students; the 
University of Zululand for isiZulu and siSwati speakers and the University 
of the Western Cape for those classified as 'coloured'. Fort Hare was turned 
into a tribal college for Xhosa speakers. Later, other similar Universities i.e. 
Transkei, Venda, Bophuthatswana and Vista were created according to the 
apartheid design. 

Tertiary institutions were strictly segregated on ethno-linguistic 
bases, and controlled with Venvoedian philosophy. Prior to this time before 
Bantu education came to be the so-called, the Smuts Education Act of 1907 
had been passed malung the teaching of English obligatory and stipulating 
that every child had to learn English at school. Free English schools were 
established to promote the English language and culture. The thought of an 
African language becoming an official language was non-existent (Cele 
2001 : 182). Since this thought has now become a reality, it is expected that 
the South African government would be fully engaged in the promotion and 
development of African languages. This, however, is not the case. The South 
African government has been sluggish in implementing its programmes to 
adequately develop the indigenous African languages. 

One may summarize the situation on the ground by saying that 
African languages are enjoying political liberation without economic power. 
The effects of this situation are also being felt in education. Learners need to 
understand that educational liberation and empowerment is possible through 
language and that language is a necessity for sustainable human 
development. In the process of promoting African languages we need to 
think of sustainable human development that regenerates the intellectual and 
moral environment rather that which destroys it. It ought to empower people 
rather than marginalize them (Tyolwana 2003: 178). 

... The Case of African Languages in Higher Education 

According to Marivate (1993:91) the mother-tongue principle in 
African education has always met with strong resistance from most sectors 
in the country, particularly from the African community. Even though the 
current multilingual language policy is in place, it does not necessarily 
address the problem of stigmatization of the African languages. The concern 
of graduating students at tertiary level, in particular African language- 
spealung students, is access to the work arena and the need to be financially 
independent. For those that study with African languages as media of 
instruction, the questions that arise are: will these students be employable 
upon completion of their studies, what jobs will they be able to access, will 
these positions enable them to become financially secure, etc.? It is clearly 
evident that language choices play an important role in the construction of 
one's identity. This is outlined in the next section. 

Language and Identity in South Africa 
During the apartheid era, proficiency in English was an emblem of 
educational and social status. It socially and economically positioned those 
with English proficiency on far better level than those with limited or no 
proficiency at all (Cele 2001:182). This situation continues to exist among 
African communities despite the fact that African languages have now 
achieved official status in South Africa. It is this social construction of 
English hegemony in the market place that has contributed to revising 
existing identities. 

African language-spealung students at tertiary level may be divided 
into those who attended multiracial schools and those who attended 
government schools. Those that attended multiracial schools display a 
greater degree of fluency in English than those who attended previously 
disadvantaged schools. When enrolling at tertiary institutions, learners from 
multiracial schools tend to identify those who attended government schools 
as inferior to them. These learners prefer using English at the expense of 
their home language(s). They tend to discriminate against those who are not 
fluent in English thereby creating an unfriendly relationship. They look 
down upon students who choose to study African languages at tertiary level. 
Ramsay-Brijball (1999: 170) states: 
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. . .the past and present economic and political climate of the country 
has caused Zulu L1 speakers [as well as other African language 
speakers] to also embrace English substantially. For many of these 
speakers, English still remains the language of power and the 
medium through which they hope to achieve upward social mobility. 

Other researchers (e.g. Moyo 1996 and Zungu 1998) have also attempted to 
understand African language speakers' preference for English over their own 
home languages. In my opinion, the insistence on mother tongue education 
during the apartheid period created a suspicion that this was a strategy to 
delay access to English, a language still commonly viewed as the 'gateway 
to modernity' (Mahlalela-Thusi & Heugh 2002:244). 

Nowadays, students discriminate against one another on the basis of 
varying levels of English proficiency with those having higher levels of 
proficiency not wanting to accommodate others who have lower levels of 
proficiency. Students from government schools feel inferior about their 
identity as African people. Students, who choose to speak their languages 
using the monolingual varieties and who prefer not to code-switch are 
assumed to be less proficient in English. An issue for interrogation is the 
relationship between language choice and identity constructiot~. With respect 
to this relationship, Le Page and Tabouret Keller (1985:315) state that the 
language spoken by a person and his or her identity as a speaker of the 
language are inseparable. For these researchers 'language acts are acts of 
identity'. 

In the same way that students discriminate against one another, 
academic staff in African language departments/programmes are looked 
down upon by those from other departments. This has had a negative bearing 
on their psyches to the point that some have decided to abandon advancing 
their qualifications and research in the African languages in favour of 
pursuing studies and research in other disciplines such as tourism and 
business administration, among others. Although not overtly stated, I believe 
that these staff members choose such alternatives to remove themselves from 
the stigma that is attached to African languages. In their opinions, such 
alternatives enable them access to domains that will guarantee them social 
and economic success. 

The hegemony of English continues to perpetuate the low utilization 

of African languages. Colonialism, among other things, has created a 
situation in African countries where the European languages (English, 
Portuguese and French) are valorized and therefore preside as the basic 
languages of communication among African language speakers. This has 
created a sense of lnoral and cultural inferiority among African people 
wittingly or unwittingly turning them against their own cultural identity and 
social development (Cele 2001 : 186). 

Section two of the South African constit~~tion clearly states that 
language is a basic human right and it is not any less important than any 
other right. Taking this into account, it is difficult to believe that tertiary 
students enrolled for isiZulu or isiXhosa are not respected by their fellow 
African peers. Students that matriculate at Model C schools are reluctant to 
choose an African language as a subject of study and question who will 
en~ploy them once they graduate. 

Ramsay-Brijball (2003) has studied Zulu-English code-switching 
anlong Zulu L1 speakers at the Westville campus. Her study indicates that 
many Zulu L,1 students on the Westville campus resort to code-switching in 
place of using a monolingual variety of an African language to avoid the 
stigma of being considered 'old fashioned' by their peers. Given that speech 
is to be seen 'as an identity adjustment made to increase group status and 
favourability' (Edwards 1985:152), we could argue that speech divergence 
may be an important strategy for distinguishing oneself from members of 
other groups in situations where group membership has to be emphasized 
and supported. 

According to Zungu (1998:45), speakers want to express a 'mixed 
identity' and therefore choose to use two or more languages concurrently. 
IsiZulu is often employed to mark ethnicity when the speaker is interacting 
with other linguistic and ethnic groups in the Southern African context. 
Students currently enrolled in the isiZulu programme find themselves in a 
difficult situation of being associated with the Inkatha Freedom Party, a 
political organization in South Africa, and particularly in the province of 
KwaZulu-Natal. This has created a scenario where students do not want any 
association with isiZulu and its development due to political reasons. This 
situation is a clear violation of human rights, and more especially language 
rights. For Giles and St. Clair (1979: 147), language is a critical di~nension of 
identity. 
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In the questionnaire a question was asked in relation to the love of 
the language and the willingness to use it as a language of teaching and 
learning. 90% of the students maintained that they love isiZulu as it is their 
mother tongue: they understand it best and express themselves better in it. 
Swain (1982) claims that the mother tongue medium enhances the 
importance of local languages and identity. According to Wolff (1999:39) 
'we need an Africa that provides the environment for the promotion and 
preservation of a11 African identity as well as the cultivation of a proud and 
confident African personality to face the challenges of this century'. 

IsiZulu L l  students responded that African languages as subjects of 
study at tertiary i~~stitutions in South Africa are not receiving adequate 
support. Escalating international initiatives by foreign universities to teach 
and research African lang-ages outside of Africa bears testimony to the fact 
that there is inadequate support locally. For instance, at Wisconsitl Madison 
University in the United States, there is a National Afncan Language 
Resource Center (NALRC ), funded by the US Department of Education and 
established in 1999 under the leadership of its first director, Dr. Folarin 
Schleicher (Bokarnba 2002:31). The purpose of the Center is to improve the 
accessibility of African languages in the United States. The development of 
resources for the teaching, learning and research in African languages is a 
major activity of NALRC. It also develops curriculum activities for African 
language instructors nationally and internationally. 

The respondents also expressed African language-speaking learners 
in the primary and secondary level of education need to be encouraged to 
enroll for an African language at tertiary level. Some of the reasons they 
clted include: they are the languages of their ancestors; they are symbols of 
their identity; they are becoming languages of the economy; they are now 
creating employment opportunities in areas such as translation and 
interpreting. In interviews with the subjects, many remarked that they are not 
shamed of their identity as isiZulu L1 speakers. However, they become 
concerned when isiZulu speakers who study courses in other faculties 
through the medium of English question them about their preference of 
isiZulu primarily on the basis that English is the preferred language when 
entering to job market. 

During its university-wide curriculum restructuring, the university 
decided to offer a module called English Language Development to equip 
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African language speakers in particular with adequate proficiency in English 
to cope with English as the medium of instruction. Evaluation of the first- 
entry student's English proficiency occurred through the use of an English 
Language Placement Test. While this endeavor may be viewed positively as 
African language speakers become bilingually proficient, there is no 
corresponding system in place to promote the learning of African languages 
by other language groups at the university. Only recently, the Faculty of 
Humanities has approved that isiZulu be offered as a university-wide module 
at the university. This certainly is a step towards addressing the imbalances 
of the past, towards achieve equity and, in a way, to promoting 
multilingualism in KwaZulu-Natal. 

In my opinion, there is still a need to augment the lanb.uage 
requirements in the structure of the degrees offered at the university. This is 
a good opportunity to develop Ahcan  languages and concomitantly, to 
promote additive bilingualism, whereby speakers of any language are 
introduced to a second language in addition to the continued educational use 
of the primary language as the language of learning. With additive 
bilingualism, the second language is never intended to replace the primary 
language but is rather seen as complementary to it (Heugh et a1 1995:iv). 

The Role of African Languages as Media of Instruction in 
Education 
South Africa is a multilingual country with 11 official languages. IsiZulu 
speakers constitute the largest language group i.e. 24% of the national 
population, and 80% of the population in KwaZulu-Natal. According to the 
constitution all South Africans enjoy equal rights. The questions that arise 
are: (i)how many South Africans know their language rights? (ii) How many 
African language speakers have the courage to demand their mother tongue 
as a medium of instruction? (iii) Do our African languages humiliate us? (iv) 
Are our languages actually inferior or are we the ones who are making our 
African languages inferior? With respect to Kikuyu as an African language 
in Kenya, Ngug (1986:28) states: 

I believe that my writing in Kikuyu language, a Kenyan language, 
an African language, is part and parcel of the anti-imperialist 
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struggles of Kenyan people and African peoples. In scl~ools and 
universities our Kenyan languages, that is the languages of many 
nationalities which make up Kenya, were associated with negative 
qualities of backwardness, underdevelopment, humiliation and 
punishment. 

Are we still associating the African languages with underdevelopment and 
humiliation and if yes, why is this so? In my opinion, our languages are a 
gateway to defining our African identity, to freedom, to empowerment and to 
a truly democratic South Africa. In view of this, Ngugi (1986:4) further 
states: 

The choice of language and the use to which language is put is 
central to a people's definition of themselves in relation to their 
natural and social environment, indeed in relation to the entire 
universe. 

In South Africa, a situation exists where our children are deprived of a basic 
human right, that is, their right to receive education through their mother 
tongue. How can we, as a nation, call ourselves democratic and free when a 
basic human right, that is, one's language right, cannot be exercised? In view 
of this argument, 'empowering the nation' becomes a clichC to some extent. 

Wolff (1999: 129) argues that the problems of African languages can 
be defined as a complex set of interloclung problems which link patterns of 
language use with underdevelopment in general, and educational crises in 
Africa in particular. For example, in trying to develop isiZulu in KwaZulu- 
Natal, negative attitudes towards the language by L1 speakers as well as 
speakers of other languages impinge negatively on the use of isiZulu as a 
medium of instruction. Any discussion on the issue is based on the 
misguided assumption that the aim of developing isiZulu or any other 
African language is to abolish English. The ever-increasing role of English 
as an international language must be acknowledged and given its rightful 
place. However, this should not be at the expense of the indigenous African 
languages in South African education. Much caution needs to be exercised 
with the development of the indigenous African languages. There are those 
who dissuade African language speakers from using their languages on the 

basis that they cannot be modernized or developed. Such statements fuel the 
problem of stigmatization of the African languages. 

Language is a thorny issue, but we need to understand the centrality 
of language in human society. Mateene (1999: 165) states: 

That nobody takes an attitude of neutrality or of abstention when the 
question of 'which language in education' is raised. The acquisition 
of language, which coincides with one's early childhood, makes the 
relationship between life and language vety understandable. To 
silence somebody can mean lulling him. And people would sacrifice 
their own life to defend their language. 

In celebrating ten years of democracy in South Africa, our President, Thabo 
ki, took his oath in six official languages, namely, siSwati, seSotho, 
venda, Xitsonga, English and Afrikaans. In so doing, he demonstrated 

e importance of our languages before the nation and the entire world. 
eated gestures such as this might help alter people's attitudes towards 
can languages. Sociohistorically, we have had time to deal with post- 
nial traumas and with clashes of cultures and mixed identities. It is now 

e to focus on and develop the African languages. 

ansformation in South African Higher Education 
ccording to Cloete (2002:88) the 1994-1999 era was characterized by 

rts to formulate a new policy and legislative framework higher 
cation. The post-1999 phase was declared a period of implementation. 

e National Commission on Higher Education (NCHE) was formed in 
95 and submitted its first report in 1996. This report was then converted 
o a White Paper (1997) and became the new Higher Education Act of 
97. The new government policy is based on the following principles: 
uity and redress; democratization; effectiveness and efficiency; 
velopment; quality; academic freedom; institutional autonomy and public 

untability. The NCHE report was strongly criticized by a group of black 
tuals who complained that it did not sufficiently locate higher 
on within an African context. In their opinion, higher education has 

ot addressed equity and redress especially with regard to the development 
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and use of African languages as Languages of Tuition (LOT). The Council of 
Higher Education (CHE) bears testimony to this. 

. . .  Of the universities that returned the questionnaire on which the 
survey was based, hardly any can be said to be promoting the use of 
any African language as a Language of Tuition (except, in most 
cases, in the relevant language taught as subject). Only at five 
universities does there appear to be some informal use of an African 
language in a limited number of tutorials. As at the end of April 
2000, not a single university was officially exploring the possibility 
of using African languages as language of tuition (CHE 2001 :4). 

Language Policy 
On 23 August 2001 the Sociolinguistics team in the school of Languages and 
Literature at the Westville campus of the university hosted a workshop on 
language planning. The workshop was attended by representatives from all 
the tertiary institutions in KwaZulu-Natal including Technikons. The 
hegemony of English as the medium of instruction, assessment and 
administration was reported in all the participating institutions of higher 
education. Except for two disciplines, namely, isiZulu and Afrikaans, in 
which cases the selfsame languages are used as media of instruction in 
studying these languages, English is used as the designated medium in all 
other cases. Most institutions indicated a will to promote multilingualism 
and to set tangible goals towards ensuring implementation (Geyser, 
Narismulu St Ramsay-Brijball 2001). 

On 18 September 2002 the Sociolinguistics team hosted the second 
language planning workshop. Its purpose was to examine the progress of 
multilingual development policies at tertiary institutions in the KwaZulu- 
Natal region. The key objective of this workshop was to map out practical 
strategies for promoting multilingualism in KZN with a specific focus on the 
education sector. As an outcome of the workshop, language awareness 
campaigns needed to be launched. In this regard, the KwaZulu-Natal 
Provincial Language Committee was tasked to secure funding from the Pan 
South African Language Board (panSALB). It is pleasing to note that 
panSALB has now started these campaigns in KwaZulu-Natal. They have 

thus far visited the areas of Mpangeni, Durban, Pietermaritzburg and Port 
Shepstone, educating the communities about language rights. Another 
outcome of the workshop was a suggestion that a letter be written to the 
Provincial Minister of Education questioning the implementation of the 
Language in Education Policy (LiEP). In order to implement the LiEP, a 
need to generate a greater production of isiZulu L1 and L2 teachers were 
identified. Other practical strategies for promoting multilingualism emerged 
from the workshop (cf. Ndimande, Desai and Ramsay-Brijball2003). One of 
the strategies worth mentioning here was a basic isiZulu course for all non- 
Nguni spealung students. As mentioned earlier, this has come to fruition 
since 2004 on the Westville campus of the university as such a module is 
now compulsory for all non-Nguni language-speaking students in the Faculty 
of Humanities. 

The newly established University of KwaZulu-Natal espouses to 
become a prominent centre of African scholarship in its nission statement. 
In a paper presented in absentia at a conference of the International 
Education Association of South Africa (IEASA) in August 2003, Mthembu 
(2003) questioned the concept of a so-called African University in the 
modem era: 

Is it about mere geographical location, or about a distinct belief, 
conceptual and intellectual system? Does it exist as a unique entity, 
with universal or non-universal elements? What are its foundations, 
philosophy, values, conceptual system and epistemology? How 
different are these from those of modem universities in Europe or 
Asia, for instance? 

In his view, a university located in Africa should qualify to be called an 
African university on the basis of its attempt to conform to the following: 

Relevance, engagement and service to Africa's environment and socio- 
economic conditions and needs were to be its foundation. Knowledge, 
in all its manifestations of formation, content, structure, transmission 
and acquisition, posits a necessary and sufficient condition for 
uniqueness of a way of knowing as could be exemplified by the 
modem African University, if it exists as a distinct entity. 
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Mthembu (2003) has further mentioned that some universities could claim to 
be doing all of the above. However, they might not be holistic, coordinated 
and focused - structurally and programmatically. The University of 
KwaZulu-Natal must be viglant in constructing its identity as the premier 
university of African scholarship. One positive step in establishing its new 
identity is the creation of a separate School of isiZulu Studies at the 
university. 

In view of curriculum development, little has been done to promote 
~nultilingualism in higher education. It is worth noting that the University of 
the North has established a RA degree in Contemporary English Language 
Studies (CELS) and Multilingual Studies (MUST). The Council of Higher 
Education (CHE) and the South African Qualifications Authority (SAQA) 
have approved the latter programme use an African language (Sesotho sa 
Leboa, to start with) as the medium of instruction in one of the newly 
endorsed BA degrees being offered by the School of Languages and 
Communication Studies. This degree began in 2002. Its aim is to develop 
students into bilingual specialists who will be able to compete effectively for 
careers and jobs in South Afnca's multilingual society. The University of the 
North has set a precedent that African languages can be developed and used 
as medium of instruction, assessment and examination at tertiary institutions. 
The School of IsiZulu Studies at the University of KwaZulu-Natal also needs 
to be recognized for its contribution. This School offers modules in 
translation, interpreting, lexicography, language planning and editing since 
2000 and isiZulu is successfully used as the language of instruction. 

These two universities are among four other universities that have 
been identified by the Department of Arts and Culture (DAC) for funding 
purposes. DAC has a bursary scheme for postgraduate students in African 
languages. This bursary scheme started in 2004 and is part of an 
implementation plan of the National Language Policy Framework (NLPF) 
that gives effect to the provisions on language as set out in section 6 of the 
1996 Constitution (Act No 108 of 1996). In the phasing in of the language 
policy it is proposed that multilingual publications should be phased in over 
a period of three years according to department's publications programmes. 
For example in the first year 30%, in the second year 60% and in the third 
year 100% of their publications should be multilingual. 

... The Case ofAfrican Languages in Higher Education 

In the Western Cape there are three universities: Cape Town (UCT), 
Western Cape (UWC) and Stellenbosch (US). According to Bourne and Reid 
(2003:291), in these institutions African languages have never been used as 
languages of instruction, examination or administration. These institutions 
are, however, trying to change by virtue of their commitment to 
multilingualism at least on a rhetoric level. At UCT students are con~pelled 
to possess academic literacy in English. When it comes to admissions policy, 
first entry applicants must have achieved a pass of 40% or more for English 
on the higher grade at senior certificate level. 111 the Faculty of Humanities, 
students who have English as a second or third language, or as a first 
language with a matric result of E or lower, have to write the placement test 
in English for educational purposes. Those who do poorly in this test but are 
admtted to the institution, have to take the English for Academic Purposes 
course which is credit bearing (De Witte 1998: 17). 

At UWC, unlike UCT, prospective undergraduate students who meet 
the minimum entry requirements do not have to write a language proficiency 
test or a placement test. In terms of African languages, it appears that there 
was a workung group on language policy that proposed a shift away from the 
bilingual policy (English & Afrikaans) towards multilingualism. Through 
this process other languages, such as isixhosa, should be developed and 
used as a medium of teaching, learning and assessment. As is the case of 
UCT, not much progress has been made in promoting multilingualism at 
UWC. IsiXhosa, the prevalent African language in the Western Cape, is not 
used at all. There is no proposal to incorporate it in this institution in spite of 
the fact that the policy of Western Cape provincial administration promotes 
the use of three official languages, i.e., English, Afrikaans and isixhosa, 
Afrikaans remains the sole medium of instruction at UWC. De Witte 
(1998:21) confirn~ed that the 'proposed language policies in the three 
universities have not been implemented in practice' for reasons of weak 
internal communication, lack of interest in the debate on the part of African 
languages and literature departments, a lack of genuine commitment to 
promoting n~ultilingualism, the absence of an active and central language 
debate, and possibly the historical hegemony of Afrikaans at US and UWC. 

Monolingualism continues to prevail. Does it mean that 'the role of 
African languages in education' has not been given necessary attention in the 
recent discussions? Bamgbose (2000) argues that the strongest cases that can 
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be made for an African medium of instruction are those linked with 
development. I am not ta l lng about any kind of developmellt but 
development in which focus is on people rather than on physical structures. 
This development is stated very clearly in the UNESCO document. prepared 
for the international Conference on Education: 

Since human development is recognized as being the prime goal of 
all development, such development should be geared to increasing 
and enhancing human capabilities, affording people access not 
only to material benefits ... but to such intangible benefits as 
knowledge and the right to play full part in the life of the 
community . . . UNESCO 1992b: 7) 

Language development is part of human development, as it leads to 
knowledge. The human development paradigm is defined by United Nations 
Development Program (UNDP) (1990:9-10) as a process of widening 
people's choices and the level of achieved well-being. UNDP identify two 
principal components of human development: the formation of human 
capabilities such as improved health or knowledge and the use that people 
make of their acquired capabilities, for work or leisure. This development 
flows from the notion that the objective of development is to create an 
enabling environment for people to enjoy long, healthy and creative lives, to 
be educated and to enjoy a decent standard of living. UNDP's human 
development places emphasis on human beings as the ends of human 
development, not as means, and also as active participants in the 
development process, not as passive recipients (UNDP 1990:lO). If students 
are to develop their human capabilities through education, this is more 
effectively achieved through the language they understand best, that is, their 
mother tongue. This concept should force us to promote African languages 
as media of instruction at all educational levels. Such a policy would 
eventually result in using them as languages of the economy. 

Higher education institutions are targeted as stakeholders in the 
promotion of multilingualism. It is evident, however, that not all languages 
are instantly capable of dealing with concepts that are peculiar to different 
cultures. For example, English cannot deal with the large number of nouns 
used in isiZulu to describe the colour of cattle. A language may be fully 
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developed in one area but under-developed in another due to cultural 
reasons. Ideally, a developed language has a viable orthography and a 
substantial body of literature; it is used in domains such as education, 
broadcasting, the print media, administration and law. An 'underdeveloped' 
language shows deficiencies in one or more of the above-mentioned fields. It 
may lack vocabulary for specific phenomena (e.g., will a pibmy from the 
Equatorial Forest be able to talk about snow?) and/or there may be a total 
absence of reading materials. For African languages to be used in a wide 
range of domains, they may need to expand their vocabulary and to develop 
a rich and adequate literature. Development of a language will be limited if 
there is no need to use it in various contexts such as government, education, 
industry and in the private sector, among others. Furthermore, language use 
must be continuous and consistent. Without language use all implementation 
measures will fail (UNESCO 1997: 13). The new fields of development must 
be dealt with at all levels of education. 

Some people argue that African languages do not possess the 
relevant terminology and thus cannot be used as languages of instruction in, 
for example, subjects in the area of science. The answer evidently resides in 
the effort to develop such terminology by using the languages creatively. A 
proper knowledge of a given subject area should enable an 
intellectual/linguist to explain the concepts under study using any of the 
African languages. As long as we rely on foreign scientists to teach us 
science, our languages will never be fully developed. Rather than blaming 
the language, we should blame ourselves for not developing it. It is a shame 
that there are still people who teach African languages through English 
medium to speakers of African languages. These people justify their use of 
English to accommodate model C students who did not study an African 
language at school. However, they omit to consider the in~plications of their 
actions on the larger population of L1 African language speakers. The post- 
1994 education in South Africa has produced students who are illiterate in 
African languages because they did not learn them in model C schools. 
Mateene in Wolff (1999:143) argues that: 

Some people would justify interrupting the use of a language and 
replacing it by a new one, on the pretext that the first is not 
developed for secondary education. Ironically, it is such 
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interruption, which stops the scientific development of that 
language. It is indeed, the practice of a language in a classroom that 
makes it develop; and in this, both the teacher and the students 
become used to expressing scientific ideas in their own language. 

We need to deal with people's attitudes toward African languages if we want 
to address the issue of development, and more especially, of African 
languages as a media of instruction in South African Higher Education. Our 
language is our identity. If our current generation is becoming illiterate in 
isiZulu, what hope do we have for the coming generation? 

Conclusion 
In conclusion, it is critical that all South African schools and tertiary 
institutions earnestly engage in the process of empowering African 
languages. This is the only legitimate response to the National Language-in- 
education Policy (1997). The first step is to remove the stigma often attached 
to the study of an African language. 'This can be achieved if teachers and 
lecturers are enthusiastic about their subject, and ingeniously inventive in 
their teaching methods and teaching aids. Furthermore, bilingual education 
should be exercised at all levels. 

This proposal is supported by an empirical research by Martin 
(19963, where he investigated children's perceptions of being bilingual in 
Zulu and English throughout Sot~th Africa. The key findings of the research 
were that isiZulu as a11 African language is not gven the necessary support 
to develop as a language of teaching and learning in higher education 
institutions. Emphasis continues lo be on English. Bantu education has had a 
huge impact on the minds of students. There is a tendency of looking down 
upon students who are studying African languages and this situation 
perpetuates inferiority complex. 

The governnlent is willing to develop African languages as media of 
instruction and to also promote multilingualism as this is the cornerstotle of 
the national language policy. Bilingualism should then be seen as the 
catalyst to reach these goals. The Department of Arts and Culture is certainly 
being active in this process by providing bursary schemes for students to 
study African languages, especially in the areas of language planning, 
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interpreting, translation, lexicography and human language technology. The 
department of Education (DOE) must monitor and evaluate the process of 
language policy developments for tertiary institutions so that transformation 
could take place. The DOE must also provide job opportunities for teachers 
to teach African languages in multiracial schools, especially isiZulu in 
KwaZulu-Natal, a province where 80% of the population speaks isiZulu. The 
DOE must also fund institutions intending to develop teaching and learning 
resources for African languages. Language technology, i.e. the use of 
computers, must be incorporated into the university curricula of African 
languages with the intention of devising spellcheckers and other essential 
tools. It is imperative to have a spellchecker before engaging in computer- 
assisted translations. Finally, the African Renaissance will remain an 
impossible dream if African languages are not given their rightful place in 
society, in education and in Africa as a whole. 

School of IsiZulu Studies 
University of KwaZulu-Natal 

ndimanden@ukm.ac.za 
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A Sociolinguistic Investigation of the Status of 
isiZulu at Former House of Delegates 
High Schools in Phoenix 

Rama Pillay 

Introduction 
This study exanlines the language policy of high schools in Phoenix. Since 
1990 these schools have undergone transformation only in ternls of learner 
demographics. 'There has been an influx of isiZulu Ll learners (isiZulu first 
language speakers) at these schools from surrounding townships such as 
KwaMashu, Ntuzuma and New Town as well as peri-urban areas such as 
Inanda, Arnaoti and Barnbayi. 

Three democratic elections have come and gone yet the curricuiurn 
and especially that of the languages still reflect our country's past because 
English and Afrikaans are the only two languages that are offered as first and 
second languages respectively at many high schools in Phoenix. This 
adversely affects IsiZulu L1 learners because they are forced to learn English 
as a first language and Afrikaans as a second language. Furthermore, these 
languages are compulsory for promotion purposes. This anomaly goes 
against the spirit of the new constitution which grants equal status to eleven 
languages nalnely Afrikaans, English isiNdebele, isiZulu, Sepedi, Sesotho, 
Siswati, Setswana, Tshivenda and Xitsonga. In fact 23,8% of South Africa's 
population speak isiZulu as a first language (Census 2001:16). IsiZulu is 
therefore the most widely spoken language in the country and in KwaZulu- 
Natal (80,9%). In spite of this, nuny learners are not given a chance to 
pursue isiZulu as a subject of study. 

The Language-in-Education Policy 
In July 1997, the National Department of Education unveiled its Language in 



Education Policy, hereafter (LiEP). LiEP was intended to facilitate 
communication across the barriers of colour, language and region while at 
the same time creating an environment in which respect for languages other 
than one's own would be encouraged. LiEP identifies the eleven official 
languages of the Constitution. The nine marginalised African languages now 
have the same status as Afrikaans and English. Thls language policy 
stipulates that all eleven languages should be equally promoted. It also states 
that people have the right to receive education in any of the official 
languages. The policy further states that there ought to be mother tongue and 
bilingual education in terms of an approach called additive bilingualism". 
The justification for this approach is fundamental to learning theory. 

LiEP attempts to address the linguistic inequalities of the past but 
there are limitations. It would appear that learners are under no obligation to 
choose a historically ignored language because the choices of languages at 
schools are voluntary. Under the present policy the choice of language 
medium rests with the individual parent or guardian in primary and 
secondary schools. In the current system of education, school governing 
bodies have to determine the language policy of their schools. It is worth 
noting however, that the status quo has remained because Afrikaans and 
English are still compulsory languages of study at many high schools in 
Phoenix. 

According to the previous National Education Minister, Professor 
Kader Asrnal (Daily News 8 May 2001:1), LiEP is theoretically sound but it 
has not really worked well on the ground. According to the Minister, mother 
tongue teaching and learning had worked for English L1 and Afrikaans Ll  
learners but not for African L1 learners. The Minister further stated that in 
some schools governing bodies together with their management staff coerced 
parents of African L1 learners to select the only language on offer namely 
English, thus compromising learners' cognitive development. Some school 

I Additive bilingualislll is realised in an educational situation in which 
speakers of a language are introduced to a second language, in addition to 
the continued educational use of the first language as a language of learning. 
The second language is never intended to replace the first language. Rather, 
it is seen as complementary to the first language (Heugh 1995:vi). 
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governing bodies refuse to comply with all the provisions of LiEP perhaps 
because they are unfamiliar with the details of LiEP. A possible reason for 
this could be that governing bodies have not been work shopped on LiEP by 
the National and Provincial departments of education. 

Although LiEP embraces mother tongue education it is not being 
implemented for isiZulu L1 learners at schools. LiEP appears to be excellent 
on paper and has been well received throughout the world but i t  has not been 
implemented effectively at most schools. There has been no paradigm shift 
with regard to the language of learning and teaching in isiZulu at many 
schools. Those affected by this bungling are the learners who are the future 
human resource of this country. 

A major flaw of LiEP is that it errs on the side of allowing too much 
choice. The choice factor is exacerbated by the fact that people want to learn 
English because it is seen as an international language, which offers access 
to opportunities. However, if learners were acquiring English effectively, the 
problem would not be as great. Proficiency in English remains an 
unattainable goal for most learners (Desai 1999:46). According to Desai, this 
applies not only to English as a subject, but also as a language through which 
learners can access knowledge. 

Language Planning Models 
Like most African countries, South A h c a  does not have a history of 
successful language planning for African languages. Kamwangarnalu 
(2000:59) argues vehemently that: 

Status planning for African languages seems to be at odds with the 
language practices in the country institution. He further contends 
that the lack of a bold political initiative to promote these languages 
together with vested interests and conflicting ideologes ensure that 
the African languages are associated only with their traditional role 
as vehicles for cultural heritage. 

Several language-planning models have been mooted which attempt to 
promote and uplift African languages. For instance van den Berghe 
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(1968:223) suggested that English should be recognised as the national 
language to be taught in all schools, and used in the central legislature and in 
official documents. At the same time the other four main languages i.e. 
isiZulu, Afrikaans, isiXhosa and SeSotho should also have official 
recognition as regonal languages. Thus, in the Western Cape, Afrikaans 
would be the second language; in the Eastern Cape, isixhosa; in the Free 
State and Gauteng, SeSotho; and in KwaZulu-Natal, isiZulu. It1 any gven 
area, two languages (one of them being English) would be used in schools 
and in government offices. Alexander's (1989) model is also similar to that 
of van den Berghe's model, Alexander also advocates English as the official 
language but unlike van den Berghe, Alexander argues that all other 
languages must be given official status on a regional basis. Such language 
planning models place our society at the cutting edge of transformation 
because they embrace the previously margmalised African indigenous 
languages. 

There are various problems that underlie the language planning 
models outlined above. The common problem is they do not indicate how 
bilingualism and multilingualism ought to be implemented at grassroots 
level. Kamwangamalu (1997:58) suggests that one way of altering African 
languages from their passive role as official languages is to engage in 
'reverse covert planning7. By this, he means that African languages need to 
be seen as marketable. This entails the recognition of these languages as 
tools by means of which its users can meet their material needs 
(Kamwangamalu 2000:58). These ideas are consistent with Cooper's (1989) 
and Bourdieu's (1991) language planning models, which propose that 
language management, is really a marketing problem. According to these 
scholars, English and Afrikaans L1 speakers need to be convinced of the 
instrumentive as well as the integrative value of African languages. African 
speakers should also be educated about the instrumentive and integrative 
value of their languages. This can be achieved if they are educated about 
their language rights, which are enshrined in the Constitution. 

Empirical Investigation 
The overall aim of the study was to investigate the status of isiZulu at former 
House of Delegates high schools in Phoenix. The status of isiZulu was 
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examined from the perspective of English L1 and isiZulu L1 learners. 
Closed-ended and open-ended questions were used to collect data to 
determine the status of isiZulu at these schools. 

The following are some of the important closed ended questions that 
were asked in this study: 

o What is your home language? 
o How proficient are you in spealung, reading, writing and understanding 

isizulu? 
o Is isiZulu offered as a subject at your school? 
o Do you think that isiZulu should be taught to all learners? 

The following open-ended questions were used for the study: 
o What is your attitude towards the study of isiZulu at your school? 
o What problems do isiZulu L1 learners experience at school? 
o What problems do English L1 learners experience at school? 

Eight (8) high schools in Phoenix were selected for this research because 
this sample is representative of the high schools in this study. The following 
high schools were involved in the random sample: Northmead, Brookdale, 
Palmview, Grove-End, Earlington, Phoenix, Havenpark and Foresthaven. 
Copies of a questionnaire were given to six hundred (600) English L1 and 
isiZulu L1 learners at these schools. 

Each school was given 75 copies of the questionnaire. 15 copies of 
the questionnaire were distributed randomly to isiZulu L1 and English L1 
learners in grades eight, nine, ten, eleven and twelve. The questionnaire was 
presented in both English and isiZulu so that isiZulu L1 learners who did not 
understand English well could answer the isiZulu version of the 
questionnaire. Grade eight and grade nine learners were required to complete 
only thirteen closed ended questions by placing a cross in the appropriate 
box. Grade eleven and twelve learners were required to complete the same 
thirteen closed ended questions as well as five open ended questions. 

Only seven out of eight schools in the sample returned their 
completed forms of the questionnaire. A total number of three hundred and 
seventy six copies (376) of the questionnaire were returned. Foresthaven 
Secondary did not return any copies of the questionnaire. 
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Table1 indicates that 62% of learners indicated English as their home 
language whereas 38% of learners indicated isiZulu as their home language. 
The fact that the majority of learners use English as their home language is 
not surprising because they are in the majority at schools in the sample. 

From the table it can be seen that a very large percentage (76.9%) of English 
L1 learners have no oral skills in isiZulu. However a significant percentage 
(17.9%) of these learners indicated that they speak isiZulu fairly well. My 
observations indicate that these learners speak ~ a n a k a l o ~  and are under the 
impression that they speak the language fairly well. Amongst English L1 
learners, isiZulu has a low status because many of these learners did not 
have any formal exposure to isiZulu in the primary schools. This has 
adversely affected their reading and writing skills as well as their ability to 
understand isizulu. Therefore, 73.8% of these learners have no reading or 
writing skills in isiZulu. Also, 85.5% of these learners have no 
understanding of isiZulu. 

Fanakalo consists of English and isiZulu words that are used as a resource 
of communication between non-mother and mother tongue isiZulu speakers. 
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With regard to isiZulu L1 learners' proficiency in the language we 
observe that 81 5% of isiZulu learners speak isiZulu very well, 11.1% of 
these learners speak the language fairly well and 7.4% do not speak isiZulu 
well. That a high percentage of learners speak isiZulu very well is not 
surprising as it is their home language. However, it is surprising to note that 
a significant percentage of these learners do not have adequate oral skills in 
isiZulu. It could be that these learners have been to schools where the 
medium of instruction is in English. 

However a significantly lower percentage of isiZulu L1 learners 
(59.3%) read and write isiZulu very well. A possible explanation for this 
situation could be that some of the isiZulu L1 learners started their education 
at former House of Delegates schools (so-called Indian schools) or fonner 
House of Assembly schools (so-called whlte schools) where isiZulu was not 
offered as a subject of study. This has negatively affected their ability to 
read and write isiZulu. 

In view of comprehension skills, 79.8% of isiZuiu L1 learners 
understand isiZuli~ very well. However, it is surprising to note that a 
significant percentage of isiZulu learners have a problem understanding 
isizulu. It could be that these learners are exposed to the non-standard 
varieties of isiZulu that are seen to be fashionable and trendy in the 
townships. 

Table 3: Learners' indication as to whether isiZulu is offered as a 
subject of study at school 

From the above table it is abundantly clear that the majority of the English 
L1 learners (78.5%) and isiZulu L1 learners (74.6%) indicated that isiZulu is 
not offered. A small percentage of English L1 learners (21.5%) and isiZulu 
L1 learners (25.4%) indicated that isiZulu is offered at their schools. One 
would have expected a higher percentage of English L l  and isiZulu L1 
learners to indicate that isiZulu is not offered at their schools. This is 
because isiZulu is offered at only two schools. At the remaining five schools 
the status quo has remained with regard to languages as subjects of study. 

These schools are implementing National Department Of Education 
Language policy, whch states that learners must be offered two languages, 
one as a first language and one as a second language. At Phoenix Secondary, 
English is offered as a first language and learners have the option of 
choosing between Afrikaans and islZulu as a second language. At Haven 
Park Secondary, English is offered as a first language, Afrikaans as a second 
language and isiZulu as a third language. At the remaining five schools, 
English is offered as a first language and Afrikaans as a second language. 
IsiZulu is not offered as a subject of study at these schools. This means that 
isiZulu is not taken seriously at these schools. 

A study conducted by Chlck and McKay (2001) at two former 
House of Assembly high schools (so-called whte  schools), two former 
House of Delegates high schools and two primary schools (one House of 
Assembly and one House of Delegates) in the Durban area reiterates similar 
findings. Their findings indicate that there is little evidence that any effort is 
being made to encourage isiZulu L1 learners to develop literacy in their 
home language. Furthermore, English L1 learners are not being encouraged 



to gain anything but a rudimentary level of proficiency in isiZulu. This 
illustrates that many so-called open schools are flouting the principle of 
language equity enshned  in our constitution. 

It is not enough to have legislation in place that accords recognition 
and equal status to all the official languages. Language policy is more than a 
language clause in the Constitution. It is important to note that unless the 
loophole inherent in the current L,iEP is closed, efforts to promote the 
rnargnalised indigenous languages will not come to fruition. 

An examination of the table 4 illustrates that an overwhelming 
majority of English L1 leamers (81.8%) and isiZulu L1 learners (93.5%) 
stated that isiZu1~i should be taught to all learners. 18.2% of the English L1 
learners and 6.5% of the isiZulu L1 learners stated that isiZulu should not be 
offered. That the majority of learners stated that isiZulu ought to be offered 
as a subject of study augurs well for the future development of the language. 
Although the above statement may be an overly optimistic view of the future 
of lanpages, it does convey the enthusiasm of the English L l  learners. It is 
also important to note that the isiZulu L1 learners are still passionate about 
their language and their culture. 

The results that are presented below were obtained from the open- 
ended questions. An analysis of learners' responses to the question: What is 
your attitude towards the study of isiZulu at your school'? revealed that the 
~najority of English L1 learners (69%) and isiZulu Ll learners (87%) have 
pos~tive attitudes towards isiZulu. It is therefore important that governing 
bodles cany out language surveys to determine the language preferences of 
learners before deternlining the language policy of schools. Perhaps, if the 
language is introduced in primary scl~ools it may well prepare English Ll 
and 1slZulu L 1 learners to study isiZulu at high schools. 

The following are some of the positive views articulated by English 
Li  and isiZulu I,l learners towards the study of isiZulu. Note that the 
responses that are given below are taken as the leamers themselves wrote 
them. 

Etzg11,h LI Learner\ ' V~ews 
e '1 would hke to learn the mother tongue of South Africa, as I am a South 

African citizen I feel Is1Zul~l 15 much more usable language than 
Afr~kaans In South Africa Many IslZulu learners at my school speak 
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IsiZulu and I would like to do so too. Afrikaans is a language which I 
know will never be used in my life'. 
'I feel that it might be a very good experience because when we fin~sh 
school and studying we have to get a job and work with many different 
races and we have to know the languages. People are hired mostly if they 
know many languages'. 

The above quotations by English L1 learners Illustrate the lnstrumentlve 
importance of isiZulu. 

IsiZulu L1 Learners ' Views: 
'Ngigakujabulela ukufundwa kwesizulu esikoleni sami ngoba ulimi 
engilwaziyo futhi engifuna ukufunda okuning ngalo IsiZulu. Siyasisiza 
thina ukuhnda kahle'. 
'I am happy to learn isiZulu at my school because it is a language that I 
know and I want to learn more through it. It helps us well '. 
'Ngisithatha njengento enhle kumina ngoba IsiZulu ulimi lwami 
engalucela kurnama wami futhi, ngyaziqhenya ngolimi Iwami'. 
'I take it as something good to me because it is my mother tongue and I 
am proud of my language '. 

The first quotation illustrates that isiZulu is the language that the learner is 
comfortable with and he or she has no problems learning isiZulu. These 
second quotation indicates that isiZulu is the learner's mother tongue and 
she is proud of her home language. The above quotations illustrate that there 
are isiZulu L1 learners who are proud of their language. 

Not all learners expressed positive views towards the study of isizulu. Some 
learners also expressed negative views towards the study of isiZulu. The 
following are some of their views: 

English LI Learner's View 
'I don't think that IsiZulu should be taught at schools because it's really 
unnecessary. Most of us cannot speak our own mother tongue, so why 
should we learn someone else's mother tongue. Everyone should be 
taught to speak and understand English'. 
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IsiZulu LI Learner's View 
9 'I don't think it's a good idea for most of the children who don't like it 

or don't understand it'. 

The above responses support English as the only lingua franca3 of the 
country. The main reason for this stance rests on the international position 
that English enjoys. According to Du Preez (Daily News August 2001 :lo), 

English will always be the common language we use in the urban 
economy and to communicate with the outside world. People 
should be able to speak, read and write English. But if we achieve 
that at the expense of our, own precious languages, it is a price too 
high to pay. Then three hundred years of colonialism would have 
been completely successful. 

Learners' Perceptions of Language Related Problems 

English LI learners' Perception ofthe Problems 
Experienced by isiZulu L I Lenrners 
There were several opinions gven by English L1 learners with regard to 
problems experienced by isiZulu L1 learners. Here are some of their views. 
76% indicate isiZulu L1 learners do not understand English, 11% state that 
they do not understand Afrikaans, 3% state they had no problem, 2% views 
were not clear1 could not understand what the learners were saying and 8% 
did not respond. 

It is clear from the above that the ovenvhelrning majority (76%) of 
English L1 learners state that isiZulu L1 learners do not understand English. 
'lhis indicates clearly that English L1 learners are aware of the immense 
communication problems that isiZulu L1 learners experience. 

7 Lingua franca is a language, which is used habitually by people, whose 
mother tongues are different, in order to facilitate communication between 
them (UNESCO, 1953). 
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IsiZulu L1 Learner 's Perceptions of the Problems Experienced 
by English Ll Learners 
With regard to the problems encountered by English L1 learners, there was 
again a diversity of views. The following are some of the views expressed by 
IsiZulu L1 learners.32% indicate that they cannot communicate in isiZulu, 
6% indicate that they do not understand Afrikaans, 13% state that they had 
no problems, 21% indicate that they did not understand isiZulu, 5% state that 
could not read and write isiZulu, 4% views were not clear and 18% did not 
respond probably because they found the answering of open ended questions 
long and tedious. 

From the above paragraph, it is observed that 32% of English L1 
learners cannot communicate in isiZulu. IsiZulu L1 learners are aware of the 
communication problems between them and their English L1 peers. This is 
because English L1 learners cannot speak isiZulu. From my experience of 
teaching at a school where the majority of the school population are isiZulu 
L1 learners I have noticed isiZulu L 1 learners coinmunicate amongst 
themselves in isiZulu. This results in English L1 learners not understanding 
what their isiZulu peers are saying. From the analysis of the problems 
encountered by both isiZulu L1 and English L1 learners, it would appear that 
they are acutely aware of the communication problems that exist between 
them. 

There is a correlation between the high percentage of isiZul~i 
Lllearners (93,5%) and English L1 learners (81,8%) who stated that isiZulu 
should be taught to all learners and the positive views expressed by isiZulu 
Lllearners (81%) and English L1 learners (69%). Also, 76% of English L1 
learners stated that isiZulu L1 learners do not understand English. A 
significant percentage of isiZulu L1 learners (32%) stated that English L1 
learners cannot communicate in isiZulu. This illustrates that isiZulu L1 
learners and English L1 learners are aware of the communication problems 
that exist between them. 

The study examined the status of isiZulu at high schools in Phoenix. 
The study found that although isiZulu is an official language and most 
widely spoken language in the country, it has not been accorded its rightful 
place at many schools in this study. 

The positive attitude expressed by the majority of isiZulu L1 and 
English Ll learners bodes well for the future of isiZulu at high schools in 
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Phoenix. If learners are Dven a chance to pursue isiZulu as a subject of 
study, it will elevate the status of isiZulu at primary and high schools in the 
province. In this regard further research is necessary. 

Recommendations 
On the basis of the research findings, various recommendations are made. 
The government must enforce the implementation of the LiEP. The study has 
proven beyond doubt that the voluntary approach has failed to elevate the 
status of isizulu at schools in this study. If isiZulu L l  learners receive 
instruction in their home language and if they are given a chance to study 
isiZulu as a first language and English as a second language, it will have 
immense instrumentive advantages for them. This will reduce the high 
failure rate amongst isiZulu L1 learners at schools in this study. On the other 
hand, if English L1 learners are gven a chance to study isiZulu it will help 
them to integrate with their isiZulu L,I peers and improve race relations in 
general. 

It is incumbent on the National Department of Education to be clear 
as to which official languages must be used in which province and for what 
purposes. The National government cannot afford to dither this time and 
they need to set aside f~inds to employ and train educators of African 
languages. This will ensure that transformation posts are created at schools 
111 this study. It will also facilitate the transformation of the curriculum as 
well as of the staff at these schools. 

The National Government must ensure that knowledge of African 
languages weighs heavily in the application for government jobs. This will 
ensure that Afiican languages become marketable. This is a major problem 
with Afrlcan languages at the moment. Kamwangan~alu (2000:58) attests to 
this when he argues that the language consumer would not strive to acquire 
lulowledge of' African lanbuages. This is because currently these languages 
are 'not marketable and have no cachet in the broader political and economic 
context'. If the National Ciovernrnent implements the strategy espoused hy 
Kamwangamalu, it will demonstrate instumentive value to those who want to 
pursue careers in the public and private sectors. 

South African writers, language academics and readers should make 
a concerted effort to work together to ensure the pron~otion of jsiZulu as 
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defined by our Constitution is actually implemented to fast track the 
emancipation of isiZulu from its present status. 

Conclusion 
Since isiZulu is the most widely spoken language in this province, it is 
important that school governing bodies introduce the language as a subject 
of study. This will ensure that learner's language rights as enshnned in our 
constitution are actually respected. This will go a long way in enhancing 
language democracy in our schools, in the province and ultimately in our 
country. It is also vital that educators and learners learn the language in a 
multilingual society like ours because it would help build intercultural 
relationships. 

School of IsiZulu Studies 
University of KwaZulu-Natal 
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Ethnolinguistic Vitality in 
KwaZulu-Natal 

Stephanie Rudwick 

Introduction 
In this paper, the framework of ethnolinguistic vitality (Giles, Bourhis & 
Taylor 1977) is applied to the sociolinguistic situation in contemporary 
KwaZulu-Natal, with the focus on the numerically most dominant 
ethnolinguistic group in the province, isiZulu mother-tongue (L,)  speakers. 
Howard Giles, one of the pioneers in research on the social-psychological 
aspects of language and ethnic identity, attempted with this framework inter 
alia to evaluate and systematize the factors that contribute to language 
contact phenomena such as language shft, language maintenance and 
etlznolinguistic group behaviour in multilingual settings1. Essentially it is 
argued that ethnolinguistic ingroup/outgroup strength has an effect on group 
cohesion and language maintenance. T h s  strength is called ethnolinguistic 
vitality and has been defined as '. . . that what makes a group likely to behave 
as a distinctive and active collective entity in intergroup situations' (Giles et 
al. 1977). 

Despite some criticism (Husband & Khan 1982; Williams 1992), the 
concept found widespread recognition amongst scholars investigating 
specific aspects of sociolinguistic behaviour amongst ethnolinguistic groups 

I It has also been suggested that Giles' (1977) theoretical framework 
presented a milestone in narrowing and structuring the disparate schools in 
the Sociology of Language and Sociolinguistics, whlch is mainly due to the 
juxtaposition of group and language within the theory (McConnell 1997: 
353). 



' Although the white minority had little opportunity to learn the indigenous 
African languages during apartheid, there also seems to exist a general lack 
of interest and motivation to learn these varieties today. 
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in multilingual settings (cf. Ryan, Giles & Sebastian 1982; Giles & Johnson 
198 1, 1987; Landry & Allard 1994; Pierson 1994; Yagmur & Akinci 2003). 
In the South African context the framework has been employed by Louw- 
Potpeter and Giles (1987) and, more recently, by Barkhuizen and de Klerk 
(2000) and Bowerman (2000). 

Notwithstanding this widespread use of ethnolinguistic vitality as a 
tool of sociolinguistic analysis, constructive criticism has been levelled 
against i t  (see most notably, Williams 1992; Pavlenko & Blackledge 2004). 
It is for this reason then, that one needs to be critical and cautious when 
employing the theory. A careful consideration of the limitations inherent in 
the framework will be exposed as I discuss the concept in the context of the 
sociolinguistic situation in post-apartheid KwaZulu-Natal. 

For the purpose of this paper 1 use the isiZulu and English I>,- 
speakng group as two different collectives. IsiZulu-English bilingualism is 
currently common only amongst the members of the isiZulu-speahng group. 
This is because the vast nlajority of English Ll-speakers in KwaZulu-Natal 
speak Afrikaans as a second language (L-), which is mostly, but not only2, 
due to the history of apartheid. While I am mainly interested in analysing 
isiZulu ethnolinguistic vital& the role played by English is vital and must 
enter the discussion. The hegemony of the English language in South Africa 
is all encompassing and not to refer to the language would fail to 
acknowledge the multifaceted, flexible and linguistically hybrid character of 
contemporary South African society. Certain urban isiZulu tl-speakers may 
~dentify more strongly with the English language than with their 'original' 
mother-tongue. In view of the above, the purpose of this paper is twofold. 
Firstly, I am aiming to discuss isiZulu ethnolinguistic vitality in an English- 
dominated state, by the analysis of 'objective' data, as defined below, and, 
secondly, I intend to explore the extent to which the theoretical 
framework of etlmolinguistic vitality provides adequate data in order to 
undertake further investigation into the South African sociolitlguistic 
landscape. 

Ethnolinguistic Vitality in KwaZulu-Natal 

Theoretical Background 
An operative definition for 'objective ethnolinguistic vitality data' employed 
for the purpose of this paper is information whlch excludes the subjective 
perceptions of individuals who are members of the ethnolinguistic groups on 
focus here. In terms of Giles et al. (1977) conceptualisation, there are three 
socio-structural variables pertinent to the framework, which can be 
employed to circumscribe the potential of the vitality of the group's 
language. Firstly, there is the status factor (including economic, social, 
prestige and socio-historical aspects.), secondly, demogrpliy (such as 
absolute numbers, birth-rate, geographical concentration); and finally, the 
institutional support (such as recognition of the groups' language in the 
media, education and government). 

The above mentioned present vital factors contributing to the vitality 
of a language and it is claimed, that the more status, the more institutional 
support and the more favourable demographic factors occur, the more 
vitality does an ethnolinguistic group have, and the more likely individuals 
are to behave as a member of a distinctive collective entity in intergroup 
situations (Giles et al. 1977). In this article it is primarily language that shall 
be investigated and, accordingly, the more linguistic vitality is embedded 
within an ethnolinguistic group, the more indications there are for short and 
long term language maintenance strateges amongst the members of the 
group. 

From the short-term perspective it is likely for members of a 'high 
ethnolinguistic vitality' group to shift hisher speech style away from the 
other person's style in intergroup situations, a process described as 
divergence (Giles et al. 1977). For members of a 'low vitality group' in 
contrast, it is likely that a member accommodates the other's speech style. 
This process is called convergence (Giles et al. 1977). With regard to the 
long-term, higldlow ethnolinguistic vitality may, from a macro- 
sociolinguistic perspective, be an indicator of language maintenance, 
language shift, or even language death. 

For the purpose of this paper I shall focus on the analysis of 
'objective ethnolinguistic vitality data' as defined above. It is, however, 
highly difficult to evaluate ethnolinguistic vitality exclusively by 'objective' 
data, as infortnation on, for instance, the status of a language is not readily 
available and is dependent on subjective factors. It is for this reason that I 
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employ some of the findings of my own PhD research conducted in Umlazi, 
the largest township of ~ w a ~ u l u - ~ a t a l ~ .  

The majority of research in the framework of etlmolinguistic vitality 
provides a combined analysis of 'objective' and 'subjective' data by means 
of an empirical investigation. It may be added that subjective and objective 
ethnolinguistic vitality do not always correlate. In order to provide a model 
to discuss issues such as ethnicity, bilingualisn~, or intergroup behaviour, a 
combined approach is desirable. 1 do not intend to make any major claims 
about the constitutive elements of etl~noliilguistic identities, language shift or 
maintenance in this short paper. The analysis, however, points to some, 
albeit preliminary, findings with regards to the general sociolinguistic nature 
of ethnolinguistic vit~rlity in KwaZulu-Natal. 

Status 
If a language cames a low status, socially as well as economcally, ~ t s  own 
speakers are likely, among other things, to abandon ~t for another 'high' 
status variety The Afr~can languages in South Afrlca, for example, are often 
said to have a low status, but it appears that this low status IS almost always 
economicaily, not emotionally grounded I want to argue that the mdigenous 
Ahcan languages, In particular ~siZulu, c a q  a wlde range of functions In 
the social and private dolna~ns 

The status of the isiZulu In South Africa, and in Kwdulu-Natal 111 
parttcular, rs slgirficaiitly d~fferent to that of the other of'ficlal African 
languages Considering the co~npiex South African llngulstic landscape, 
1slLu1u may Indeed be regarded as a 'prestige' language In the context that 
minority language groups, such as Mpondo, Bhaca, Cele or Phuti-speakers 
are likely to specify tsiZulu as home language in an official language census 

-' The data collected in Uinlazi was methodologically based on triangulation: 
questionnaires, interviews and 'participant observation' and stands in 
contrast to the conventional methods in this field of enquiry. In the context 
of elh?zolinguistic vitcrlity research methodology has generally been based on 
tlie subjective vitality yuestiontzaire (SVQJ, introduced in order to measure a 
group's perception of the vitality of its language. Although widely 
employed, the SVQ has received enlightening criticism (Currie and Hogg 
1994: 100). 
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(Donnelly 2003:35)~. IsiZulu furthermore serves as a lingua franca for a 
large section of the African population (Wood 1995:188). A PanSALB 
document (1998:4), in fact, states that 'isiZulu functions as a lingua franca 
for 70% of the country's population' whereas, 'English can, at present, only 
be used efficiently by 20% of the population'. Approxiiiiately three quarters 
of isiZulu Li speakers in South Africa live in KwaZulu-Natal and my own 
research suggests that a large number of Africans whose L,  is one of the 
other eight official African languages and who reside in the province, have 
sollie proficiency in isiZulu. In addition to this, several of my Ulillazi 
respondeilts explained that isiZulu speakers in KwaZulu-Natal expect and 
encourage African irnmig-ants from other African countries who live in the 
province to learn isiZiilu. This clearly indicates that the sociolinguistic 
situation in KwaZulu-Natal is significantly different lo other provinces as, 
for instance Gauteng, where all of the official languages are spoken. 

When measured against the other eight official African languages, 
isiZulu features dominaxitly. However, when measured against English, the 
status of isiZulu appears low. As is evident, isiZulu has never been awarded 
any economic value in the past. In South Africa one needs to be profrlcient in 
English in order to s~~cceed professionally and economically. The excl~isive 
knowledge of isiZulu neither gets one admission to any higher institutioil of 
learning, nor provides anyone with a job. Although certain job 
advertisements today call for pl-oficiency in isiZulu, English proficiency still 
reinains a prerequisite. Furtllermore, isiZulu has only very little international 
projection, examples of which are very few universities in the United States 
and Europe where isiZ1iln is taught as a subject. Evidently, status is 
inextricably linked to prestige and power and a language that offers no 
economic benefits has little societal or global power. 

Despite its inferiority in numerical terms, that is, the number of 
people who speak it as a L,, English is clearly a majority language in terms of 
power, not only in KwaZulu-Natal, but in all parts of South Africa. 
Alongside the exclusive use of the language in all higher domains of life, 
English has remained unchallenged as the medium of instruction at virtually 
all secondary, and, clearly all tertiary institutiolls in the province, as is the 
case in the rest of the country. English in South Africa has been termed the 

4 For more detail on the Phuti language, for instance, see Donnelly (1 999). 
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'language of liberation', the 'language of unification', the 'language of 
upward mobility' and, in a recent article in the Mail and Guardian (3 
October, 2003), the 'langiage of creativity in the new South Africa'. Not 
only local benefits arc associated with this language variety. There is another 
aspect that gives English an exceptionally high status, i.e. the fact that 
English is the leading language in the world. It  is the medium of global and 
international communication, the language of academic scholarship and the 
language with the greatest literary production. It is these super national 
factors that contribute to the extraordinary position of English in South 
Africa and this evidelltly has a malor influence on isiZulu ethnolinguistic 
vitality. 

The low sociollistorical status of isiZulu determines up until now 
what Giles and his associates describe as a 'sense of pride or shmlcq 
(1977:312). Due to apartheid, isiZulu speakers had an inferior status in the 
society and only very few had access to any of the higher domains of life. 
Nevertheless, isiZulu was 'extensively used for the high domains in their 
tribal communities' (Bowennan 2000:36) and the history of the isiZulu- 
spealung community has been glorified around a pre-European 'Shakan' 
past. Historically the use of isiZulu is significantly different from that of the 
other indigenous African languages in South Africa. While in most 
provinces Afrlcan children were taught in English before the imposition of 
the Bantu Educatio~~ Act, isiZulu speaking children in Natal were taught in 
their L ,  since 1885 (tlartshorne 1995:308). 1siZulu seenls to enjoy a 
conslderable social status as the vast majority of Africans in KwaZuIu-Natal, 
see the language as the don31~allt medium of the home and culture. It is the 
most commo~lly spoken lan~ruage amongst manual workers in South Africa 
and used as informal mediurrr of communication in schools, shops and other 
public places. Notwithstanding this, many isiZulu speakers have ambivalent 
feeling when it comes to the status and the value of their mother-tongue 
(Ngcobo 2000). It remains questionable that the overall status factors of 
isiZulu are potent er~ough to counteract the slow language shift that has been 
taking place in urban environments. 

Demography 
The second doma~n of the ethnoltng~istlc vltallty concept includes 
Demographic factors and, as such, 1s self-explanatory to a large extent. What 
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needs to be considered, however, is that Giles et al. (1977) did not take into 
account that a minority group in t e r m  of numbers can be a majority group in 
terms of power, with the consequence that its vitality is low and the 
'strength' measurement would be turned upside-down. This creates the 
'danger of confusing the demographic concept of minority with the 
conceptualisation of minority in terms of power and dominance' (Williams 
1992:210). When investigating into the South African sociolinguistic 
landscape, the ambiguity of the concept becomes even more evident. IsiZulu 
mother-tongue speakers blatantly outnumber every other language 
community in KwaZulu-Natal; the table below clearly testifies this. 

1 English 128501 1 
IsiNdebele 1 R570 

Source: Census Database 2001: http:www.statssa.gov.z~ 

Xitsonga 
Other 

According to most recent census data (2001), nearly 80% of the KwaZulu- 
Natal population speaks isiZulu as a 'home language'. Despite this fact, the 
language was in the past, a minority language in terms of power. This is not 
to say, however, that the demographic factors do not contribute to the 
ethnolinguistic vitality of the group, I merely intend to outline the ambiguity 
of the concept as origmally developed by Giles et al. (1977). It is argued that 
numerical strength and geographical distribution may indeed play a crucial 
role with regards to ethnolinguistic vitality (Liebkind 1999). 

3289 
37232 
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KwaZulu-Natal has trad~t~onally been the territory of the 
ethnolingu~rtic group of isiZulu L, speakers in South Africa and 1s thus a 
redsonably hotl~ogenous proviiice from a linguistic perspective. Durlng 
apartheid Zululand was dn independent homelaild in which isiZulu was 
official language next to t.,nglish If one wants to belleve the recent census 
data (2001), is~Zulu Li-speakers not only represent the greatest language 
comn1u1l1ty in South Afr~ca, but the conmunity has also coi~tir~uo~sly 
tncreased In the past few years E~npir~cal data collected in the course of my 
PhD research 111 Uinla~i suggest that many young ~ s ~ Z u l u  speakers use thelr 
numeral supe~~ority as an argument In language debates. With respect to the 
second structural var~able of ethnol~nguist~c v~ta l~ty ,  is~Zulu appears to be 
indeed fortunately positioned and inay cany a soi~d potential. 

English, In contrast, is only spoken as a first language by 
approximately 12% ot the population 111 KwaZulu-Natal and IS thus clearly a 
inlnonty language In terms of numbers. With regards to the rest of the 
country the demographic factors of Engl~sh L,-speakers are even less 
prornlsing. Engllsh IS c;poken as a L, by only 8.2% of the ent~re population In 
South Afrlca (Census 2001; Est~rnates of Engl~sh language proficrellcy In 
ihe country range between 32 - 61% of the eiztlre South African population 
(Gough 1996) In inost cases the level oC profic~ency directly correlates with 
rhi: dinount and quality of education. Recent research (Barkhu~zen & De 
KIerk 2000, Kamwdngamalu 2001b, 2003, Reagan 2001), however, indrcates 
that the~e has been d ~ o ~ ~ t i n u o u s  lanpage shlft froill the rndigerlous African 
languages to bliglish 111 urban envllonments. it appears that more and rnote 
parents who have the necessary fina~icldl means send their ch~ldren to 
n~~t l t~ rac~n l  schools where the vast majority of teachers are Engllsh Li- 
5peakers ana sufficient resources ate provided In order to facilitate an 
adeq~late learning env~ro~unent. A posltlon tnost so-called 'Black' schools 
(ex-Departme~~t of Education and Trainiilg (DET)) cannot always c lam for 
thelnselves Nevertheless, it 1s the ~ndjonty of African childrcn who attend 
ex-DET schools and it reinallis difficult lo estimate what influence the 
~r-icreas~ng mult~racial schooli~ig w ~ l l  have on 1s1Zu1u demography I n  the 
future 

institutional Support 
The third factor, 1n.sfztzitzoncr1 support, 1s a very rnult~faceted one In the 
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context of this analysis. The factors are supposed to circumscribe what 
contributes to the public exposure and support one group's language receives 
in coiliparison to the high-status language. Giles et al. (1977) refer to 
domains such as the media, the government, the education system, the 
religious and cultural doinains and industry. 'rhe language use in these 
spheres of life certainly lzave a nzajor influence on the ethnolinguistic vitality 
of a language, but one has to keep in mind, however, that the institutional 
support factors do not adequately take into consideration the link between 
language and ideology (Williams 1992:210). It may be noted that 'official' 
institutional support is often at odds with tlie unofficial language practices. 
The orignal conceptualisation (Giles et al. 1977) would suggest that a 
language that has official status, should provide high ethnolinguistic vitality 
for tlie ethnic group that speaks this language as a mother-tongue. This, 
however, gives a rather simplistic picture of how state institutions influence 
language use and behaviour as will be seen in the next section of this paper. 

TsiZulu has been accorded official status in South Africa for nearly 
ten years now. For an individual, who is predominantly occupied in one of 
the higher domains of life, however, the fact that South Africa has an eleven- 
official language policy is barely noticeable. Indeed the South African 
corporate world seemed to have dismissed the policy as utterly in~practicable 
and further interpreted i t  as a call for Ei~glish-only, as opposed to the 
previous Afrikaans-English bilingualism. Not only does the South African 
industry seems to lack a conmitment to multilingualism, English clearly 
holds a hegemonic position in the mass media, the educational system and 
even government services such as Metro Water for instance. Little has 
happened practically with regards to multiling~~alisni. As several scholars in 
South Africa (Maartens 1998; Bowerman 2000; Karnwangamalu 200 1 a) 
have pointed out: there exists a great mismatch between language policy and 
language practices. The present sociolinguistic reality in South Africa 
clearly suggests that isiZulu is not given the economic and instrumental 
value generally attached to an official language and its institutional s11ppoi-t 
seems indeed questionable. 

Notwithstanding this, isiZulu enjoys support by many of its 
speakers. Data collected in the Umlazi township suggest that the vast 
majority of Umlazi residents regard isiZuilu as a cultural resource and 
maintain it to be used as the language of the home. Many parents who send 
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their children to multiracial schools seem to be particularly concerned about 
maintaining isiZulu for family interaction. With regards to the institutional 
support that is given to isiZulu at this point of South African l~istory, it 
remains to be seen, as to whether the contemporary symbolic has any 
influence on the ethnolinguistic vitality of the language. The Pan South 
African Language Board (PanSALB) attempts to take South Africa's 
commitment to multilingualisni serious and is currently pressuring many 
higher domain institutions to engage in an approach that promotes 
multilingualism. 

The language of parliament in the new South Africa is English, as 
opposed to the Afrikaans-English bilingualism that was common during 
apartheid. For practical reasons, only very few speeches are held in one of 
the indigenous African languages5. With regards to media, similar 
observations can be made. Although isiZulu has for a long time been catered 
for in radio broadcasting and the print media (e.g. Ukhozi FM, Ilanga, 
Isolezwe) it is only very margnally represented with regard to television. 
Kamwangamalu (2000:43) suggests that English takes up over 90% of 
airtime on the three national South African TV channels. 

Religion, it may be argued, has potential to provide a strong basis for 
the maintenance of a language, and in rural and township areas, isiZulu 
seems to be the predominant medium in which church services and religous 
gatherings are conducted. The religous domain is without doubt one of the 
strongholds of isiZulu in the Urnlazi township. In urban areas however, 
English is slowly entering the religious domain and an urban-rural 
dichotomy is becoming increasingly evident. Furthermore, extensive 
English-isiZulu code-switching is talung place in urban environments, such 
as university campuses (Ramsay-Brijball2002). 

'The mismatch between language policy and practice, in education 
moreover, has become blatantly evident. Despite the fact that the 

A reasonable budget, however, provides the translation of important 
governmental publications into the other official languages. Hansard, for 
instance, which is the Parliament's historical record of proceedings, 
published in both English and Afrikaans before the transition, is now 
published in English and additionally in one of the other ten official 
languages on a rotational basis (Kaniwangamalu 2000:56). 
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Constitution proudly stipulates that 'every person shall be entitled to 
instruction in the language of his or her choice where this is reasonably 
practicable' (Constitution 1996, Section 32 [c]), English remains 
unchallenged as a medium of instruction. Most empirical investigations 
reveal that essentially, little developmental progress has been made with 
regards to language-in-education policies (Chick & McKay 2000). 
Multilingualism andlor additive bilingualism seems to remain a vague dream 
proposed by policy makers. Almost all secondary schools in the province use 
English as the only 'official' medium of instruction. The sociolinguistic 
reality, however, is significantly more complex than this. As mentioned, 
English-isiZulu code-switching appears so extensively in KwaZulu-Natal 
classrooms that an outsider-observer may not be able to determine whether 
the medrum of instruction is English or isiZulu. Although code-switching 
can indeed be beneficial to the learning process (Adendorff 1996; Moodley 
2001), it is clear that once the school chooses English as the sole medium of 
instruction, metric exams are supposed to be written in English with no 
code-switching allowed. 

Conclusion 
The analysis in this paper suggests that isiZulu ethnolinguistic vitality is 
mainly based on demographic factors and is thus vested in high numeric 
concentration in the province, but little formal institutional support. The 
status of isiZulu is ambiguous. On the one hand, the language is widely used 
in domestic settings and as such perceived to have a significant cultural 
value in the community, on the other hand, isiZulu has, despite its official 
status, very little economic value. This also conveys an ambiguous picture of 
isiZulu ethnolinguistic vitality and makes it dangerous to predict any future 
linguistic developments. 

English ethnolinguistic vitality, in contrast, reflects the picture of a 
minority language in terms of number with high economic, sociohistorical 
and international status and a large amount of institutional support. 
Essentially, isiZulu is used extensively in all lower domains of life whereas 
English is the language of the higher domains. This situation clearly reflects 
diglossic potential, with isiZulu as the low (L)-variety and English as the 
high (H)-variety. It cannot be regarded, however, as a 'stable' isiZulu- 
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English diglossia, due to the extensive isiZulu-English code-switching 
patterns (Chick & Wade 1997) '. 

Although Giles et a1 (1977) did not specify the relative weights of 
the three domains. i.e. the status, demography and institutional support, with 
regards to ethnolinguistic group survival, the framework remains a useful 
tool of preliminary analysis in any sociolinguistic situation. It provides a 
solid base in addition to which further empirical research should be 
conducted. If handled with care and critical engagement the concept of 
ethnolinguistic vitality proves to be useful while investigating the South 
African sociolinguistic landscape. The collection of 'subjective' data 
remains however, imperative if one wants to make any further claims about 
language shift or ethnolinguistic identity construction. 

I do suggest, however, that despite the prevailing hegemony of the 
English language and a rather diglossic relationship between the two 
language varieties at hand, isiZulu ethnolinguistic vitality appears robust and 
carries significantly more potential than the mismatch between language 
policy and practices may suggest. This is n~ostly due to the stable 
demography of the language regionally and nationally and the fact that 
isiZulu has important functions for a large portion of the KwaZulu-Natal 
population, most notably the perception that isiZulu is inextricably and 
profoundly linked to Zulu culture and tradition and represents the essential 
vehicle to maintain this culture (Rudwick 2004). 

Despite the lazk of language policy implementation and the fact that 
recent investigations suggest that language shift occurs in urban 
environments, the vitality of the language in rural and township communities 
is noteworthy. Unfortunately sociolinguistic research data in this field is still 
scarce. The large majority of language in education research, for instance, 

6 First introduced by Ferguson in 1959, the term diglossia referred to a 
situation where two varieties of a language exist side by side in a community 
and each one is used for different purposes. The one, H(igh) variety is used 
in all higher domains of life, whereas the L(ow) variety has less economic 
status and is used in the lower domains of life. Fishman later (1967) 
extended this definition in order to include situations, in which not only two 
varieties of one language, but two different lanpages co-exist (cf. Schiffman 
1997). 
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has been conducted in (urban) multiracial (ex-Model C) schools which 
conveys a inadequate and potentially erroneous picture of the sociolinguistic 
reality as only a fraction of South African learners attend these kinds of 
schools. 

Notwithstanding this potential, there are historical and economically 
motivated constraints in South Africa's sociolinguistic landscape that 
prevent the fostering of isiZulu ethnolinguistic vitality if it is measured 
against English. An example for this is the prevailing stigma resting on 
mother-tongue instruction as discussed by Kamwangamalu (1997) or more 
recently by de Klerk (2002). The Bantu Education Act of 1953 enforced the 
use of the indigenous African languages in the early grades which 'was 
combined with an impoverished curriculum that was geared toward 
preparing Black people for subservient positions in South African society' 
(de Klerk 2002:33). Because of this, many parents today perceive mother- 
tongue education as a nasty reminder of apartheid policy. In tenns of 
decision-making, parents, of course, choose what is 'best' for their children 
and at this time of South Afi-ican history it clearly is a choice for English as a 
medium of instruction. The South African society is well aware of the 
economical strength and power that the English language carries, which has 
serious effects on isiZulu. It remains to be seen whether isiZulu 
ethnolinguistic vitality will be sufficiently strong for the language to make 
its mark in South Africa's higher domains of life. 
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Introduction 
Martel (1999) sees litigation as one of the most important instruments of 
language activisn~. This article focuses on the role of litigation in obtaining 
linguistic rights with particular reference to the South African context. The 
article begns with a discussion of the importance of litigation in general. It 
will be shown that linguistically, Constitutions contain general principles 
about linguistic rights rather than specific detail. It is the task of cout-ts to 
give content to the principles in the light of cases before them. Lessons are 
drawn from the United States of America, showing the development and 
interpretation of the First Amendment that guarantees freedom of speech. 
The same principle hoids for linguistic rights litigation. The role of linguistic 
rights litigation in Canada is also sketched. While court decisions have done 
inuch to promote the Canadians' language rights, in South Africa, linguistic 
rights Iitigation is an under-utilised instrument of language rights activism. 
In the period 1994 to 2001, only eight cases of linguistic rights litigation 
occurred. In 2002 and 2004, only one case each was lodged in these years. 
These two cases are detailed to some extent in this article. Finally, certain 
conclusions are drawn and reconlrnendations made about linguistic rights 
litigation in South Africa. 

Linguistic Rights as a Basic Human Right 
'The concept human right originated during the Enhghtenment of the 
eighteenth century among philosophers such as Locke, Rousseau, Voltalre 
and Montesquleu. The strong enlphasis that has been attached to human 
rlghts since the latter half of the prev~ous century, was a reaction to the 

totalitarian Nazi dictatorship in Gennany. Already in June 1945, with the 
signing of the Charter ofthe United Nations, universal respect for human 
rights and the application of the principles of equality and non- 
discrimination was upheld. Barely three years later, in December 1948, the 
United Nations (UN) adopted the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. 
Section 2(2) states that every human being shall be entitled, without 
discrimination, 'and, in particular, without discrimination based on 
language', to fundamental rights and freedoms (Braen1987: 5). 

Particularly after the fall of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics 
(USSR) in 1989-1 99 1, and the concomitant ethnic conflicts, especially in 
central, eastern and south-eastern Europe, the international debate 
concerning the status of ethnolinguistic minorities (now defined not only in 
terms of numbers, but also in terms of strength) has increasingly associated 
the protection of the linguistic rights of the minority groups with 
fundamental hurnan rights. Thus, the concept of linguistic human rights 
began to circulate among renowned sociolinguists and became an important 
subject of research (e.g. Skutnabb-Kangas et al. 1995; Paulston 1997; 
Kontra et al. 1999; Skutnabb-Kangas 2000; Skutnabb-Kangas 2002). Those 
who advocate that the fiee choice of any minority language should be 
regarded as a basic hurnan right, proceed from the premise that language is 
essential to life, and that language 'plays a critical role in defining individual 
identity, culture and community membership' (Coulombe 1993: 140). 

The term language rights (also known as linguistic rights) is a 
hybrid concept which makes a distinction between individual rights and 
group rights. Individual rights include the right to non-interference in an 
individual's private domain of linguistic activity, and non-discrimination 
against his or her language. This right can be justified on the grounds of the 
individual's humanity, a right that was upheld in 1966 in a UN manifesto, 
the International Convention for Civil and Political Rights. Section 26 
stipulates that civil and political rights are guaranteed, without 
discrimination on the grounds of language. Section 27 confirms that the right 
of linguistic minorities to use their own language amongst themselves shall 
not be denied to them (Coulombe 1993:142). South Africa was a co- 
signatory of the Treaty (Scholtz 2002:297). As Braen (1987:6) points out, 
the negative formulation of the stipulation places no positive obligation on 
the government to protect minority groups. 
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Another distinctioii that has been drawn in respect of linguistic 
rights, e g by the UN sub-coinmiss~on for the prevention of discrirmnatloii 
and the proteclion of inlnoritles (cf Martlilez Cobo 1987) is the one between 
the original inhabitants of a cotlittry and inunlgrant rnlnorlties. An iiicreaslng 
number of or~glnal ~nilabltants do not wish to be classified as 'minorities' 
and are denland~ng recog~utlon 3s 'peoples and even as natlons9 (13ainel 
1997 6) Numerous problexnatic qucstiozls have cropped up as a result of 
such a nay of thinLmg Who were the first people In a reg~oa'? Can 
continuity be c la~~ned ~fter- 500, 300, I00 years of coloiiisahon'~ 

Two recent lntcmatlonal manirestos that recognise the right of 
origindl inhahltanr5 are tile Corzverzllofz 169, ~ssued by the International 
Labour Organlsatiori 111 1989, dnd the Drr~fi Ilrzlverwrl Deilixrutlon nJ 
irldlge~~ou, Right~ S e ~ t ~ o n  3, 28 oi cT'onventzon I69 acknowledges the rrght 
of lndigellous ~hiiiiren to recieive educat~on In tbelr o~vn  language, and to 
dcqulre the ~lallor~dl lal-tg~iagc 1 he Drtrfl i j i l l~~criul Ile~lnrurioil is even more 
explicit, and ackiiowledges l~~ndarnerltal il~inlan rights ior indigenous 
natlons, to enab!e them to develop and proriiote their owti languages, and to 
use them for administratii~e, judicial, cultural and other purposes (Hamel 
1997 6) Schoit7 (2002 297) refers to further ~ntematronal docurneilts that 
describe tnlnolity rlght-, and nurlor ity languagt: rights. 

111 older to cici just~ce to the concept Izngur~trr hurnntz rzght, a state 
m~lst have a langi~ape pol~cy at ~ t s  disposal and must ensure that speclfic 
1 lnguistlc rigllts a1 e lcgally regiilaf ed Language legislat~on inust eliminate 
discrimination based on language, enable the nlinority to conserve ~ t s  
Iingulstic character ist~cs, and allow ~t to remain In peaceful rnteract~oii with 
the majority Indiv~dually, n~emberc of the mi~iority group must have the 
oppoitun~~y of deallng on an equai basls w ~ t h  the majority, as well as 
possessing appropi late means to conserve their l~iiguist~c specificity (Braen 
1987 8) 

in South Africa the Flnai Constitution (Act no. 108 of 1996) was 
dpproved by the C'onshtutlonal Assembly on 8 May 1996 Language-related 
riiatte~s ale addressed In sectlon 6 of the Constitution Kecogn~t~on of the 
eleven official main languages 1s maintained. It has already been argued (e.g. 
Capotorti 1979 76, as referred to by Du Plessrs & Pretorius 2000:508 and 
Currie 1998. 37-5), that the choice of (an) official laiiguage(s) may primarily 
be a political decision, a syrnbohc choice without legal content The fact IS, 
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however. that the awarding of official language status to different languages 
confinlls the multicultural nature of the state. Recognition of the 
n~ulticultural nature of the state should therefore cause the government to be 
sensitive to any form of preferential treatment of any lar~guage (or 
languages). 

Complaints against the disregard of the linguistic rights of certain 
minority groups are constantly aired. Complaints of this kind are one type of 
language activism. Another instrument to bring about change is that of 
linguistic rights litigation (Martel 1999:47). Before linguistic rights litigation 
as an instrument of change is discussed, the importance of litigation in 
general will be discussed. 

Importance of Litigation 
Litigation (word derived from the Latin lis, litis: lawsuit) is to take a claim 
or dispute to a court of law in order to force a judgement. In general, 
constitutions state broad principles rather than specific details. It is the task 
of courts to give substance to a principle on a case-by-case basis, handing 
down interpretations. Over time these interpretations build up a body of 
precedents that form the case law on the subject. Future legal advice and 
arguments is based on the constitutional clauses as interpreted in those cases. 
The advantage of constitutions stating broad principles rather than specific 
detail is that a constitution is flexible to adjust to changmg circumstances 
over time, and is not fixed to a limited vision of a particular time. 

The American Constitution's First Amendment (1791) guarantees 
freedom of speech. Freedom of speech, however, is a relative concept. 
Nobody is free to commit blackmail or pe jury, and a government can not be 
prohibited from making laws to punish such acts. The evolution of 
interpretations of the American First Amendment illustrates how the 
principle (free speech) was applied over time in fresh ways to challenges 
unforeseen by its creators. 

Already in 1798 the American Congress passed a Sedition Act that 
made criticism of the federal government a crime. During the First World 
War it passed an Espionage Act what made it a crime to criticise the 
government and the armed forces. Many people were imprisoned under both 
laws. Even a monthly journal, The Masses, was closed because of its 



opposition to the war. It was only after the F~rst World War that the 
Amencan Supreme Court incrementally wldened ~ t s  ~nterpretatlon of the 
First Amendment. Reference to only two cases will be made. 

In an early case under the Espionage Act, the defendants had 
equated conscr~ption wlth slavery. Judge Hollnes concluded that, whlle 
comments could be made in peacet~me that would not be tolerated in a tlme 
of war, the test should be whether the words used were of such a nature as to 
create 'a clear and present danger' (Sparks 2003:74) to the safety of the 
state. These words became a l~tmus test in Amencan case law on freedom of 
speech. In a later judgement Wolmes elaborated on the phrase: 

I think that we should be eternally vigilant against attempts to check 
the expression of opinioils that we loathe and believe to be fraught 
with death, unless they so irnrninently threaten immediate 
interference with the lawful and pressing purpose of the law that an 
immediate check is required to save the country (Sparks 2003:74). 

The second case to be referred to is that of Conmissioner Sullivan, police 
comniander in Montgomery, Alabama. I-Ie sued The New York Times for 
libel in 1961. The local jury awarded him $1 000 000 because the newspaper 
had published an advertisement critical of the city's brutal response to civil 
rights protests. The case was referred to the US Suprerl~e Court. The 
judgement laid down a new set of rules to prevent critics of official conduct 
to be silenced. It declared that sovereignty was vested in the people, and not 
the government. Critical comment need not even be true, because to obtain 
proof of the truth, would inhibit would-be critics. Judge Brennan declared 
erroneous statement is 'inevitable' if the freedom of expression is to have the 
'breathing space' that it needs (cf. Sparks 2003:75). The only exception was 
if an official could prove that a false statement had been made with 'actual 
malice'. 

In spite of the aforementioned discussion, there are conflicting 
opinions concerning the question of whether law is an effective instrument 
of activism. Legal systems are often criticised for their inadequacies and 
their inability to achieve justice for individuals and groups. The Justice 
system contains loopholes, as are portrayed, for example, in detective 
stories. The conlplaint was raised that the effect of the Canadian Charter of 
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Rlglzts and Freedoms actually was to strengthen the already great 
~nequal~ties in Canada. This was the case because the Charter has we~ghed In 
on the slde of power, and undemuned popular movement (Martel 1999 5 1)  
Therefore, law IS, according to some, 'a blunt ~nstrument for effecting 
change' (Martel 1999:52), and less efficient than, for example, economic 
power and polit~cal mobil~sat~on. 

Language Rights Litigation as an Instrument of Change 
Courts have the same function, viz., to give substance to a broad principle as 
stated by a constitution, if the right to use a certain language is threatened, or 
not recogriised. In such a case the matter had to be tested in court. 1,anguagc 
rights as a legtinlate field of legal study, and as another pillar in the clvil 
rights world, together with the traditional areas of education, housing and 
voting rights, does not generally exist, at least not in the USA. (Del Valle 
2003:4). As a matter of fact, civil rights law in America was, in a significant 
sense, born in 1954 with the school desegregation decision, Brown v Boni-il 
ojEducntion (Del Valle 2003:4). 

Brown v Board qf' Education struck down racially enforced school 
segregation. In the 1940s and 1950s civil rights organizations had brought a 
series of cases designed to show that separate facilities did not meet the 
'separate but equal' criterion. In May 1954 chief justice Earl Warren in his 
finding stressed the right of a child to good education which must be made 
available to all on equal terms, and he concluded that the doctrine of 
'separate but equal' has no place. 

It is a fact that language rights law will become of increasing 
importance, as language minorities each day increase in number in nearly ail 
countries worldwide. The combined effects of improved transport and the 
political and economic displacement of populations have produced linguistic 
diversity and fragmentation. Except for the right to education, which is 
usually referred to, linguistic diversity also poses a problem for a just 
hearing in court (Storey 1998). Crime is an inevitable part of the human 
condition, and comnunication is an essential part of criminal investigation 
or prosecution. The result of linguistic dialectal and cultural 
miscommunication is misunderstandings, obstacles, even in some cases 
impenetrable barriers. 
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More litigation on language rights matters will result in more 
decisions, and only in this way an established and more coherent body of 
language rights law can be attained. Del Valle (2003) has written extensively 
on legal matters regarding language rights in the US. He discusses topics 
such as language rights in the workplace, language rights in litigation as well 
as commerce and language minorities. One case that he refers to and which 
is worth consideration here is the Anzona State Constitution which required 
that all civil servants had to use English only (also cf. Kibbee 1998:7). 
Spanish-spealung workers wondered if they could be arrested for spealng 
Spanish on the job. Would a bilingual police officer be subject to dismissal 
for speaking Spanish with a Spanish monolingual? The law was therefore 
immediately challenged. 

A growing importance is accorded especially to international 
statutes and constitutional measures and also for matters relating to 
language. In 1992 the constitutions of 120 sovereign states, i.e., 75% of the 
states then recognised by the United Nations, contained one or more 
linguistic measures pertaining to language matters like language status, 
usage in courts and public administration, education, and rights for linguistic 
minorities: 

Consequently, the law, and particularly litigation and rights 
activism, are prominently effecting a legalization and judiciarization 
of the political sphere around the world (Martel 1999:53-54). 

In the next two sections linguistic rights litigation as an instrument of change 
is discussed with respect to Canada and South Africa. 

Linguistic Rights Litigation in Canada 
In 1774, the British Parliament passed the Quebec Act by means of whlch, 
amongst other provisions, linguistic rights (the language French) and 
religious rights were guaranteed to French Canada. The British North 
America Act (1 867), whereby Canada gained its independence, entrenched 
the guarantees of 1774 for Quebec with its French-speaking majority. 
Canada is a federation comprised of ten provinces (Quebec, and nine others 
with English-speaking majorities), where the federal and provincial 
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governments have equal status. Since language is not mentioned in the 
anicles of the Constitutional Law of 1867, the federal and provincial 
governments jointly enact legislation concerning language-related matters. In 
contrast to Belgum, where the two main languages, Flemish and French, 
both have an approximately equal number of speakers, French is a minority 
language in Canada (spoken by only 26% of the population) in relation to 
English. In North America, French is the mother tongue of a mere 2% of the 
population, and the language is under pressure to assimilate: 

In spite of the rights obtained by the people of Quebec the fear of 
cultural erosion persisted throughout Canada's first century. The 
strong economc influence of the Anglos in the province, their 'we- 
're-no-minority!' attitude, reinforced by location and situation, and a 
steadfast resistance to learn and to use French entrenched the fears 
of the francophones (Cartwright 1988:238). 

A series of legslation was promulgated after 1867, all of which was aimed 
at resolving the linguistic rights of both language groups satisfactorily. In the 
process the autonomy the communities originally possessed gradually 
diminished as the provinces got more authority, including authority over the 
question of the language of instruction. The presiding ideology at this stage 
was one of homogenism, i.e., an ideology that believes in a single identity 
marker for nation-building: 

[a] view of society in which differences are seen as dangerous and 
centrifugal and in which the 'best' society is suggested to be one 
without intergroup differences, [therefore] the ideal model of society 
is monolingual, mono-ethnic, monoreligious, mono-ideological 
(Blommaert & Verschueren 1998: 194). 

This ideology of homogenism raised questions about the right of French as a 
language of instruction and English as the only language of instruction was 
justified at the time. Three court cases between 1870 and 191 7 confirmed the 
doininant ideology. At this stage litigation bore little fruit for the 
Francophone minorities. Between 19 10 and 1920 the political theorists, 
Kyrnlicka & Patten (2003), challenged the ideology of l~ornogenism. In thetr 
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opinion, homogenis~n was counterproductive, and as a result, they almost 
invariably stimulated 'a defensive nationalist response from the national 
minority' (Kymlicka & Patten 2003: 13). 

French linguistic activism surfaced and pressure groups were 
formed. The result was that most provinces adopted a more open attitude to 
their Francophone communities and gradually modified some of their 
legislation so as to reinforce instruction in French. A new ideology, the 
duality ideology developed in opposition to the ideology of homogenism. 
This ideology was inclusive of both the English and French linguistic 
groups. The federation was viewed as a negotiated pact between the two 
founding nations of Canada, and the role that Francophone minorities were 
to play in the new nation was realised (Martel 1999:61). 

For decades the two opposing ideologes clashed and the English- 
majority provinces refuted the duality (compact) ideology. According to 
Martel (1999:61), three factors were responsible for the ultimate domination 
of the duality ideology. These were: i) an increased mobility whlch led both 
main groups to acquire a greater knowledge of one another; ii) a world-wide 
recognition of pluralism, and iii) the nationalist movement in Quebec, which 
forced the rest of Canada to alter its strateges towards Francophones. 

The institutionalisation of minority rights was not such an easy task 
as the above summary may suggest. Recognition of minority rights in 
education was preceded on the one hand by long and difficult negotiations, 
and on the other hand, by mobilisation of the community. Actions carried out 
included door-to-door canvassing, telephone campaigns, surveys, use of the 
media, publication of brochures, political lobbying, as well as the 
distribution of Christmas cards (Martel 1999:67). 

The duality hypothesis underpinned the well known Cl~narJian 
Charter of Rights and Freedoms of 1982, and specifically section 23, which 
was described in 1990 by the Canadian Supreme Court as 'a linchpin in this 
nation's conmitment to the values of bilingualism and biculturalisn~' (as 
quoted in Annuul Report 2002: 13). The use of language in law is not always 
clear and can sometimes be ambiguous. Section 23 also contains instances of 
polysemy thus resulting in different interpretations. Martel (1999:58) refers 
to polysemy in the definition of terms as well as polysemy in the area of 
implementation. It is precisely cases of polysemy which lead to litigation in 
order to clarify meaning. That was also the case regarding section 23. The 
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attitude of provinces with Anglophone majorities towards section 23 was 
somewhat negative. Faced with inaction and even refusal, Francophone 
minorities went to court. Between 1982 and 1997 twenty decisions were 
handed down in cases related to section 23. Financial support was given by 
the federal government, 'attempting to fulfil the role of guardian of the 
Charter' (Martel 1999:63 j. 

In the process to obtain more (linguistic) rights, litigation is inter 
alia, in comparison with lobbying, community solidarity actions, research 
and media interventions, an important instrument for advocating change, in 
effect 'a final strategy and a sword of Damocles in negotiations with the 
state' (Martel 1999:65). The important role that litigation has played in the 
obtaining of language rights in Canada will be illustrated in the next 
paragraph by a brief summary of one case in particular. 

One type of right conferred by section 23 on Canadian citizens with 
French or English as their mother tongue and who are residing in a minority 
situation, is that primary and secondary schooling in the minority language 
be provided through public funds, subject to the proviso of 'sufficient 
numbers' (Martel 199957). In Ontario, education through the medium of 
French was severely restricted after the third grade of elementary school 
(Cartwright 1996:244). Since the wording in section 23 did not accord with 
Ontario's Education Act of 1980 the Provincial Court of Appeal in 1984 
declared the act in conflict and provided guidelines to correct this. 
Subsequently, legslation was revised to stipulat that the minimum number 
required to receive minority-language instruction would be 'one', thereby 
paving the way for French-language instruction in Ontario (Cartwright 
1996:244). 

The positive judgements of the litigation processes resulted in a new 
sense of confidence among the Francophones (Paquette 1998:325). They 
discarded the label minorig group, and called themselves 'Canadian 
Francophone and Acadian Conlrnunities'. This revised identity is reflective 
of the rejection of the power structures which underpin the concept minorit),. 

Language actions by the Francophone minority group in Canada 
demonstrated that litigation can be an essential tool towards the 
institutionalisation and legtimisation of the linguistic rights of a minority 
group. The law and the judiciary can construct the ideologies that glide 
community perceptions and decisions. This process is not necessar~ly uni- 
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directional. The law does not always construct ideologes in a community. 
The development of the duality ideology in Canada illustrates that an 
ideology can underpin legslation as is the case with section 23. It may be 
arguably said that process is, in fact, symbiotic. 

On the value of litigation on linguistic rights issues, the 
Comnissioner of Official Languages of Canada observed: 'Court decisions 
have done much to promote Canadians' language rights' (Annual Report 
2002:36). The Commissioner also pointed out that litigation can also have 
unfortunate negative effects, stating that sometimes it can create an 
adversarial atmosphere that may damage relationships between governments 
and official language minority groups (Annual Report 2002:37). 

Unfortunately, however, in the face of the indifference displayed by 
their governments, language minority cornmunities often have no choice but 
to turn to the courts to ensure that their rights are respected. This constant 
need to reaffirm their constitutional rights undermines their confidence in 
the government, and as a result, 'democracy is weakened' (Annual Report 
2002:37). The solution is the granting of equal language rights which will 
guarantee the maintenance and development of the official languages. 

Linguistic Rights Litigation in South Africa 
The 1993 Constitution (Act no. 200 of 1993), confirmed in the 1996- 
Constitution (Act no. 108 of 1996), brought a most significant development 
to tlie South African legal system, viz. the principle of constitutional 
supremacy (Malherbe 1998: 86). According to this the constitution became 
the supreme law, in contrast to the previous system in which the political 
system was dominated by parliamentary sovereignty. 'The power to test 
parliamentary legislation against the provisions of the constitution was 
conferred on the courts. 

A significant consequence of the corlstitutional supremacy, and 
pointed out by Malherbe (1998: 87), 

is that the positivist outlook of our courts 111 the past has been 
replaced by a norn~atlve approach. In the past parliament was 
supreme [,I[ .  1 and all the courts were called upon to do was to 
apply j .  ] the law as Iaid down by parllainent. Now the duty of tlie 
courts 1s to a s k  What does tile const~tut~on say and how do we give 
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effect to the norms and values of the constitution, even when 
interpreting and applying other laws of parliament? 

In these circumstances linguistic rights litigation became even more 
important. As was previously the case in Canada, the perception exists 
among certain groups that the present South African government, cie facto, 
supports the ideology of homogenism. Although the language clause, in. 
section 6, recognises eleven official languages, the evolving pattern of 
official language policy in South Africa reveals a trend towards English, thus 
in effect towards official monolingualistn (Du Plessis & Pretorius 2000: 
506), as is the case of English-dominated countries in general (Herriman & 
Burnaby 1996). 

As is demonstrated by Du Plessis & Pretorius (2000), section 6 
contains an inherent ambiguity. It is composed of three distinct parts, viz. an 
official language declaration (6(1)), normative guidelines for language 
policy (6(2) and 6(4)), and a number of practical considerations (or factors) 
to be considered in the choice of language(s) for official use (6(3)(a) and 
(b)). Interpretation of section 6 is thus dependent on which part is stressed: 

Those stress~ng the practical considerations will approach offic~al 
multilingualism as a directtve ultimately requlnng only a symbollc 
gesture. On the other hand, those more comrnltted to the promotion 
of multilingualism tend to emphaslse the importance of the offic~al 
language declaration and the normative guidelines of par~ty of 
esteem and equitable treatment of officlal languages (Du Plessls & 
Pretor~us 2000: 508). 

I-Iow a clause is open for d~fferent interpretations is evident from the next 
two cases, both which have a bearing on the cho~ce of a language In a court 
case. In State v Mutomela 1998 3BCLR 339 (CK), the case deals on the court 
procedures, whlch was in Xhosa because all those concerned could speak the 
language, and it was argued it was in accordance wlth the spir~t of sections 6 
and 35(3)(k). The revision court upholded the convlct~on and sentence, and 
stated that the Const~tution allows people who speak the saiile lanpage, 
provlded it is one of the offic~al languages, to conduct a case In the~r 
language. 
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In Mthetwa v De Bruin NO 1998 3BCLR 336 (N), however, it was 
stated that the accused, in terms of section 35(3)(k), had not the right to 
demand that the court procedure had to be in isizulu, but that he had a right 
on interpreting facilities. 

In comparison with Canada, linguistic rigths litigation in South 
Africa is an under-utilised form of linguistic activism. As was noted in the 
previous section, twenty rulings concerning section 23 were gven in Canada 
between 1982 and 1997. For the period 1999-2000, the Commissioner of 
Official Languages was involved in fifteen litigations, five for the period 
2000-2001, and four for the period 2001 -2002 (Annual Report 2000: 10 1 ; 
200 1 : 12 1; 2002: 37). For the period 1994-200 1, only eight cases occurred in 
South Africa, an average of one per year (Du Plessis 2004: 171), and also 
one case in 2002. 

Strictly spealung, only five of the nine cases are instances of 
linguistic rights litigation, it is where an alleged injured party litigate. Of 
these five cases, three were litigation on a specific language, viz language 
rights for English (Chweu & Others v Pretoria Technical College (1994)lS 
1L.J 892 (IC), for Zulu (Mthetwu v De Bruin NO and Another 1998 3B CLR 
336 (N)) (already discussed), and Afrikaans (Primary School Middelburg v 
Head of Department: Mpumalanga Department of Education (2002 4ALL 
SA 745 (TI) (to be discussed later in detail). 

In Chweu & Others the applicant requested the court to order the 
respondent to prepare his defence in the language of the applicant's choice 
(English), or to translate i t  from Afrikaans into English. The Industrial Court 
refused to grant the order and gave the applicant an opportunity to prepare 
his answer for submission. By way of motivation, the Industrial Court found 
that a respondent is not obliged to use the language of the applicant's choice 
in the preparation of court documents. The respondent is entitled to use the 
language of his choice. Also, no obligation rests with the respondent to 
provide a translation of documents into the language of the applicant's 
choice. The task of, and the costs related to, the translation of court 
documents into the language of a party's choice rest with that party. 

The other two cases, Itz re: The School Education Bill of 1995 
(Gauteng) I996 4BCLR 537 (CC), and Louw v Transitional Local Council of 
Greater Cernzistorz 1997 RBCLR 1062 (W), did not refer to a specific 
language, but discuss f~lndxnental language questions. In the first mentioned 

the Speaker of the Gauteng Legslature requested that a dispute concerning 
the constitutionality of certain provisions of the School Education Act of 
1995 (Gauteng) regarding the provision and control of education be 
resolved. The request was submitted after a petition by various members of 
the provincial legislature. The petitioners alleged, inter alia, that the 
disputed provisions restricted the right of persons to be admitted to schools 
that utilise language testing as an admission mechanism. (The petition also 
dealt with provisions relating to the religious education policy of schools.) 
The Constitutional Court found that the disputed provisions of the concerned 
provincial act were not unconstitutional. By way of motivation, it was found 
that the challenge of finding a balance between corrective actions concerning 
the systemic inequality of the past, on the one hand, and protection against 
legally enforced assimilation, on the other, is not a constitutional matter, but 
that it must be resolved through democratic processes. 

In Louw v Transitional Local Council the application was turned 
down, with costs. The applicant requested a court order from the High Court 
(Witwatersrand Local Division) to set aside a decision of the Transitional 
Council of the Greater Germiston, in terms of which English was declared to 
be the written and spoken language of the concerned council; and requested 
the Court to declare the mentioned decision to be in conflict with the 
fundamental rights contained in Chapter 3 (the so-called language clause) of 
the 1993 Constitution. 

In motivating the finding, it was found that the applicant was not 
able to prove the existence of a language right in this context; and it was also 
found that the concerned resolution should not be regarded as legslation or 
official policy or practice. 

The other four cases were introduced by the state against individuals 
for alleged unlawful deeds concerning language matters, and could be 
characterized as negative linguistic litigation with the aim to suppress 
linguistic rights (Du Plessis 2004: 171). In one case the litigation was against 
a Xhosa speaker (State v Matomela (already discussed)), and in three 
instances against Afrikaans speaking citizens. In State v De Yilliers, 
A612/98, 10 March 1999, the accused was on trial in the magistrate's court 
in Virginia on a charge of the violation of a specific Road Traffic Regulation 
that had been promulgated on 26 April 1990, in terms of which the FS 
acronym was proclaimed to be the official regstration mark for the Free 
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State province. The accused had applied the Afrikaans acronym, VS, as a 
registration mark to one of the vehicles in his possession. The accused was 
acquitted because the State was unable to prove its case against the accused 
beyond reasonable doubt. In motivation, it was contended that the concerned 
court was unable to establish an awareness of unlawfulness on the part of the 
accused, on the basis of the evidence. The finding did, in fact, confirm that 
VS number plates, as such, remained unlawful. 

In the second case where Afrikaans was concerned, State v Van Wyk, 
RCK89/99, 15 June 1999, the accused was on trial in the Regional Court for 
the Northern Cape Division, and was charged with the violation of a 
provision contained in the Civil Aviation Offences Act (Act 10 of 1972), 
owing to his refusal to fasten his seat belt on landing in Kimberley, during a 
flight of SA Express. His defence argument was that the safety 
announcement had only been made in English, and that his insistence on an 
announcement in Afrikaans had been refused. 

In this instance the accused was sentenced to five years of 
imprisonment, suspended for five years. In motivation, it was contended that 
the accused had acted unlawfully by insisting on the use of his language, and 
thereby creating a hazard on the concerned flight. He had used an incorrect 
method, as well as the wrong forum, in order to insist on his language rights. 

The last Instance of negative linguistic litigation to be discussed, 
State v Pienaar, Review Case 77/2000, 18 May 2000, was a review case by 
the High Court of the Northern Cape Division in respect of a criminal case in 
which an Afrikaans-speaking person had conducted his own defence and had 
been found guilty after he had requested that his English legal representative 
should withdraw, since she was unable to speak Afrikaans. 

The conviction and sentence were set aside. In motivation, it was 
contended that the accused had been deprived of a fair hearing, owing to the 
fact that an English legal representative had been assigned to him, which 
boiled down to a violation of his right to a fair hearing, since he was unable 
to conmunicate with her. He had been entitled to a hearing in Afrikaans. 

Because of the importance of matters concerning primary and 
secondary education, specifically the medium of instruction, the case 
Primary School Middelhurg v Head of Department: Mpumalanga 
Departtnent of Education will be discussed in more detail. 

In Laerskool Micldelhurg v Depnrtenzentshoqfi Mpumal~zngcr 
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Departement van Onderwys (2002) 4 ALL SA 745 (T) (Primary School 
Middelburg v Head of Department: Mpumalanga Department of Educatioiz 
(2002) 4 ALL SA 745 (T)), in the Transvaal Provincial Division, an 
application was made by the Middelburg Primary School to set aside a 
decision by the Mpumalanga Department of Education to declare the school 
a dual-medium institution. 

Until the end of 2001 the Middelburg Primary School was an 
exclusively Afrikaans-medium institution. In November 2001, a member of 
the Mpumalanga Department of Education instructed the schosl to admit in 
January 2002 twenty learners who wished to be enrolled at the school, and 
which were to be taught in English. In January 2002, after the school's 
power to admit learners was withdrawn, eight learners were admitted to the 
school, to be taught in English. The school refused to be a dual-medium 
school and began with a lawsuit. 

In his judgement (in Afrikaans and in this contribution translated), 
Judge Bertelsmann rejected the application of the school to set aside the 
decision of the Mpumalanga Department of Education to declare the school 
a dual-medium school. In his judgement he stressed section 28(2) of the 
Constitution, Act no. 108 of 1996, which stated: 

A child's best interest is of paramount importance in every matter 
concerning the child. 

The Judge was even of opinion that this section established a fundamental 
right. 

If the learners were shown away, the best interests of them would be 
affected. These interests included e.g. the fact that the concerned school is 
the best school in Middelburg, academically as well as his sport and cultural 
activities. Forced removal could have a negative impact on the learners, 
because they could feel rejected, and also because close friendships with 
classmates had been formed. Furthermore, the school is the nearest school to 
their homes. 

I-Iowever, the judgement must not be interpreted as a blueprint that 
all future applications would receive the same judgement. The Judge 
stressed it that, if the application served before him on the day that the 
'contentious decision' was taken, ' I  would not have hesitated to put aside the 
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decision. Now, ten months later, this path could not be followed without 
damagng the minors'. 

Judge Bertelsmann also questioned with biting critique the bona 
fides of the respondents, and ordered them to pay all the costs: 

The respondents disregarded all the standing administrative 
directions which, inter nlia, are there as protection of language and 
cultural interests which are of importance to many. They opposed 
the present application with might and main, although they ab initio 
must have known that their administrative behaviour was wrong. 
The attitude of the respondents disregarded the applicants' rights 
and the views. The respondents had no respect for the applicants' 
devotedness to their language and culture, and also ignored the 
interests of the individual learners, who became involved in the 
process by the actions of the respondents) (p 756 (2002) 4 a L  SA 
745 (T). 

Also elsewhere in his sentence, Judge Bertelsmann refers to the ideological 
driveness of the respondents: 

'The attitude of the respondents suggest that they principally decided 
to do away with Afrikaans-medium schools in Mpumalanga, in spite 
of the provisions of section 29(2) of the Constitution and of the 
National Language Policy. Apparently the behaviour was not only 
motivated by the demands of practical necessity, but in greater 
degree, by the principle that these schools must be transformed. I 
stressed this point repeatedly with Mr. Dreyer SC: Ultimately, it was 
common knowledge that this was the approach of the respondents) 
(p 754 of (2002) 4 ALL SA 745 (T). 

Ironically, the repeated attempts - and probably future attempts ~f this 
appiication succeeds -- was one of the reasons why the applicat~on was 
rejected: 

There IS a further considerat~on which conlpel me to reject the 
applicat~on. X I  1s clear that the first and second respondents since 
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1996, with evidently disregard for administrative stipulations, try to 
change the first applicant to a dual-medium school. Mr. Dreyer 
admitted that most probably the first and second respondents will 
continue with their efforts if this application will succeed. It is in 
nobody's interest to expose the applicants and the learners to the 
process) (p 756 of (2002) 4 ALL SAL 745 (T). 

The sentence was reported in Beeld on 13 November 2002. The chairman of 
the school's governing body, Mr. Meiring, commented: "n Streep is deur 
Afrikaanse enkelmediumskole getrek' [A line is drawn through Afrikaans- 
medium schools]. 

Also the Pan South African Language Board (panSALB), was 
disappointed, because the sentence clipped the wings of the Department of 
Education's policy to promote multilingualism (Citizen 14 November 2002). 
The spokesperson of the Democratic Alliance, Sandra Botha, also deplored 
the judgement because English was promoted at the expense of Afrikaans 
(Citizen 14 November 2002). 

A second, nearly similar case was settled. On the last day of the 
academic year, 13 December 2001, the Gauteng Department of Education 
declared the High School F.H. Odendaal (FHO) to be a dual-medium school 
with the re-opening on 16 January 2002. It was a one-sided declaration 
without any predetermined assessment of the needs, without motivations, 
negotiations andlor spirit of partnership (thanks to the chairman of the 
governing body of FHO, Mr. Louis Smuts, who supplied the correspondence 
relating to the matter). Thirty-two learners were moved to the school to 
begn a grade eight class. All the learners were approximately 20 to 25 km 
from the school, and passed three other schools where vacancies exist. They 
were transported by bus at a cost of R200 per child. In the same period, two 
other Afrikaans-medium schools accepted the declaration to become dual- 
medium institutions in the same area. Therefore there would be three 
Afrikaans-medium schools, with one grade eight class with English learners 
in each. 

An urgent application to put aside the decision served before Judge 
Van der Westhuizen. Rights and powers entrenched in the Constitution and 
regulated in various acts, like as the School Act, were discussed: 



1.  The right of present learners and parents to exercise the language of 
their choice in instruction, without interference from outside; 

2. The rights, powers and competence of governing bodies to decide on 
matters like finances and language policy; 

3. The right of a school comnunity to uphold an existing ethos, culture 
and discipline in a school in their area; 

4. The right of teachers to teach unrestrained in the language of their 
training and conditions of appointment; and 

5. The right of the English-speaking learners to receive instruction as near 
as possible to their homes, in the language of their choice. 

The legal representatives of the Department agreed on most of the 
arguments, and asked the court to adjourn so that they could negot~ate for a 
settlement. The settlement was made an order of court w ~ t h  the following 
contents: 

1 The declaration by the Department of Educat~on for the FHO to be a 
dual-medlum school IS set aside; 

2. The Department of Educat~on pay all court and legal costs; 
3. FHO undertakes to house the present group of English-speaking 

learners to the end of the 2002 school year; and 
4. The Department of Education undertakes to move these leamers to an 

Engllsh-medium school. 

An important implication of the putting aside by Judge Bertelsmann of the 
initial one-sided declaration by the Gauteng Department of Education was 
highlighted in an editorial in Beeld, 6 May 2002, namely that a governing 
body can appeal to the Constitution if a department of education wants to 
force, or already has forced, certain decisions. 

In an interview with Judge Arthur Chaskalson, Chief Justice of the 
Constitutional Court (Rapport 4 April 2004), Judge Chaskalson admits that 
language is a complex and difficult issue, and that principles relating to 
language should be tested as directive for future judgments. He finds it odd 
that relatively few such cases have appeared before the Constitutional Court. 
According to Chaskalson (translated from Afrikaans) 
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It 1s diselnpowering to express yourself 111 a language other than 
your mother tongue. If you are prevented ti-om taklng pirt in certarn 
aspects of soclety because of language, ~t 1s disempowennent 

Role of PanSALB to Initiate Litigation 
In the prev~ous sections the importance of htigat~on was shown In general 
Collstitutions contaln broad principles rather than detall 011 certan concepts 
This holds true for sectton 6, the officlal language clause, of the 
Constitution. Because, as was shown, section 6 is open for different 
interpretations, , it is lillperative for the courts to g ~ v e  content to the principle 
of lingulst~c rights. 

It is in this respect that panSALB can play a mole important role 
Section 1 l of the panSALB Act, Act no 59 of 1995, deals with procedures 
and inediat~on, conciliation or negotiation by the Board Subsect~ons 4 dnd 5 
read as follows: 

(4) The Board shall on its own initiative or on receipt of a wrltten 
complaint investigate the alleged violation of any language right, 
language policy or language practice. 
(5)(a) The Board shall, after an investigation of the alleged violation in 
terms of subsection (4), and if it is of the view that there is substance in 
the allegation, by mediation or conciliation or negotiation, endeavour - 

(1) to resolve and settle any dispute; or 
(11) to rectify any act or omission, 

ansing from or constituting a contraventlon or infringement of legislat~on 
or alleged contraventlon or ~nfnngement of legslation, language pollcy 
or language practice, or a v~ola t~on of or threat, or alleged violat~on of or 
threat to any language right. 

(b) If any endeavour in terms of paragraph (a) fails and provided that the 
Board is of the view that there are good reasons to address the matter 
further, the Board shall assist the complainant or other persons adversely 
affected to secure redress by - 
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( I )  referral of the matter, w ~ t h  a reconxnendat~on, to the organ of state 
against which the cornplaint was lodged; 
(11) recom~lending that the organ of state against which the complaint 
was lodged provlde the complainant w ~ t h  financial or other assistance 
w~th a view to ledressing ally damage, 
(111) provrdlng, ln it? sole discretion, the complainant with financial or 
other assistance to redress any damage; or 
(IV) making drrangernents for or providing the coniplainai~t w ~ t h  
financial or other ass~stailce to enable 111111 or her to obtain relief from any 
other organ of state or a court of law. 

It is important to note that subsection 4 makes provision that panSALB on its 
own can investigate a matter of violation of linguistic rights, and that it is not 
necessary to wait for complaints from outside bodies or persons. Of 
importance is also subsection (5)(bj(ivj, which opens the possibility of 
financial or other assistance to enable complainants of violations of 
linguistic rights to carry on with their efforts. 

As a result of the fact that panSA1,B has, up to 2004, not tested its 
legal enforcement power, his decisions and proposals are in many cases 
i po red  by violators. During 2002, of a total of 82 language rights 
complaints, a mere 5% (4) were successfully settled (Lubbe et al. 2004: 49- 
60). A member of the panSALB Board, prof. Hennie Strydom, thus stated, in 
evidence before a Select Committee of Parliament dealing with legislative 
proposals of members and provinces, that the cause of panSALB is 
'fruitless' without legal enforcement mechanisms (Beeld 20 September 
2002). 

At last panSALB took the Compensation Commissioner of the 
Department of Labour to court. In 2002 of the 82 complaints lodged with 
panSALB 28 were directed at the Compensation Commissioner (Lubbe et al. 
2004: 56). 

On 15 June 2004 in The Pan South African Language Board v The 
Compensation Commissioner (Is' respondent), the Minister of Labour (2"" 
respondent), the Director-General o f the  Dept. of Labour (3'" respondent 
(Transvaal Provincial Division) case number 5830/04 Judge Hartzenberg 
ordered, 

1. That the declsion andlor conduct of the First Responiient ot 
adopting Engllsh as the oniy offic~al language 111 which to 
conmlunicate is rev~ewed and set as~de as hav~ng no valid force and 
effect in law. 

2. That the Respondents' decision andlor conduct oS adopting 
English as the only official language 111 which to conullunicate 
declared unlawful and/or unconstitutional 

3. That the process of dispatch~ng the W A(s) S(a) and 
W.A(s)(E) Assessment fornls exciusively 111 Engllsh, if such process 
is still on and/or proceeding be halted pending the finalisatlon of the 
matter. 
4. That the Respondents are directed to implement w~thin 60 
days of t h ~ s  order the Appl~cant's decis~oil publ~shed as Board 
Notlces 40 of 2000 and 97 of 2002 in Government Gazettes Number 
2 1 175 of 19 May 2000 and Number 2412 1 of 19 November 2002 to 
the effect that: 

4.1 the Respondents must keep on hand fon:ls In all official 
languages to be made available on request; 
4.2 the Respondents must Indicate on these Somis :hat forn~s are 
ava~lable In other official languages; 
4.3 the Respondents must train personnel to enable them to 
serve the public in official languages other than Engllsh, 
4.4 the Respondents must align language policy and practice 
with the constitutional requirements in consultation w~th  the Board; 
4.5 the Respondents draft a proper language policy that would 
adequately serve the needs of the speech communities that they serve 
and subrmt the said language policy to the Applicant for scrutiny. 

5 .  That the First, Second and Third Respondents be ordered to 
pay the costs of this application, jointly and severally, the one paylng 
the other to be absolved. 

It is foreseen that this decision will force state departments to gve,  in 
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practice, more recognition to all official languages and the importance of 
l~tigation has once inore be shown. 

Conclusion 
Litigation can be an effective fbnn of actlvisrn for obtaining llngu~stlc rights, 
and lt provides a guarantee for their rna~ntenance. In the South Africa11 
situation i t  must be. if necessary, util~sed to a greater extent. In the words of 
Martel (1999. 65) ,  'litigation remained a final strategy and a sword of 
Dainocles in negotiations with the state' 

Litigation 1s an expenslve process, and the impl~cation of the costs IS 

a stumbling block which lllhlblts the decis~on to litigate, in spite of the 
merits of a case. If sufficient cases of lit~gation, however, do not take place, 
content can not be gven to the prlnclple, in this case the pnnciple of 
linguistic rights, with the result that uncertainty on the lingurstic rights of 
language users, and the powers of the authonty, will cont~nue. 

111 this regard the Canadian attitude is an inspirational example. In 
spite of the fact that French in North America IS the mother tongue of only 
2% of the population, and the pressure to asslrmlate IS huge, the l~ngulstic 
nghts of the rmnority group In Canada IS recognlsed after a series of 
litigation processes. F~nancral support for all the i ~ t ~ g a t ~ o n  processes was 
supplled by the Federal government. The words of the CanadIan 
Comrmssioner of Official Languages are relevant to South African users' 
attempts in obtaining lrnguistic nghts: 'Court dec~s~ons have done much to 
promote Canadians' language rrghts' (Annual Report 2002: 36). 

But in spite of the effectiveness of lltlgation it would st111 be the best 
if it would not be necessary to Ilt~gate, and In t h ~ s  respect the responsibility 
lies at the government not to allemte the speakers of rmnority languages by 
failing to respect thelr language nghts. A government would benefit more by 
ensurlng that every citizen's constitutional language r~ghts are upheld, and to 
avold conflicts by seeking to solve problems before they escalate. 
Respecting all speakers' language rtgllts IS just an important challenge for 
the South Afrlcan govemment as e.g. combating poverty, job creation or 
fighting Aids. 

Umt for Language Facllitatton and Empowerment 
Umversity of the Free State 

etfb@mail.uovs.ac.za 
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Exploring Identity through Code-switching: 
A Poststructuralist Approach 

Malini Ramsay-Brijball 

Introduction 
The use of a particular language variety in the creation, negotiation and 
reflection of one's identity has been topical in Sociolinguistics for some 
time. In this article, I focus on code-switching (CS) and its impact on the 
construction of identity. CS can be traced as far back as the nineteenth 
century in the Cape Peninsula (McCormick 1989) and is a commonly 
observed language contact phenomenon in post-apartheid South Africa. 
Simply stated, this linguistic phenomenon refers to the use of two or more 
languages by bilingual speakers in the same conversation or conversational 
turn. 

As an academic on the Westville campus of the University of 
KwaZulu-Natal for more than a decade, I have witnessed the ease with 
which isiZulu first language (L1) speakers resort to CS as a regular linguistic 
option. CS and other language-related studies (e.g. Kieswetter 1995 and 
Moyo 1996, among others) confirm that CS is a common feature of the 
speech of isiZulu L1 speakers. Yet, a pilot study conducted a few years ago 
(Ramsay-Brijball 1999: 165) and a doctoral study (Ramsay-Brijball 2003) 
indicates that many of these speakers deny engagng in CS. They believe it is 
bad, is destroying isiZulu and must therefore be avoided and discouraged. 
The question that then arises is: why do isiZulu L1 speakers use this mixed, 
stigmatized variety so frequently and what impact does it have on the ways 
in which they construct their identity'? 

According to Edwards (1985:3) any sociolinguistic investigation is 
inevitably about identity, its formation, presentation and maintenance. He 
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regards language as the central linchpin of identity. More recently, Pavlenko 
and Blackledge (2004:2) have attempted to identify new theoretical 
approaches to understanding how people negotiate identities in multilingual 
contexts in view of recent socio-political and socio-economic trends such as 
globalization, the post-colonial search for new national identities and 
increased transnational migration. Primarily drawing on Pavlenko and 
Blackledge's (2004) poststructuralist approach, the article reveals how 
isiZulu L1 students on the multilingual Westville campus einploy isiZulu- 
English code-switching (2-E CS) as a vehicle through which they can define 
themselves. My findings indicate that the greater incidence of a inixed 
variety in comparison to the use of either a monolingual English or isiZulu 
variety bears testimony to a 'negotiable identity' these speakers seek for 
themselves. 

Methodological Framework 
Drawing on the poststructuralist approach, I undertook to investlgate islZulu 
L1 students' motivations for and attitudes towards ~siZulu-Engllsh code- 
switching (Z-E CS). Data was collected using the triangulation method i e. 
the use of multiple data sources arlsing from multiple data collection 
procedures. I used a questionnaire survey among, and conducted interviews 
w~th,  final level islZulu L1 students on the Westville campus. Apart from my 
observations and field notes of the speech patterns of 1siZu1u L I  students, I 
also used audio-recorded naturally occumng conversations among them in 
order to investlgate the incidence, form and dlrect~onal~ty of Z-E CS, and to 
test the validity of some of the responses emanating from the other data 
collection techniques. 

The recordings of the conversations were conducted by two 
postgraduate, isiZulu L1 research assistants. The aim was to mtninltze 
contamnation of the data, a phenomenon that Labov (1 966, 1975) described 
as 'the observer's paradox'. As in-group members (shared age group, home 
language, tertiary educat~on status, etc) the research assistants could easily 
galn permsslon from the subjects and access to authentic isiZulu L1 speech 
Milroy (1987:63) states that one way of obtaining spontaneous data is to 
define the speech event as somethmg other than an interview. In so doing, it 
is very likely that the interactants will talk to each other/one another rather 
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than adoptlng the question-answer forn~at of an interview. The research 
assistants approached islZulu 1,1 students randomly, of whonl many were 
known to them as peers either through a common progranvne of study or 
friends. The toplcs of the conversations were not Interfered w ~ t h  in any way 
Interactants proceeded wlth the~r conversations as naturally as posslble as 
their focus uas the content of the conversations rather than the form 
Prospective C'S rescaicherc should note that when collecting code-switch~ng 
data, the aim is to collect ilal~irally occurring speech arid to thcn ident~fy the 
code-sw~tched extl acts 

The subjects werc divtded Into two gy-oups, namely, the 
Experimental Group (ECI) and the Control Group (CG). The EC co~nprlsed 
those students wlio were studying 1siLu1u as a subject of study. These 
students were reg~steretl for the 1siZu1u Prograi~mie whrch IS taught through 
the med~um of isiZulu dnd whlch covers l~nguistic, llterary and cultural 
aspects of ~ s ~ % u l u  and its speakers Tllc renlaming students in the sample 
populatlou were registe~ed tor other proganlmes across the faculties on the 
Westvllle campus and wh~ch are conducted in Engllsh, the designated 
medluni of lnstxvct~on of' this institution. The students In this latter group 
formed the CG 

The purpose of delineating the sanlple population in the luanner 
described above was to Investigate the impact of four factors In particular on 
the subjects' linguistic behavlour and their concom~tatit effect on the 
construction of their ldentlty These factors were ed~icational orientat~on 
(i.e., the acadeil~lc p r o g a m e  a student reg~sters for), nlediurn of 
instructloll, language attitudes and the digloss~c relationship between Engllsh 
and 1slZu1u Other sociolirig.uist~c varldbles were consldered in the 
strat~ficatlon of the sample, nan~ely, dge, gender, student's residence durlng 
the academc year and student's locatloll of home These, however, are not 
the focus of this artlcle 

Of the four factors being constdered, 'diglossla' IS worth further 
explanation for those unfaimllar with thls linguistic jargon. Numerous 
definitions of diglossla are offered in the Ilterature. Ferguson (1959) first 
introduced this temi Into the literature on Sociol~ngu~stics ln order to 
descrlbe the language sltuat~on In places like Greece, Halt1 and the Arab- as 
well as the German-speaking worlds m general. Ferguson's definition is as 
follows: 

Exploring Identity through Code-switching . . . 

Diglossia is a relatively stable language situation in whch, in 
addition to the primary dialects of the language (which may include 
a standard or regional standards), there is a very divergent, highly 
codified (often grammatically more complex) superposed variety, 
the vehicle of a large and respected body of written literature, either 
of an earlier period or in another speech community, which is 
learned largely by formal education and is used for inost written and 
fonnal spoken purposes but is not used by any sector of the 
community for ordinary conversation (Ferguson 1972:232). 

In his definition, Ferguson refers to different varieties of the same language. 
In this regard, he distinguishes between a High variety and a Low variety. 
The former represents a standard variety and the latter, a non-standard, 
colloquial variety. Fishman (1971) however, used the term differently. 
Fishman extended the definitions provided above to include the use of two 
genetically unrelated languages for different purposes in a given cornniunity. 
For purposes of this study, I adopt Fishman's (1971) definition of diglossia 
in this study as I focus on the use of two genetically unrelated languages viz. 
English and isZulu in the CS patterns of isiZulu L1 speakers. 

According to Kamwanganlalu (2000:199), much has been written 
about diglossia and the critical role that the status of languages plays in 
shaping one's speech patterns. However, only a few studies relate diglossia 
to CS (Mhlifi 1978; Scotton 1986; Wald 1986). With respect to CS in the 
African context, Kamwangamalu (2000:202) suggests that diglossia is a 
'useful macrolinguistic construct for the study of CS structure'. According to 
him, CS in the African context is characterized by unidirectional switching 
from the African languages (Low varieties) to the ex-colonial languages 
(High varieties). Taking this into account, exploring the diglossic 
relationship between isiZulu and English is important to understand the form 
and function of Z-E CS. It also enables one to gain insight into how power 
relationships between the languages create as well as reflect particular 
identities. 

Theoretical Framework 
Various theoretical frameworks are consldered in this article. These range 
from general sociolinguistic approaches such as Edwards (1985) to more 
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specific functional models in CS research (e.g. Myers-Scotton's 1993a 
markedness model and Heller's 1992, 1995 ideological-political model). 
Pavlenko and Blackledge's (2004) poststructuralist approach to 
understanding how identities are negotiated in n~ultilingual contexts, 
however, forms the over-arching theoretical framework that guides the 
discussion. 

According to Pavlenko and Blackledge (hereafter P&B) the 
sociopsycholo~cal and interactional sociolinguistic approaches have 
dominated macro-sociolinguistic research for n m y  decades. These approaches 
are relevant for exploring identities in multilingual contexts but some also 
present shortcomings. For instance, the sociopsycholo~cal approaches (e.g. 
Tajfel's (1974, 1981) social identity theory and Berry's (1980) theory of 
acculturation) assume a one-to-one correlation between language and ethnic 
identity. T h ~ s  assumption is based on the misconceived notion that members 
belong to a 'homogeneous ethnolinguistic comn~unity whlch has a 
monolingual, monocultural, linear and unidirectional bias' (P&B 2004:4-7). 
Such a view obscures the existence of hybrid identities and also hldes the 
complex linguistic repertoires of bi/multilingual speakers in this global world. 

With respect to the interactional sociolinguistic approaches (e.g. 
Gumperz's (1982) interactional model, IR Page and Tabouret-Keller's (1985) 
work on focusing and diffusion as well as Myers-Scotton's (1993a) 
markedness model), P&B highlight various shortcomings. One shortcoming 
has been around the use of 'identity' as the explanatory concept 'when the 
concept itself needs to be explained' and furthermore, it is not the only factor 
influencing code-switching and language choice generally (P&B 2004:8-9). 
According to Auer (1995, 1998) another shortcoming of interactional 
sociolinguistic approaches is that they tend to relegate the prediction and 
determinants of code-switching patterns and language choice to macro- 
sociolinguistic issues at times. Auer suggests that these can only be explained 
by investigating the specific interactional aspects of a conversation. 

P&B (2004%) consider Myers-Scotton's (1993a) markedness model 
as the best-known sociolinguistic model of negotiation of identities through 
code-switching [CS]. In summary, Myers-Scotton draws attention to the 
socio-pragmatic nature of CS. She focuses on CS as a negotiation of the 
balance of rights and obligations (RO) between speakers and argues that 
speakers choose a code 'that would symbolize the rights and obligations they 
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wish to enforce in the exchange in question and index the appropriate 
identities' (P&B 2004:S). The central organising device of this model is the 
notion of 'markedness', a concept that Myers-Scotton (1993a:79) has argued 
to be 'a part of the innate cognitive faculty of all humans', but one that has 
not yet been proven beyond doubt either by Myers-Scotton or by anybody 
else. By 'markedness', Myers-Scotton means that speakers make either 
marked or unmarked choices for any gven situation. Basically, 'unmarked' 
refers to the normal or expected choice in a conversational context. 
'Marked', on the other hand, indicates a negotiation of a different balance of 
rights and obligations by using an unexpected or less common form (cf. 
Myers-Scotton 1993a). Speakers use marked choices to either increase or 
decrease social distance, to establish deference or superiority, among other 
reasons. 

Myers-Scotton's work is not without its detractors. Concerns have 
been raised with regard to various aspects of this model (cf. Meeuwis and 
Blommaert 1994). Alvarez-Caccamo (1998) has drawn attention to the 
misconception that might arise with Myers-Scotton's notion of indexicality 
viz. that the indexical value of CS is the compound of the values associated 
with each language. Li Wei (1998) and Auer (1998) have also questioned 
Myers-Scotton's static notion of indexicality by arguing that it incorrectly 
'draws on speakers' perceptions rather than local meanings' and therefore 
may not be able to capture the diversity of interactions in multilingual 
settings (P&B 2004:9). It is worth noting however, that speakers' 
perceptions and local meanings are not necessarily incompatible. 

As a way forward, P&B suggest a poststructuralist approach to 
understanding the negotiation of identities in multilingual contexts by 
focusing on 'how languages are appropriated in this complex, multi-faceted 
process'. Their approach is informed by the works of various scholars such 
as Bourdieu (1977, 1991), Woolard (1985, 1998), Gal (1989) and Heller 
(1982, 1992, 1995). Ln using the concept of 'capital' (borrowed from 
economics), Bourdieu (1977, 1991) refers to one's access to the various 
types of resources that are available. Bourdieu argues that language is a form 
of capital that can be exchanged for other forms of capital, i.e. social, 
economic or cultural capital. This basically means that language choice can 
determine the extent of one's social, economic and cultural success. His 
model rests on the notion that 'the value of a particular language variety in a 



symbolic market place derives from its legitimation by the dominant group 
and the dominant institutions' and that 'a symbolically dominated group is 
complicit in the nisrecognition (rneconnuissnnce), or valorization, of that 
language and variety as an i~lherently better form' (Bourdieu 1991: 163). By 
'dominant', Bourdieu refers to numerical supremacy. 

Fundamentally, Bourdieu's notion of symbolic domination forms the 
basis of the work of the other three researchers, viz. Woolard, Gal and 
Heller. While all of them recognise the relevance of Bourdieu's model, each 
has critiqued this core notion on different grounds, thereby resulting in 
approaches that may be similar but which, in fact, are conceptually different. 
In spite of adopting the basic premise of Bourdieu's model of symbolic 
domination in her studies, Woolard (1985) offers a counter-argument to 
Bourdieu's distinction of n~ajority/minority in terms of numeracy only. 
Woolard suggests that the status a language enjoys in a particular society can 
also distinguish one as superior and the other as inferior. Hen~e,  it is 
possible that a language with fewer speakers than another language may 
enjoy rna.jority status if its symbolic and instrumental value is greater than 
the other language. Woolard also recognises the limitation of Bourdieu's 
'nlarketplace metaphor' and has suggested that languages can have different 
values in different marketplaces. By this, she means that a single 
la~g~iage/language variety can have high value (e.g. to show solidarity) in 
one context but low value (c.g. to reflect social distance) in another context. 

Similarly, Gal's (1989) critique of Bourdieu's model is based on the 
premise that people of different classes and ethnic groups use languages 
differently and that they transform their linguistic norms and associated 
identities 'through microstructures of interaction' (P&B 2004:ll). I11 other 
words, Gal also argues that people can use a single languagellanguage 
variety in different ways. While some can use a particular variety as an out- 
group variety to reflect resistance, others may use the same variety as an in- 
group variety to reflect solidarity. 

According to Bourdieu (1991), varieties that are considered official 
and standard are often regarded as superior to those that are unofficial and 
non-standard. While this statement may hold theoretical validity in some 
contexts, it may present shortcomings in contexts that are highly diglossic. 
For example, both English and isiZulu enjoy official language status in 
South Africa. However, in considering the standard varieties of each, 

English enjoys superior status rather than isiZulu, not only among English 
LI speakers but also among speakers of other home languages. It may also 
be said that given the hegemonic role of English in the South African 
context, even the non-standard varieties of English are ~nisrecobnised as 
more superior to the standard variety of isiZulu by many speakers. 

In view of the inherent unequal distribution of capital, Heller 
(1995:161), in her ideological-political model, suggests that an unequal 
distribution of linguistic and cultural capital in a society can influence 
language practices in that society. In this regard, Heller (1992:123) states: 

language practices are inherently political insofar as they are among 
the ways individuals have at their disposal of gaining access to the 
production, distribution and consumption of symbolic and material 
resources. 

This means that language forn~s part of the negotiation of power. Heller 
(1992, 1995) therefore argues that code-switching (CS) may be viewed as a 
strategy for attaining a sense of shared power and solidarity among b~lingual 
speakers. Furthermore, CS can functlon as a sal~ent nieans of achlevlng 
soclal, economc and political goals. 

Analysis and Discussion 
Drawing on the approaches outlined above, my study shows that Zulu L,1 
speakers use Zulu-English code-switching (Z-E CS) i.e. a mixed, sti,omatised 
variety as a tool to define themselves and to express their aspirations. On the 
basis of my findings, it may be summarised that the use of Z-E CS exposes 
the hybrid nature of the subjects' identity e.g. linguistic, cultural and social 
identity. 

With respect to linguistic identity, the use of this mixed variety 
reveals one's linguistic repertoire and one's cline of bilinpuality (Kachru 
1986). Simply stated, the former refers to the number of languages known by 
an individual and the latter refers to the varying degrees of proficiency that 
an individual may develop with respect to the different languages he/she 
may acquiretleam. As mentioned in the methodological framework, all the 
subjects in my study were bilingual in English and isiZulu. They studied 
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either through the niedium of isiZulu (the Experimental group i.e. the EG) or 
English (the Control group i.e. the CG). Apart from being accepted as the 
language of wider communication on the campus setting, English is the L1 
of 39% of the student population. isiZulu, on the other hand, is the language 
of the majority of the student population (43%). 

With regard to the subjects' clines of bilinguality, a comprehensive 
analysis of the form of the subjects' code-switches (the focus of a 
forthcoming article) reveals that the forni of code-switching by the subjects 
of the EG is different from that of the subjects in the CG. The key 
distinguishing features are larger embedded language (EL) islands, matrix 
language (ML) islands, single lexeme switches and intra- vs. inter-sentential 
code-switching (CS). For instance, the subjects in the EG use larger 
embedded language islands to a larger extent than those in the CG i.e. the 
use of more than two word phrases and clauses in their CS patterns. In this 
regard, Finlayson, Calteaux and Myers-Scotton (1998:415) have argued that 
the more proficient bilinguals tend to produce larger embedded language 
constituents. The implication of this, therefore, is that the EG shows greater 
proficiency of English than the CG. 

With respect to single lexeme switches, nouns are code-switched 
more than any other part of speech. However, a closer analysis of the form of 
the switched nouns indicates that the subjects in the CG use more multiple- 
layered, inflected noun forms than their counterparts (59:29%). According to 
Poplack (1980) and more recently, Muysken, Kook and Vedder (1996), there 
is a close relationship between levels of bilinguality and types of code- 
switched constituents. They state that the higher the level of bilinguality, the 
more complex the form of code-switching. Bearing this in mind, one may 
deduce that there is a high level of bilinguality among the subjects in the CG. 
The contrastive findings reflect the subjects' differing levels of usage and 
proficiency of English and isiZulu. 

Regarding cultural identity, the study shows that the subjects use Z- 
E CS to sanction their cultural backgrounds while trying to adapt 
simultaneously to global demands. In this regard, the use of ML islands is 
particularly interesting. The findings clearly reveal that isiZulu is the ML in 
the Z-E CS patterns of both groups. A closer inspection of the data further 
indicates that the subjects in the CG use ML islands to a greater extent than 
their counterparts in the EG. Of the ten conversations by the subjects in the 
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CG, there are three conversations that have instances where several turns 
would take place entirely in the ML. This finding may be attributed to two 
extra-linguistic features in particular, viz. language attitudes and educational 
orientation. As these students pursue their studies through the medium of 
English, the pressure to deliver acadetnic material in the L2 weighs heavily 
upon them. Arguably, it rnay be said, that the subjects in the CG use isiZulu 
extensively in infornial situations while engaging in Z-E CS in order to seek 
relief from the exclusive use of English in their formal interactions and 
assessments. Furthemiore, these students achlowledge the importance of 
English in their education but at the same time, they also want to display 
their ethnic identity. 

Z-E CS also mirrors the subjects' social identity. The use of thls 
variety reflects one's educational status and 'elite closure', a term that 
Myers-Scotton (1993b: 149) uses in her rnarkedness model. She defines this 
tenn as a 'type of social niobilization strategy by which those persons 111 

power establish or maintain their powers and privileges via linguistic 
choices'. 'The s~tbjects in this study may be described as the education-based 
elite, when compared to isiZulu L1 speakers that cannot afford the privilege 
of higher education. 

Details of each of the above-mentioned identities are further 
explored in the next section with specific focus or1 the impact of 'educational 
orientation' ji.e. the programmes that students r e ~ s t e r  for), medium of 
instruction, the diglossic relationship between English and isiZulu and the 
language attitudes of the subjects. 

Impact of Educational Orientation and Medium of Instruction 
The study reveals that while subjects in the EG mainly use isiZulu in forrnal 
communication and subjects in the CG use English, subjects in both groups 
resort to Z-E CS in informal situations. This linguistic practice is consonant 
with Edward's (1985:96) premise that an alteration in speech patterns in a 
particular society is a reflection of changing social and linguistic needs. In 
h s  view, this is the rule, not the exception. Therefore, an alteration in speech 
patterns in a particular society is a reflection of the evolution of social and 
linguistic needs as well as of identity. While this cannot be denied, many 
sociolinguists would disagree with this restricted view. Gal (1989:374), for 



exan~ple, argues that 'language not only reflects societal patterns and divisions 
but also sustains and reproduces them'. 

The respondents/interviewees offer various reasons for Z-E CS. One 
of the more commonly cited reasons is that it allows them to express a 'dual 
identity'. They justify this description by stating that English has wider 
cachet in the global world and it can reflect their superior educational and 
social status on the one hand, while isiZulu, on the other hand, can reflect 
their ethnic identity and solidarity with their community. By using Z-E CS, 
the interviewees claim they can achieve all their goals simultaneously. This 
finding presents an interesting contrast to the negative attitudes recorded by 
the respondents in the questionnaire survey. The contradiction raises critical 
methodological questions in CS research. 

P&B (2004:21) state that there are essentially three types of 
identities, namely, imposed, assumed or negotiable identities. Imposed 
identities are not negotiable at a particular time and place. Speakers are 
unable to resist or contest such identities. Assumed identities refer to 
identities that speakers are comfortable with and whch are 'valued and 
legitimized by the dominant disco~irses of identity' (P&B 2004:21). Lastly, 
negotiable identities refer to 'all identity options which can be - and are - 
contested and resisted by particular individuals and groups' (P&B 2004:21). 
In saylng that they seek a 'dual identity', isiZulu L l  speakers can be said to 
be seehng a 'negotiable identity' when using Z-E CS. A negotiable identity 
enables isiZulu L1 speakers to narrow the divide between their academic and 
social lives in an informal campus setting and to also project other identities 
consciously or subconsciously when they revert to the use of either 
monolingual English or isiZulu as a medium of learning in the formal 
context. 

As mentioned earlier, in terms of P&B's approach, one needs to 
consider how individuals appropriate the languages they use in multilingual 
contexts. These writers suggest that identities are multi-dimensional and are 
constructed at the intersection of the use of the different languages. Factors 
such as linguistic repertoire, cline of bilinguality, cultural link, educational 
and social status, educational orientation and medium of instruction, 
language attitudes and the impact of a diglossic situation all have a bearing 
on how English and isiZulu are distributed and assigned to use by different 
speakers in different contexts. 

Exploring Iderztrty throztgh Code-swltchtng 

Of note, the subjects in the CG clailned (through interviews mainly) 
that although they were obliged to use English in formal colnniunication in 
and out of the lecture hall where the pressure was on them to express high 
levels of English proficiency, resorting to Z-E CS in informal situations 
enabled them to seek relief from the obligatory use of academic English, to 
integrate the use of a casual, informal variety of English with the forn~al 
variety in an institutional setting and to enjoy the comfort of the fanliliar i.e. 
their home language, isiZulu. The subjects in the EG, on the other hand, 
claimed that while their goal was to increase their knowledge about isiZulu, 
culture and society, they also needed to position themselves in a wider, 
multilingual, multicultural society. They therefore claimed that the use of Z- 
E CS in informal situations enabled them to express their adaptability to and 
prevent alienation from the wider community. 

Kamwangamalu (2000:62) argues that language choices are not as 
clear-cut as Myers-Scotton (1993a) suggests. He states that there are 
instances where the boundaries overlap and where a particular variety can 
function as a marked choice in one context and, as an unmarked choice in 
another. While it is noted that Z-E CS is subconscious to a large extent, the 
proposition that 'sub-conscious implies unmarked' has yet to be proven 
beyond doubt. Finlayson and Slabbert (1997: 415) also question the 
simplicity of categorizing patterns of CS as marked or unmarked. They state 
that unmarked CS 'does not only signal multiple identities but also signals 
an identity as such'. These researchers suggest bilingual, urbadtow~lship 
speakers seek an identity which 'simultaneously embraces those features that 
are marked as "modern" and "Western" and those that are marked as 
"traditional" and "African"' (Slabbert and Finlayson 2000: 122). 

Taking into consideration the intentional use of Z-E CS as presented 
above, it may be argued that its use may also be marked as i t  serves to meet 
specific goals of the subjects in each group, subjects who may be 
distinguished primarily by their educational orientation and the medium 
through which they receive instruction. In terms of P&B's categorization of 
identity types, marked CS may be understood as an intentional quest to 
negotiate identity at a given time and place. 
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Language attitudes also irnpact 011 the way one constructs identity. An 
investigation of the subjects' attitudes towards English, isiZulu and Z-E CS 
sheds light on the way the subjects construct identity. As explained 
elsewhere (cf. Ra~nsay-Brijball 1999:164), attitudes may be intrinsic or 
extrinsic. Drawing on I-ioffnsan's (1977) ideas, 'intrinsic attitude' refers to a 
person's perceived sentimental value of a language and the manner in which 
one uses it to become a representative member of tlre community in which it 
is used. 'Extrinsic attitude', on the other hand, refers to the instrumental or 
usefulness value that a language or language variety holds for a person. In 
this instance, a particular language or language variety is learnt as a means to 
an end. 

On the one hand, isiZulu 1,1 students generally have a positive, 
intrinsic attitude towards isiZulu. They feel a deep sense of loyalty and pride 
towards their honre language. As indicated in Tablel, isiZulu as a 
monolingual variety is the preferred choice in the izo~ne setting (84.7%), the 
church (73.7%) and in public places (46.4%). It is noted that as the most 
conunonly used langlage in the home setting, the subjects in both groups 
place strong sentimental value on their home language and regard isiZulu as 
their badge of ethnic identity. The qualitative data corroborates these 
fingings. 

While one may say that such an identity is largely assumed by these 
subjects rather than imposed, one must be cautious in generalizing this 
deduction to the larger population. It is possible that investigating the 
attitudes of isiZulu L1 speakers in the province that is the language's 
stronghold may present a bias. Investigations of the attitudes of isiZulu L1 
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speakers 111 contexts out of thls regon (cf Finch~lescu and Nyawose 1998) 
ind~cate that these speakers reject the Idea of a one-to-one correlation 
between the~r language and their ethn~city. Ftnchilescu and Nyawose 
(1998:59) clte the followtng quotation from one of their part~clpants: 

I have also experienced sonlethlng llke that when people say to you 
'Oh! You are Gatsha's child.' And now you get scared to tell people 
that you are Zulu spealuilg because they will th~nk that you are also 
IFP. 

This and other quotatioils from Finchilescu and Nyawose's study 
indicate that the subjects refute the assumption made by other African 
language speakers that as isiZulu L1 speakers, they are unequivocally 
n~embers of the Inkatha Freedom Party (IFP), a party that was established as 
the party for the AmaZulu in its genesis. In other words, these subjects 
perceive etlmicity to be bigger than political party affiliation and reject the 
'insularity' and 'tribalism' (cf. Finchilescu & Nyawose 1998:57) that is 
implied by such an assur~iption. 'They state that they prefer to embrace a 
'more global black African or even South African identity' (Finchilescu & 
Nyawose 1998:57). 

Finchilescu and Nyawose's study was conducted among ~slZulu L1 
speakers on the University of Cape Town campus (UCT), confinming the use 
of isiZulu in this setting but with reservations. On the Westville campus, my 
findings are sinlilar in that the isiZulu only option is not the preferred choice 
in this educational setting (30.6%), a low statistic when compared to the use 
of the monolingual isiZulu variety in other domains as nlentioned previously. 
While the subjects of nly study did not highlight political reasons, other 
reasons became apparent. 

Questions asked in the questionnaire survey as well as in the 
interviews that relate to language attitudes are: How important and necessary 
are English and isiZulu in your life? Asking how 'important' a language is, 
was intended to test one's intrinsic attitude towards it and how 'necessary' it 
is, one's extrinsic attitude. Cross-tabulating the results reveal that sitbjects 
rate the importance and necessity of English higher (87.6%) than the 
importance and necessity of isiZulu (72%). It could be said that the high 
score for English on the one hand reflects its 'assuxned' role as the High 



Vdnety and the vehicle to upward soc~al mobility. On the other hand, the 
h~gh sco9-c for 1s1Zu1u h~ghliglits the covert prestige that a Low Var~ety may 
enjoy in a diglossrc situation, a s~tuatlon that Bourd~eu's model falls to 
explain. 

Other than the 87 6'4 of the respondents who cons~der English as 
very Important and necessary, 11.3% think Engllsli is ~mportant but 
unnecessary Only a iii~nlnlal 1% col~slders English to be un~mportant and 
unnecessary, dnd 6% of the respondents falled to glve a response. One may 
questlon why 6% of the respondents d ~ d  not glve a response. Can ~t be s a ~ d  
that by not answering, they wele reflecting then psychologcal discomfort at 
having to choose one language at the expense of another? Could ~t be that 
they preferred not to make such a choice but preferred an alternative, that IS, 
a mxed vanety that enables them to enjoy the advantages of both languages? 

Draw~ng on P&B's dpproacii, ~t niay be sald that 1s1Zu1u Ll speakers 
do not want an imposed identity, one that may arise from the use of either 
monoli~lgual varlety Neither do they want an assumed ldent~ty that may 
result from the tacit acceptance of one or other optton. As develop~ng 
intellectuals, 1s1Zu1u L l  students prefer to exerclse thelr r~glit to challenge 
and negot~ate t h r  Ilnguistlc opttoni 111 coris~dering wh~ch would be most 
optimal in a given situat~on The 6% who did not respond could possibly be 
categorized as 'psychologically uncomfortable' as suggested above. 
Alternat~vely, that they are '~ntellectually astute' and would prefer opt~ons 
other than those that were presented to them In the questionnaire, In niy 
opinlon, 15 a more p lau~~bie  explanat~on, affording these respondents the 
benefit of the doubt 

Both explanations may be understood in vtew of Davles and Harre's 
( 1  990) positioning theory, a theory that forms a key coi~~ponent of P&B'5 
approach S~mply atateti, t h ~ s  theory postulates that 1dentit1e.s are shaped, 
produced and negotiated as ;1 res~llt of the way ln whlch one poslt1on.r 
oneself in  discourse^ These I esearchers disting~~ish between 'mteract~ve 
pos~tioning' and 'retlectlve pos~tionmg', statmg that the fomler refers to the 
way one pos~tlons oneheif In relat~on to others and that the latter refers to the 
way one poslt~ons oneself wlthout the other as reference. P&B (2004:20) 
draw on t111s d~stinction and extend ~t further by stat~ng: 

While agency and choice are critical in positioning, it is important to 

Explorirzg Identity through Code-switching . . . 

underscore that instances of reflective positioning are often 
contested by others and many individuals find themselves in a 
perpetual tension between self-chosen identities [i.e. preferring 
choices others than those offered in the questionnaire] and others' 
attempts to position them differently [i.e. contesting the limited 
choices I presented to them in the questionnaire]. 

Taking this into account, one may therefore say that both explanations 
presented above may be understood as the dynamic interplay between the 
two types of positioning through which these 6% of the respondents attempt 
to negotiate their identities. Furthemlore, as P&B (2004:21) suggest, taking 
into account a Bakhtinian view, that such negotiation takes place, not 
necessarily between two or more different physical parties, but 'within' the 
individual and thereby 'resulting in changes in self-representation'. 

Impact ofthe Diglossic Situation 
Given the diglossic situation in which isiZulu and English co-exist on the 
Westville campus elsewhere, isiZulu L1 speakers state that they resort to Z-E 
CS in search of an identity that allows them to express their cultural 
solidarity with other isiZulu L1 speakers while sinlultaneously expressing 
their educational and social status. A parallel may be drawn between Z-E CS 
by isiZulu L1 speakers in this study on the one hand, and French-English CS 
by Francophone speakers in Quebec (Heller 1995) on the other. In her 
investigation, Heller also discovered that by engagmg in French-English CS, 
her subjects were gaining power and solidarity simultaneously. 

The goal is to gain access to global networks and globally valued 
economic resources, but without having to become Anglophones to 
do so. In these cases, code-switching may be a means of re-defining 
conventions of language choice as part of the process of re-defining 
relations of power (Heller 1995: 167). 

By using Z-E CS, isiZulu L1 speakers maximize their access to the social, 
academic and economic benefits of using English while simultaneously 
maximizing their access to the cultural benefits of using Zulu. In view of 



th~b, tleller's (I995 I h l )  ~de't that CS lr a strategy to 'attam a sense of 
shared powr; and soi~darity' ds well as P&B's notlo11 that such goals may be 
dch~eved throdgh negot~ation IS therefore relevant to understaildlng why %-E 
CS IS the preferred ii-iolce dlnong 1siZl11u 1,1 spcakers m ~nfor-nlal settlrlgs on 
the canipui 7aki1y ll~csc scl~oldr4' views nllo account, it n7ay be sard thdt 
using isrZuI!~ d~ '1 !iln!roil~li_ruai v m e f v  111 ~1 ~~~ult i l~rtgual ,  urban sett~ng sucii 
'1s lh,il on tile M'c~,lvil!~ catnpip,m:ly not I C ~ I P C ~  t l ~ '  ~ , o c ~ a l  nor c ~ c a d r ~ n ~ c  
tiicntlty to wnii  ii i~i , i~ig IL~Lu r.1 ztiicleilts ;isplle Lt 1s worth noting that 
.iubject, tlon? the I:( r (311d ('(1 cite rllc tabs: of A-L ('S for 111e sake ot arf jnr~~ng 

dual ide~lt~ty to slrn~idr cxtenti (19>0,(, 5 1%)). 

Conclusion 
As ~ilent~oned t.lseuht,rc i i-t Rdl1l5ay-H11jba!i 2002 220),  tile use of %-I? ( 'S  
is legrtirm~etl d k  the ~nci i ien~ c of 11111, \iar~cly Increases dalty One can say 
thzt cislrig Z-E ( S endb1i.s ~ \ i / u l u  i I ypchakc~-i to fi l l f i l l  thex ~ n t n n s ~ c  and 
extrlnslc neeti< i~muita~ieously ' 3 r d  In so iiorng, to construct their negotrable 
ldentlty L,anry ( 1 079 1 concluded decades ago that bil~ngualism factl~tates the 
proceis of new ~cfentitv lonitattoi~ Illli assertion 1s it111 val~d today as we 
see the close xeiatlonsh~p between language and ~denllty through the u.;e of a 
stigmat~zed, in~xed vancry among blllngual Zulu 1,1 speakers who niay be 
d~st:nguishcd pilmarrly iiy ti~e;r 'ed~acabonal or~cntation' and tneci~um of 
lnstructlon 0 1  part~ctiid~ iniportaticc, is the relevance of the PULB's 
poststructuralist approach In expla~ning how ~sl%rilli L1 speakers use Z-E ('5 
lo negotiate the construction of their ~ d e n t ~ t y  This approach encourages 
researchers to consldc~ new ways of tiieor~zlng old Issues. 
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The Role of 
Syntactic Theory in the Analysis of 
Intrasentential Code-switching 

Ondene van Dulm 

Introduction 
Research into code-switching has traditionally focused on either its 
sociolinguistic or its granlrnatical aspects. Sociolinguistic research has led to 
proposals regarding, amongst other things, the reasons people engage in 
code-switching, the functions code-switching may fulfil, and the contexts in 
which code-switching is common andor viewed as appropriate (cf., e.g., 
Blom and Gumperz 1972; Gwnperz 1982; Myers-Scotton 1993; Wei 1998). 
Research on the grarnnlatical aspects of code-switching, on the other hand, 
has led to a number of proposals regarding where codes may be switched in 
a sentence. Such proposals have most often been formulated in terns of 
constraints on intrasentential code- switchingi. Studies leading to the 
proposal of such grammatical constraints have typically been carried out 
within the framework of particular theories of grarmnar, the choice of theory 
differing sotnewllat from one researcher to the next. Thus, in the literature, 
one finds that researchers apply different theories, or different 
interpretations of the same theory, furthermore differing in the ways in 
which the theory is applied. 

The present paper describes various recent applications of gram- 

I Intrasentential code switching entails switching within a clause boundary 
(Hamers and Blanc 2000:260), such as in the English-Afrikaans code 
switched utterance I don't like to bother the mense te veel ( ' I  don't like to 
bother the people too much'). 



rnat~cal theory to the analysis of code-sw~tchrng, fro111 early Government and 
B~ndiilg (GB )-based accounts to nlore recent analyses with111 the franlework 
of ll~ln~rnalist syntax In order to orlentate the reader, a brief overview of 
developnients w ~ t h l ~ l  the field of generattve gralnmar, culmmatlng in the 
proposal of tlie n~rnin~alrst program (or MP) (Chomshy 1993, 1995a), is 
glven 111 thc follo~v~tig b~ctlot1 T ~ X S  S C C ~ I O ~  also colltalns a brief cxI)o~ltli)n 
of the rnln~rnailst plob~aru, the rercarcll progIalz.1 which has led to the 
Ibtn~u~latioi~ of theor lei of ~n~nlrnal~si  iyntax, followetl by 3 discussion of the 
potenllal merit oi 11112 appl~cat~orl of srLch syntdctlc theories to code-switch~ng 
l e ~ a r c h  Followtng ih~s ,  arl exposrtrvn 1s gsrrerr of a number of applications 
ol grarnmatlcal thew y to thc analysl.; of code-sv~~tch~ng and sl~ortco~l~mgs of 
these approacl~es are pointccl out 111 the final section, suggestions for future 
reccarch are Ihsci~sseti 

Generative Grammar: An Overview 
Ceizcrcrtl~le Gminmar 
Research III the generative tradtttot-i 15 can-retl out dgal~lst the background of 
the tlltee levels of ddequacy which gaa~umat~cal descr~pt~ons have tc) inecl, as 
set out by Choinsky (1904 28,29) 7 Iic iowe5t level of succeqs 1s that of 
observat~onal adequacy, attalned when the grammar correctly charactenses 
speclfic observed 1111gulst1c data (e.g., that m a corpus) The secolld level IS 

descriptive adecluacy, dltained when ii gramrllar add~tionally provldes an 
account of the 5peaker-hearer's l~ngulstsc ~ntu~tions and offers mean~ngf~ll 
gerleralisat~ons expre.islng the undcrly~ng regularttles of the observed 
ltngu~st~c data 7Ile tluld level of success 1s that of explanato~y adequacy, 
attaliled wllcn t21c tl~eory dssoclated with the granxnar pi-csents an 
explanatlo17 for the I i~~gu~st lc  lniulttons of the speaker-hearer and, crucially, 
also for how pr~nc~ples underlyrng thcsc. rntuitions co~ild have been acyulred. 
Witli~n the trad~tlon of geneiatrve gainmar, ail adequate theory is one whlch 
attarns all three levels of success 

Early work wlthln the framework of generat~vc granmlar led to the 
postulation of varloiis rules. These were proposed to account for a rr~ultltude 
of syntact~c phenonlena 111 a wlde varlety of lan~wages 'Tens1011 then arose 
between the needs fc)r descript~ve and expldnatory adequacy, as i t  dtd not 
appear poss~ble that s~ngle grammar could s~multaneously (I) account for- 

... Syntactic Theory in the Analysis of'lntrasentential Code-switching 

the structures observed in individual languages, thereby attaining descriptive 
adequacy, and (ii) capture the fact that these structures derive from a single, 
universally specified (innate) set of structures, thereby attaining explanatory 
adequacy. A quest for descriptive adequacy leads to increasing levels of 
complexity and variety in the systems of rules accounting for syntactic 
phenomena, different for each language. On the other hand, a quest for 
explanatory adequacy requires the structure of different languages to be 
largely invariant (Chomsky 1997x5). Questions about ways to resolve this 
tension led researchers to follow what became known as the 'principles and 
parameters' approach within generative grammar (cf. Chomsky 198 1, 1986a, 
b). 

Within the principles and parameters framework, the multitude of 
language-specific rules of the early generative tradition are replaced by 
principles and parameters that are assumed to be universally present, 
forming the basis of the language faculty. Thus, Chomsky (1995a: 170) 
proposes that Universal Grammar (UG) provides a 'system of principles and 
a finite array of finitely valued parameters'. These principles and open 
parameters comprise the initial state of the language faculty, and each 
parameter can be set to a particular value, on the basis of the input to which 
the speaker-hearer is exposed. Each language (L) is the result of the fixed set 
of principles and a certain configuration of parameter settings. 

The principles and parameters framework provides a research 
program within which certain questions about the language faculty and 
languages are asked and answered in a certain way, the ultimate aim being to 
provide an account it1 terms of which all syntactic phenomena are shown to 
be the product of interaction between fixed and universal principles and 
language-specific parameter settings. Thus, as Chomsky (1 997a:6) notes, the 
principles and parameters program 'suggests how the theory of language 
might satisfy the conflicting conditions of descriptive and explanatory 
adequacy'. 

GB theory was the most influential theory of grammar within the 
principles and parameters framework from the late 1970s to the early 1990s 
(cf. Chomsky 1981, 1986a, 1995a), and has been regarded as 'the most fully 
worked out version of a principles and parameters approach to UG' 
(Hornstein, Nunes and Groh~iann 2001a:l). According to GB theory, there 
are four levels of grammatical representation, namely, (i) deep structure (D- 
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structure), (11) surface structure (S-structure), (111) logical form (LF), and (iv) 
phonettc form (PF). 

D-struct~ue 1s the level at which grammatical functions are 
expressed in terms of theta roles and phrase structure rules are applied 
(Hornstem, Nunes and Grohmann 2001b:2). Between D-structure and S- 
structure, movement of syntactic elements takes place (Cook and Newson 
1996: 153). 'Move' is one of the rules of the transformatlonal component of 
GB theory (Hornstein et al. 2001b:4). Spec~fically, GB theory proposes a 
rule called 'Move a',  accordsng to wh~ch anything can be moved anywhere. 
This rule replaced the (constructlon-specific) transformatlonal rules of 
earlier generative grammar, e.g wh-movement in questions, NP movement 
for passives, etc. 

S-structure links PF and LF, as it is the level at which the derivation 
splits into two representations, one for the PF component, which determines 
aspects of the pronunciation of the sentence, and another for the LF 
component, which computes those aspects of meaning whch are associated 
with syntactic structure (Cook and Newson 1996:152, 153; Hornstein et al. 
2001b:3). Within GB theory, PF and LF are thus interface levels which 
provide the grammatical information needed to assign phonetic and semantic 
interpretations to the sentence (Hornstein et a[. 2001b:3). 

GB theory was the most successful theory of grammar within the 
principles and parameters framework. However, more recent developments 
within the minimalist program (cf. Chomsky 1993, 1995a) have led to a 
reconsideration of various assumptions and devices of the principles and 
parameters framework, one of these considerations being the elimination of 
the levels of S-structure and D-structure associated with GB theory. 

The Minimalist Program 
Throughout the history of research within the framework of generative 
grammar, there has been a preference for simpler syntactic analyses over 
Inore complex ones, for the smallest number of rules and the smallest 
number of elements. This preference for simplicity can be seen to dominate 
recent work in the generative tradition. Indeed, according to Chomsky 
(2002:95) and Tomalin (2003 : 1 25 I), this increased emphasis on economy 
and simplicity has led to the development of the minimalist program. 

.. Syntactic Theory in the Anulysis of Zntm.sei1tenr~n1 Code-swltchlng 

W~thin the rmnlmal~st program, Chomsky (2001.1) suggests that the 
propert~es of a language (L) are the result of ~nteractlon among three factors 
The first of these 1s the initla1 state of the language faculty, an mstantiat~on 
of the fixed set of ulliversal pnnc~ples The second 1s the prlmary 1111gulstlc 
data (PLD), also known as 'language input', I e , the empirical bass 111 

accordance w ~ t h  whch the parameters are set The third, which was not 
addressed by early work w ~ t h ~ n  the pnnc~ples and parameters framework, 
compnses general propertles of organic systems. Chomsky (2001 2) explains 
the need to ask 'not only what the propert~es of language are, but why they 
are that way'. The bellef is that, once the tenslon between descnpt~vc ,tnd 
explanatory adequacy is overcome by work wlthin the pr~nclples and 
parameters framework, one can go beyond explanatory adequacy and foclis 
on questions arlsing from the th~rd factor above, i c , the nature of  the 
lanbwage faculty as an organlc system and the role that r h ~ s  plaqs 11; 

d e t e m n ~ n g  the propertles that natural language systems Inus1 have 
Specifically, Chomsky (2002*108) asks the question 15 langwagc. 

opt~mally deslgneci In terms of the systems wrth whlch i r  must Interact ' I llii; 
1s the line of qucstlornrag taken up In the rmnimal~st program, whicll provltici, 
a framework wlth11-t which questloris can be posed regardi~~g the opiirnalltv 
of Imbaage deslgn (cf. Chomsky 1997b, 1999, 2000) I'he m1111rnai;st 
program seeks to explore the questlon of whether language is ,I pe~fect 
system, In as nluch as ~t ss a perfect solution to cxtcrrlally rmnposeii 
constraints (Chomsky 1995a:l). Such externally imposed consira~nts ansc 
due to the interact~on of the language faculty, as a cogmltlve syste~n, n~lrh 
other performance system, such as the sensortmotor and conceptual 
systems. Accorti~rig to Chomsky (1997b.4), the language tacultj ~r-tterdcts 
wlth these performance systems by means of levels of !I, i l i u ~ s t i ~  2 
representation. The output of the language faculty must satlsfy so-calleti 
'legib~llty condlt~ons' Imposed by these systems ~f the systems are to proccss 
the o~itput of the language faculty. A strong nxnlmal~st thesl5 15 that 
'language is an opt~mal solutton to leg~htl~ty cond~tlons' (Chomsky 
2000:112). The assumption then is that the language faculty (1) prov~cles only 
the machsnery that ss necessary to satlsfy the rninlmal requirer-rlents ot 
leg~bility, and (11) functsons In as simple a way as poss~ble 

The performance systems with which the language faciilty must 
Interact, accordrng to Chornsky (1 995a. 168), a1 e of two general types, 
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namely articulatory-perceptual (A-P) and conceptual-intentional (C-I). These 
are the systems -Tor which a linguistic expression, the output of the language 
faculty, must provlde instructions. Accordingly, it is claimed that there are 
two interface representations, namely, BF at the A-P interface and LF at the 
C-I interface (Chomsky 1995a:2), which provide instructions for the A-P and 
C-I systems, respectively. Chomsky (1995a:169) proposes that these two 
levels are the only conceptually necessary levels, and so assumes that they 
can be taken to be the only levels. The GI3 levels of S-structure and D- 
structure, in contrast, are empirically rather than conceptually motivated, and 
research within minimalist syntax has suggested that the empirical burden of 
these two levels of representation can be more adequately borne by 
rnechanisrns operating between the lexicon and PF and LF (cf. Hornstein et 
al. 2001b:5-36). Thus, the conceptually unnecessary levels of D- and S- 
structure are eliminated in the spirit of economy, according to whch two 
levels of representation are better than four. 'The assumption of PF and LF as 
the only levels of representation, based on the notion of virtual conceptual 
necessity, forms an important part of the minimalist program. 

The above-mentioned strong minimalist thesis holds that all states of 
the language faculty (initial and attained) must satisfy the interface legbility 
conditions, and so puts aside the distinction between descriptive adequacy 
(for a theory of an attained state of the language faculty) and explanatory 
adequacy (for a theory of the initial state) (Chomsky 2002:131). The 
assumption that all states of the language faculty satisfy legibility conditions 
in an optimal way is central to questions posed by the minimalist program. 
The task of the minimalist program, according to Chornsky (2001:3), is to 
examine the devices employed to characterise language and to determine the 
extent to which such devices can be eliminated in favour of a principled 
account in terms of general conditions of computational efficiency and 
interface conditions that the organ - in this case, the language faculty - must 
satisfy in order to function. 

It is important to note that the minimalist program is a research 
program, not a theory. Specifically, it is a research program whtch assumes 
the framework of the principles and parameters approach, and which 
provides leading questions about the optimality of language design, 
specifically questions about the legbility conditions whch the language 
faculty has to meet in order to interact with other systems of the mindbrain. 

... Syntactic Theory in the Arralysis oflntrasentential Code-switching 

In an interview with Cheng and Sybesma (1995:32), Chomsky notes that one 
cannot speak of a minimalist approach to somethng, as 'there is no 
minimalist approach. There is a set of minimalist questions', and in this 
sense the minimalist program is a 'set of questions that guide inquiry'. 

Research within the framework of (i) assumptions associated with 
the principles and parameters approach (e.g., Chomsky 198 1, 1986a, b) and 
(ii) linguistic research questions raised by the minimalist program (cf., for 
example, Chornsky 1995a, 1999, 2000; Lasnik 1999) has led to the 
development of a number of theories of grammar, proposed to account for 
various syntactic phenomena, and these theories can collectively be referred 
to as '~ninimalist syntax'. 'Thematic role assignment and feature checking are 
examples of such theories. The various mechanisms and devices associated 
with these theories, e.g., 'Move' and 'Agree' in the case of feature checking, 
are mechanisms and devices of minimalist syntax, rather than properties or 
components (or some such) of the minimalist program. Misconceptions of 
what the minimalist program entails and what it is intended to achieve 
abound in the literature at present, as does the lack of a distinction between 
the minimalist program and minin~alist syntax. In view of these issues, the 
use of terms such as 'minimalist program-style syntax', 'minimalist account' 
and 'minimalist approach' may need to be reconsidered. 

Chornsky (1995a:168) proposes that the language faculty consists of 
two components, namely a lexicon and a computational system for human 
language (CH~).  The lexicon specifies the lexical items with their 
idiosyncratic features. CHL derives a linguistic expression, also known as a 
structural description (SD), on the basis of a selection of lexical items, called 
a 'numeration' N (Chomsky 1995a:169). The derivation proceeds as the 
operation Merge strings the lexical items together in binary fashion, and the 
operation Move carries out the necessary movement of lexical items. CHL 
consists of two parts, namely the PF component, relevant to PF (at the A-P 
interface), and the LF component, relevant to LF (at the C-I interface) 
(Chornsky 1995a:169). A linguistic expression of L is then a pair (n, A), 
where x is a PF representation and h an LF representation (Chomsky 
1995b3390). Chomsky (1995b:394) posits that n: and h are 'differe~ltly 
constituted', and that elements interpretable at the PF interface are not 
interpretable at the LF interface, and vice versa. The computation must split 
at some point, into a part forming n and a part forming A. This point is 
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known as 'Spell-Out' (Chomsky 1995b:394). At Spell-Out, the elements 
relevant only to PF are stripped away and mapped onto x, while the 
remainder continue in the computation to LF to be mapped onto A. 

On the basis of universal and invariant principles and fixed 
parameter settings, a language L determines an infinite set of SDs, each a (x, 
h) pair. A derivation is said to 'converge' if it produces a legitimate SD, and 
to 'crash' if it does not (Chomsky 1995a:171). A derivation can converge or 
crash at either PF or LF, and must converge at both PF and LF if it is to 
converge at all (Chomsky 1995a: 17 1). The above-mentioned legitimacy of 
an SD is determined by the principle of Full Interpretation, whereby the 
features associated with lexical items must be 'checked'. Move is the 
operation whereby lexical items move in order that feature-checking can take 
place. Specifically, feature checlung entails that interpretable features 
associated with a particular lexical item2 are checked against the 
corresponding features of a functional head, remaining visible to the rest of 
the computation, whle  uninterpretable features, once checked, are deleted, 
and become invisible to the computation. Thus, movement for the purposes 
of feature checking is said to be triggered by the need to eliminate 
uninterpretable features from the computation (Hornstein, Nunes and 
Grohmann 2003 :3). 

Applying Minimalist Syntax to the Analysis of Code- 
switching Data 
In studies of grammatical aspects of intrasentential code-switching, the 
question to be answered concerns whch linguistic principles define code- 

Within the framework of minimalist syntax, it is assumed that lexical items 
consist of bundles of features, namely phonologcal, semantic and formal 
(syntactic) features. Phonologcal features are readable at PF and not at LF, 
while semantic features are readable at LF and not at PF. These two types of 
features are separated at Spell-Out, where phonological features are sent 
along in the computation from N to .tr and the semantic features in the 
computation from N to h. Uninterpretable formal features, legible at neither 
PF nor LF, must be eliminated by feature checking (cf. Hornstein et al. 
2003:4). 

... Syntactic Theoty in the AnaIysis oj'lntrusentential Code-switching 

switching boundaries within sentences. According to MacSwan (1999:xxv), 
the aim of working within the framework of minimalist syntax is to make use 
of a minimal theoretical apparatus i.e. to elininate mechanisms that are not 
necessary on conceptual grounds and, to make minimal and only the most 
necessary theoretical assumptions to account for linguistic data (MacSwan 
1999:146). He further suggests that such assumptions would 'favour 
accounts of code- switching which make use of independently motivated 
principles of grammar over those which posit rules, principles or other 
constructs specific to it'. On the basis of his analysis of Spanish-Nahuatl 
code-switching data, MacSwan (1999:234) argues against the existence of 
specific code-switching constraints on the basis of the principles of scientific 
parsimony: code-switching phenomena can be accounted for in tenns of the 
same theory that accounts for monolingual phenomena. 

Applications of Syntactic Theory to the Analysis of Code-switching 
As early as 1966, Lehtinen queried the possibility of grammatical constraints 
on code- switching, her focus being on the 'surface grammar of sentences' 
(Muysken 2000:11). The idea that there are rules which govern the switch 
sites in a sentence has prompted much research, and various constraints have 
been proposed (cf., among others, Lipski 1978, Poplack 1980, Bentahila and 
Davies 1982, Woolford 1983, Joshi 1985, Clyne 1987, Ritchie and Bhatia 
1999). A brief discussion of some of the more prominent applications of 
syntactic theory to code-switching research follows. 

The Government Constraint 
Di Sciullo, Muysken and Singh (1986) applied the then current version of 
GB theory to an analysis of intrasentential code-switching. Specifically, they 
proposed the Government Constraint, according to which a governing 
element must be in the same language as its complen~ent (Di Sciullo et al. 
1986:6). Di Sciullo et al. (1986:2) state that the question is not whether or 
not there are constraints on intrasentential code-switching, but how best to 
characterise such constraints, and whether they can be made to follow from 
independently motivated principles. In their application of syntactic theory 
to code-switching analysis, Di Sciullo et al. (1986:7) suggest that code 
switching requires 'no specific stipulation', and is only subject to the 
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'syntagmatically coherent principle of government'. Government, 
accordingly, was proposed to explain the grarmnaticality of both 
monolingual and bilingual utterances. 

A theoretical problem with the proposal of a Government Constraint 
is that, within the framework of minimalist syntax, it has been argued that 
the government relation is neither conceptually desirable nor empirically 
necessary. According to Cook and Newson (1996:316), the notion of 
government is abandoned in minimalist syntax, as its effects can be 'reduced 
to more fundamental relations.' Besides this theoretical shortcoming, the 
Government Constraint also fails enlpirical testing (cf. MacSwan 1999:44, 
2000:39). The attested South African English-Afrikaans code-switches in (1) 
and (2), for example, containing switches between govenlors and their 
complements, constitute enlpirical data which cannot be accounted for by the 
Government Constranit (also cited in Van Dulm 2002:69,70). 

1. Ek kan haar slen as apreschool teacher 
I can her see as 
(I cun .see her as a preschool teucher.) 

2. I just met die man vun my dronze. 
the man of my dreams 

(Ijust met the man of my dreams.) 

It appears that the application of grammatical theory to code-switching 
research in the case of the Govenunent Constraint has not lead to a 
theoretically and empirically adequate account of intrasentential code- 
switching3. However, the idea that it is possible to account for structural 
aspects of intrasentential code-switching in terms of the same theory that 
accounts for structural aspects of monolingual utterances remains an 
attractive option. 

Note that later adaptations were made to the Government Constraint, in 
tenns of which the operative relation was one of so-called 'I,-marking' (cf. 
Muysken 2000), but the mechanisms remained code switching-specific 
devices, not related to those of current syntactic theory within the minimalist 
program, despite Di Sciuilo et al.'s suggestion that code switching requires 
'no specific stipulation' (cf. p. 11). 
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The NUN Theory of Code-switching 
Mahootian (1993:138) proposes the Null Theory of intrasentential code- 
switching which states that there are no mechanisms specific to code- 
switching. Specifically, Mahootian (1 993: 139,140) proposes that the two 
lexicons, with their associated phrase structures, remain separate, and that 
access to both systems does not lead the speaker to generate utterances 
anomalous to either one (e.g., apple green when English, a head-first 
language, is in contact with a head-last language). The Null Theory is 
expanded in Mahootian and Santorini (1996:470), where it is proposed that 
heads determine the syntactic properties of their complements both in code- 
switching and in monolingual speech. Specifically, Mahootian and Santorini 
(1996:472) propose that a head determines the phrase structure position, 
syntactic category and feature content of its complement. For instance, a 
verb (a lexical head) dictates the position of its complement, allowing the 
switch in (3a) below between a V-complement language and a complement- 
V language, but not that in (3b). 
(3a) (cited in Mahootian 1993: 152) 

You'll buy xune-ye jaedid 
house-POSS new 

(You 'I1 buy a new house.) 
(3b) (cited in Mahootian and Santorini 1996: 4 72) 

You'll xune-ye jaedid buy 
house-POSS new 

A conceptual problem with the approach of Mahootian (1993) concerns the 
use of the Tree Adjoining Grammar (TAG) formalism in the analysis, in 
which branching directionality, proposed to be encoded in the head, is 
realised by so-called 'auxiliary trees', representing the complement to the 
left or to the right of the head (MacSwan 1999:45). This is in contrast to GB 
theory, in which branching directionality was not encoded, as well as some 
current theories of minimalist syntax, which posit left branching across the 
board (Kayne 1994; Zwart 1997). A further conceptual problem with 
Mahootian and Santorini's (1996) approach concerns the central role 
proposed for the head-complement relation in code- switching. As noted by 
MacSwan (1999:47), there should be no limit on the syntactic relations and 
operations relevant to code-switching. Instead, 'all syntactic operations and 
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principles will be relevant in defining the class of well-formed code- 
switching co~istructions'. Such would be the basis of a truly 'null' theory of 
code-swi tching. 

The Functzonal Head Constraznt 
On the bas~s of the idca that 'it 1s desirable to explo~t distinctions and 
relations already present in the grammar9 to account for code-switch~ng, 
Belazi, Rub~n and Toribio (1994:228) propose the Funct~onal Head 
Constraint Belazt et ul ( 1  994) appeal to the notlon of f-selection (cf. Abney 
1987, Chomsky 1993), one of a number of feature check~ng processes. 
Specifically, Belaz~ et (11 (1994:221, 228) propose a reforn~al~sat~on of the 
notlon of f-selection, whereby one of the features to be checked IS language 
(i.e., whether ~t is, e.g., Engllsh, Afnkaans or Xhosa that IS being spoken). 
The Functional Head Constra~nt proposes that 'the language feature of the 
complement f-selected by a functional head . .. must match the 
corresponding feature of that hnct~onal head' (Rubm and T o r ~ b ~ o  
1995:177). The constraint does not allow switching between a functional 
head and 11s complement, leav~ng undisturbed sw~tchng between lexlcal 
heads and their complements. Emplncal ev~dence against the Functional 
Head Constraint is offered by MacSwan (2000) and Van Dulm (2002), 
among others. Consider, for example, the switch between the Afrikaans 
funct~onal head is ('is') and its English conlplement down your throut in (4) 
{also crted rn Van Dulm 2002.70). 

(4) Watse thzngy IS down your throat? 
whlch 1 s 
('Which thlng is down your throat?') 

Conceptual arguments against the Functional Head Constraint are raised by 
Mahootian and Santorini (1996) and MacSwan (1999, 2000). As these 
authors point out, Belazi et al. (1994) propose that their analysis of code- 
switching according to the Functional Head Constraint eliminates a code- 
switching specific mechanism, but the notion of a language feature is not 
independently motivated, and so remains a notion specifically formulated to 
account for a particular set of code-switched utterances. Furthermore, recent 

. Syntactic Theory rn the At~ul~vsls oj Intra~ententlnl Code-swltchzng 

developments within minimalist syntax indicate that only head-head (head 
adjunction) and spec-head configurations are checlung domains (Chomsky 
1993, 1995a; Hon~stein et al. 2003), whereas the functional head constraint 
proposes checking within the head-coinplement domain. 'This, too, would be 
a code-switching specific mechanism, unless established as independently 
motivated. It is also important to note, once again, the question of why the 
relation between a functional head and its complen~ent would play a 
particularly central role in code-switching. A more econonlical account 
would be one in which all relations relevant to n~onolingual utterances are 
also relevant to code-switching. Such an account is discussed below. 

A Minimalist Assumption Regarding Code-switching 
On the basis of an extensive study of intrasententiai code-switching between 
Spanish and Nahuatl, MacSwan (1999: 14) proposes that 'nothing constrains 
code-switching apart from the requirements of the mixed grammars'. 
MacSwan (1999:xxv) suggests that his research program is minimalist in two 
respects: (i) the proposal makes use of the minimal theoretical apparatus, 
corresponding to the so-called 'virtual conceptual necessity' that is central to 
the minimalist program; and (ii) the code-switching data are analysed within 
the minimalist framework. MacSwan (1999:66) thus works within the 
boundaries of a syntactic theory in which parameters are restricted to the 
lexicon (cf. Chomsky 1991, 1993, 1995a). This entails that variations in 
surface word order of languages relate to the movement of lexical items 
triggered by lexically-encoded morphologcal features (MacSwan 1999:67). 
The inlplication is that distinctions between languages do not feature in 
syntactic theory, and should play no role in an account of code-switching 
(MacSwan 1999: 146). 

MacSwan's (1999:97) main research question concerns the 
principles that define code- switclung boundaries within sentences. 
Specifically, he seeks an 'explanation of the code- switching facts in ternls 
of conflicts in the lexical requirements of words which are independent of 
code switching-specific mechanisms' (MacSwan 1999: 15 1). The strategy in 
pursuing such a goal is to locate language-specific conflicts in the feature 
specifications of functional categories in order to explain the code-switching 
data (MacSwan 1999:156). MacSwan (1999, 2000) goes on to account for 
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the Sapnish-Nahuatl data withn this framework. By way of illustration, 
consider the switches in (5) to (7). 

( 5 )  Die ondenvyser sf? a1 die kznders look ill. 
the teacher says all the children 

(6) The teacher said all the kinders lyk siek. 
children look ill 

(7) *Die ondenvyser si? die hnd  look ill. 

In (5), the [+PL~JRAL] number feature of the English verb look agrees with 
the [+PLURAL] number feature of its Afrikaans subject kinders, and so can be 
checked in the course of the derivation. Ln (6), the number feature of Zyk 
need not be phonetically expressed. This entails that verbs in Afrikaans have 
only one form for both singular and plural subjects (cf. Die kind lyk siek 
('The child looks ill') and Die kinders lyk siek ('The children look ill')). In 
(7), the [+PLURAL] number feature of the verb look mismatches with the [- 
PLURAL] number feature of kznd, and so the derivation crashes, accounting 
for the ill-formedness4 of the switch in (7). Note, however, that such a switch 
may be uttered and/or regarded as acceptable by a mother tongue speaker of 
Afrikaans, as that language has no requirement of overt (phonetically 
realised) number agreement between a subject and a verb. This indeed 
appeared to be a possibility in Van Dulm's (2002) study of South African 
English-Afrikaans code-switching. The examples above offer a very basic 
illustration of the application of feature chechrig theory to code-switching 
data. The situation would become significantly more complex if the 
movement involved in the checking process were illustrated here. 

' Note that the term 'ungrammaticality' is avoided here, as this is a 
descriptive term for sentences which do not conform to the rules of the 
grammar being used as the basis for analysis. The term 'unacceptability' is 
also avoided here, as judgments of acceptability are based on intuition, and 
so are subject to variation under the influence of a variety of extralinguistic 
factors (cf., e.g., Rotha 1981). The terms 'well-formedness' and 'ill- 
formedness', in contrast, are more appropriate here, as one can specify, for 
example, whether an utterance is well- or ill-formed in terms of its structure, 
phonology or morphology, depending on the focus of the analysis. 
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A further important aspect of MacSwan's (1999, 2000) approach to 
the analysis of intrasentential code-switching concerns his proposal of the PF 
Disjunction Theorem, according to which code-switching is not poss:ble in 
the computation from N to x, i.e., in the PF component. The ban on code 
switching in the PF component is due to the nature of this component, which 
differs from that of the LF component, in that the computation from N to n 
modifies structures, including the internal structure of lexical items, by 
processes that are different in nature to those of the computation from N to A 
(Chomsky 1995a:229). Specifically, the PF component contains 
phonological rules whch build structure on the basis of specific 
morphological material with its phonetic content (MacSwan 2000:45). Such 
rules are necessarily ordered, and such ordering is language-specific. This 
ordering of rules may not be maintained when the PF components of two 
languages are mixed. In order to allow for the language-specificity of the PF 
component, MacSwan (1999: 187) posits the PF Disjunction Theorem, which 
is an instantiation of Full Interpretation, and predicts that there will be no 
code-switching below the level of an X' 5 ,  i s . ,  no code-switching within an 
x', as p s  are inputs to the PF component (MacSwan 2000:46). Note that the 
PF Disjurlction Theorem is not a constraint on code-switching, of the nature 
of those proposed by, for example, Di Sciullo et al. (1986) and Belazi et al. 
(1994). Rather, it is 'a theory about the relationship between the 
phonological components of a bilingual's linguistic system, and is deduced 
from the nature of phonologcal rules' (MacSwan 2000:46). Thus, MacSwan 
(1999:xxv) maintains the assumption that 'nothing constrains code switching 
apart from the requirements of the mixed grammars'. 

As an illustration of how the predictions of the PF Disjunction 
Theorem are borne out, MacSwan (2000:46) considers Poplack's (1980:586) 
example of *eat-iendo ('eating'), where a switch is disallowed between the 
English stem eat and the Spanish bound morpheme -iendo. The possibility of 
a switch being allowed between, for example, the Afrikaans past participle 
ge- and the English verb park in ge-park is explained by MacSwan 
(2000:46) in terms of borrowing. The assumption is that morphologically 

5 
XO denotes a word level category, which may, for example, be a simple 

noun like pen, or a complex noun like ballpoint pen. Examples of verbal X's 
include the simple mark, and the complex marked and re-marking. 
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complex words like gepnrkeer ('parked') in Afrikaans and parked in English 
are formed by word formation devices internal to the lexicon (cf. Chomsky 
1995a), and that a switch is allowed here if one assuines that the English 
stem has been borrowed into the speaker's Afrikaans lexicon. 

Note that criticism may be levelled against the use of borrowing as a 
so-called 'escape hatch', in that a switch between a free and a bound 
morpheme, which cannot be explained in terms of the theory at liand, can 
simply be classified as a borrowing. It may be preferable to pursue an 
alternative account of such switching, making use of the existing operations 
and devices of minimalist syntax, eiiminaling the need to classify exceptions 
as borrowings ill order that the PF Disjunction 'Theorem may be maintained. 
In view of potential objections to aspects of the theorem, further research in 
code-switching and other language contact phenonlena is required in order to 
clarify matters. 

The brief overview of MaeSwan's (1999, 2000) approach gven 
above is aimed at illustrating the potential merit of the application of 
syntactic theory developed within the minimalist program to the analysis of 
code switching data. The mderlying assumption is that the grammatical 
principlcs and operations relevant to monolingual language phenomena are 
relevant to bilingual language phenomena, thus that no principle of grammar 
may refer specifically to code-switching or to separate languages (MacSwan 
2000:43). 

Directions for Future Research 
The appilcation of syitactlc theory to the analysls of code-switching data 
provides a potentially fru~tful avenue of research. Such applrcatmoa may be 
hlndcred, however, by the swiftness of developments in the theory Consider, 
for example, the Government Constraint (Dm Sctullo et al. 1986), the Issues 
of its emp~rical validity aside. No sooner had researchers applied to code- 
switching research a notion central in the syntactic theory of the t~me, than 
the notion Itself was done away wlth In the theory. Such adaptat~ons to the 
i~nderlying theory do not necessxlly detract from the potential mer~t of the 
appilcatlon of the theory. Jn  the case of the Government Constratnt, for 
cxample, ~t was nlitistrated that an account of code-swltchtng data In terms of 
cuilent syntuctlc theory is viable. brrflrxermorc, ~t mkes  sense to propose 
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that the structural aspects of code-switching can be made to follow from 
independently motivated principles (Di Sciullo et al. 1986:2). 

The possibility should also be considered that the successful 
application of syntactic theory to the analysis of code-switching may be 
extended by further research into other language contact phenomena. If, for 
example, the operations and devices of feature checlung theory are shown to 
provide an adequate account of intrasentential code- switching, researchers 
may consider investigating accounts of other language contact phenolnetla in 
tenns of the same operations and devices. The ultimate aim should be to 
account for the structural aspects of all utterances, whether monolingual or 
bilingual, in terms of the same syntactic theory. It should, for example, be 
possible to account for the structural aspects of utterances in a converged 
variety6 in tenns of the same principles and mechanisms used to account for 
structural aspects of monolingual utterances. 

In this paper, various possibilities concerning the application of 
syntactic theory to code- switching research have been discussed. As noted 
by Muysken (1 995: 178), the study of code-switching requires theoretically- 
based structural analysis, the aim of whch is to provide universal 
explanations for code-switching and monolinbrual data alike. Research into 
structural aspects of code-switching should be firmly based on adequate 
syntactic analyses. As suggested by Woolford (1 983 :52 1 ), such research can, 
in turn, provide evidence bearing on questions in grammatical theory. The 
challenge is for researchers to keep themselves informed of theoretical 
developments. 

Department of General Linguistics 
University of Stellenbosch 

ovd@sun.ac.za 

6 A converged variety is the result of extensive mixing of two languages by 
speakers in a community, leading to convergence on lexical and grammatical 
levels, to the extent that the mixed code becomes the norm. An example 1s 
the non-standard Afrikaans spoken by inhabitants of District Six (cf. 
McCornuck 2002). 
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Code-switching as a Technique in 
Teaching Literature in a 
Secondary School ESL Classroom 

Visvaganthie Mosdley and 
Nkonko M. Kamwangamalu 

Introduction 
With all the overtures of a segregated South Africa, prior to the demise of 
apartheid in 1994, bilingualism was officially understood in t e r n  of English 
and Afrikaans only. 1994 witnessed a linguistic transformation, unveiling a 
pluralistic, multietlmic and multilingual society. South Africa is now 
recognized as a truly multilingual country, heralding eleven official 
languages. Nine African languages, isiNdebele, sePedi, seSotho, siSwati, 
sil'songa, seTswana, tshivenda, isiXhosa and isiZulu were added to the two 
already existing official languages, English and Afrikaans. Yet English 
continues to reign at the helm of the political, social, economic and 
educational arenas as the language of opportunity and power. 

Persons that were educationally and linguistically disadvantaged, as a 
result of South Afhca's apartheid regme, perceived English as the golden 
gate of opportunity which was reserved for a select few. English however, is 
no longer the language for only the elite or a select group. It is a language for 
every individual albeit laced with one's native language (NL). The 
Language-in-Education Policy Document in the South African Schools Act 
84 of 1996, clearly documents that: 

In terms of the new Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 
the government, and thus the Department of Education, recognizes 
that our cultural diversity is a valuable national asset and hence is 

Code-switching us ( 2  Technique in Teaching Litrmture . . .  

tasked, amongst other things, to promote multilingualism, the 
development of the officlal languages. 

Hence the department adopts the position that bil~ngualisrn, that is, the home 
language of the learner and an additional language (Engl~sh, in the case of 
Afrlcan language speakers) In KwaZulu-Natal (KZN) 1s a nonnal orlentation 
of the leanling process. Previously, English language users maintained thdt 
the use of the learner's NL had no place In the Engl~sh Second Lai~~quage 
(ESL) classroom. However there is errlptr~cal evldel~ce to show that 
restrtctlng the use of one's NL docs not necessaiily Improve second 
language learn~ng (Elndge 19961303) It is therefoie the duty m d  moral 
obligation of every educator to ensure that s h e  provides the opportuntty and 
means for every learner to use h~sker  NI, In the classroom This, In turn, 
would fac~l~tate the leanung of English as a second ldrtguage (L2). I he 
authors of tills article support the vlew that prohlb~tmg the ieanrers' NI 
with~n the context of ESL rnstructio~i lnhrb~ts memrngful ~nslght ot llterary 
works and rinpedes second language acqurs~tlo~i (SI A) ~tself' 

T h ~ s  article denlonstrates that one of the avemes to acqrnring L2 
proficleilcy is through the use of code swttctung (CS\, the alternate use of 
two (or more) languages 111 a gven speech situation (McClure 1981, Myers- 
Scotton 1993) The issue of how we treat iarapdge aiteniattori t : ~  rhi: 
t lass room of cx~n~cal methodologcai I ~ I ~ O P T ~ I I C S  I ~ C S ; ) ~ L E I L  i , b  lii.. d i ~ ~ 1  o, 
;angia:ise leanmg i speaking, reading, :iitc~iit~g '>i u 8 ~ t i r l =  t :7c!r( >&ir:+cieci , i 
g*ven classroom sitiiation More speclficallj, rlila artlcir: irj~uses ,i:i rke 
aItenlate use or switchrng between English and isikuiu a i  a teclu~lque In 
teach~ng Engllsh Ilterature In the ESL classroom. It demonstrates that CS can 
be used as a strategy m fulfilling a variety of goals of literature ieachrng 
These ~nclude, ainong others, understanding the complex~ties of characters 
and relationships between characters; detemxning major themes; promoting 
emotional, soclal and moral values among learners; develop~ng the learners' 
ablllty to thlnk critically and creatively; incttlng learners to make value 
judgments and drawing learners' attention to discourse styles In the vanous 
genres. 

Theoretical Background 
Code-switching, the phenomenon which occurs widely In bilingual 
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communities including Port Shepstone in KwaZulu-Natal, the regon in 
which this research is based) presumably existed as early as the seventeenth 
century (Bickerton 2981). In its most general sense, CS is the alternating use 
of two or more linpistic varieties (languages, dialects of the same language, 
registers of the same language) at the word, phrase or clause, or sentence 
level in the course of a discourse (Hoffniann 1991 : 1 10; Kamwangamalu 
1992:173). Earlier studies of language contact (e.g. Weinreich 1953) 
considered CS as corrupt linguistic behaviour. CS was certainly not 
perceived as a characteristic feature of the linguistic behaviour of an ideal 
bilingual. Weinreich (1953:73) characterized the ideal bilingual as an 
individual who 'switches from one language to the other according to 
appropriate changes in the speech situation (interlocutors, topic etc.) but not 
in an unchanged speech situation and certainly not within a single sentence'. 
The following examples (1-4) illustrate the various levels at which CS may 
occur in a given context. These are drawn from the text The Suit by Can 
Temba, one of the literary texts studied by the pupil-participants of this 
research and also from recordings of lessons on The Suit. 

At the word level: 
1 .  'Some of the younger women shneked delightedly to the driver, 

'Fuduga! . . . Stir the pot!' as he swung his steering-wheel this way 
and that'. [Page 26, The Suit, Can Themba] 

At the clause or phrase level: 
2. He trusted his wlfe, ngenhliziyo yakhe yonke, with all of his 

heart.[ ... wrth all ofhis heart]. 

At the sentence level: 
3. Wayemnika isidlo sasek'seni embhedeni. Which of you boys will 

do that hey? [He gave her breayhst in bed]. 

At a discourse level: 
4. Matilda's lover jumped out through the window, wajomba 

ngetasitela bantwana, in his underpants. Jinagine that eh! 
Ngaphandle kwezingubo zakhe. He left his suit behind [... through 
the window boys and girls, ... without his clothes .. .I. 

This study is infonned by Gumperz's (1982) interactional model, Myers- 
Scotton's (1993) markedness lvodel and Kanlwangamalu's (I9'?8) code-in- 
between approach. According to Gumperz's (1982) interacrional model, 
code choices comprise a contextualizing cue. This model posits that CS nlay 
be perceived as a contextualizing cue which helps speakers to signal ar~d 
listeners to interpret conunurricative intent of speaken v ~ ~ t h r n  a gwen 
situatiolt or context (Ciumperz 1 982: 13 1 -2). As particlp;iiiis of this stucky who 
change roles as both speakers and listeners anti who share a common 
linguistic repertoire i t . ,  the ability to speak both Ellgllsh and Zulu, they are 
able to signal and interpret the co~nrnunicative intent of one other. CS as a 
contextualizing cue in the context of this study may therefore be perceived 
as a language resource that enables social and pedagogcal functions to be 
fulfilled. 

In her markedness model, Myers-Scotton (1993) assumes that CS is 
an index of social negotiations of rights and obligations existing between 
participants in a conversational exchange. In thls study, the participants 
share norms for such features as status of participants, topic (aspect of the 
lesson) and setting (the classroom). In terms of this model, teacher and 
learner code-choices would fall within the markedness continuum of 
unmarked and marked choices. This study demonstrates that by engaging in 
CS as an unmarked choice (in Myers-Scotton's terms, an expected choice), 
the teacher is able to elicit responses from learners thus encouragrig active 
participation and involvement in the lesson. It also provides an opportunity 
for learners to express themselves in their NL comfortably and confidently 
without anxiety of making mistakes in English. 

With regard to Kamwangamalu's (1998) proposal of the 'code-in- 
between', code choices do not have to always be binary. English therefore 
may not be perceived as either a 'they-code' (i.e., outgroup language) or 
'we-code' (i.e., ingroup language) as suggested by Gumperz (1982). Instead, 
it may be viewed as a 'code-in-between' that enables speakers to achieve 
specific goals. In the context of the study, it is evident that English is 
perceived as a 'code-in-between' that enables both teachers and pupils to 
fulfill various social and pedagogcal goals. 

Setting, Subjects and Data Collection 
In gathering the data, two classes of Grade 10 learners at two schools, In 
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close proximity to each in the Port Shepstone regon, were selected. These 
schools were chosen because the learners in both schools are isiZulu 
speakers who study English as a second language. In addition, both schools 
were ideal for this study in that the teacher of English in the one school is a 
L1 speaker of English and the teacher of English in the other school is a L1 
speaker of isiZulu. 

The experimental approach was adopted in this study. The control 
group was the class (39 pupils) that was taught by the English L1 speaker 
using English as the sole medium of instruction. The other class (55 pupils), 
taught by the isiZulu L1 speaker who was asked to make deliberate use of 
English-isiZulu CS in the classroom in which the matriddominant language 
is English, was the experimental group. 

The lessons were taught over a period of seven weeks. They were 
tape-recorded and a professional isiZulu-English translator transcribed and 
translated the recordings. Teacher participants verified the accuracy of the 
transcriptions. At the end of the series of lessons, the learners wrote a total 
of three tests (one short story and an examination of two of the three poems 
studied) the results of which were analyzed to determine whether CS 
promotes scholastic achievement or not. The test questions were designed to 
reveal the learners' ability to (i)follow a sequence of events; (ii)read for 
meaning; (iii)display an understanding of characters, themes, messages, 
writer's intention, appreciation of diction and literary devices; and 
(iv)demonstrate an ability to make judgments. Learners' test scripts were 
marked by a 'neutral teacher' i.e. one who was neither an active participant 
of the research nor the authors of this article. 

The subject content comprised two short stories and three poems. 
The two short stories were The Suit by Can Themba and Kid Playboy by 
Casey Motsisi, both from To Kill A Man's Pride and other Stories from 
Southern Africa, a compilation that is edited by Norman Hodge. The poems 
under study were Promise by Mafika Pascal Gwala, Follower by Seamus 
Heaney and Out, Out by Robert Frost. Kid Playboy deals with a philandering 
young man whose wedding is being covered by a reporter, the narrator of the 
story. The story focuses on Kid Playboy (who is responsible for the suicide 
of the narrator's ex-grlfriend) and the wedding present he receives (i.e. his 
baby from an ex-girlfriend) while the marriage ceremony is being conducted. 
The thrust of the story The Suit is the unusual punishment a cuckolded 

Cadi!-swltchzng crs it Teci~tzzque 1rz 'I'etzching Llierclturt 

husband, Philemon, metes to his wlfe, Matllda. she IS to tredt the s u ~ t  of her 
lover as a guest lri their home. This punishment leads to her even.ual suicide 
The poem Prom~se concerns the breaking of the prornlse between lovers, thc 
fault of whom which IS left to speculation. Follower concerns the cycilc 
nature of man 1.e when the father is young and fit ,  hls son 15 the follower, 
but wlth old age, the father becomes the follower As for Out, Out, it deals 
with a young boy who loses, first, h ~ s  arm, and then his i~ fe  while sawing 
wood at work. 

Our aim in this research was to respond to the following questtons 

(a) What are the specific functions of CS by learners and teachers? 
(b) Does CS facilitate the learning process and if so, how? 
(c) Does CS facilitate interpretation of meaning in the teaching of 

literature, enhance appreciation of intrinsic literary value and offer 
insights into 'life-lessons' via the texts? 

(d) Does CS promote scholastic acheven~ent as measured by tests of 
literary works? 

Functions of Code-switching 
Analysis of data reveals that CS by the bilingual teachers and learners 
fulfills both social and pedagogcal functions in the classroom viz., CS as 
reiterative, for explanation purposes, to provide new or content information, 
for elaboration, as an emblem for group solidarity, as a directive, as a phatic 
function, for class management and influencing learner behaviour, for 
quotation, as referential, as intei:jections, as a poetic function, for use of 
proverbs in another language and to display one's knowledge. However, it is 
not our intention to comment on each of these functions nor is it within the 
scope of this article to comment on every example of CS used by the 
participants. Instead, we present the pedagogcal functions of CS as observed 
in the speech of the participants and comment on the more salient or obvious 
examples of CS. 

CS as Reiterative 
This hnction of 'bilingual echoing' (6ibbons 1987230) is a repetition of an 
utterance, either literally or in modified form, in another code from that 
which has been used. Examples of CS used for reiterative purposes are: 
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Lesson on 'Follower' 
5 .  Although he was a nuisance sometimes, he was loved. He was still 

young. Nakuba esemcane ubanga isicefe ubusy uyasebenza iloku 
ibanga isicefe [Although he was a small child he was a nuisance 
when hzs,father was busy working]. 

Lesson on 'Out, out-' 
6. He said please sister, please sister tell the doctor not to amputate my, 

or cut off, my hand. It is so painful no? Kwakubuhlungu kakhulu 
[It is so painful]. 

Group discussion 
7. T Why? 

P Wemela [She felt the pain]. 
T Wemela [ She felt thepain]. Did she feel that this was real? 

In (5) ,  the teacher repeats the characteristics of the child, with some 
modification viz. 'when the father was busy worhng'. In (6) ,  reiteration is 
used to emphasize the pain that the boy experiences. In (7), CS as reiterative 
serves a different purpose. By repeating his pupil's answer 'Wemela' [she 
felt the pain], the teacher fulfills two functions, both social and pedagogical. 
Firstly, by repeating the pupil's answer, the teacher acknowledges the 
pupil's NL, displaying that it has value in the classroom. At the same time, 
the teacher also achieves solidarity with the pupil. Thus he fulfills a social 
function. Secondly, the repetition serves as an affirmation of the pupil's 
answer, thus reinforcing the answer. In this way, the teacher fulfills a 
pedagogcal function. 

CS for Explanation Purposes 
C S  may be used to explain an idea, concept, or content information. For 
example: 

Lesson on 'Promise9 
8. Promise. Kufikani? [What do you think?] No one? Bekufanele 

sihlangane .ago 10 eSayidi isethembiso [Ifyou were supposed to 
meet someone at ten in Port Shepstone, that is apromise]. 

Lesson on 'Follower' 
9. The furrow is the row umsele owenzeka ngesikhathi ulima /,-OM.\ 

that ure fornzed when you plough] (Teacher draws 011 board). 

In (8), when the teacher does not receive a response to h ~ s  question 
'Kuijkani?' [What do you th~nk '] ,  he resorts to CS to explain the concept 
‘promise' by provid~ng an example. In ($I), he switches to is~Lulu wh~le 
drawiiig on the board to provide an explanatloll for 'rows' and so ensures 
that pupils understand its meanlng. 

CS to Provzde Content Injormntzon or New ltzformat~on 
CS can be used to provide inforn~ation that is gven 111 the text as hell as 
providing add~tional i~~format~on to enhance pupils' understanding of the 
text and bulld on puplls' knowledge. Constder the followmg example. 

Lesson on 'Kid playboy' 
10. It means that hls trousers were not too well pressed. Ele wasebona 

kufanele aye etendeni, ayobhuquza laphaya etender~i. 
1,akugcwele khona utshani, akugcweie khona nezidakwa, 
notshwala besizulu, nezinkamba. [He thought rhnr IICJ Has 
szcpposed to be iimolzgst those 11.1 a lcnl i lJ. \  where tizc,re Lire 
cdrunkards and Afrzcan beerl. 

In  this extract, the teacher swatches to i.;rZulu firstly, to prov~de content 
inforn~atron 1.e. the reporter should be amongst thoxe m the tent (due to his 
'unpressed trousers'); and secondly, to provtde new ~nfor-mation i e , the 
quality of people who would be put into the tent and the kind of act~vities 
that would take place therein. In so dong, the puplls would now be able to 
differentlate between the guests who are housed in the hall where the actual 
wedding takes place and the guests who are put tnto the tent 

CS for Elaboration 
C S  can be used to expand on or embellish what has already been said in one 
code. Consider (1 1) and (12) below: 
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Lesson on 'Kid Playboy' 
1 1 .  She did that because Kid Playboy went to another girl, wamala, 

hhayi nokuthi wamala wavele wambaleka-nje [He broke up with 
her. He ran away from her.] He didn't go to her for a month. 
Wazihambela wathola enye intombazane [He got another girl]. 

Lesson on 'Out, out-' 
12. The hand was already cut off by the saw, not by the doctor, by the 

saw. Libukhali lelisahha lakhona niwabhasobhe [This saw is very 
sharp, you must watch it]. 

In ( I l ) ,  the teacher uses CS to elaborate on Kid Playboy's behaviour and 
attitude toward the girl spoken about. No new information is provided, but in 
switching to isiZulu the teacher builds on Kid Playboy's character. Also, it 
serves to ensure that pupils acquire a better understanding of his character. 
In the second instance (12), the teacher expands on the quality of the saw i.e. 
its sharpness, drawing attention to how dangerous it was. 

CS for Classroom Management and Influencing Learner 
Behaviour 
The data suggest that teachers use CS for management control as well as to 
elicit specific behavioural responses from pupils. These two aspects are 
closely linked as getting a pupil to behave in a desirable way often helps in 
managng the class (e.g., in terms of discipline). Consider the following 
examples: 

Lesson on 'Kid Playboy' 
13. [The class makes a noise] 

Okay, okay, asiqhubekeni [..... let's continue]. 

Lesson on 'Kid Playboy' 
14. Keep quite. Thula. Oyedwa ngesikhathi. [Keep quiet, keep quiet, 

one at a time]. 
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Lesson on 'The suit' 
15. What happened? What was the last straw for Matilda? The whole 

thing? Wayengasakwazi ukubekezela yini imbangela? [What was 
the reason that made her unable to tolerate this any more?] 

In (13) and (14), the teacher switches to isiZulu to maintain classroom 
discipline. In (15), in addition to elaborating on his preceding question by 
providing clues to the answer, the switch to isiZulu is meant to evoke a 
response from his pupils. 

CS as a Phatic Function 
CS may be accornpan~ed by a variat~on in tone or pitch of voice to ach~eve 
specific effects as IS ev~dent m the examples below: 

Lesson on 'Kid Playboy' 
16. Keep quiet. Thula! Oyedwa ngesikhathi [Keep quiet' One al a 
time!] 

Lesson on 'Kid Playboy' 
17. [Teacher reads] 'Afier eveT burst.. ........... the gruss green ' 

Ngizobathengela umrneli uzobatshengisa kahle ukuthi mina 
nginjani [I wlll have a lawyer that wlll show them who I am).  

In (16), the teacher addresses her class strongly, loudly and assertively to 
maintain order in class as the class has become very rowdy. In addition, by 
emphatically stating 'Oyedwa ngesikhathi' [One at a time] she asserts her 
authority and achieves her desired effect. In the second extract, CS performs 
a phatic function for a different reason. By switching directly to isiZulu 
(after reading an extract) in a loud, angry voice of the character (the bride) 
the teacher effectively displays the bride's indignation at being hunliliated. 
The tone employed effectively conveys the bride's feelings. 

In addition to examining the functions of CS in the classroom, we 
also set out to investigate whether CS in the classroom contributes to 
scholastic achievement. A comparison of scores obtained from three tests 
administered to both the control and experimental groups revealed that there 
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was no significant difference In results between the two groups. We 
therefore conclude that the use of CS in the classroom does not necessarily 
contnbute to s~holastlc achievement as measured by test scores. 

Conclusion 
In concluding this paper, we would like to return to the key research 
questions raised at the begnning of this study, in particular the following: 

Can CS in the Classroom Eflectively Enhance Learning and 
Scholastic Achievement? 
The findings show that CS is a natural phenomenon that occurs mostly 
spo~~taneously among English-isiZulu bilingual educators and learners in the 
domain of the school. By fulfilling various specific functions, such as CS for 
reiteration, explanation, elaboration, influencing learner behaviour, 
providing content andlor new information, solidarity, and for directive and 
phatic purposes, teachers were able to enhance pupils' learning. By the 
strategic use of learners' NL, the bilingual teachers were able to enhance 
learners' vocabulary; enable learners to grasp difficult ideas and concepts; 
provide meaningful and significant extra or new information thus enhancing 
learners' overall knowledge; ensure understanding of plot, characters and 
themes of literary texts studied; exhort learners to think critically and 
creatively (which is one of major aims in the study of literature e.g., Reid 
1982) and incite learners to make value judgments. 

The findings demonstrate that the use of learners' NL, promotes 
learning; through the use of CS pupils are better able to understand the 
literary texts studied and are therefore better able to respond appropriately to 
test questions. In addition to enhancing learning, our findings reveal that CS 
during literature lessons serves to fulfill emotional, social and moral values. 
The use of CS helps promote learners' acquisition of moral awareness and a 
sense of values, and acquire empathetic understanding of others and 
themselves, which are also aims of literature teaching (e.g. Reid 1982). In so 
doing, learners are better equipped to deal with life's emotional and moral 
challenges, and are helped to become worthy persons. Hence, CS contributes 
to not only learning for academic success but also to learning for life at 
large. 
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Can the Learners' NLs be Effectively Emploj)ed to Promote ESL? 
Our study shows that by employing learners' NL in the for11 of 
intersentential and intrasentential CS, ESL is promoted. By resorting lo the 
use of learners' NL, teachers discuss vocabulary and phrases thus enhancing 
vocabulary in English. Also, when teachers use CS for reiterative purposes, 
repeating in isiZulu what has been said in English or vice versa, pupils 
acquire the gramnlatical rules of spealung and writing in English. 111 

addition, in terms of Canale and Swain's (1979:4-6) model of 
conlrnunicative competence which focuses on the acquisition of not only 
grammatical competence but sociolinguistic competence, discourse 
competence and strategc competence as well, literature teaching is an 
excellent resource for the acquisition of these competences. Using CS in the 
teaching of literature thus becomes a powerful technique in promoting ESL. 

Furthermore, the study clearly demonstrates that learners' NL has a 
legitimate and irreplaceable position in the teaching of literature irrespective 
of the proficiency levels of either the teacher or the learner. To deprive the 
learner of hislher NL in the classroom is to deprive hindher of the 
opportunity of acquiring hisher L2 proficiently. If indeed education is 'a  
mirror unto a people's social being' (Ngugi wa Thiongo 1986:223) and that 
literature is, among other things, an exploration of the self through 
characters, the language one employs, including CS, is inextricably woven in 
unfolding of values inherent in literature teaching. To deny a learner the 
opportunity to use hisher NL in the classroom is a negation of hirnlherself 
as a social being and more importantly as a unique, enlergng individual. 

'3rb what Degree does CS ASfeect Learner-teacher and Learner- 
learner Interaction ? 
Our study shows that when teachers use CS they are better able to elicit 
responses from learners, and better able to elicit responses that go beyond 
nlonosyllabic responses than when they use English only. This however, 
does not mean that when teachers ask questions they must always resort to 
using learners' NL or using CS behaviour. Doing so will, in fact, impede the 
learning process and scholastic achievement as pupils will become 
dependent on teachers' use of the NL. They will know that the teacher is 
going to use their NL and learn not to attend to the English version of a 
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question. Also, if the teacher makes frequent use of the mother tongue, 
learners wilJ become unfamiliar with questioning techniques they encounter 
in tests and examinations. Instead, the strategic use of CS, i.e. by using 
learners' NL only when it is evident that pupils fail to respond to a question 
that is posed in English only or using learners' NL as a springboard for 
sustained and animated discussion, will be beneficial. 

In addition, learner-learner interaction is facilitated by employing 
the NL and was evident in recordings of group activities. The h n d  of 
animated talking that went on among the pupils serves as a contrast to the 
limited learner participation when the teacher was teaching. It is clear that 
using the NL allows pupils to express their thougl~ts and opinions without 
anxiety and with confidence. They feel secure in the knowledge that they are 
able to communicate exactly what they think and feel without fear of making 
mistakes should they use English only. However, the danger lies in 
overusing the mother tonb'ue as pointed out by Atkinson (1987:246). Our 
research shows that learners use nlostly English to interact with their 
teachers but mostly isiZulu to interact with each other during group 
activities, It appears that spealung with each other in the NL is a matter of 
course, even when they are quite capable of expressing themselves in 
English. This observation is evident in the fact that the report back to the 
class as a whole was carried out in English. In our view, the overuse of the 
NL in the ESL classroom defeats the purpose of effective CS and cheats 
learners of practising their English. Our findings therefore support 
Atkinson's (1987) view that CS can be effective as long as the matrix 
language is English. 

Implications 
The findings of the study have implications for (a) language-in-education 
policy and (b) ESL teachers and teaching methodology. 

Language-in-education Policy 
In 1995, in her discussion of the implications of CS for curriculum planning, 
Gila (1995:42) states: 'Curriculum planners need to recognize the 
occurrence of CS as a reality in classroom teaching and further accord it an 
official status.' It is clear that the Language-in-Education Policy document in 
the South African Schools Act 84 of 1996 as well as the report from the 
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Centre for Education Policy Development (1994) (which specifically states 
that CS during group discussions, workshops, practicals, seminars and 
lectures should be acknowledged as a normal feature of teaching and 
learning) accords CS official status. 

The question that arises is: 1s the policy of inclusion of CS in teaching 
and learning being implemented by the schools? If not, why not'? Our 
research findings lead us to suggest that principals, teachers and the school 
governing bodies are either ignorant of the language policy, are pretending 
ignorance, or simply choose to ignore it. The implications for these role 
players are twofold: (a) for the role players to become, as Adendorff (1993) 
suggests, engaged in consciousness raising; and (b) to initiate a change 111 

attitudes among role players toward CS. 
If principals, teachers and governing bodies are indeed ignorant of the 

language policy act, then there is urgent need for the language policy act to 
be brought to their attention. Language advisors and other language policy 
authorities in the educational domain should as a matter of urgency, ensure 
that every school has a language policy committee in place. The task of this 
committee would be, atnong other things, to familiarize themselves and 
others at school, including learners and parents, with gazetted language 
policies. Previously held misconceptions about the use of learners' NL in 
classroom instruction should be clarified. CS should be recognized as a 
teaching strategy as 'language teaching is inextricably tied to language 
policy' (Savignon 1991:265) and needs to be included in the schools' 
language policy. This calls for a change in attitudes toward CS. 

Implicationsjor ESL Teachers and Teaching Methodology 
The role of CS in the classroom also has specific implications for ESL 
teachers. Teachers across the curriculum, and even more pertinently, 
teachers of ESL need to experience a change in mind set regarding 
perceptions of CS in the classroom. Now, more than ever before, with the 
hype and urgency that teachers and learners have in pursuing English, 
teachers of ESL should realize that switching between codes is not a 
degenerative form of a language but a code that can be used effectively in 
the acquisition of the target language. Teachers of English should be made 
aware of how CS can be used to, for example, build on vocabulary; teach 
grammatical structure; ensure learners understand difficult concepts and 
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content information; and so on. It also needs to be stressed that in the 
language classroom, this does not mean that everything that is said in 
English must be repeated in Zulu and vice versa. Teachers also need to be 
informed of the dangers of ovenrse of the mother tongue by both themselves 
and their pupils. 

The findings of this study have even more specific implications for the 
teacher of literature. Many literary texts of various genres, both imported 
and local, have evidence of the use of CS by characters. Both the short 
stories, 'The Suit' and 'Kid Playboy' are examples of texts that contain 
examples of the use of different lects and CS. Teachers should draw 
attention to how CS is used to provide information about setting and 
character, enhance meaning of the text, and more importantly, how CS is 
used as an effective communicative device. When learners see CS in use by 
poets and authors, they will see that CS is not something to be embarrassed 
about, but a code that can be used effectively. For pupils to feel this way, it 
is necessary that teachers themselves feel this way. 

CS in the classroom also has implications for methodology viz. the 
issue of cultural methodology, CS during group work and peer group 
teaching. In conjunction with the various issues we have discussed 
concerning CS, CS in the classroom also raises the issue of a culturally- 
relevant methodology and should therefore occupy a crucial place in the 
curriculum. CS also has implications for group work in the classroom. While 
teachers can supervise and control learner talk in a one-to-one interaction in 
the classroom, this is not so easily done during group work, especially in 
large classes. Teachers should encourage learners to use their NL if they 
wish to or find the need to, but they must be informed that they are not to do 
so extensively. 

Finally, as this study has revealed that there appears to be no 
significant correlation between CS and scholastic performance, it suggests a 
need for a longitudinal study to investigate whether CS enhances scholastic 
performance. In addition, in view of the influx of ESL speakers in English 
LI classrooms, there is need for the investigation of the role of the NL of 
ESL speakers in multilingual English L1 classrooms. 
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Introduction 
This paper investigates the language choices of Turlush learners following 
the teachers' code-switchng (CS) between Turlush and English in English 
second language (ESL) classrooms at a Turkish university in izmir. By 
applying a conversational analysis (CA) approach, this paper illustrates how 
teacher-initiated and teacher-induced CS in an ESL classroom interaction 
can illuminate a particular interactional phenomenon and show its systematic 
properties. 

Although several CS studies have been carried out in ESL classroom 
settings, the number of studies with respect to English-Turkish CS is limited. 
Eldridge (1996) focuses on teachers' attitudes on Turkish-English CS in the 
secondary school setting and and outlines the implications of these for 
teacher training. My research focuses on teacher-learner interactions in ESL 
settings at a tertiary level. More specifically, I attempt to describe how 
teachers use CS within ESL lessons on the one hand. On the other hand, I 
examine the learners' responses to their teachers' use of CS and the impact 
this phenomenon has on their use of the target language, English. An 
understanding of the linguistic processes at hand will benefit teachers, 
curriculum developers, researchers, and learners of English and will yield a 
contextualised perspective on the phenomenon of CS, its form, and its 
function in the organisation of language usage in ESL classrooms. 
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Theoretical Concepts 
The definitions of bilingualism and bilingualism in CS research more 
specifically, range from free conversation (Auer 1998) to institutional talk 
(ValdCs-Fallis 1978). Institutional talk differs from free conversation in the 
sense that there is an 'asymmetrical power relationship' (Markee 2000). In 
accordance with Valdes-Fallis' (1978:3) definition that a bilingual is one 
with varying degrees of proficiency in two languages and one who can draw 
from both languages in the same conversation, I regard the teachers and 
learners of my study as bilingual speakers of English and Turkish. 

CS itself may be defined in terms of sociolinguistic (Milroy and 
Muysken 1995) or pedagogxal (Martin-Jones 1995) perspectives, among 
others, and as ordinary (Wei 2002) or classroom (Martin 1999) talk. My 
research is related to the pedagogical perspective of CS in classroom talk. 
According to Valdes-Fallis' (1981: 95) CS is 'the alternating use of two 
languages at the word, phrase, clause, or sentence level.' This definition 
forms the basis of my article. The data collected for this study may be 
categorised into two types of CS viz. teacher-initiated and teacher-induced 
CS. I define 'teacher-initiated CS' as a type of CS in which the teacher 
switches to Turlush or English according to the pedagogical focus at a Dven 
point in time (e.g. to give L1 equivalents, to ask for L2 translations, etc.). 
The learner's response in either Turkish, English or Turkish-English CS 
indicates hisher alignment or misalignment with the teacher's pedagogical 
focus. On the other hand, I define 'teacher-induced CS' as a type of CS in 
which the teacher encourages learners to take a turn in Turkish, while using 
English (e.g. aslung for the Turlush equivalent of an English word in 
English). 

Code-switching Studies in L2 Classrooms 
CS studies in L2 classrooms have expanded primarily in three avenues. The 
one avenue is where researchers have promoted the use of the L1 in the L2 
classroom. In this regard, Turnbull (2001) proposes that using the L1 in L2 
classrooms is a useful teaching and learning strategy and should therefore be 
deliberately incorporated in L2 classrooms. The second avenue is one where 
researchers suggest that L1 use should be avoided. Polio and Duff (1994) 
argue that using the L2 as much as possible is critical and that the use of the 
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L1 is a waste of precious opportunities to practice the L2. In view of the 
third avenue of CS research in L2 classrooms viz. the use of both the L1 and 
L2 in the L2 classroom, Cook (2001) suggests that CS is a l~atural 
phenomenon and the concurrent use of L1 and L2 is inevitable in L2 
classrooms. 

Although there are many studies that suggest either avoiding or 
encouraging L1 use in L2 classrooms, this study does not aim to prescribe an 
'ideal' foreign language environment. 'The purpose here is to describe the 
sequential environment where teachers and learners integrate CS into their 
interactional and pedagogcal work in complex and constantly evolving 
ways. Thus, in this study, CS is understood from an emic perspective in 
which 'the viewpoint results from studying behaviour as from inside the 
system' (Pike 1967:37) rather than from an etic perspective viz. studying 
behaviour from outside of a particular system" (ibid). According to Markee 
(2000:44) conversational analysis (CA)-for-SLA helps to develop an enlic 
perspective on how the participants display their understanding of the 
context they find themselves in. 

An interesting tool used in an L2 classroom is scaffolding. 'The 
process that enables learners to move from their actual developnlent level to 
their potential developmental level is referred to as 'scaffolding' (Wood, 
Bruner, and Ross 1976). My research considers CS as the strategy by which 
the teacher may provide access to English language learning/teaching (see 
Ferguson 2003). I interpret the teachers' code-switching patterns as a 
scaffolding technique (see Martin 1999 for similar conclusions). This 
suggests one possible way of promoting a convergence between CA, 
sociocultural and sociolinguistic theory (of which the notion of scaffolding 
is based on). In other words, the view that scaffolding occurs through the use 
of the linguistic strategy, CS within a given linguistic, pedagogic and social 
context (L2 classroom) and in relation to the institutional airn (to teachllearn 
L2) guides the theoretical development of this article. 

Methodological Framework 
The data for this study was collected by means of classroom observations. 

rlnner This consisted of audio and visual recordings of lessons from six beb' 
level English classrooms. Transcripts of the lessons were examined 
according to the CA  neth hod of sequential analysis (Seedhouse 2004). 
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The research methodology I used in this paper is CA. Markee 
(2000:40) outlines four airns of CA. The first aim is to identify the structure 
of the conversation. CA reveals how participants align themselves to the 
underlying preferential structure of gven conversation. Conversation 
analysts seek to demonstrate that conversation can not be conversation if 
universal interactional resources for making meaning such as turn-talung or 
repair does not exist. The second aim of CA is to identity the conversation's 
own autonomous context. 

In order to demonstrate the existence of such universal interactional 
resources (e.g., turn-talng, repair, adjacency pairs, preference organisation), 
conversation analysts use prototypical examples whlch g v e  discursive fonn 
to the phenomenon being analyzed. For instance, reading a turn as an 
invitation is contextually warranted by an invitation-relevant presequence, 
i.e. presence of an invitee and a following acceptance or rejection sequence. 
Thirdly, CA aims to establish the fact that there is no priory justification. 
Conversation analysts do not approach data with a priori hypotheses in 
mind. They believe that if no detail of conversation is disorderly, accidental, 
or irrelevant, then clearly, extremely fine-grained transcriptions will be 
required to capture the complexity of talk-in-interaction. Finally, the study of 
conversation requires naturally occurring data. Conversation analysts 
analyse naturally occumng data. They do not use laboratory settings to 
collect data. Thus, the need for naturally occurring data requires researchers 
to be extremely sensitive to the social context of data collection. These airns 
were carefully considered in the collection of the data as well as in the 
analysis. 

In addition to the above, Seedhouse's (2004:228) summary of the 
three interactional properties that constitute part of the unique 'fingerprint' 
of L2 classroom interaction also guides this study. Firstly, language is both 
the vehicle and object of instruction. According to Seedhouse (ibid) this 
property 'springs rationally and inevitably from the core goal' which dictates 
that the L2 is the object, goal, and focus of instruction. Therefore, language 
has a unique dual role in the L2 classroom in that it is both the vehicle and 
object, both the process and product of the instruction. On the other hand, in 
other non-language subjects of study (e.g., history, engmeering, etc.), 
language is only the vehicle of the teaching and learning. 

Another critical property is the reflexive relationship between peda- 
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gogy and interaction. Seedhouse (2004:229) explains the reflexive 
relationship between pedagogy and interaction as 'the L2 classroom has its 
own interactional organisation which transforms the pedagogcal focus (task- 
as-work plan) into interaction (task-in-process).' So, 'whoever is taking part 
in L2 classroom interaction and whatever the particular activity during 
which the interactants are speaking the L2, they are always displaying to one 
another their analyses of the current state of the evolving relationship 
between pedagogy and interaction, and acting on the basis of these analyses' 
(ibid). In my study, this property is illustrated through the analysis of the 
organisation of the learners' language choices upon teacher-initiated and 
teacher-induced CS. 

The third property that Seedhouse (2004:230) espouses to is the fact 
that linguistic forms and patterns of interaction, which the learners produce 
in the L2, are subject to evaluation by the teacher in some way. In relation to 
this property, van Lier (1988:32) notes that 'everyone involved in language 
teaching and learning will readily agree that evaluation and feedback are 
central to the process and progress of language learning.' However, 
Seedhouse (2004: 230) highlights the fact that 'this property does not imply 
that all learner utterances in the L2 are followed by a direct and overt 
verbalised evaluation by the teacher.' An examination of the evaluation 
process is not within the scope of this study. However, in order to relate this 
property to my research setting, I suggest that it is possible for the teachers 
to avoid any explicit evaluation during observed conversation lessons 
altogether and to g v e  learners an end-of-year grade or report on their oral 
performance. 

My study follows Seedhouse's (2004:232) view that 'these three 
properties are universal, i.e., they apply to all L2 classroom interaction' and 
that these 'form the foundation of the rational architecture and of the unique 
institutional 'fingerprint' of the L2 classroom.' h this study, I find that 
learners strategically use CS to display alignment or misalignment with the 
teacher's pedagogical focus. This is an important finding because it provides 
a way of linking the organisation of L2 classroom interaction to institutional 
goals. 

'Preference organisation' is another important methodolo~cal tool 
in this study. The definition of 'preference organisation', in CA terms, is 'the 
format for agreements, which is labelled as the 'preferred' action turn shape 
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and the disagreement format is called the 'dispreferred' action turn shape' 
(Pomerantz 1984:64). The rationale behind 'preference organisation' is that 
there are differences in the design of adjacency pairs (e.g., offers, which can 
be accepted or refused; assessments, which can be agreed with or disagreed 
with; and requests, which can be granted or denied) between their positive 
and negative alternatives. In this article, I shall define and exemplify how 
preference organisation, which is closely related to adjacency pair 
sequences, is organised in the observed HI., classrooms. In the L2 classroom 
context, the preference organisation of repair is linked to the teachers' 
pedagogcal focus i.c., preferred learner responses orient to the pedagogical 
focus (Seedhouse 2004). In this study, I define repair in relation to CS 
preference, that is, when the teacher does not receive an answer to his/her L2 
question, s/be repeats his/her question ul the LI .  There is a reflexive 
relationship between the pedagogical. focus (in code-switched turns) and the 
organisation of repair. As the pedagogical focus varies, so does the 
organisation of repair. I n  other words, the preference organisation shows that 
a preferred response i s  affiliative, while a dispreferred response is 
disaffilative (ibid). 

Data Analysis 
A close inspection of the data reveals two recurring patterns of preference 
organisation in the learners' language choice upon the teacher-initiated and 
teacher-induced CS. Firstly, the teachers code-switch from the designated 
medium, English to Turbsh to repair trouble when there is a delay in the 
learner's reply of more than one second. Secondly, the learners respond in 
English to align themselves with the teacher's pedagogical focus. The 
learners who respond in Turkish express their non-alignment the pedagogical 
focus andlor their need to invoke trouble or change alignment. 

However, teacher-induced CS sequences are different from teacher- 
initiated CS sequences in terms of learners' preferred language choice (i.e., 
Turkish). The discussion follows in the following paragraphs with sample 
extracts taken from the same ESL classroom at the Modern Languages 
Department. There were eleven learners in the classroom. Extract 1 below is 
taken from a lesson that is a teacher-directed class discussion about New 
Year celebrations in Turkey. The pause time (in seconds) taken by the 
interlocutors are indicated in brackets. 
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1 ?T: okay .hh what is er (0.5) the best (0.5) New Year Evening for 
you? 
2 (0.5) 
3 what would be the best New Year for you? 
4 (1.5) 
5 en iyi yllbap ne olurdu sizin i ~ i n ?  
[tr: what would be the best New Year's Day for you?] 
6 (2.5) 
7 L1: er (0.5) birthday 
8 T: no no New Year 
9 (1.0) 
10 what would be the best New Year? 
11 (0.5) 
12 do you need the money to spend for the perfect New Year? 

In the above sample extract, the teacher poses a question in L2 in line 1. 
After waiting for half a second, he repeats his question using different 
linguistic formatting in line 3. The teacher still gets no response in the one 
and half a second pause which follows (line 4), and he then code-switches to 
translate the question into Turkish in line 5. After a two and half a second 
pause, L1 takes the reply turn in line 7. The teacher repairs Ll ' s  reply in line 
8. 

On applying CA to this extract, I want to understand why the teacher 
code-switches to L1 after a lack of response and a lengthy pause and why the 
learner responds in L2, to the teacher's question in L1. In order to understand 
this, I need to refer to both sequential issues (preference organisation) and 
institutional issues (the organisation of I,2 classrooln interaction). As 
exemplified in the literature on CS in ordinary talk (Wei 2002) , when a 
speaker in ordinary conversation does not obtain an immediate answer to 
hisher question (which would be the preferred option), the speaker will 
often repeat the question with modifications which are often simplifications. 
This is the sequential aspect. In the institutional L2 classroom setting, the 
teacher's question introduces a pedagogcal focus, which in this case is that 
learners will produce an appropriate answer in the L2 to the question. For 
the institutional business to be carried out, it is essential that the learner 
understands the pedagogical focus. When the teacher does not obtain an 



answer, the teacher rnod~ftes the Ilngulsttc forms 111 L2 to clarlfy the 
pedagog~iiil focus When tfils st111 does r~ot produce the requlred response, 
the teacher code-swttches In order to explain the pedagog~cal focus nn the 
L1. wfllch 1s eitsirr 1:)s rhe iez-11er to unrlerstarid, 

FYOW lhis ,~c:";>)e,:~-/e the  CS f~irtber rnc>dilles and s~nlgl~fies the 
I I I + ~ ~ : > I I ( -   TI^ q , . I ,>* ( ( i.v rils !me 'larther m o w  dohrr! the preference 
. * : ! I  1 1 5 ~ .  tto\: l ir~t2 E~~~ou~kaorrt thc data, the learners 
>r ~ C I :  +:, .rilillak. i : ~  1 Y:L :-cfi(:t~il~r I 'S 11-1 orde~ 10 detexl~xne whetller this 
t l ~ ) d l v s j ~  ts ,c;nect ~ v e  (,an cmpioy iIle liext-tuan proof procetlure and see 
how the lezxrrs dml>:,e tbe i ' S  in both cases they respond by producing an 
answer in the i,;?, I e . I r l  or l~ ratallon tu t l~c  teacher's arlgi~ial questlon 111 the 
L2 By dong so, the learner. drsplay affillatlon to the pedago~cal  focus, r.e., 
they recognlsr h i t  rhe alln 1.  for them to answcr the questlor1 using the L,2. 
I'lxey also diereby (llxpiay iiAtir recogn~t~on that the a m  of the leather's turn 
In the L1 i s  to clarity the pes!aspgxxil focus for them. In the sanipic extract, 
the learner produces an answer in 12, bur ~t 1s not prectsely the answer 
targeted by the teacher's peciagogrcal focus and the teacher lnltiates repatr in 
the hope of'the iearrner prodllc~i~j: a more appropnate answer In the L2. The 
analysts demonstrates the ~ntertwinedness of language choice, sequence and 
pedagogcal focus. 

Extract 2 below also exen~pllfies the systeniatlc use of preference 
organisation discussed above 

1 ?T: okay (.) hh on Tuesday nlght? 
2 (0.5) 
3 on New Year's night? 
4 (1 .O) 
5 on Tuesday (.) last Tuesday? 
6 (2.0) 
7 Sali gunu? 
[tr: on Tuesday] 
8 L4: (0.5) 
9 er- 
10 T: =Yilbajr gecesr? 
[tr: on New Year's Eve] 
11 L4: 1 (2.0) study (0.5) English 

The above extract is taken from a teacher-learner dialogue in which the 
teacher asks the learner what she did on New Year's Eve. In line 1,  the 
teacher directs a question to Learner 4 in English but does not receive a reply 
after a pause of 0.5 seconds. Then, in line 3, the teacher asks the same 
question with a different linguistic formatting and waits for a slightly longer 
time (1.0 seconds) to receive a reply from the same learner. As the learner 
still does not answer, the teacher again asks the question with yet a different 
linguistic formatting in line 5 .  'There then follows a pause of 2 seconds 
without reply. We then code-switches to Turhsh in his repetition of the 
question in lines 7 and 10. This is consistent with the rest of the data, which 
reveal that the teacher code-switches into L1 to repeat a question after a 
pause of more than 1 second. The repetition of a question signals trouble in 
interaction that prevents the institutional business from proceeding, We can 
observe the pauses lengthening from (0.5) in line 2 to (1.0) in line 4 and 
(2.0) in line 6, following which the CS occurs. 

Extract 3 further exemplifies the systematic use of preference 
organisation discussed above. 

1 ?T: yeah 
2 (1.5) 
3 okay, change 
4 (0.5) 
5 change 
6 (0.5) 
7 clockwise saat yonune 
[tr: clockwise] 

8 (0.5) 
9 =clockwise. ((T shows the direction with a hand movement) ) 
10 L8: =//saat yonu *ne. 
[tr: clockwise] 
1 1 L2: ama saut yonune gore oluyor 
[tr: but the clockwise direction is this way] 
12 L 12: boyle ters oluyor 
[tr: it is reverse if it is like that] 
13?T: benim saati~ne gore- 
[tr: according to my watch] 
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14 (1 .O) 
15 dogru bByle oluyor 
[tr: that's right it is this direction] 
16 (.I 
17 hh anti-clockwise then (.) anti-clockwise 

The above extract starts with the teacher's classroom instruction in which 
she instructs the learners to change partners in order to carry on the role-play 
activity. She wants them to move in a clockwise direction around the 
classroom. After gving instructions (lines 1-7), the teacher code-switches to 
Turkish to give the equivalent of the English word in line 7. The teacher's 
pedagogcal focus at this point is procedural and is simply for the learners to 
move and change partner. The teacher repeats the English word in line 9. 
Both Learner 2 and Learner 12 initiate repair to correct the mismatch 
between the propositional meaning of the word 'clockwise' (in both L1 and 
L2 in line 7) and'the direction of the teacher's hand movement in lines 11- 
12. In lines 10, 11, and 12, the learners are not aligned with the teacher's 
pedagogcal focus (i.e., to move and change partners); rather they are 
engaged in repairing the teacher's code-switched turn (line 7). They 
therefore use LI,  indicating their misalignment with T's pedagogical focus. 
In llne 15, the teacher accepts the learners' initiation of repair and self- 
repairs the instruction in English in line 17. 

As Seedhouse (2004) demonstrates, learners do not always affiliate 
themselves with the teacher's pedagogical focus, for a variety of reasons. 
Learners' language choice may display their degree of affiliation or lack of 
affiliation with the teacher's pedagogical focus. 

Conclusion 
This study concludes that teachers strategically use CS as a scaffolding 
technique when learners show alignment with the teacher's 
pedagogical focus (e.g., when dealing with procedural trouble and 
classroom discipline, when expressing social identity, when giving L1 
equivalents, when translating into Ll ,  when dealing with lack of 
responses in the C2, when providing a prompt for L2 use, when 

eliciting L1 translations, when giving feedback, when checking 
con~prehension in the L2, when providing meta-language information, 
and when giving encouragement to participate) at that point in the 
interaction. These findings, which can only be uncovered by using CA 
methodology, fit neatly within the organisation of I,2 classroom 
interaction. 

Mugla University 
Turkey 
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Appendix: Transcription Conventions 
The transcription symbols used here are common to conversation analytic 

research, and were a slightly adapted version of Jefferson's (Jefferson, G. 
1984. On the organization of laughter in talk about troubles. In Atlunson, 
D. & Heritage, J. (ed.): Structures of social action: studies in 
conversation analysis. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.). 

T Teacher 
LI Identified learner 
/I the point at which a current speaker's utterance is overlapped by the talk 

of another, which appears on the next line attributed to another speaker. 

Conversational Code-switching . . . 

? Arrows in the left margn pick out features of special interest (teacher- 
initiated code-switching) 

= the second speaker followed the first speaker with no discernable silence 
between them, or was "latched" to it. 

(0.5) Numbers in parentheses indicate silence, represented in tenths of a 
second. Silences may be marked either within an utterance or between 
utterances. 

(.) A dot in parentheses indicates a "rnicropause," a silence hearable but not 
readily measurable; ordinarily less than 2/10 of a second. 

'? A question mark indicates rising intonation, not necessarily a question 
:: Colons are used to indicate the stretching of the sound just preceding 

them. The more colons, the longer the stretching. 
- A hyphen after a word or part of a word indicates a cut-off or self- 

interruption 
word Underlining is used to indicate some form of stress or emphasis, 

either by increased loudness or higher pitch. 
.hh Speaker in-breath 
(0) Double parentheses are used to mark transcriber's description of 

events, rather than representations of them. 
evet [tr: yes] Turkish words are italicized, and are immediately followed 

by an English translation. 
go to Beymen Capitals are used only for proper nouns, not to indicate 

beginnings of sentences. 
o ~ ~ h o o l "  the talk between the two degree signs is markedly softer 

than the talk around it. 
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Task-based Course Design: 
isiXhosa for Specific Purposes in 
Local Government 
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Introduction 
Research in the field of second language teaching and learning over the past 
two decades has been characterised to a significant extent by the 
investigation of issues relating to the interaction of second language 
acquisition (SLA) theory on the one hand, and teaching methodology and 
materials design, on the other (Allwright and Bailey, 1991, Brown 2000, 
Cook, 2003, Gass 1995, Jordens 1996, McDonough and Shaw 2003, Van 
Patten 2002). Researchers have increasingly become preoccupied with 
refining and extending the theoretical principles underlying SLA and 
exploring the consequences and implications of theoretical principles for 
instructional methodology and materials (Bandar 2004, Cook, 1996, Coyle 
2000, Larsen-Freeman and Long 1991, Mitchell and Myles 1998, Pieneman 
1998, Seidlhofer and Widdowson 1998, Shanvood Smith 1993). In 
particular, much work has been concerned with the form-meaning 
relationship in second language learning and teaching. A general view that 
emerged holds that, while course design and materials for communicative 
language teaching should reflect authentic language use, focus on nzeaning 
alone does not result in optimal language acquisition. Extensive research has 
dealt with questions of how SLA can be enhanced through incorporating 
focus on form principles in teaching methodology and materials design 
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(Doughty and Varela 1998, Ellis 2001, Fotos 1993, Larsen-Freeman 1995, 
Leow 2001, Odlin 1994, Rutherford 1988, Williams and Evans 1998). 

Focus on form features in course design, materials and in language 
teaching methodology is argued to be a key component for attaining both 
greater conlplexity of language by learners' forms and for increasing the rate 
of acquisition towards target language (TL) competence (Carol1 1999, Long 
1985, 2000, Pieneman 1998, Van Patten 1996, 2002). Focus on .fi,rnl 
principles are therefore considered to contribute to the attainment of higher 
levels of language proficiency if utilised in an integrated way withfi)cus on 
meaning principles in second language methodology and materials design, 
taking into account the natural developmental leanling and processing 
properties of learners. 

This article has a two-fold goal. First, it aims to present an analytic 
description of a referential communication task for isiXhosa fix specilic 
purposes in local government, representing one unit of a series of task:;, 
within the framework of the task-based and genre-based approaches to 
com~nullicative language teaching. Secondly, this analytic unit, illustrating 
focus on meaning principles, will be supplemented with analysis of the 
communication content in terms of the salient morphosyntactic language 
structures it exemplifies, This analysis will demonstrate how focus on ibtln 
features of course design can be identified from comi~unicative meaning for 
use in instructional materials design and in methodology. 

The learning and teaching of a language for specific purposes has 
increasingly become a challenge in nlultilingual societies in rllany countries. 
The need for non-speakers of Ahcan  languages to acquire cornnlunicative 
competence in an Afncarl language has emerged strongly in South Africa 
since the establishment of a democratic government in 1994, when African 
languages became official languages of the cou~i~ry.  Adults, who are first 
language speakers of English or Afrikaans experience a great need for 
specific purposes courses in the African language spoken in their 
workplaces. This axticle therefore examines the analytic features of a 
co~nmunication task, typical of a course in isiXhosa for specific puryoses in 
local government, as a special instance of communicative course tiesign. 
Research into course design for teaching African languages for specific 
purposes in South Africa needs to become a priority, in order to address the 
needs of adults to learn African languages. 
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The article is organized ~ n t o  two matn sections. The first section 
revlews the c~ntral  properties of the task-based approach to second language 
learnlng and teaching in relation to the pedagogical norms of Valdman 
(1989), whrch nialnly concern the role of autherit~c language input and 
learner processrng factors. The second sectlorl presents the design features of 
a referential conmurileation task for ls1lCIlosa for speclfic purposes as regard 
focus on lneanlng considerat~ons. 'I'h~s anaiysrs ~ncludes reference to the 
~hetor~cai move structure cliaracterrstrc of the genre-based approach, 
representing focus i r t ~  meclntng design features. A genre rs defined as a 
spoken or wtttteii t c x ~ ,  that serves a particui'rr zonxnernic~t-tvc purpose and IS 

conlposed crf a sencs of segi~ents, called rtletorrcal rrtoves (see Bhataa 
1993 271; Heivy nariii Rosebersy 1998.147) i h ~ s  sect~on also d~scusses 
central prirlcrples ol'I;)cauc utr jorrn research arai presents an arlalys~s of tile 
salrznr language htrilcrunci rn thr eor?irmunlcaeltsraucain task content, thus 
demonstratnrg tiow fcat.3turei oi  /oL*rrr ni2 jot rrr are lilentlfied from fucu.5 oi l  

rneanlrzg 

The Task-based and Genre-based Approaches: Properties 
and Pedagogical Norms for Second I,aangruage Learning and 
Teaching 
I h ~ s  sect~on  explore^ various persppect~ves on eerrtral Issues rl~lderly~ng the 
usc of tasks an second language learmng and teaching. The perspect~ves 
relatlng to the task-based approach rest. on a sound tlieoretical base that 
creates an ~nterfacc betwcen the fields of second langrrage acqtnsntion and 
pedagogy. The task-based approach rs explored as ~t 1s employed m the field 
of second language learmng and teaching, 'The first part of thns sectton 
considers the concept of l a ~ k  as it 1s used In the L2 leamng conllext. The 
requirements for a cormun~cat~on task, In order to promote language 
learn~ng, are based on the prlnc~ples of SLA. Uifferent components of a 
co~nrnunicat~on task and the best task cond~tlons for promoting learn~ng are 
cons~dered. Different krnds of conmunlcatron tasks are discussed in vlew of 
the optinium task condlt~ons. This sectloll also considers the properties of 
structure-based communrcatlon tasks that focus on forni. The value of focus 
on form for SLA is widely expressed in the l~terature and incorporated In 
task-based approaches 'The prlnclples of' structure-based tasks are discussed 
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followed by a discussion of the criteria for developing structure-based tasks 
identifies task essentialness as most effective for relating form to meaning. 

Referential tasks are communication tasks that emphasize the 
differences between the speaker and the listener's point of view. Referential 
cornrnui~icatis~l tasks are designed to create discrepancies between the 
speaker and the listener's perspectives on the task at hand. Learners have to 
negotiate the variations in perspective in order to complete the task. The use 
of essentially transactional comnlunication that exchanges infornlation to 
promote SLA is motivated from recent literature. Referential communication 
tasks are in many ways identical to general communication tasks, but the 
difference lies in the underlying principles and processes that promote SLA, 
which are represented by these tasks. 

'The concept of task is analysed from an instructional perspective 
and the instructional task is shown to represent this view. The referential 
cornniunication task is also supported froni an iiistmctional perspective. The 
task-based approach to L2 teaching focuses on method, rather than content, 
and pedagogy plays an important role in describing how materials can be 
effectively applied within methodology. Task-based language teaching is 
supported by modem pedagogic principles that focus on learning. Lastly, the 
context for specific purpose course design is described according to 
contemporary perspectives on language learning. 

The Concept of Task and Task Requirements 
The concept of task refers to outcome-based activities, in other words 
activities for the sake of a gven goal. A communication task is an 
interactional activity with a communication goal. In order to complete the 
task, learners are expected to request help when they do not understand. 
They coinrnunicate their needs and at the same time offer assistance or 
clarify their own messages. A comrnunicatioii task creates circunistances that 
allow learners to apply their production and comprehension processes 
(Loschky and Bley-Vroman 1993). 

A task should be designed in such a way that it coiltributes to the 
accomplishment of specific language learning objectives and pron~otes 
successful language acquisition. Principles for language learning, such as 
Krashen's Input Hypothesis or Long's (1985) Interactional Theory, support 
the'notion that learners should be introduced to comprehensible input and 
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negotiate meaning Nunan (1993) d~st~ngulshes between l~llguistrc input (e.g. 
a radio broadcast), non-lingulst~c ~nput (e.g. a photo) or hybr~d (e.g. a map). 
Learners have to Interpret the ~nput and give feedback through 
understandable output By negotiating meaning learners form new 
hypotheses about the language and modify their interlanguage. The notlon of 
interlanguage refers to the syste~riat~c second language system that 1s 
d~st~ngu~shable In the ianguage use of second language learners. Second 
language learners typically pass through natural stages as they become 
increasingly profic~ent In a new lanpage 'These stages are often 
character~sed by ~ ~ n g ~ a t i c a l  morphosyntact~c fonns, a i d  in some stages, 
by 'regress' from apparent correct forns to incorrect forms, a phenomenon 
known as u-shaped iearnlng (see Bardovl-Harllg and G a s ,  2002:3). The 
learner's behaviour wouid reflect whether the task succeeded in prov~ding 
comprehens~ble tlzput, wh~ch the leanicr was able to Interpret, react to by 
providing feedback on the prociuction, and niodlfy his or her ~iilerlanguage 
accordingly 

The Interactant relattonship, the mteract~on requirements, the goal 
orientat~on and the outcome opt~ons detemune the nature of a task and the 
learners' behav~our Accord~ng to Pica, Kanagy and Falodun (1993) the 
~nteractants can all have access to different rnformation needed to complete 
the task, or only one interactant may hold the ~nformation and supply it ~f the 
others request it An interactarlt can therefore either have a role of supply~ng 
or requesting information, or both. 7 he communication goal can be similar 
or convergent, or otherwise dtvergent for the d~fferent snteracta~lts. There 
can only be one acceptable outcorlle or more than one acceptable poss~bility. 

A comnLinlcatioll task, whrch would best succeed In elic~ting the 
requlred learner-behavlour, should meet the follow~ng cond~t~ons: F~rs t  of 
all, every ~rlteractant lzas to have access to different ~nfomatlon. The 
interactants have to rnaiiipulate and exchange the ~nformatlon In order to 
coniplete the task. Secondly, all the ~nteractants have to request and supply 
informat~on as to facilitate cornprehens~o~l and production processes. Finally, 
negotlat~on of meaning ts best promoted if the interactants have convergent 
goals and when there 1s only one posslble outcome. These condit~ons ensure 
optlmum opportun~ties for learners to produce, ~nterpret and comprehend 
language, to glve and recelve feedback on productnon and adjust the~r  
interlanguage 
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The Different Task Types 
Plca, Kanagy and Falodun (1993) d~st~nguish the follow~ng task types. 

(a) The J~gsaw Task 
This 1s a collaborative, I~stening acttvity where leanlels have to choose and 
share information In order to coinpicte the task Both part~c~parzts hold 
inforsnation which is needed and interaction 1s therefore imperative This 
type of task fulfills all the requirements for a good corru~lunlcation tdsk 

(b) The hnfc~rniation Gap Task 
This klnd of task is srrnllar to jlgsaw tasks, except that only one of' the 
1nter.actants has access to infomatlon that 1s needed for coipletiou of the 
task. rhis means that the other ~nteractant has less opporturllty to receive 
feedback and to nlod~fy h ~ s  or her lnterlang~~age If' the roles are aiternated. 
then thrs task will fulfill the same requirements as  tlicjig~aw task 

(c) The Problem-solv~ng Task 
Thrs kind of task has only a slngle outcorne or solution, and ali act~vily 1s 
a~mecl at finding this outcorne. Both ~tlleracta~its have access to the same 
lnforrnatsoil that 1s needed for the task, which Iileans [hat interact~on 1s not 
necessary. Interactants could still ask for help or asslst each other where 
therc is ambiguity and modify their production as to be more lnteillgiblt: 

(d) The Dec~s~on-making Task 
Witli this k ~ n d  of task there 1s a cholce of solut~oris or outcomes, but 
interactants have to work together to decide on one. As wlth problem- 
solving, ~t 1s not essential that the ~nteractarlts exchange iizfonnatioii, as they 
already share access to the same infornlation Interaction is necessary for 
reaching an agreement about the best outconie, btit ~nteractants do not have 
to partlclpate to an equal degree In the task through either producing 
lanbmage or conlprehendrng production. If there were to be only one 
acceptable, predeternlined outcome, then the task would be essentially a 
problem-solvlng task. 

(e) The Opinion Exchange Task 
This activity is built into any discussion. Interactants are not forced to 
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participate and they do not necessarily share the same communication goal. 
There is not a single, acceptable outcome which would conlpel a mutual 
understanding. If it had been agreed that interactants were only allowed to 
decide on one outcome, then there would be more opportunity for 
product~on, comprehension and interlanguage modification. With only one 
acceptable outcoine, the features of the task would compare to that of a 
decision-mak~ng task. 

Structure-based Communication Tasks 
Studies have shown that second language (L2) leamers who receive 
instruction are at an advantage to naturalistic L2 leamers and that focus on 
form promotes SLA, while it prevents fossilisation. Task-based grammar 
instruction develops L2 learners' grammar through hypothesis testing and 
inferencing. Consciousness raising activities at sentence level show how the 
lexicon and morphosyntax influence the meaning. According to Loschky and 
Bley-Vroman (1993) closed, iilfonnation gap tasks are best for focus on 
form. They differentiate between closed tasks, which are determined or 
discrete, as opposed to open tasks that are undetermined. Closed tasks 
facilitate more negotiation of meaning, interlanguage modifications, as well 
as greater comprehension and focus on form, because the information 
needed for the successful completion of the task is very specific (such as in 
"Spot the difference" tasks). Loschky and Bley-Vroman emphasise that the 
design of closed tasks has to be very specific in order to make the learner 
aware of difference in meaning that the word order or lexicon brings about. 
Such consciousness-raising activities should bring about hypothesis-testing 
and hypothesis-restructuring, or what Rutherford (1988) refers to as noticing 
and restructuring of the organization of the target language. 

Production and Comprehension Strategies that Promote 
Focus on Form 
In order to develop L2 learners' Ilnguisttc abdity, tasks have to be designed 
specifically to encourage rnorpho- and syntax-based straieg~es for 
negotiating meanlng. In this way a relationship between granunar and 
communication is established, and through practice productlon becomes 
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automatic, which leaves attention resources available for negotiating the 
meaning of new input. 

According to Loschky and Bley-Vroman (1993) L2 learners can 
only rely on internal strategies for processing the syntax, semantics, 
pragmatics, morphology, intonation and lexicon, to understand input. The 
information is presented to the learner in linguistic and non-linguistic forms. 
Details of the communication situation will determine whtch of the above- 
mentioned factors contribute more to the learner's comprehension. Loschky 
and Bley-Vroman argue that by manipulating the input, the task designer can 
control the extent to which syntactical and morphologcal information are 
needed for comprehending the meaning in question. They argue that the 
learner has access to more diverse prod~~ction strategies, and it is therefore 
more difficult to design tasks that would force learners to use syntactical or 
morphological strateges in order for them to develop their linguistic 
abilities. 

Criteria for Developing Structure-based Communication 
Tasks 
Loschky and Bley-Vroman (1993) point out that in structure-based tasks the 
structural correctness has to be essential for comprehension and production 
of meaning. For most tasks there would be more than one linguistically 
correct way to structurally formulate meaning. Mother tongue speakers 
naturally tend to use a specific structure. Through native speaker-non-native 
speaker (NS-NNS) interaction language leamers receive positive and 
negative evidence. They furthermore argue that although the use of the 
correct structure is not task essential for most tasks, it might be useful or 
more effective than a less natural or even unacceptable structure would be 
for the performance of a task. They emphasize that the task designer has to 
design a task in such a way that the value of the specific structure is as clear 
as possible to the learner. It is also possible of course to design a task in such 
a way that it is impossible to complete the task successfully without applying 
the correct grammatical knowledge. Loschky and Bley-Vroman maintain that 
in the case of comprehension tasks, it would be easier to implement task- 
essential structures; whereas with production tasks the designer would more 
likely be limited to structures that are useful or natural in certain settings. 
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According to Loschky and Bley-Vroman (1993) structure-based 
communication tasks are very valuable for exercises that would lead to 
automatisation of the grammatical structures. The objective of grammar- 
based production tasks is to focus the learner's processing abilities on the 
meaningful function of a specific structure. They note that the task designer 
can manipulate the input, the context within which the input is processed and 
the learner's activities in order to achieve this objective. The designer of a 
structure-based comprehension task can create a narrow relationship 
between form and meaning by means of a task-essential design. 

Referential Communication Tasks 
Accord~ng to Yule ( 1  907) referential comunlcatlon tasks are transactional 
tasks that are charactcrr~ed by extrnderl, stmctured d~scourse The d~scourse 
is p~rposefii~l ant! controlled m ttlrnr thcrc I., a defined top~c, as well as 
prcscr~bed rnatenals, a procecl~ire and 3 pollar of completion that as reacl~ed 
when a cet irb;ective 1s achicvecl. '1 ransactlonal cornm~mication IS concerned 
n i th  conicepta llkc selrtie~ and receiver, and message encoding and decoding. 
Yule dlst:n~;mslles between one-way :nfi>mraht~ra flow where the ~nfonnat~on 
1s esset~c~aily transferred, and two-way ~rxfomation flow where ~nformation 
1s excharlged. Yulc describes tasks as open, when the goal 1s undefined and 
information exchange is optional. Closed tasks are designed as to requlre 
infomlatlon exchange and a convergent effect withln the task perforrnance to 
reach a common goal. 

Yule argues that referential convnunicatlon tasks do not have any 
predetemned set of I~ngi ts t~c  forms that have to be used. The tasks' 
function is purely to elicit speakers' discourse. I-ie notes that different task 
types elicit different lunds of discourse, such as snstructiom or descriptions. 
He further explains that 1x1 principle a referentla1 comnlunicatlon task has to 
provide the speaker wlth some pre-selected irlfonnatlon to convey, the 
listener with a reason to attain the information in order to complete a task, 
and the awareness that the ~nformatiori gap exists. He maintains that the 
roles of speaker and listener, or sender and receiver, demand the skills of 
recognislng the interlocutor's perspective, to make assumptions about then 
.,erspectives based on which the message rs encoded and decoded, and to 
~neasure tilese assi~mptions to  any feedback rece~ved. Referential 
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communication is defined wlth~n instruct~oi~al env~rollrlients where the 
context can be determined. Yule explains that In thls sense target does not 
refer to the target language, but to a target repertoire The eillphasls 1s on the 
ability to use the L2 in communicative exchanges L2 messages are fon~ied 
and expressed within communicative events. W~thin these conununicati\ e 
events, a k ~ n d  of soc~alization takes place. Yule advances the view that the 
participant has to assume a social role 111 referential conul~unicat~oil The 
social values tfiat these roles represent, such as status, i'am~liar~ty, expcrt or 
gender, liavc to be recognized in order for the partleipant to commuincdtc 
effechvely. He maintams that learners have to use conxnun~cdtion illateglcs 
to negotiate meaning and cotnrnuiilcatlon outcomes Stiateg~es for 
negot~at~on of meaning ~nclude clar~ficat~on or repetlt~on request\, dnd 
confim~ation 01 conlprehens~on checks 

The Theoretical Rationale for Using Tasks 
According to Pica, Kanagy and Faloduri (1993) the theoretrcai perspective 
that supports the use of communication tasks IS that which holds that 
lanhwage is best learned and taught through ~nterachon. Therefore ~t follows 
that the use of tasks in L2 teaching relies on the learner's innate abrltty to 
acquire a language, and to use it creatively accord~ng to what is possible 
with111 the bluepniit of the target language in the lJn~vcrsctl Cirammar ('l;(i) 
The availability of UG for SLA ~nlplicates that L2 teaching only lieeds to 
facilitate notlcing through consciousi~ess-raisiilg acllv~ties lhis dpproach 
supports structure-based conmlunication tasks that focus on io~ ln  of 
language (not theforms of language). 

The Input and lnteraction Approach to L,2 teaclllng does not 01x1) 

describe different learner interactions, but ~t also explores what kmdc of 
~nteractions are more successful in promoting negotiation of incanlng As 
Pica and Doughty's (1985) studies of small group or p a r  work ihoiv, 
learner-learner interaction in instruction tasks offers more opportunity for 
negot~at~on of meanlng, than learner-teacher mteraction or, rn othei words, 
teacher-centered ~nstruction. Allwright and Bailey (1991) conclude thdt 
learner-learner lnteraction leads to more conversational ~~~oihfications and 
creates more opportunities for the learners to Interrupt each other and dsk f'o~ 
assistance. Pica, Kanagy and Falodun (1 993) refer to tnteiactionist theones 
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of SLA whlch state that language learnlng IS asslsted through the social 
interactloll of learners, especially when they negotiate towards mutual 
comprehenston of each other's meaning. Allwnght and Bailey (1991) point 
out that ~t is ~mportant to consider the learners' recept~vity towards their 
fellow leamers when structuring group work tasks. It 1s tmportant to 
consider the effect of the kind of task, but also of the Interactant relationship 
on learner participation in task-based teaching. 

The Input and Interaction approach supports learner-centered 
teachlng Accord~ng to Kumaravadivelu (1993) learner-centered teach~ng is 
also linear a id  cumulative, like teacher-centered teachlng. Thrs h n d  of 
teaching is content nnotlvated and based on mtroducing all the forms of the 
TL Such a h e a r  approach cannot succeed because all languages are far to 
complex to be presented In thls way Kuinaravadlvelu defines that Ieamlng- 
centered teaching views language learnlng as a natural process that occurs 
during open communlcatton. It 1s non-l~near and language IS not taught 
through systemat~c input Kumaravadlvelu asserts that learning-centered 
language teaching hcilltates optimum conditnons for meaningful interaction. 
Through comnunicatlon tasks (language-in-use) negotiation occurs between 
the L2 learner's existlng knowledge and new knowledge that the input 
presents. Kumaravadlvelu argues that Krashen and Prabfiu's views of SL,A 
are best promoted when language is used lo transfer ~nformation. Although 
their views do bare some resemblance to the Functional Approach, 
Kumaravad~velu notes that language 1s acquired through actlvity wlth the 
focus on meaning, not on functions or notions, topics or structures m the 'TL,. 
Kumaravadivelu maintains that task-based 1,2 instruction facilitates SLA by 
involving the learners In act~vlties that allows for achieving an outconie 
through language transact~ons 

Yule (1997) traces referential co~nniun~catlon back to Piaget's 
studles of ch~ldrcn's development In the 1920's. According to Yule (1997) 
learners rely on otlicr knowledge of the world around them in order to 
develop their language L,earning to be verbally expllcit about what is 
already known IS a slull that is acquired through referential cornmunication 
tasks Referential communication is about the transacttonal function of 
language, and referentlal communication tasks create opportunities for 
negotiation of meanlng and negotiation of communication outcome. 
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The Instructional Task 
There are different definitions for the concept of "~nstruct~onal task in the 
scientific literature". This variance indicates underlying differences in 
approach to methodology and content of L2 teachlng Kumaravadlvelu 
(1993) discussed different views of this concept. He refers to Krahnke's 
view of tasks as skllls that learners pract~ce in the classroom for non- 
instructional objectives (in other words, for social comrnuntcatton) outstde 
the classroom. Kurnaravadivelu explains that Candlin views a task as one of 
a series of ordered problem-solv~ng activities These problem-solving 
activities involve the learners cognitively and communicatively, while they 
apply their exsting and new knowledge in a collaborative exploration of 
revealing objectives in a social rmlleu. Kumaravadivelu (1993) describes 
Swales' view of the instructional task as incorporating Candlin's vlew, and 
points out that Swale emphasizes the goal-onentated nature of tasks, as well 
as the importance of acquinng the relevant pre-genre and genre slulls for the 
different soclo-rhetorical situations. Kumaravadlvelu notes that Nunan views 
the instructional task as a cornrnu~llcatlon task, which involves the language 
learner in comprehenslon, manipulatron, production and interaction 
activities, whllst they focus on meaning rather than form. 

Breen (1987) distinguishes between communication tasks, which are 
based on actual tasks that a person will undertake when cornrnunlcating m 
the target language (TL), and learnlng tasks, which are selected on the basis 
of meta-communicative criteria. The latter ~ntroduce the learner to learning 
strategies and provlde the groundwork for the learner's engagement in 
communication tasks. Breen maintains that inslglit into the knowledge 
systenls and how development IS best promoted is important as to allow the 
learners to take responsibil~ty for their own learning. 

Accordiiig to Kumaravadivelu (1993) a task-based perspective 
defines the instructional task as a comniunication task that is performed 
within a meaning-focused and lnteractlonal, ~nethodological context 
Kuimravadivelu explains that In the last fifty years language teaching has 
moved away from a scientific, methodologcal approach, and became more 
content onentated, focusing on curriculun~ design and teaching outconles 
Task-based teaching represents a shift back to method-orientated teaching, 
which recognizes the need for not only planning objectives and content but 
for speclfic classroon~ implementation. 
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Nunan refers to Gass and Varonis who observed that most 
negotiations occur between learners from different language backgrounds 
and different levels of acquisition. Nunan explores Doughty and Ptca's 
research finding that two-way interaction and group work provide more 
opportunity for speech adjustments and negotlat~on of task outcome. 
According to Pica, Kanagy and Falodun (1993), jigsaw-type ~nstructional 
tasks and convergent outcomes promote more negotiations and interaction 
modifications These research find~ngs reflect the interpersonal and 
~nteractlve dlrnensions of the tnstruct~onal task and demonstrate the large 
body of literature available for task-based syllabus desrgners. 

Skehan (1996), elaborates on Long and Crook's emphasls on the 
~mportance of a needs analysis that .;how how learners need to use language 
In real-life, In order for task deslgn to support a developrnental relationship 
to such non-classroom activities. Long and Crooks emphasize a clear 
pedagogc relationshrp that tasks should have with out-of-class activities. For 
the purpose of vocational language teach~ng and learning the task's 
relatlonshp with the real world has to be clearly defined in the task design. 

The Task-based Syllabus 
Breen (1987) points out that planning for language teaching and learning is 
executed within the context of the broader curriculum of which syllabus 
design forms only a part. The general characteristics of contemporary 
syllabuses can be subscribed to two major paradigms for design: analytic and 
synthetic syllabuses. Long and Crooks (1993) maintain that although not one 
syllabus would be considered exclusively analytic or synthetic, depending on 
the units for analysis a syllabus can be placed on a continuum between these 
opposing poles of characteristics. 

According to I.,ong and Crookes (1993) analytic syllabuses do not 
focus on linguistic aspects, but rely on the L2 learners' analytic abilities to 
recognise ling~~istic patterns in the target language (TI,) and to internalise it. 
Task-based teaching recognizes the role that focus on form plays in SLA to 
speed up the acquisition process and to promote development through 
consciousness-raising. Murphy (1993) asserts that a task acts like a catalyst 
for learning. Long and (.:rooks conclude that task-based syllabuses provide 
opportunity for focus on form (not focus on ,forms or language structures) 
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and acknowledge research findings on learners' interlanguage, according to 
which modified language is used as examples of the TL's code, especially in 
the begnning phases of acquisition. 

According to Long and Crooks (1993) task-based syllabuses use 
tasks as units of analysis, but do not attempt to introduce language linearly, 
one task at a time. A task is used as an instrument whereby relevant 
examples of the TL are revealed. Through language-in-use the learner 
becomes aware of form-function relationships in the TL. Long and Crooks 
explain that learners internalize input, which is not destabilized by negative 
feedback, and incorporate this input in their long-term language faculty with 
other form-function relationships. In this way learners' grammar becomes 
more complex and their L2 develops. 

Long and Crookes (1993) identify a six phase design programme for 
task-based teaching. Firstly a learner's needs identification is required - this 
is conducted according to the real-world target tasks that learners are 
preparing to undertake. Secondly, the specific target tasks are identified and 
classified according to more general task types; pedagogc tasks are derived 
from the task types, which are graded and sequenced to form a task-based 
syllabus. Thirdly, pedagogc tasks are graded according to the number steps 
and possible outcomes, the apparent cues, and the context in terms of time 
and place. Fourthly, task type and classroom routine also effects task 
grading. Fifthly, pedagogc tasks become increasingly complex, along with 
the learners' developing abilities, approximating target tasks in 
communicative success, semantic accuracy, pragmatic appropriacy, and 
grammatical .correctness. Finally, evaluation is important in order to 
establish the degree of learning that has taken place, and to identify problem 
areas. 

According to Long and Crooks the problems with task-based 
syllabuses relate to difficulties with task selection and grading, and 
sequencing tasks. Selecting tasks that represent learners' reality and relating 
these real tasks to their abilities are problematic. The potential of task-based 
L2 teaching for language learning for specific purposes is indisputable. Task 
design for language teaching and learning for specific purposes raises 
questions about the finiteness of tasks which represents the vocational 
eventualities. Long and Crooks note it is difficult to identify the target tasks 
and to differentiate tasks and sub-tasks. 
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Specific Purpose Course Design 
Grenfell (2000) asserts that by recognising that language learning is part of 
the same process whereby humans learn socio-cultural behaviours and the 
cognitive skills for living in a certain language community, we gain a 
different understanding of language. Such a view of language and language 
learning encourages an approach to language learning and teaching which is 
both strategic and communicative. 

Vocational Language Teaching 
Vocationally orientated language learning, as an instance of language- 
learning for specific purposes has become increasingly important in modem 
societies. Certain vocational fields require proficiency in a language, 
whether it is to serve a certain language community, or to pursue an 
education or training, or whether it is to interact with colleagues. 
Multilingualism is required for specific purposes (Garcia Mayo 2000, 
Wieden 1998, Zemach 2003). 

According to Thorogood (2000) vocational language teaching 
focuses on specific cornrnu~lication contents and therefore tends to limit the 
scope of the interaction. Thorogood explains that while national vocational 
qualification programmes address circumscribed vocational needs, they do 
not give sufficient linguistic grounding for language learning. He refers to 
statistics of language content that show only 20% of vocational 
communication is "technical" or domain specific, where foreign la~lguage 
training for work purposes regularly includes language intended for social 
interaction. At many levels social interaction forms an important part of 
transacting of busirless. 

Thorogood (2000) notes existing vocational orientated programmes 
are based on situations that cover occupational eventualities. He argues that 
the range and scope of tasks may be so vast and unpredictable that it does 
not seem to prepare learners for real communication. Within task-based 
teaching tasks are seen as an instrument for language learning and not as the 
object of learning. The objectives of task-based language learning for 
specific purposes depend on the specific context of learning, but have 
remained general in terms of communication shlls. The target tasks are 
selected from real world tasks that the learner would eventually undertake. 
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This guarantees relevance and authenticity. The essential language is related 
to the target tasks and essential structures for carrying out the task should be 
listed as priority. Wieden (1998) explains that although categories of 
vocabulary or donlain specific words are recognized for vocational teaching 
programmes. These are mostly already acquired along with training and are 
often trade-specific rather than language-specific. He explains that language 
for specific purposes depends on domain-specific knowledge. The 
acquisition of this domain-specific knowledge and language is often one 
process. There is a matter of expertise involved that has to be made explicit. 
Vocational language is pertinent to a subculture that holds its own norms and 
conventions and requires a socially constructed pragmatic ability, which 
presupposes domain-specific knowledge. 

Henry and Rosebeny (1998), involung the genre-based approach of 
Bhatia (1993), describes a genre-based approach to teaching languages for 
specific purposes. They define n genre as a text, either spoken or written, 
that serves a specific communicative purpose. They analyse the segments of 
the text, called moves, according to the com~unicative purpose of the genre. 
Henry and Roseberry explain that certain moves are obligatory, while others 
are optional and only contribute to the effectiveness of the communication. 
The aim of genre-based teaching is to raise learners' awareness of the 
organisation and linguistic features that are associated with the genre. Henry 
and Rosebeny present evidence that awareness of the information structure 
allows learners to concentrate on combining information in a more textured 
manner. 

Task Design for isiXhosa for Specific Purposes in Local 
Government 
This section explores a framework for task-based course design for isiXhosa 
second language learning for specific purposes in the context of local 
government. The communication task analysed represents one example from 
a series of target tasks identified for task-based vocational language teaching 
in local government. A study conducted at the Overstrand Municipality in 
the Western Cape forms the basis for identifying the scope and range of the 
task-design. 

The target task is analyzed according to the task typology, as 
described by Pica, Kanagy and Falodun (1993), and Yule's (1997) principles 
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of ieferent~ai communicat~on The generrc structures and underlying lex~ca! 
?hrases. u'liich are consrdered to be task essent~al for obhgatory generlc 
moves are exp1,)red The purpose of such an analysis 1s to provide a basls for 
developing learning tasks, which focus on fonn, and to poss~bly ~llustrate 
tentatlve task complex~ty. 

To specify thc scope of the task deslgn for task-based second 
ianguage teachmy 12 3roblernatlc The petlagog~c tasks have to equlp the 
i earner wl th the commurncatlctri sk:lls neeaeo for tea: world activit~es 
i9cconc: ianguagr teaehlng for S D ~ C I ~ ~ C  purpme? Drepare4 the learners for the 
.)~,iu~atlonaj evclztualaties 4s Thorvgooc iZO90~ explains, Zhc range and 
scope of tasks to accomplish thns maxi be so vast and unpred~ctable and the 
Sroader range of work-based coInmunicat~on regularly ~nclucies language 
intended for soclal Interaction. 

Local governn~ent departments. or mumcipalitles. include a large 
varletv of professions and spec~al~sts In d~strnct fields The domam-specrfic 
words vary not onlv from one department lo another but from ~ntemal 
language to external language Some departments and specifk profess~ons 
w ~ t h ~ n  those de~artrnelits comrnunlcate more wrtb the public than others. 
-"he studv at Overstrand Mun~crpal~ty, whrch pr-ovlded the emplr~cal data for 
:nis article, has shown that all the dc~artrnents, and al~nost all munrclpai 
gorkerr c o m u * ~ ~ c d t t  cxternal~-l~ to r: cerra?q extent More s~grt~ficantly, ";fe 

e erstran rand Munrcj~ail t~~ ~tuilv ?%as -eLe;ile.? tirat ~ntemal cornxnunlcatlor 
Lnrror~g different deuartn~erlrz genp-ar ncc'u-rence "n'bat s e e m  essentrar 
T .  that :he areas of rnxnnlur~lcritior that ;re shared bt ail the domans of the 
t >cab governclent iiepsrtments, and the comnlun~cairve skrkls that constitute 
, olnmunicative competence for. a ra~unlr~pal worker to co~nmunlcate w ~ t h  
,*~ i i eag~~es  ~ U I ~ I O ~  01 serilclr worker.? and the ptibllc and the i e a r n ~ a ~ ~  
btrategles to continuously devciop one's ahllrlv sliouid hr  covered by the 
! ~ S K  design 

The lslXhosa task analysed below, representing one of the target 
tasks that were selected from real world tasks of municipal workers, is 
discussed accord~ilg to considerat~ons relating to task type and the 
requirements for cornmun~cation tasks as described by Pica, Kanagy and 
Falodun (1993). The interactant relationship, ~nteract~on expectations, goal 
orientation, and outcome options are discussed. The potential of the task to 
elicit referential communication are noted, as well as the participants' roles 
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as described by Yule (1997). The task is first forniulated in the target 
language, isixhosa, with the English translation directly afterwards. The task 
typology analysis follows the task description, and is aimed at demonstrating 
the potential of each task to bring about negotiation of meaning and task 
outcomes as to promote isiXhosa second language acquisition. 

TASK DESCRIPTION 
Ilungu lasekuhlaleni litsalela umnxeba umasipalu licele ukuthetha nomntu 
ophethe icandelo, uMnumzana Burger. UMnumzana Burger uzazrsa 
ngokwukhe kwaye anike uncedo. Umntu uthi abuze malunga nokucima 
kombane kwaye ulnbane ungawulindelu ukuba ungabuya nini. UMnumzana 
Burger urnchazela ulzlobo lwengxak kwaye umxelela umntu ukuba kukho 
injineli elungisa ingxaki. Umntu aye akhalaze esithi uxakekile uyapheka 
kwaye akakwazi ukuqhubeka ngaphandle kombane. UMnu?nzurza Burger 
unika ixesha loqikelelo acinga ukuba ukulungisa kuya kulithatha. Ilungu 
lasekuhlaleni kwakhona lichaza nesibune sasendleleni esophukileyo endlini 
yakhe. UMnumzana Burger uhuza malunga neyona rzdawo yesihane 
sasendleleni. Umntu ubwa ukubu isibane esi siyakulungiswa nini. 
UMnumzana Burger urnchazela inqubo knmasipalu yesibune sasendleleni 
kwaye umchazela umntu ukuba iya kuba lithuba. Umntu uye akhalazele 
malunga nokulibaziseka. UMnumzana Burger uyaxolisa kodwa ecacisa 
ukuba umntu kujuneka abe nomonde. Bathi bebulisanu. 

(A member of public phones the n~unicipal electric services and asks to 
speak to the head of the department, Mr Burger. Mr Burger introduces 
himself and offers assistance. The person inquires about the nature of the 
power failure and when the power can be expected to be switched back on. 
Mr Burger explains the nature of the problem informs the person that there is 
a technician who is fixing the problem. The person complains that she is 
busy coolung and cannot continue without electricity. Mr Burger gives an 
estimated time that the reparation would take. The member of public then 
reports a broken streetlight at her house. Mr Burger inquires about the exact 
position of the streetlight. The person asks when the light will be fixed. Mr 
Burger explains the municipality's streetlight prograilme and informs the 
person that it could be a while. The person complains about the delay. Mr 
Burger apologzes but explains that the person has to be patient. They greet.) 
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The firrt part 0.c this task 1s a typical lnformatlon gap task, wlth the 
municipal wlx-ker holding the lnformatlon and the member of pubhc asklng 
for lnfomat~on about the power fallure. The goal orientat~on 1s d~vergent for 
the mcmber of public expects immediate restoration of the electricity or a 
sat~sfactory explanation for a dclay, while the rnun~cipal worker expects 
appreciation for the clrcurnstances and patlence from the member of public. 
ihe only acceptdble olitcome 1s the rnember of public's satlsfactory 
~tndersta~~dilng of the probleni arid ~ t s  expected durat~on. The second part of 
the task 1s 'I typicdl jigsaw task, wlth both interactants holding information 
needed to cornplete thc task. The member of pi~biic has infonnation about 
the location of the broken streetlight and the unun~clpal worker has 
infonnation about the proccdure of streetl~ghf rnamtenance. The goal 
ortentatlon is convergent in the sense that the il~rlnic~pal worker and the 
meinber of public want to be sat~stied that the report 1s properly subnutted 
and would be attended to. When the nle~nber of publ~c is glving dtrections 
and ~dei~tifies the position of the broken streetitgilt, the task could be 
elaborated wlth more detailed instruct~ons or even tracing a route, where the 
infomat~on follower has to create specific referents or landmarks rn town. 

Rhetorical Move-structure Analysis 
The rhetor~cal move-structure for each of the target tasks IS analysed 
accordrng to obligatory and optional moves for the @yen genre (Bhatia 1993, 
Henry and Koseberry 1998). Each genre-type represents one or more 
commun~cative purpose and einploys general conversat~onal moves to realize 
those purposes The analysls is based on an authentic draiobue that illustrates 
the tasks dcscr~bed above -t'he dialogue 1s recorded ibr reference with the 
numbers of the moves '1s it is analyzed It should be noted that this 1s not a 
conlplete list of all die conversat~onal rnovcs that occur In the recorded 
dialogue, hut that only thosc moves which are required for the srlccessful 
con~pletion of the tasks, or which contr~hute lo the effectrveness of the 
comrnumcation, are rep1 esented. 

TASK DIALOGUE 
Ilungu Iasehlaleni (L) 
IiMnurnzana Burger (B) 
B: Inkonzo zombarle cOver.strancl 
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(Overstrand Electrical Services) 
L: (4) Molo, (1) [ndingathetha noMnumzana Burger?] 
(Good morning, may I speak to Mr Burger'?) 
B: (4) Molo Nkosikazi, (2) [nguMnumzana Burger othetlzayo.] (5) 
[Ndingakunceda ngantoni?] 
(Morning Madam, this is Mr Burger speahng. How can I help you?) 
L: (3) [Ndingathanda ukwuzi ukuba yintoni ingxaki nornbane.] (6) (Kutheni 
umbane ucimile?] 
(I would like to know what the problem is with the electricity. Why is the 

power off?) 
B: Nenekazi, (7) (sinengxaki neengcingo zombane] ezilele phantsi 
emhlabeni (I 0) figenxa yemirnoya ernikhulu] ebekhe sanayo. (1 1) 
[Sixakekile sijonga yona - enye yenjineli seyilapho ukuyokujonga ukubn 
eyona ngxaki yintoni.] (13) [Sakuyilungisa ngokukhawleza 
nangokungxama.] 
(Lady, we have a problem with electrical lines which are lying on the 
ground because of the strong winds we have had. We are busy to see to it - 
one of our technicians is already there to see what the exact problem is. We 
will repair it as quickly as we possibly can.) 
L: (1 2) (Ndixakekile ndiyapheka.] (8) [Uya kubuya nini umbane .v 
( I  am busy coohng. When will the power come back on?) 

B: Nkosikazi kunzima ukutsho: (9) [ungathatha isiqingatha seyure okanye 
iyure.] Sisebenza ukutsho, malunga neeyure ezimbini, kodwa kunzima 
ukubuyisela umbane kwangoku. Kukho umsebenzi okufuneka wenziwe kwaye 
kufuneka ugqitywe kuqala phambi kokuba sibuyisele umbane. 
(Madam that is difficult to say: it could take a half an hour or an hour. We 

work on say, about two hours, but it is impossible to put the electricity back 
on right away. There is work to be done and it has to be finished first before 
we can restore the power.) 
L: (14) [Ndiyaqonda Mnumzana,] (15) [enkosi.] (16) [NdiJuna ukwazisa 
malunga nesibane sasendleleni ngaphandle kwendlu yam, esingasebenziyo] 
(20) [kwezintsuku zimbini zigqithileyo.] (22) [Ndingakubuza ukuba uza kuza 
nini ukuza kusilungisa?] 
( I  understand Sir, thank you. I also want to inform you about a streetlight 
outside my house, whch has not been working for the last two days. May I 
ask when are you coming to repair it?) 
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B: Nkosikazl, (17) (unganceda undinike idilesi etlze ngqo kurzye nendawo 
yesibane.] 
(Madam, if you can please just g v e  me the exact address and position of the 
streetlight.) 
L: (18) [Isibane sisesitalatweni sesixhcr~xe kwisarzgqa sezithuthi.] (21) 
[Nclihlala kwarzornholo weshumi eliize,rithandathu hiisitalato wesixhenxe 
kwaye esi sibane sophukileyo spl~umhi kwendlu yizm.] 
(The streetlight is in Seventh Street at the traffic circle. I live in number 
sixteen Seventh Street and the broken streetlight is in front of my house.) 
B: Nkosikazi, (19) (ewe, sitzgeza sizoku.rijonga/, koclwa (23) [siwenkqubo 
yesibane zasenclleleni rtlze yc~j!ohlula idolophu yayimimanda ernine. Into eza 
kwenzeka ngoku sizn kwenza i-odolo yornsebenzi yokulungisa eso sibane 
sasendleleni. Emvu koko iy~z kuthi lfnkelwe ngexesha elilodwa elahelwe lo 
rnmancila.] Ngen~llela yokubn (24) (ingcrkule veki izayo.] . Ndii7ii kukhe 
ndzjonge ukuba itrgeniso yenkqubo, kodwu ndicinga ukuha zlhlalu eVoPlklip 
uwela kwiveki yesine etzyangeni, kwuye kuya (25) [kufuneka ubc nomonde 
kuba ingathatha ixeshu.] 
(Madam, yes we can come and have a look at it, but we have a streetlight 
programme according to which the town has been divided into four areas. 
What will happen now is that we will make out a work order for repairing 
that streetlight. Then i t  will have to be fitted within the specific time 
allocated for that area. So, that can be next week. I will just have a look at 
how the progranxne proceeds, but 1 think that if you stay in Voelklip you fall 
into the fourth week of the month, and you will just have to be patient 
because it could take a while.) 
L: (26) [KOdw~z Mnurrlzarzu Burger, kwesi sithuha kumrzj)ama tshu 
ngaphandle kweizdlu yam, kwaye ndihlala ndedwu!] 
(Rut Mr Burger in the mean time i t  is pitch dark outside my house, and I 

live alone!) 
B: (27) (Ncliyrrxoli.sa kakhulu ngaloo nto Nkosikazi,] kodwa rzjengokuhu 
hendikuchazele malunga nenkqubo akukho rzto endinokuyenza malurrga 
~zayo. 

( I  an1 very sorry about that Madam, but as I have explained we work 
according to a programme and there is nothing that I can do about it.) 
L: (28) [Kulungile Mnumzana Burger,] (29) [uhlale kakuhle.] 
(Alright Mr Burger, good bye.) 
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B : (29) [Ube nemini emnandi nawe Nkosikazz.] 
(Good day to you Madam.) 

Conmun~catioii Purpose One: Ertablzshzrzg n telephone conver5atron 
between tlze head of tlze departmerzt (B) and a rne~nher ofpublrc (I,) 
Obligatory Moves: 

(1) ask~ng for person B 
(2) identification of speaker(s) 
(3) ident~fy~ng the purpose of the call 

O p t ~ o ~ ~ a l  Moves: 
(4) greeting 
(5) offer~ng assistance 

C'omniun~cation Purpose Two: l i r g u r ~  about a prohlen~ 
Obl~gatory Moves: 

(6) requesting reason for problem 
(7) statlng problem 
(8) inquiring about duration of problem 
(9) stating time approx~rnation 

Optronal Moves. 
(10) descnbing nature of the problem or descnbing the reason for the 
problem 
(1 1) explaining procedure for rect~fying problem 
(12) coniplaining about the consequences of the problem to establtsl~ 

urgency 
(13) malung excuses for delay or reassuring that repair 1s in progress 
(14) indicat~ng comprehens~on 
(1 5) stating appreciation 

Communication Purpose Three: Report~rzg a problcm 
Obligatory Moves: 

(1 6) reporting problem 
(17) ashng the exact location of the problem 
(1 8) identifying location of the problem 
(19) agreeing to attend to the problem 

Optional Moves: 
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(20) describing exact nature of problem 
(21) instri~ctions for how to get there 
(22) requesting exact time of repair 
(23) explaining procedure for repair 
(24) stating approximated time for repair 
(25) requesting patience 
(26) complaining about inconvenience caused and establishing urgency 
of problem 
(27) sympathizing or apologizing for inconvenience caused 
(28) acceptance of apology 
(29) greeting 

Essential Language Structures of Target Task 
An analys~s of the authentic dialogue which demonstrates the target task for 
language leamrns for the spec~fic purpose of comrnunlcating In local 
govenmerntal departments, serves to ~dentlfy ianguage structures that are 
essential for effectwe task partlc~pat~on. Consc~ousness-ra~s~ng activities, 
which increase learners' awareness of the form of language, have to take 
accounr of generlc structures and underlyl~ig lexical phrases of referentla1 
cornrnurr~cat~on tasks Not all the morphologrcal and syntactic features of the 
different moves for every genre nn the ls~Xhosa task are included in the 
following analysis, only those that are task-essential for the purpose of focus 
on form 111 the instruction process, are noted. 

Requesting to speak to someone: imvume (permission) 
Nnl'ngathetha noMnu?nzana Burger? 
potential morpheme -=- + verb -thetha and prepositional phrase with m-, 
as head, + noun phrase 

Identification of speaker: ukufanisa (identification) 
,VguMnumzana Burger othethayo. 
identificative copula concord E- + noun phrase and verbal relative as 
nominal modifier 

Offering assisterice: uncedo (assistance) 

-- p- -- 
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Ndingakunceda ngantoni? 
potential morpheme -=- + second person object concord &- + verb -nceda 
and prepositional phrase with a-, as head, t question word -& 

Identifying purpose of call: i n jon~o  (purpose) 
Ndingattlund~~ ukwazi yintoni ingxaki nornbane. 
potential morpheme + verb -thanda with clausal infinitive ukwazi and 
copulative clause yintoni inxxaki with prepositional phrase with B- as head. 

Requesting reason for problem: ubango (cause) 
Kutheni urnbane uczmzle'? 
questlon word kutheni with a situat~ve clause as complement 

Stating the problem: ukubika (reporting) 
Sinerzgxaki neerigcingo zornbane. 
associative preposition -=- + noun inmaki, as well as with the noun 
iinlrcinpo with descriptive possessive, which is formed by possessive 
concord + noun umbane 

Describing the reason for the problem: unobangela (reason or cause) 
Ngenxa yemimoya emikhulu. 
sentential preposition ngenxa ya-,which denotes cause, -t iloun phrase with 
adjective -khulu, as a nominal modifier 

Inquir~ng about the duratlon ofthe problem ~ikubuza (questioning) 
Uyu kuhuya ninz umbnnc7 
A stylist~c movement of the subject to sentence final positlon eniphaslzes the 
questlon w~tli question word G I .  Future tense 1s fornled by niorphemes 
with b- + verb - b a .  

Stating time approximation: ubude bexesha (length of time) 
Ungathatha isiqingatha seyure okunye iyure. 
potential morpheme -gg- + verb --thatha and coordinated noun phrase with 
conjunct okanye between descriptive possessive and noun. 

Indicating comprehension: ukusonda (understanding) 
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Ndiyaqondo ,14numzana. 
The morphemt; -E- with the present tense indicative verb -qonda indicates 
emphasis. 

Reporting problem: ukwazisa (to inform) 
(i) [Ndifunu ukwazisu malunga nesibane sasendleleni] (ii) [ngaphunclle 
kwendlu yam] (iii) [esingasebenziyo.] 
(i) verb -b with causal infinitive ukwazisa, as the head of the subordinate 
clause, with maluriga na- + noun + descriptive possessive in the locative 
form 
(ii) prepositional phrase with s- + -phandle with possessive concord &- 
+ noun indlu, denotes location and possessive concord -t first person 
pronoun 
(iii) negative verbal relative is nominal modifier of noun isibane 

Asking the exact location of the problem: ukubuza (asking) 
(i) [Unganceda undinike idilesi ethe ngqo] (ii) [kunye nendawo yesibane.] 
(i) subjunctive mood -& coincides with the purposive clause of verb and 
verbal relative -t& introduces ideophone as noninal modifier for 
object noun phrase idilesi 
(ii) coordinated noun phrase with conjunct kunye m- + noun with 
descriptive possessive. 

Identifying the location of the problem: indawo (position) 
(i) [Isibane sisesitalatweni srsixhenxe] (ii) [lcwisanya sezithuthi.] 
(i) noun with copulative verb + s i locative noun with descriptive 
possessive, which forms an ordinal number 
(ii) locative preposition &- + noun isanqa with descriptive possessive 

Explaining the procedure for repair: uk~icacisa (explaining) 
(i) lnto eza kwenzeka ngoku sizu kwenza i-odolo yomsebenzi.. . 
(ii) [Emva koko iya kul'hi gakelwe] (iii) [ngexesha elilod~va.. . ] 
(i) noun + relative in the future tense with neutro-passive and adverb of time 
npoku and future tense morphemes -za ku- + verb -e- with noun and 
descriptive possessive 
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(ii) conjunctive of time emva koko with situative clause, which denotes 
future tense, with subjunctive mood for the successive action, i.e. passive 
verb -fakelwe 
(iii) prepositional phrase with s- + noun ixesha and quantifier --m, as 
nominal modifier 

Sympathizing and apologizing: ukuxolela (apologizing) 
Ndiyaxolisn kakhulu ngaloo nto Nkosikazi. 
-&-, which denotes emphasis, + verb -xolisa with adverb kakllu1~1 and 
prepositional phrase indicating reason with m- + derrionstrative + noun 

Conclusion 
The analytic framework of course design for isiXhosa for specific purposes 
in local government presented in this article aimed to demonstrate how a 
major challenge for effective com~~unicative language teaching, namely the 
integration of,focus on meaning andjocus on ,fbrm can be accomplished in 
course design. Thus, the pedagogcal norms proposed by Valdman (1989) 
which emphasize the importance of authentic language input and use, while 
taking into account factors of learner processing can be introduced rn a 
planned manner. Pedagogcal norms guide the selection and sequencing of 
target language features, as shown in the analysis of the isiXhosa 
communication task. Many questions however remain relating to research of 
pedagogcal norms for actual language use and the implementation of those 
nornls for pedagogical purposes, from designing materials to instructional 
methodology. A wide range of issues as regard the processing of language 
specific forn.1~ and natural developmental acquisition of morphosyntactic 
fonns by learners in SLA from a conxllunicative approach promises exciting 
future research. 
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Enriching Xhosa Culture: 
The Transference of 
Social and Material Culture in the 
isiXhosa Translation of The Prisoner of Zenda 

S.G. Mlonyeni and 
J.A. NaudC 

Introduction 
T h ~ s  article's concern IS the material and social cultural aspects III the 
~siXhosa translation of The Prisoner of Zenda by Anthony Ilope I'hc 
Przsuner of Zendu was wrltten In 1894 and was translated ~ n t o  ls~Xhosa by 
G.B. Sinxo 111 1958. The alm of this article is to Investigate the translatloili 
strateges used to transfer aspects of culture. Of particular note, IS the fact 
that translation strategies used m translating a novel otten result In 

translation sh~fts. This art~cle will therefore make the attempt to cast some 
llght on translation shlfts in this novel and to relate these to conseq~lent 
isiXhosa literary development. Thus the research problelrl may be 
formulated: How IS the forelgn culture (food, clothes and social custon~s) 
represented In the target text? The authors hypothesize that the Engl~sh 
nlaterial and social culture is transferred to ~ s ~ x h o s a ,  w ~ t h  no attenipt at 
acculturating the orng~nal work to the inaterial and social clr~urnstances of 
the target culture. Othenvlse put, the translator retained as many of tkic 
foreign cultural codes as possible. This artlcle therefore attempts to address 
why Slnxo translates the way he does. In other ~ o r d s ,  the key q~lestio~l 111 

this exploration IS why 1s the foreign culture retained In the isiXhosd 
translatton? 

rile analysls takes the form of a compar~son between a soulce text 
(ST) and a target text (TT) denved from two different cultures 111 analyslng 
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Sinxo's work, I/r?~han/wa woseZendcz, L,ambert and Van Gorp's (1985) 
descriptive triode1 is ~lsed as a framework for the analysis. The analysis and 
conlpanson to be made wlll be contextual~sed witliln the PI-eva~ling Xhosa 
cultural norms a id  custoins at the tlme when the book (Urnhunjwa 
wc~~eZen(l i~)  was translated. 

The Nature of the Problem 
Newlnark (1988 94) clefbe\ culturc as the way of life and ~ t s  tnan~festations 
peculiar to a commun~ty that uses a particular language as ~ t s  means of 
expression Culture &apes people's behavrour and 1s reflected 111 the 
language they speak and wnte. Language and culture are therefore two sldes 
of the same coln Althou& there 1s an element of tlniversal~ty In languages, 
they d~ffer ln mmy ways ah a result of the~r  rcspectrve cultural ernbededness. 
kach language is fltrrnly rooted in ~ t s  own coxlceptual system aiiii ~t follows, 
therefore, that what 15 acceptable In one culture rnay not be so In another. 
Hence, traasiatlng a ncivcl 1s no wrrplc rnatter as the origrnai IS embedded 1x1 

the cult~iral Iltcrary system of the source language, which is often different 
fro111 the cultural llterary system of' the translated text. In translating fi-om 
English 111to 1s1XIiosa there are cultural ~thcnornena and expressions not 
readily available to the target culture, w ~ t h  res~tlttng translatior1 problems or 
constraints as an lnev~rable outcoivle 

As 4tatcd ,ibo\e, the research problenl is foi111~11ated aiound the 
question 3s to tiow the f'orergn culture (food, clothes and social custorns) is 
represented in the target text I'hc Inany differences in conventloti between 
the Western sourcc and the Xhosa target culture are to be expected, and 
these directly concern tood, clothing and soc~al customs. Consider the 
following sentence thc K ~ n g  and his advlsers are drinking wlue while 
hav~ng d~nner In Xllosa culture, ~t 1s not ctxstoxnary for people to eat food 
and drink liquor at the i;ame Iinle. They would rather eat first and have 
drinks afterwards. Frlrthcnnorc, they would also not drink wlne but 
unlqotnhothz (African beer) or brandy. Here is another example: the King is 
weartiig canvas shoes and a palr of knickerbockers. Thls att~re would 
certainly not s u ~ t  an Afr~can Ktng The Klng usually wears zzlduhant. 
(clothes made fronl a n ~ n ~ a l  sk~ns). According to the source text, the King 
also wears a uniforin. In Xhosa culture, there IS no equ~vaIent tenn for 
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unform. The term isinxibo senkosi (king's attire) is normally used. By the 
same token, the Xhosa king would call his advisers by their clan names and 
not by their first names as is the case in the source text. When the King and 
his advisors fought Duke Michael's people they used helmets for protection. 
Xhosa men do not protect their heads when fighting as this would be 
regarded as a show of cowardice. In fact, the term hellnet does not exist in 
isixhosa. Xhosa men fight with sticks and spears and not with swords 
(Mlonyeni 2004: 3-4). 

The Nature of the Comparison 
Descriptive Translation Studies determines the nonns and constraints 
operating on the texts in a specific culture at a specific moment in history 
(Bassnett and Lefevere 1990; Hatim 1997). The relationship between 
translations and their originals may be described in terms of shifts or 
manipulations that have occurred (Herrnans 1985). This approach is target- 
orientated as it examines the role of translations in the target culture. 

Translation is a norm-governed activity. The term norm refers to an 
official standard or level of achievement an individual is expected to reach 
(Collins Cobuild Dictionary 1988:977). Norms can also be defined as 
evaluative measures for a certain behaviour or activi1.y. Hence, norms were 
formulated to guide the translator and to perfornl certain functions, such as 
those in ( I ) .  

1 (a) determining the selection of text for translation; 
(b) determining the decisions made in the translation 

process (additions, omissions and stylistic preferences); 
(c) determining the basic choice translators make between 

adherence to the source system on the one hand and striving 
to meet the expectations of the target system on the other. 

According to Laxnbert and Van Gorp's model, the description of the 
comparison of a source and target text occurs on four levels, as in (2) 
(Lambert & Van Gorp 1985:52-53): 

2 (a) Preliminary date (for example) 
-title and title page (for example, presence or absence of 
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genre, author's name, translator's name); 
-metatext (on title page, in preface, in footnotes in the text or 
separate); 
-general strategy (partial or complete translation). 

(b) Macro-level (for example) 
-division of text; 
-titles of chapters, presentation of acts and scenes; 
-internal narrative structure; 
-authorial comment, stage directions. 

(c) Micro-level (i.e. shifts on phonic, graphic, micro-syntactic, 
lexico-semantic, stylistic, elocutionary and modal levels (for 
example)) 
-selection of words; 
-dominant grammatical patterns and formal literary 
structures 
(metre, rhyme); 
-perspective and part of view of narrative modality. 

(d) Systematic context (for example) 
-opposit~ons between micro and macro levels and between 
texts and theory (norms and models); 
-1ntertextua1 relations; 
-1ntersystematic relations. 

Within Lambert and Van Gorp's (1985) descriptive model the specific 
characteristics of a translated text (or multiple translations of the same 
original) are descnbed in terms of constraints or norms governing from 
within the target system at a particular time. This may have influenced the 
method for translating the ensuing product. 

Analysis of the Source and Target System 
Analysing the System of The Prisoner of Zenda 
The following information on Anthony Hope, was provided by De Villiers 
(1 894:viii): Hope was born in 1863 in Upton, England, from a middle class 
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background and a religious home. His father was a minister and the 
headmaster of a school for the sons of poor clergymen. Hope was educated 
at Marlborough School and later at Oxford University where he graduated 
with a first class in Classics, whereupon he qualified and practised as 
lawyer. During his professional career, Hope developed an interest in writing 
and wrote numerous short stories and sketches, published in various 
periodicals. This was followed by the publication of a number of books, 
amongst which was The Prisoner of Zenda, which appeared in 1894. 
England of this period, as now, was ruled by a monarchy. The executive 
powers were seated in the person of Queen Victoria. The Crown was 
inherited by strict rules of descent, which provided a privileged position to 
the direct lineage of the Sovereign: sons before daughters in order of 
succession, and always according to seniority. When the daughter succeeded 
to the throne, as in the case of Victoria, she became Queen Regnant and the 
executive powers of the Crown were vested in her as fully and effectively as 
though she were a male heir to the throne (Central Office of Information 
1971:3). 

Hope's publications had a positive reception. Encouraged, Anthony 
Hope gave up his professional career and concentrated exclusively on his 
writing. He spent the rest of his life writing, but never equalled the success 
achieved by The Prisoner of Zenda. During the First World War he served in 
the Ministry of Information and was knighted for his services in 1918. Hope 
died in July 1933. 

Analysing the System of Umbanjwa Wasezenda 
Early Translation into isiXhosn 
Most of the early material written in Xhosa was translated by missionaries 
from English, as no written literature preceded their amval in the Cape 
Colony in 1779. The language barrier proved a serious obstacle for both 
English and isiXhosa speakers (Satyo 1993:65). The Bible, and any 
additional literary material at their disposal, was written in English. A huge 
challenge was to devise a set orthography for isixhosa, up till then an 
exclusively oral language. John Bennie, a missionary, accomplished this by 
December of 1923 (Satyo 1993:68). This is considered the dawning of a new 
era for isiXhosa literature, Meanwhile, the earliest Bible translation into 
Xhosa, mostly the work of the Wesleyan missionary William B Boyce (Smit 
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!370.203), was clone 111 1830. I'he translatiorl of i11e New 'Testament was 
conlpletcc: :I] 1854 and that of the Old 'Testament 111 1869, both by .I. W. 
Appleyard (Lityo 1993 69) The translation of the Bible into ~siXhosa had 
alinost as great an rnfluence on the 1siX1iosa language as the authorized 
version had on tile f7ngi:s1i langudge it was firstly a momentous contribuf roll 
to ralsjng the ialvei I,; l~ieracy alnongsr 11113 dili,rXhosa and, secondly, i t  had a 
ercat ~nfluen~c.  oil ;Iic sla~itlarcils~tlon of' the :i~Xllosa language It tlierefore - 
comes dC, :io \ulprii: that B~kit:  tral~siainonr dr-id Clln-istlanity clther l~lflt~e~lced 
or dolnmaiect c~itrtcly, the work of the lslXhoss Minters coill1Ilg froin tills 
milieu. C'hr~stlttn thcnies predontirratetl and so dlct themes centred on westeni 
and tradltictndt c~ilture I'he plorleers mn tli~s field were the disciples of 
Ytsikaila kaGahha, convcrt to ('hr~stran~ty under the g u ~ d a ~ c e  of Ilr van 
der Kemp (Satyo I993 73) rhese wr:ters lnay be regarded as the 
forerunners of :siXIicrsa Ilierature (Vtlaka~i 1945:257). 

Ttyo Soga, the first ordannetl black n~r~ i~s te r ,  was the most prolific 
is~Xhosa translator of the time His Ilterary o u t p ~ ~ t  ~ncludes Uhainbo 
iornhumbz, a prai\eworthy tratlslalion of the first part of The Pzlgrzm 's 
Progres~ Sctrdan cons~dercd h ~ s  translatiolr the greatest contr~btltro~i to 
~siXhosa lrteratiire (1973.39) A1 the time of 111s death i n  1871, Soga was 
working on a translation of the /lets of the Apostlt.~. 

Arnong the arnaXhosa were also the first vernacular authors to 
compose original works in the new genres introduced by the Buropcans, such 
a i  tile novel and foni~al drama (Gdrard 198 1.35). 

Trcrnslut~un Inlo ~.czXhosa In the 1950s 
T~anslatlon into 1siXhosd has been populal since the 1950s. The driv~ng 
force was the shortage of tsiXhosa books anld transiated books were needed 
to fill that gap. It  IS therefore not farfetched to suggest that translation thus 
came to play a crucial role in the development of ~ s ~ X h o s a  literature. Most 
well-known and promment isiXhosa wrlters such as G.B. Sinxo, S.E.K. 
Mqhayi, B.B. Mdledle, A.C. Jordan, J J.R. Jolobe and R.L. Petenl, to 
mention but a few, have made a significant contribution in the writlng of 
isiXhosa texts and the translation of English works into ~sixhosa. Authors 
such as R.L. Peten~ and A.C. Jordan translated their own books. R.L. Petenl 
is one prormnent isiXhosa author whose novel first appeared in Engllsh as 
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Hill of fools. He then translated it into isixhosa, entitled Kwnzidcnge. A.C. 
Jordan translated his isiXhosa original, Irlgqurizbo yemirzynrzyn, into English 
entitled, The wrath of the ancestors. 'This work emphasizes the theme of 
conflict between traditional and western values (Jordan 1973:41). These 
translations were carried out as a result of interest and a love of literature as 
motivating factor, and were not necessarily motivated by financial gain. 
Their translated versions were published and read in African schools. 

The translators mentioned above, belong to the old generation of 
isiXhosa literary authors who are still very popular. I 'he~r works are 
frequently prescribed in schools and at tertiary institutions and are regarded 
as classics. The original isiXhosa versions are still frequently re-issued. G.B. 
Sinxo stands out as the person that has translated more books than any other 
isiXhosa writer. 

According to Even-Zohar's polysystem (Even-Zohar 1990:45-47), 
three main socio-historical moments are identified in which translated 
literature may acquire a central position in the literary system of a minority 
language and could furnish canonized models for the entire system: 

3 (a) When a hterature is 'young' or in the process of be~ng 
established; 

(b) When a literature is either "penpheral" or "weak" or both; 

(c) When a l~terature is experiencing a "crisis" or turning polnt 

The statement in 3(a) is relevant to this article. Translation has boosted 
isiXhosa literature when there was a shortage of ~siXhosa books to fill thc 
demand, especially in school. U~nbiltywu wcrseZetlilri was tr anslatcd durlng 
this crucial period. 

The Translutzon of Umbunjwa Wasezendu 
The translator, G~iybon Budlwana Sinxo (1902-1962), was born at the Holy 
Trinity Mlssion, Tin1 L,ocatlon, in Fort Beaufort, Eastern Cape. His father 
was a teacher In one of the schools established by the Inissloitarles Sinxo's 
grandfather served as a leading councillor of Chief Kama. Sirixo qualified as 
a teacher in 1920 and taught at various schools in the Eastern Cape. He also 
worked as a clerk for an attorney, as editor of an isiXhosa paper U?nlznclz, as 
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casual interpreter and as temporary social welfare officer. During this time 
he worked in i%rt Elizabeth, East London and Johannesburg. 

In 1958, when U)nbu?zjwu waseZerida was translated, South Africa 
was no longer officially a Br~tish colony, but under governance of the 
Apartheld rule of the then South Afrlcan governnlent. Nonetheless, the 
Queen of E,ngland (bllzabeth 11) was still the ceremonial head of South 
Africa As was the case for othet languages, Britlsh colonisatio~~ greatly 
lnfluenced tsixhosa, 111 this part~cular case, via the Glasgow missionaries 

Outwardly, the influence is best lndlcated by the many towns In the Eastern 
Cape that were glven names by the Bntish Government, such as King 
Willlam's Town, Adelaide, Queenstown and Graharns Town. Even today 
older people refer to this area as "Kolonie". This rnlght have ~~lfluenced G.B. 
Sinxo in selecting The Prlsoner of Zenda as a source text. 

Polysystem theory stresses the fact that translated literature operates 
as a system in that translation norms, behavlour and polictes are Influenced 
by other co-systems In thls Instance the source text cultural system 
influenced the translation. As stated in (4) there are two factors, among 
others, whlch may have influenced the translation. 

4 (a) The translator wants to introduce the source text cultural 
system to the target text system as both Engllsh and ~slXhosa have 
high regard for royal families. 
(b) The historical background of South Africa and of the 
translator. 

The Macrotextual Systems of The Prisoner of Zenda and 
Urn banjwa waseZenda 
Anthony Hope was A good novelist. IIe managed to grab the reader's 
imagination and was also very good at keeplng his readers m suspense. For 
example, when Rudolf goes to the castle of Zenda on Anto~nette's orders, 
one cannot help but wonder what 1s going to happen next. Even the tltles of 
chapters tngger curiosity. The fact that Rudolf IS a person of royalty is clear 
from the very first page. In tern~s of the focallsat~on, Rudolf Rassendyll 1s an 
internal focahzer. He is both the narrator and the character playing the 
leading role. He is the one who causes the main actlon in the story. This 
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information is l~nked to the plot, the main event of whlch 1s the Kmg's 
coronatlon. 

The theme of the book 1s about the celebration of the virtues of 
loyalty, honour and devotion, and the condemnation of the ~vickedneii of 
betrayal and deceit. R~idolf Kassendyll rakes the risk of ~rnpersonat~ng the 
K ~ n g  to save him from embarrassment because he 1s too drunk to be 
crowried This shows loyalty Princess Flavia. after dricovering that the man 
she loves (Rudolf Rassendyll) 1s not the King, ends is+ hnt~ng to n l a m  ti le 
real Kmg for the sake of her country even though sine does not love hiiu 
This shows devot~on and loyalty to her co~i~itry Black Mi~hael is ci cnicl 
brutal hypocrrte. He klchlaps the Klng and Inlpnsonc, h ~ m .  Fle profesiec to bc 
Ignorant of the fact that Rudolf is Irnxpersolaarlng the K ~ i g  iI(e rr~reniii to 
assasslxlate Kudc>lf kissendyll and the royal advtsers io t h ~ t  he can btcorr:i. 
King. 

The book 1s a novel and both texts are narrat~ve plose Thc sourti  
text has twenty-hYo chapters wh~le  the target text has thlrleen I he ie l t~ng c,r 
the book In both the source text and the target text is the sanie, nailleij~ thi 
country of Rux~tama. ?'he structural cor~iponents of a novel such as st014 

level, events, chaactensatro~i, theme and focal~satton, among other things 
are the same 111 both the source and the target texts 

There are tiot many drfferences as the translator ~lioxes cloci: to tlic 
source text. I11 Limbanjwrr u~aseZenda, the story i s  told by Rudolf Rassencriyll 
as In the source tcxt. The translator transfers the names ot the cl~drd~ters and 
the settlng The everits of the story are also ar~anged chronulog~callj as I +  ih; 
case 111 the source text. The only differerlce ts that sc?ine ctiaplc~i o f  tlic 
source text are conlblned to make one chapter m tile target text Stnu,> !xi., 
proved hinxelf as a skrlful author. His creatlvc ability r o  irmsldtr T?ir' 

I'rrsoner oJ Zerzdu without distorting the message and hls impe~cable us; o? 
language bears testrnlony to h ~ s  lrngulstlc prowess The theme of C l ~ t z i i ~ u i j i i  i~ 

waseZendu rs the same as in the source text 

The Micro Structural Analysis of The Prisoner of;Zendct and 
Urn banjwa waseZenda 
As the translator is translating from a foreign language (Engl~sh) into his 
mother tongue (Xhosa) he has to devise some cultural cornpromlses by 
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selecting and balancing the character~stics common both to source and target 
cultures (Baker 1992). Transference (5) and omiss~or~ (6) are the two main 
translat~on strateg~es used. 

5 Transference 
(a) S 1 Lends (Hope 1894 53) 

T EZendu (Sinxo 1958: 47) 
(b) S I Cellar (Hope 1894 37) 

T T Isela (Slnxo 1958:23). 
(c) ST C~gnretle (IIope 1894.5) 

TT Iszgurethr (Sinxo 1958: 101, (mstead of umdzza). 

Transference IS the pr ocess of transtemrlg a source language ltem to a target 
language text unehangcd; the source language item then becomes a loan item 
In the target language (Naudk 2000: 18). I'he lrnplicat~on is the enr~ching of 
the target culture. 

6 Orruss~on 
ST: I look I?/ dear Mzchaei and kissed hinz on the cheek (Hope 
1894:30) 
TT: Deleted. 

The source text phrase kzss lzlm on the cheek 1s deleted In the target text, 
because tli~s gesture is offclislve In the target culture. 

Trunsference and Omzss~on of Soclaf Culture 
Proper Names 
Narmng 1s a very litndanien~al phenomerion because l ~ f e  revolves around 
objects w ~ t h  narnes N a ~ n ~ n g  1s part of the soc~al frarziework of reference. 
Note that names rn XhosdAfrlcan culture carry spec~fic meanings as 
opposed to naming practices In EngllsWWestern culture. Raper (1987:78) 
refers to the proper name as the des~gnator when referr~ng to the sound 
system, the inherent meaning as the cieszgnaturn and the ent~ty to which the 
name refers as the denotatum. Proper names m lsiXhosa have lexical 
meanlng, but this IS not the case w~th  Enghsh names. Personal names in 
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Umbanjwa waseZenda have been transferred from the source text. In this 
case the referring function becomes primary as in (7). 

7 (a) ST: Michael (Hope 1894:97) 
TT: Michael (Sinxo 1958:45) 

(b) ST: Rupert (Hope 1894:97) 
TT: Rupert (Sinxo 1958: 45) 

In fact all personal names in the ST are transferred to the TT unchanged and 
there are no phonologcal adaptations. 

Place Names 
Place names also play a significant role in a novel. The setting or the place in 
which the events occur has a bearing on the development of other elements 
of the novel like plot, characterisation and the language use or the novelist's 
style. The forest of Zenda is a battlefield where Rudolf (the King's cousin), 
Sapt and Fritz are locked in combat with Michael and his adherents. The 
castle of Zenda is Duke Michael's hideout. Each place name is used 
purposely in this novel. Most place names are transferred from the source 
text to the target text as they are, for example. Alps, Ruritania, Paris, 
Strelsau, etc. Most of the action in this novel occurs In three areas, i.e. the 
forest of Zenda and the castles of Zenda and Strelsau. There are a few place 
names that have been domesticated, perhaps to serve accessibility as in (8). 

8 (a) ST: England (Hope 1894: 1) 
T: Ngilani(Sinxo1958:2) 

b) ST: German (Hope 1894: 1) 
T: Jamani (Sinxo 1958:2) 

These place names have been domesticated to suit the target text culture. 
This strategy is very similar to transference, but is used when an item is 
adopted from the source language with slight modification to remove some 
of the foreignness (NaudC 2000:18). The translator does not perceive a 
problem in transferring or domesticating names because of the English 
colonised background. Most isiXhosa speakers who were born prior 1990 
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have two names, one Engl~sh and one isiXhosa name. This practice stems 
from the tme of the mlssionarles, who referred to the English names as 
Christian namcs. 

Terms of Address 
7 I e m s  of address are tile words and phrases used for addressing one another 
111 spoken or written comun~cat ion,  Depending on the structure of the 
language, such words compnse pronouns, verbs and nouns (Ndlovu 
i997:92). In ~sll(l-iosa, as In Zulu, the mall1 fonns oft' address are nouns. 
Foms of address also express kinsh~p and reiat~onsh~ps between people. The 
K~ng addresses Sapt, Fr&z m d  Rudolf as in (9) by saying, 

9 ST:  "Gentlemen, my jrzends - RudolJI my couszn" (Hope 
1894: 19). 
T: "Manene, zzhlobo zam, Rudolf; mntakwethu " (Slnxo 
1958:ll) 

(Gentlemen, myjrzends, RudolJ; my brother). 

The form of address in (9) indicates the relationship of these people to the 
King. However, the translator translates my cousin as my brother, perhaps to 
indicate with greater clarity their proximity to each other. Tenns of address 
also include personal titles as in (1 0). 

10 ST: Coloriel Sapt (E-Iope 1894: 1 5 )  
T: Khenele Sapt (Sinxo 1958:9) 

The personal titles have been maintained in the target text as they appear in 
the source text. 

Gestures and Habits 
This category refers to the behavioural patterns that are practised by a 
particular community. Consider the examples in (1 1) 

1 I (i) ST: The Cardinal Bishop slipped in front of Black Michael, 
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and kssed my hand andpresented mc with (I  letter 
(Hope 1894:30) 
TT: Wavova wangn lsandln snln (Slmo 1958: 19) 
(He curtsles and embraces my izancr) 

(11) ST: I took my dear Mzchael urzd kzssed hrtn on the cheek 
(Hope1 894:30) 
TT: Kweza ke ngoku uMzchclel omnyamn (Sinxo 
1958:19) 
(Black Mzchael then comes.)- 

The translation strategy used in (11) is omission. This strategy means that 
the source text term is not rendered in the target text at all. The translator 
does thts when he feels that the information is offensive to the target 
readership. The source text terms kiss and kissed are onitted, because 
isiXhosa men do not greet each other by kissing one's hand. This gesture is 
only applicable to the source culture. 

Organisations 
This category deals with customs, activities, procedures and concepts. 
C~~storns refer to all the arts and social activities and behavioural aspects that 
are unique or practised by a given cornnlunity. The amaXhosa and English as 
mentioned, have different customs, rituals and ceremonies. The translator 
has to use certain strateges in order to translate these cultural specific items 
as in (12). 

12 ST: "Let those in fi-ont rrde on", ~ n l d  I, until tiiey ure jiftli yurd5 
ahead But do you, Marshal, and Colonel Supt ant1 nzv frlenil,, wtzzt 
here until I have rzddenfifv yards '"Hope I894 28) 
TT: "Mabahambele pharnbzh, abo baphanzhlll ", nchtr ko, 
"mabahnmbe bade babe ~l ln~yawo ezlngamashunzl amnhlanu phcrfrlbi 
kwam Weiza, mnphathzswa, nawe Khenele Snpt nanz zzhloho ,-urn, 
yrmanz apha ndrde tzdzsuke kunl ar?lcrnynthelo e~ngcrinushuml 
amahlanu" (Slnxo 1958: 18). 
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The source culture custom in (12) IS transferred ~n to  the target text. As 
reflected in thr? extract, other people were movlng In front of the King and 
his aides, who are riding In the mddle of the procession. Thls reflects 
respect for the Klng and the way secunty is conducted 111 the source culture. 
In Xhosa culture the K ~ n g  and hrs aldes, as leaders, are supposed to be in 
front 

There are different procedures and soc~al or polltical activities in the 
source culture and the target culture. Consider the examples in (13). 

13 (I) ST: Ofwhatfollowed ncxt, I remember nothzng.. 1 
knelt bejore the altar and the Cardma1 unoi~zted my 
head. (Hope 1 894:29). 
TT: Ndzphantse ukungakhumbuli nanye into kule 
mlthananangu, ngaphundle kwelo xessha ndasithathayo 
1s I thsaba kuMbzngele1z omkhu fu tzdasibeka entloko. 
(Sinxo 1958: 19). 
(I almost don 't remember any ofthose events except whea I 
was crowned by the Cardznal). 

(11) ST: Then buck we went through the streets to the 
Paluce (Hope 1894:30). 
TT: Emvu koko ke sabuyelcr eBhotwe szharnba ngezo 
zztulato (SIILYO 1958: 19). 

(111) ST. I was zn a carrrage now, ~rcle by szde wzth 
Przncess Flavra (Hope 1894130). 
TT: Ndundzkhwcle ekc~rznl ngoku sigucitene amacala 
Nr,.nkosazunu (Sinxo 1958: 19). 

In (13) a transference strategy is used. The translator has translated the 
source culture procedures and act~vitles into the target text unclianged. In the 
past the Klng's coronat~on used not to be comb~ned w~ th  church procedures, 
the Cardinal would have no role to play in the target culture (see 13(ii)). In 
relation to 13(11) it would not be practxcal for the Xhosa K ~ n g  to move up 
and down the streets because he would be expected to preserve his dlgnity. 
In 13(11i), the King moves side by side wth  the princess. In the target culture 
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the expectation is that the princess will be with other women after the 
coronation, and not side by side wit11 the King. The King would be with 
other men, specitically his aides. 

Transference in Material Culture 
Culture specific terms unique to the source language are transferred into the 
target text as reflected in (14). 

14 ST: 
TT: 

(iv) ST: 
TT: 

(111) ST: 
TT: 

( ~ v )  ST: 
TT: 

(v) ST: 
TT: 

(VI) ST: 
TT: 

Wine (Hope 1894: 18) 
fwayini (Sinxo 1958: 1 1) 
Cigarette (Hope 1894: 17) 
Isigalethi (Sinxo 1958: 18) 
Unlform (Hope 1894: 23) 
Ijrunifonzi (Sitxo 1958: IS) 
My Helmet (Hope 1 894:25) 
Ihelmet yam (Sinxo 1958: 16) 
Revolver (Hope 1894: 4 1) 
ivolovolo (Sinxo 195 8: 18) 
Cellar (Hope 1894: 38) 
Isela (Sinxo 1958: 23) 

Conclusion 
The conclusions are summarlsed as follows: 
(a) The translator decides to translate a novel The Prr~oner of Zenda 

and manages to transfer it lnto the target language as a novel 
Umbar?jwa waseZenda. 

(b) In the translation process he decides mostly to transfer source text 
Items rnto the target text. 

(c) The translator chooses to adhere to the source text system in trying 
to introduce the source culture royal life system into the target 
culture. 

The source text material cultural specific terms as well as the source text 
customs and royal procedures are transferred into the target text. In the 
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plocess source text words are transferred to the target text unchanged, the 
source 1arl::rlage word becomes a loan word In the target language. This IS 

done to ertrtch is~Xhosa and to Introduce the target text readership to the 
source text royal lrfe A strik~ng example 1s the order of the processloll of the 
Klng, his aides and d~gnltaries after the coronation, The King IS in the 
nuddle, Ltinongst other people, and not tn front as would happen in the target 
culture This shows that security 1s highly regarded in the source culture 
more especially for the royal farmly. 'These royal procedures are nowadays 
practised in the target culture to ensure the securlty of the royal fanuly. Smxo 
omts those aspects that are culturally offensive according to the target 
culture and those he feels are not important. As a result the message IS not 
d~storted. 

Research into the translat~on tradition of isiXhosa novels IS 

necessary before more general conclusions can be made regarding the norms 
that detemune the way forelgn materlal has been imported tnto the ~siXhosa 
narrative system. 

Afroasiatic Studies, Sign Language and Language Practice 
University of the Free State 

Naudej .hum@mail.uovs.ac.za 
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Swamp-donkeys and Rippers: 
The Use of Slang and Pejorative Terms to 
Name 'the other' 

Vivian de Klerk and 
Richard Antrobus 

Introduction 
The term 'slang' is defined by the Collins English Dictionary (1979) as 
vocabulary and idiom that is not appropriate to the standard form of a 
language or to fonnal contexts. %le the notion of 'standard' is itself 
problematic, in that it is associated with connotations of prestige and power, 
it usually refers to a codified form of language (usually written), which is 
commonly understood by most or all the members of a linguistic community. 
In contrast, slang is more typically restricted and localised in relation to 
social status or distribution, and is characteristically much more 
metaphorical and transitory than standard language. This is quite a loose and 
general definition, however, as the notion of slang is not stable and precise, 
but 'is a relative concept .. . [and therefore] changes in neutral or formal 
usage will lead to changes in what is seen as slang' (Anderson & Trudgill 
1990:69). Other, more creative, definitions have been used to describe slang. 
Carl Sandburg, for example, calls slang 'a language that rolls up its sleeves, 
spits on its hands, and goes to work' (cited in Anderson & Trudgill 
1990:69), and Hayakawa (1 941 : 195) refers to it as 'the poetry of everyday 
life ... [it] vividly expresses people's feelings about life and about the things 
they encounter in life'. 

Slang is typically localised and largely verbal, and functions 
primarily in order to show that one belongs to a particular sub-culture, to be 
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witty or humorous, or to break norms, shock and show disrespect for 
authority. Creativity is also an essential aspect of slang and the 'constant 
desire to create new and dramatic expressions' (Anderson & Trudgill, 
199034) means that slang is often short-lived, since many slang words are 
'local in both time and place' (Anderson & Trudgill, 1990:79). As old 
expressions become stale, so they are replaced by fresh, new alternatives, but 
this aura of freshness attached to slang may instead have something to do 
with the fact that it is constantly recycled in new groups. as well as its rarity 
in fornial contexts. Slang is therefore often used in an attempt to creatively 
break away from stereotypical language and thus slang words vary in their 
longevity and influence. Some slang words becomes so entrenched that they 
are accepted as colloquial (or even acceptable in formal contexts). On the 
other hand, some terms come and go in only a week or so. 

Distinguishing slang from swearwords or expletives, including 
profanity (in which the name of a deity is used to express negative affect or 
disrespect) is not always a simple task. While swearing is thought to be 
'language in its most highly charged state' (Hughes, 1991 :4), and expletives 
are generally connected with taboos of some hnd,  slang terms are not 
restricted in such a way (Anderson & Trudgdl 1990), and for most Western 
middle and upper classes, swearwords and slang form a continuum of non- 
standard forms, with expletives comprising the more shocbng or taboo range 
of words and slang coming closer to acceptability. Research over the years 
confirms this hypothesis: Dumas and Lighter (1978:9) found that most 
speakers could not clearly distinguish slang from expletives with any degree 
of reliability. More recently, Linda Hall (2002) reports that even educated, 
well-read people tell her that slang words are 'not slang at all. They are the 
way we speak now'. And according to Tweedie (2003) only 16 of the 70 
taboo words listed in the earlier edition of Collins Dictionaly remain taboo, 
and the rest (e.g. 'bollocks') have been downgraded to mere slang or 
informal expressions on the basis of frequency of use and of the 'majority' 
view of perceptions of the shock value of these words. Increasingly, 
erstwhile 'shocking' words such as 'fuck' are used so liberally on the media 
and in some subcultures that we scarcely notice them. 

Slang is typical of any tight-knit linguistic community where a 
relaxed atmosphere among peers or people of equal status provides a space 
where language is liberated from the conventions and pretensions of 
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politeness and formality that govern the ideal standards for language use in 
society. Thus, slang may be found amongst factory workers, sailors, and 
miners, for example, and the more isolated a particular social group is from 
mass social intercommunication, the higher the propensity that group has for 
using language that deviates from formal standard language use. For this 
reason, slang is often found amongst younger generations of people, 
especially adolescents. Educational institutions such as secondary schools 
often provide and promote an environment where a common identity is 
established in terms of attitude and language use. 

Adolescence is in this sense a social and linguistic hothouse, 
involving intense preoccupation with clothing, other adornments, and 
general social behaviour, of which language is an important part. As Milroy 
(1992) says, it is in adolescence where linguists discover the highest levels 
of linguistic innovation, because of the high density of their social networks. 

Adolescents' slang is imaginative and itmovative and is frequently 
derived from their social context as well as their need to have their own 
'private language', often with the intention of being ambiguous and 
misunderstood in order to exclude outsiders from that particular group. Here, 
slang is not generated for lack of a lexicon, but from the need to create an 
identity specific to a particular social group. For adolescents, slang forms 
part of a shared linguistic code, reinforcing group membership, and 
indicating shared knowledge and interests and the all-important sense of 
belonging (de Kierk 1992, 1997; Matthews 1997:343). As Crystal puts it, 
'the chief use of slang is to show that you're one of the gang' (1987:53). 
Evidence for this comes from the fact that there are many slang terms for 
adolescents who do not fit in this way, such as geek or nerd. Thus while this 
shared code reinforces group membership, at the same time it excludes those 
who do not use it (such as parents and teachers), and signals a certain level 
of rebelliousness and disrespect for authority. 

The less appealing aspect of slang is its pejorative and abusive side. 
While it can indeed be used to reduce seriousness and to be witty and clever, 
it is often devastatingly cruel and harshly critical of deformity or inadequacy 
of any kind; its words aptly surrunarise group attitudes to outsiders and 
towards the unfortunate fat, ugly or mentally retarded people of this world. 
There are no holds barred, particularly in areas of social taboo. In his 
questionnaire-based research, surveying 377 high-school adolescents, 
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Thurlow (2001) received 100% percent responses to one question: 'what 
words do people at school use for slaggng someone off?' (2001:27) 
(slugging means to criticise harshly or speak disparagngly). Derogatory and 
pejorative names, such as those ascribed to certain individuals or groups, can 
be extremely hurtful to the recipients (Valentine 1998:2 cited in Thurlow 
2001:26), marking them as deviating from some sort of externally imposed 
' nom'  . 

Attitudes Towards Slang 
Slang and expletive usage are commonly associated with confidence and 
rebellion against adult norms. For this reason, these words are more strongly 
associated with men, although, as this paper will point out, such a view is 
probably no longer accurate. As early as 1943, Schlauch (1943, p. 287) 
regretfully notes tendencies for women to encroach on this all-male precinct, 
and Hertzler (1965) and Maurer (1976) make the same point. 

In consonance with social expectations of masculinity and 
toughness, men stereotypically use more abusive language than women, and 
even tend to over-report their use of it in order to enhance this reputation 
(Sutton 1995). Thurlow (2001:35) cites several other studies in this regard. It 
is likely that they also fear being labelled so negatively, so in an effort to 
distance themselves from ostracised groups, potential members of these very 
groups use these sanle pejorative terms in a chameleon-like effort to disguise 
themselves. 

It would appear that with shifts in power, norms and habits of 
pejorative and expletive usage are being challenged. Signs of change are 
revealed in more recent studies by Oliver et al. (1975), Bailey et al. (1976), 
Staley (1978), Risch (1987), de Klerk (1997) and Sutton (1995), all of whom 
indicate a growing resistance by women to conform to expectations about 
the use of slang and swearwords. In their use of slang and expletives 
adolescent women reveal a need to do so, while ironically most male 
adolescents might know and use more slang and expletives than female 
adolescents, not because they want to, but simply because they have very 
little choice: society expects them to. Linguistic behaviour in adolescence is 
not simply a matter of conformity to clear and unambiguous role models, and 
there is plenty of evidence suggesting that linguistic differentiation is neither 
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smooth nor consensual. We also need to acknowledge that while it is 
tempting in such articles as these to over-generalise and give an impression 
that all adolescents behave in the same way, there are adolescents who do 
not use slang, and who assert their identities in ways which are their own, 
and which reflect their intelligence and personalities uniquely. 

Methodology 
This paper centres primarily on the use of slang at two local private schools, 
School A (a boys school) and School B (a grls  school), in order to report on 
the usage of selected slang and derogatory terms, analyse its variation, and 
observe any trends or developments which may be underway. De Klerk 
(1989, 90, 91) reports on slang and expletives elicited from pupils in the 
same schools 13 years earlier, and the primary method for data collection 
was a questionnaire closely based on that used by de Klerk (1989), with 
slight modifications in terms some of the examples of slang, to avoid those 
which had become dated or obsolete (e.g. the suggestion for 'an ugly/ fat/ 
unattractive girl' in 1989 was 'blort', and this was changed to 'bus' / 
'grunter'). While 26 items were elicited in the larger study (Antrobus 2003), 
this paper reports on only 7 of these, all semantic areas that name the 'other' 
in some way, and are potentially pejorative or abusive. These items include 
uglylfatl unattractive people, unpleasant people, social misfits and 
effeminate men. 

Since both of the target schools are private English-medium schools, 
which charge significantly higher fees than state schools (full boarding fees 
for 2003 were R70,000 per annum), it  can be assumed that the majority of 
scholars come from middle to upper-class socio-economic backgrounds and 
have a reasonable command of English. This eliminates a number of 
independent variables and therefore increases the validity of the research 
data. Altogether 188 pupils were issued with the questionnaire, and although 
there was a gender imbalance in responses (71 women and 117 men), results 
have been calculated so as to represent them proportionately. 

While the methodology used to elicit words may legitimately be 
regarded as somewhat artificial and decontextualised, since it reflects 
reported rather than actual usage, responses nevertheless give some insight 
into exposure to and familiarity with such words, and into the informant's 
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willingness to write them down. Also, while the questionnaire may have 
elicited known or general slang not currently in use at the schools, it is 
hypothesised that since the schools are predominantly (over 90%) boarding 
schools, outside or 'exotic' slang is unlikely to survive in such strong 
multiplex social networks, unless it is adopted and becomes absorbed by the 
majority. 

Results 
Section I : Naming the 'other' 
Space constraints prevent a report on all 26 lexical items which were 
elicited, so the focus will fall only on those items whch relate to naming 
'the other', those who do not 'fit in' socially for a range of reasons. 
Responses are classified according to the gender of the informant, spellings 
are based on the written originals, and numbers in brackets indicate the 
number of times a word was proffered if greater than 1. 

a. An ugly I fat I unattractive grl(193 responses) 
Terms suggested by males: 
gravel (49), siff (30), swamp donkey (lo), whale (6), tuckshop ( 5 ) ,  grunter 
(2), bus (2), 18-wheeler, 1" team prop, amoeba, biscuit barrel, bitch, blimp, 
brak, brick, plank, bungu, cow, dog, fat fuck, feta, fotloza, gorilla, gravel pit, 
grot, grotweiler, growler, large-and-in-charge, mbimbi, miff, mnger, 
monster, mountain goat, muck, mule, pie, pig, ripper, road 1 1 1 ,  roller, 
sghughu 1 sghukhu, slut, snorter, steamroller, swamp, tank, vacuum, vuyani 
(= 47 terms, 146 responses). 

Terms suggested by females: 
beaut(y) ( l l ) ,  grunter (5 ) ,  siff (4), whale (4), bus (2), swamp donkey (2), 
gravel (2), bongo, butch, cold, looker, lony, mare, nasty, picasso, pig, 
plonker, porky, rip snorter, ripper, slob, slut, special, swampy, troll (= 25 
terms, 47 responses). 

b. An ugly 1 fat / unattractive boy (135 responses) 
Terms suggested by males: 
pie (30), tuckshop (21), gravel (9), siff (6), beefcake, blimp, blob, boing- 
boing, boulder, elephant, fat ass, fat fuck, feta, fridge, fudge-packer, growler, 
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,were, heavyweight, nasty sghubghu 1 sghukhu, slob, Spar, stroll, tuck-box, 
tuckus, vet gat, whale (= 27 terms, 90 responses) 

Terms suggested by females: 
siff (8), tuckshop (7), ripper (7), nasty (4), beaut, cold, donkey, dork, geek, 
grunter, loser, mountain ogre, nerd, pearl, peasant, plonker, porky, rash, runt, 
special, swamp donkey, troll, wanker (= 23 tenns, 45 responses) 

c. An unlikeable / unpleasant woman (199 responses) 
Terms suggested by males: 
bitch (52), cow (14,) hoe (1 3), whore (9), slut (pi), beaut (2), cunt, dick-head, 
dog, fat cow, gravel, gwere, hoer, hog, ice-packer, old goat, pussy, cat, rash, 
siff, skank, sour, swamp donkey, teef, write-off (= 25 terms, 116 responses). 

Terms suggested by females: 
bitch (38), cow (24), hoe (5), slut (3), beaut (2), B.O.B1, brat, cruella, hog, 
idiot, pain in the arse, pratt, rash, skank, ripper, whore (= 16 terms, 83 
responses). 

d. An unlikeable / unpleasant man (182 responses) 
Terms suggested by males: 
dickhead (15), prick (14), bastard (1 I), arsehole (8), idiot (5), wanker (3), 
bashi, cock-sucker, cunt, duckweed, fag, faggot, fudge-packer, gay, gravel, 
gweru, jackass, jew, loner, loser, motherfucker, numbnuts, pig, POTA~, 
penis eater, poes, ripper, scrotum, shithead, siff, snorter, steek, toss, troll, 
winner (= 35 ternls, 85 responses). 

'Terms suggested by fernales: 
bastard (28), arsehole (24), prick (ll), wanker (6), p ~ g  (5), dickhead (4), 
idiot (4), beaut, brak, brat, dog, fag, gay, nasty, nerd, rash, ripper, son of a 
bitch, special, toss, weirdo, wlruler (= 22 terms, 97 responses). 

e. An effenlinate/cowardly male (1 28 responses) 

1 An acronym for 'Bitches over Buddies'. 
2 An acronym for 'part of the action', pronounced [p ctc]. 
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Terms suggested by males: 
pussy (19), fag(got) (14), gay (8), weed (4), chicken (3), wimp (3), beauty, 
bitch, chicken-shit, coward, duckweed, dude, fudge-packer, gay-dog, germ, 
homo, loser, moffie, packer, poofter, ripper, sprout, tit, wanker, whlte-trash, 
winner, woosey, write-off, yellow, yellow bellied.(= 30 terms, 75 responses). 

Terms suggested be females: 
gay (8), fag(got) (6), loser (7), weed (3, wimp ( 5 ) ,  chicken (4), baby, beaut, 
drip, dweeb, fudge-packer, geek, gerlun, nerd, pansi, poofter, ripper, runt, 
slow, soft, toss, winner, wuss.(= 23 terms, 53 responses). 

f. One who joins in a social situation when not wanted or uninvited 
(1 23 responses) 

Terms suggested by males: 
POTA (84), gay (8), third wheel (5), lurker (3), rash (2) ABC, ABC your 

way out, beached whale, blocked, bog-fly, given the bat, Kudu, latch-on, 
leuer, loner, outsider, parasite, spare(wheel), suckshine (suction?), trailing, 
vacuum, wannabe(= 22 terms, 1 19 responses). 

Terms suggested by females: 
attachment, bog-fly, gay, leech (= 4 terms, 4 responses). 

g. Prefects (65 responses) 
Terms suggested by males: 
wankers (14), cops (7), pigs (S), asslarseholes (4), cock-suckers, detectives, 

dicks, 5-0, f(i)lchers, faggots, fagmasters, flimters, fuckheads, gomas, lost 
ones, wankholders (rankholders), rankies, ranks, suck-ups, top-dogs, traitors 
(= 2 1 terms, 44 responses). 

Terms suggested by females: 
cops (9), pigs (3), bitches, bastards, godzrlla, goodie-goodie, killers, patrols, 
policemen, prefects, raters (= 11 terms, 21 responses). 
Table 1 summarises numbers of responses (tokens) and table 2 lexical items 
(types) in order to demonstrate differences between gender groups. 
Altogether 188 questionnaires were processed, of which 38% (71) were 
females and 62% (117) males. In the tables actual frequencies for each 
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gender group have been converted to percentages, and the final column 
shows the difference between actual scores and 'ideal' or expected scores. 
For example, since they were in the majority, males would be expected to 
supply 62% of the tokens for 'ugly female' (item one), but they actually 
supplied 14% more than this (and females conversely supplied 14% fewer). 
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Prefect 3  3  64% 36% M + 2 %  

Total 332 62% 38% 0 

Discussion 
Much research (reported in Spender 1980, Graddol and Swann 1989 and 
Gibbon 1999) has been done on the 'ugly' names for women and men, wlth 
most of it reporting that there are far more negative ternls for women than 
men, most of which carry sexual connotations. These results, however, 
reveal interesting developments, especially in the terms that females are 
using to refer to themselves. While there were more terms proffered for ugly 
females than ugly males, and more tokens as well, In the 'unpleasant 1 
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unlikeable' category there were actually more words for males than for 
females, and it was females who were leading in terms of frequency 
(proportionaicly, they suggested 14% more of the names than males did). 
This goes strongly counter to Sutton's (1995) claims that women are more 
linguistically conservative, adhering closely to the standard. 

In the 'physically unattractivelfatlugly' category, the terms 
suggested are harshly critical, and animal or dehumanising metaphor 
abounds. Most animal comparisons express negative attitudes, and these are 
no exception, and as expected, there are more that refer to females. For girls 
we have swamp donkey, brak (Afrikaans term for an ill-bred dog), cow, dog, 
gorilla, grurzter, (g;)rotweiler, mare, mountain gout, mule, pig and whale. For 
males we have elephant, whale, donkey, grunter, and swamp donkey. Other 
dehumanising metaphors for females (e.g. steamroller, lorry, pie) and males 
(e.g. fridge, boulder, tuckshop) are similarly harshly critical, and the 
majority of these again label females more than males. Only one term (slut) 
has sexual overtones. It is also interesting to note that amongst the words 
suggested by the girls are several which have strongly ironic or sarcastic 
overtones (e.g. beaut, looker, pearl, special), which are notably absent from 
the male examples. 

In the 'unpleasant' category, far more sexual terms have been 
suggested by males to refer to females (hoe (a play on the sound of 'whore'), 
hoer (Afrikaans for whore), whore, slut, cunt, dick-head, pussy)). Terms 
referring to males have similarly strongly negative sexual overtones and 
some are unambiguously homophobic (e.g. faggot, gay). It is also evident 
that many of the words used refer to both males and females by synecdoche, 
reducing them to a mere body-part, usually scatalogical or strongly sexual 
(e.g. cunt, prick, dickhead, poes (Afrikaans for cunt), penis, arsehole). These 
terms are not reserved to derogate females only, and are in fact more 
prevalent in reference to males. However, in keeping with Sutton's claim 
that 'it is extremely rare to hear one woman refer to another as a cunt' 
(1995:281), it was almost solely the males in this study who used these 
terms. 

Terms for effeminate males elaborate on the homophobic terms of 
the 'unpleasant' category by including homo and moffie (an Afrikaans term 
for homosexual), and once again females are generally far less harsh in their 
judgements of males. Thurlow's (2000) findings were similar: the vast 
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majority of homophobic terms reported referred to male homosexuality, with 
only 14% referring to female homosexuality. 'Ugly' names for women 
reported by Sutton are similarly devoid of female homophobic terms. This is 
attributable either to a proportionate lack of available homophobic terms for 
females, or broader issues of inequality which disregard women in general. 

Fairly high nunlbers of responses, in the 'outsider' and 'prefect' 
categories reaffirm the important function that slang can play in delineating 
membership of the in-group and the out-group among both genders. The 
words used to refer to social nlisfits are particularly hurtful and derogatory. 

Overall, contrary to expectations, when viewed proportionately 
males supplied only 3% more tokens than the females, and each group 
supplied an equivalent number of actual lexical items (types). This 
reinforces the growing view that females are not avoiding pejorative words 
at all, at least not in temis of numerical frequency. Where there is an 
undeniable difference, however, is in the strength or 'shock-value' of the 
items supplied, and data consisteiltly reveals that females have suggested 
milder and less offensive items on the whole. Thurlow's (2000) findings 
were similar: boys reported only slightly more items than girls, but there was 
no significant difference in terms of their self-rating of how offensive these 
words were. He also found that the boys ranked these pejorative terms as 
more taboo or 'hard-core' than grls, recognising their potential for hurt, es- 
pecially with regard to homosexuality. In addition, male terminology seemed 
more creative than female words. For example, grls '  words like lorry, porky 
and slob to refer to ugly females are not nearly so evocative as the boys' 
words: heaty vehicles engage in lowest gear, and keep it in the zoo. 

Section 2: Slang Borrowed from Other Languages 
The schools which were sampled are both private English medium schools, 
which have accommodated learners of all racial groups since the early 
eightiss. The data contains a number of slang words which have been 
borrowed from other languages, specifically from Afrikaans and isiXhosa 
(both local languages of the Eastern Cape Province). These levels of usage 
may be attributable to the shifting demographics in the schools, which, while 
still 65% white, increasingly reflect a wider range of other population 
groups. In addition, as South Africa strives towards equality in a 
post-apartheid era, language bias is probably lessening as a result of 
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increasing media exposure to a wlder range of varletles and languages, along 
w~th the r ~ r ~ n g  status and acceptab~l~ty of ~nd~genous Black South Afrlcan 
languages 

Code-smltchlng and code-mlx~ng has also lost some of ~ t s  negative 
stigma and is celebrated and encouraged through television and the medla as 
an acceptable means of cultural exchange and interaction (as 1s evident in lts 
use In sitcoms and advertisements). The increases In non-English words at 
these Engllsh schools may well reflect some of these changes in attrtude 
toward language 

The h~gh number of borrowed words representing sllghtly taboo 
areas 1s also to be expected: borrowed words, because they are unfamhar to 
the user, lack the connotations and emotlve effect of a mother-tongue 
equivalent. This explalns why mother tongue (MT) English speakers use 
Afrikaans swearwords (e.g. donner or hlrksem) w~th little awareness of their 
shocking effect on MT Afrrkaans speakers. Slmlarly gwere and vuyani are 
taboo words in the Xhosa comrnun~ty wh~ch don't carry the same shock- 
value amongst the second-language users. (Below are alphabetical lists of 
this 'borrowed' slang). Although r t  1s d~fficult to ascertain whether the 
borrowed words have shrfted m meaning (gven the vagueness of slang), it 
would seem that these adolescents have embraced thc lex~con of other 
languages to find new and excitlng forms of language expression as a 
symbol of overarching solidarrty 

Whlle words have been farthfui to the or~ginal spellings prov~ded, In 
several cases those borrowed from Xhasa have retained their onpnal 
phonetic properties. For example, the word rostzle, IS actually denved from 
the English word c o ~ t  which describes a mstake or fallure, and has the past 
tense verbal suffix from Xhosa (-ile) added, to lndlgen~ze the word so that lt 
fits in w~th the sound and rhythmc structure of the 'other' language, thus 
dlsguis~ng itself as a non-Engllsh word. In the same way wacooka 1s based 
on the English word 'cook', wtth a Xhosa prefix. Slrmlarly, nqooze, 
pronounced to rhyme with "ooze', ns a Xhosa-isation of an Engl~sh slang 
word,' and mnca and rzgube are pronounced with an alveolar and palatal 
click respectrvely. 

3 In simlar vein, 'overated' has become nqovarated, and 'overboard' has 
become nqovabonrd, each with a resounding click at the start. 
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Slang terms from isiXhosa 
banga attractive girl 
Bungu ugly girl 
chonga sticks cigarettes 

(u)gwayi cigarettes 
gwere unlikeable woman 
inkwoza cigarettes 
layisa make out I kiss 
mnca nice 
nqooze alcoholic drink 
sghubhu / sghukhu ugly girl 1 boy 
tsu drunk 
nqube Party 
walala rugby side-step 
zol cigarettes 

Slang Terms from Afrikaans 
babbelas 
Ballie 
bossies 
brak 

dop 
duidelik 
fontein 
gefokked 
heldrank 
jol 
kind 
kops 
leuer 
moffie 
nooit bru 
pomped 

drunk 
old man 
cigarettes 
unlikeable woman 
alcoholic drink 
nice 
hard worker 
drunk 
alcoholic drink 

party 
pretty girl 
cigarettes 
outsider 
effeminate male 
unbelievable 
drunk 

bixa 
costile 
fotloza 
gwere 
imbadla 
kopwa 
mbimbi 
mnyama 
ntoza 
tsau Itsaw 
masheshe 
vuyanl 
wacooka 

babelaas 
blom 
brak 
donker 
doppies 
eentjie 
gaar 
haare 
hoer 
joil 
klap 'n dos 
lekker 
lus 
mooi 
ou 
scafe 

hectic / exciting 
detrimental 
ugly girl 

ugly boy 
party 
nice 
ugly girl 
drunk 
alcoholic drink 
nice 
alcoholic drink 
ugly girl 
'hot', cooking, 
expert 

alcoholic drink 
hang around, relax 
ugly girl 
nice 
cigarettes 
cigarettes 
drunk 

Party 
whore 
kiss and cuddle 
haveasnooze 
nice / enjoyable 
want 1 effort 
pretty girl 
nice chap 
cigarettes 
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skeef disapproving look steek unlikeable man 
stekkie pretty girl stompies cigarettes 
swak unfair 1 distastehl teef bitch 
twak (stick) cigarettes vetgat ugly boy 
V rY kiss / cuddle witrus nice chap 

Attitude Survey 
At the end of the questionnaire, responderits were asked to rate people who 
use a lot of slang, on a 5-point scale in which 1 implied strong disapproval 
and 5 strong approvai and a h r a t i o n .  They were asked to rate each of the 
following groups independently as slang users: junior school boys, junior 
school girls, senior school boys, senior school grls, adult inales and adult 
females. 179 of the I88 learners responded to this section, of whom 40% 
(71) were female. Table 3 reports the average ratings attributed by males and 
females to the use of slang by each of the groups (e.g, it shows that male 
respondents were more disapproving of junior girls (2.2) who use slang than 
female respondents (2.4)) While there are some ninor differences within 
categories, the overall trends amongst rnales and females are the same as 
were reported in de Klerk (1989): general disapproval of those younger than 
the peer-group and even stronger disapprobation of those older than the peer 
group (i.e. adults). It would seem that only group members are sanctioned in 
their use of these words, with slightly more leeway given to males by both 
males and females. Clearly such attitudes are strongly linked to social power, 
and to in-goup and out-group status. 

junior girls 2.2 
I 
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Concluding Remarks 
Waksler (1995) predicts a steady linguistic neutralisation of gender, going 
into the future, with words which were previously reserved for males andlor 
females being used more freely across categories (e.g. guys to refer to both 
males and females). This is only evident to a limited extent in the terms 
elicited in this study, several of which (e.g., slob, ripper, porky, special, 
swamp donkey, troll) referred equally to both gender groups. However, none 
of the terms with any sexual connotations had this versatility. 

This small-scale study has shown that females and males alike 
indulge in the hurtful practice of criticising and excluding those who are 
socially ostracised for one reason or another. Such language usage is 
undoubtedly a contributing factor in 'the reproduction of social inequalities 
and power relations' (Thurlow 2001:35), and can be harsh, abusive, critical 
exclusionary and coercive. Contrary to expectations, and claims that 'most 
studies in slang ... have seen women as linguistically conservative, adhering 
closely to the standard form of speech' (Sutton 1995:282), this study reveals 
a fairly vigorous pejorative vocabulary used by females. One has two options 
in interpreting this trend: firstly, it could be seen as an attempt by young 
women to mimic male behaviour, and associate with the socially dominant 
group. An alternative view would be to recognise that there is an increasing 
number of women who aim to assert a new image of women which runs 
contrary to stereotyped images of being pure, sensitive and caring. While the 
terms used by males in this study continue to devalue females and reinforce 
the dominant social order, the terms us& by females do the same in reverse, 
and appear to be taking control (albeit tentatively) of a semantic space in 
which they formerly had no place at all. As Sutton puts it (1995:290), rather 



than trying to appear like men by buylng Into these behaviours, one could 
interpret tIzcblr behavlour as trylng to construct d new identlty whlch riiris 
contrary to trad~t~on,il definitions of femintntty 

While a wlde range of f~i~rly hard-hitting words have emerged fro111 
tlus study, ~ncludlng derogatory and hornophob~c terms, notable by the~r 
absence are racist term, possibly because of higli levels of awareness in 
South Afrlca and strong social sanctions agalnst using such words, and also 
beca~ise these learners attend a rnulttracial school, and have no doubt been 
sens~tised to suc11 issties 

Abusive naming practtces reveal the social attitudes of the 
cornnlumty of users, distingur.;hing the outgroup from the insiders, and 
implicitly or exphcrtly declarlng who one is and who one IS not. Thurlow 
(2001 26) points out that durlng adolescence, when belonging to the peer- 
group is vital, language (and naming) is a prlmary resource to constitute the 
self, soclal categories and soclal relations. Part of this is 'the continual, vocal 
branding of Other9 'With apparently l~ttle concern for their antisocial 
ramificat~ons, homophobic pejoratlves, many of them vltr~ol~c, constitute 
one of the most predominant categories of abusive language among adole- 
scents' (Thurlow 2001 32) It 15 this comblnat~on of exclusion and bonding 
which makes slang dnd swearwords espec~aily attractive to teenagers. 

It is nonetheless lmportiuit to remember that using a slang word, a 
pejorative term or an expletive does not necessarily lmply that one knows its 
meantng rhese words tend to be used In informal contexts anlong peers 
% ~ t h  a high'degree of shared knowledge and common interests, as part of a 
shared, restricted code Asklng about the meaning of such words would be 
like adm~tting fa~lure as a member of the group. In any event, clear 
definit~ons are often not readily available, and such words are inherently 
vague As Sornig puts ~l 'It is extremely difficult . to explain their [slang 
tenns] real and complete rneanlrlg to an outsider ... the reason for their very 
ex~stence lies in the connotative part of the meaning of slang terms and 
colloqulallsms' (Sornig 1981 1). In add~tlon, peer pressure alone or habit can 
dull the power of words that are strongly taboo for rnost speakers. 'These 
words may therefore not always be used wlth deliberate intent to exclude or 
criticise, although their careless use nonetheless has a negative effect. 

Department of English Language and Linguistics 
Rhodes University 
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A Preliminary Investigation of 
Creativity in a 
South African Variety of English 

Luanga Kasanga 

Introduction 
'Creativity' is the ability of speakers to innovate for a wide range of reasons 
and purposes and is recognized as part of the outcomes of using a language. 
According to Aitchison (2001:259) language change is a 'natural and 
inevitable' phenomenon that is irreversible. This view contrasts with that of 
self-proclaimed 'linguistic activists', such as the New York Time's columnist 
William Safire (cited in Aitchison 2001 :259), or the well-known editor in the 
British publishing industry, James Cochrane, who recently published a book 
in which he denounces the 'sloppy use' of English (Cochrane 2004). They 
are among several people who are reluctant to accept new usages. While 
purists attempt to protect a language by restoring respect for basic rules, 
among other things, most linguists argue that a prescriptive attitude stifles 
creativity. 

Linguistic creativity is triggered by new situations, experiences and 
thoughts. New lexical items, extensions or restrictions of lexical meanings of 
existing items emerge, or adaptations of sound patterns, morphology and 
syntax occur. English, which preoccupies us in this article, is one case par 
excellence of a 'dynamic' language characterised by ever-growing 
innovations. It has thus been touted as 'a borrowing language' (Strevens 
1980: 85) in view of the increasing stock of borrowings entering its lexicon. 
A borrowing (also know as 'loan word') is a vocabulary item adopted from 



~ I O L  language ,,i  >i-rol, ,i,-x~ther iaiisuage jltost) w~th some level of 
pjionolog,r,ii, i.riorpholog~cal, syntacltc, or sernantic adaptahom. In 
coinparlson to 3. cade-sw~tclled h t n ~  whlch can only occur in the speech of 
bilinguals and which does riot requlre any level of adaptat~on, a 
borrowindloan wold occllrs m the speech of both bihnguals and 
monollnguals (Haugen 1092; Poplack, Sankoff& Miller 1988). 

Resldes borrow~ng, dlffcrent types of change occur w~thln the 
English language itsel t The cotnage of new words, called 'neologlsms', 1s 

one of them A neologisrtl IS a new word, created out of exist~ng elements. 
An example ncologisnt 15 flucidli. whrch IS used to refer to 'excess water on 
the road after a storm bigger than a puddle but smaller than a flood' (Crystal 
1995. 132) 

The u\e of 'nonce borrowings' may also change a language. Thls 
refers to those I~nguistlc. ;term that belong to one language but are used m 
mother iangudge rhese items are trms~tional and eventually become accepted 
as loanwor&A~onow~~>gs when used consta~~tly. Another conxnon type of 
Internal lexicai creat~on 1s '~ct~nverslon'. Thls process ~nvolves changng the 
iex~cal category that an ]tern belongs to. This means that an existing word IS 

ass~gned to a new category. For example, the transit~ve verbs to shoulder 
(e.g one's responsib~lrt~e\), lo elbow ( e  g. one's way), and to wrzst (e.g. a 
ball over the net) denvc respectively from the nouns: shoulder, elbow, and 
wrzst respectively: the intrans~tlve verb to stlffupper-l~p (e.g. through a 
ceremony or event) der~ves froin the noun phrase a s t i f  upper llp (1.e. an 
expression of seriousness) In the same way, the ~nfinltlve verbs to summer, 
to wrnter, to hoilrlay, and fo honeymoon were created respectively from the 
following nouns summer, wznter, n holzday, and (1 honcy~noon These 
examples are c~ted 111 (O'Grady, Dobrovolsky 6% Katamba 1997: 2) and 
presented in exainple ( 5 ) below: 

( I )  X summered in Singapore, Y wintered in Canada, Z holidayed in 
New Zealand, and we honeymooned in China. 

Internal creations can also result from historical feats, or events of great 
proportions. For example, the verb to Houdini entered the English lexicon as 
a result of the great feats of the American escapologist, E. Weiss, who 
performed under the professional name of 'Houdini'. The expression to 
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houdini therefore means 'to perform an ingenuous escape' (The Concise 
Oxford Dictionary of Current English 1995). 

Similarly, innovations may also occur 'by analogy', a process 
involving either pattern deviation or pattern recreation. Illustrative of 
innovations by analogy is the expression Out of the fvyingpan into the deep 
freezer found in a corpus of naturally-occurring British English talk in the 
Cambridge and Nottingham Corpus of Discourse in English (CANCODE) 
(Carter and McCarthy 1997). This expression was created, in casual 
conversation, by analogy to Out of thefyirzgyan into thefire, a widely used 
expression for a new situation as bad as or even worse than a previous one. 

Technological advances also trigger the coinage of new lexical 
items, or the semantic extension of existing ones to cover new materials. 
Chip is one such example of semantic extension that comes to mind. A 
'chip' generally designates a small piece cut out of, chopped from, or fallen 
through breakage off wood, stone, or similar hard material. By extension, in 
electronics a silicon chip is a tiny wafer of semiconductor used in an 
integrated circuit. The choice of the lexical item chip was presumably 
inspired by the fact that a microchip is a piece chopped off a silicon plate. 
Note that although the term microchip, of which chip is a clipped form, is 
still in use, it occurs less frequently than 'chip'. Certain registers also create 
their own terms which are eventually incorporated into the lexicon and may 
sometimes undergo semantic shifts. In the travel industry, the verb to 
waitlist, derived through the process of back formation from waiting list, is 
probably as much part of the industry's lexicon as to shortlist (from short 
list) is of everyday English. 

Finally, children, too, are credited with the ability for creativity. 
Below is an example of children's creativity in an interaction between two 
monolingual English-speaking pre-adolescent siblings: 

(2) S: Can you box? 
B: Oh, yes. 
S: Can you karate? 

Operationalizing Linguistic Creativity 
Studying linguistic creativity as a phenomenon in non-literary language IS a 
recent trend. In the old tradition, 'devlation' in stylistics (Short 1996; 
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Widdowson 1992) for the purpose of attracting attention was often 
highlighlcil as a classical example of creativity. Studies of spoken English 
(e.g. Carter and McCarthy 1995, 1997, 2004; Carter and Adolphs 2003) 
mostly from corpora' of naturally-occurring speech data, are illustrative of 
the new trend. Research in cognitive linguistics (e.g. Lakoff and Johnson 
1999) has also lent itself to revealing the naturalness of creativity in 
everyday language, as has research in metaphor studies (e.g. Cameron 1999; 
Cameron and Low 1999; Lakoff and Turner 1989). Creativity is, therefore, 
no longer the preserve of literary language, as opposed to non-literary 
language. As,a consequence of the recognition of its existence in aspects of 
language use other than literary creation, creativity has been approached 
from different perspectives and has been defined in various ways to suit 
specific research frameworks, and sometimes, the type of data and their 
context of production. 

Accordmgly, in their analyses of corpus-based data Carter and 
McCarthy (2004) adopted a non-formalist definitional framework that 
recognizes functions and contexts of creativity. They identify a wide range 
of instances of functions of linguistic creativity, from humour to the 
expression of an attitude; to hghlight one's identity; for entertainment; to 
mark a transition between bits of talk, or to maintain the flow of talk (Carter 
and McCarthy 2004: 63-4). Given the variability of creativity in such spoken 
data, a formal definition, i.e. one based on formal features, is eschewed in 
this type of analysis. 

In the study of a relatively unexplored variety of a language such as 
a South African variety of English, a formal definition is forms the basis of 
t h s  article. The choice of a formal definition does not restrict it to 
Chomsky's (1964) basic view on creativity as applicable to invented 
sentences. Nor does it extend to stretches of discourse or text, a framework 
that would be more useful in analyses where the consideration of joint 
conditions of production (e.g. interactional talk) is indispensable. To arrive 
at a formal definition to guide the study of creativity in the variety studied in 

I Corpora of South African varieties of English (e.g. de Klerk 2002a, 2002b) 
are being created. They will offer a wealth of insights into creativity and 
other aspects of peculiarities in, among others, BSAE, when they are readily 
available. 
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this article, we must look at recurring patterns of language use and 
structures. The occurrence of new features (lexical items, functional words 
and phrases, micro-linguistic structures, rules of use) must be unique to the 
variety under investigation. It requires 'systematicity' in the relevant variety 
rather than mere occasional occurrences in idiolects. In this way, we can 
solve the problen~ of indeterminacy between cases of genuine innovations 
and idiosyncrasies that nlay be a result of limited knowledge of English (see 
Bamgbose 1998; Cl-usanga 1995; de Klerk 1996; de Klerk & Gough 2002; 
Wright 1996). In other words, there is a need to draw a line between, for 
example, the use of with which may be seen as an instinctively considered 
idiosyncrasy in example (3) below (drawn from an essay by an English 
second language-speaking first-year student) and the systematic use of with- 
conlbinations discussed later in the article as cases of creativity: 

(3) A few days later, she receives a box from her husband. It was full 
with delicious foods and fruits.. . 

The status of an innovation as a systematic new entry into a particular 
language/language variety is best established from corpus data, from which 
at least the first three of the following five criteria outlined by Bamgbose 
(1998:3) can be tested: 'authoritativeness' (status of users), 'demography' 
(number of users), 'acceptability' (attitude of users and non-users), 
'codification' (sanction of use), and 'geography' (spread of use). Thls 
article, based on naturally-occurring speech by educated speakers in a South 
African English variety, is a prelude to corpus-based analyses which will 
take into consideration the criteria listed above. 

Legitimate vs. Illegitimate Forms 
According lo Kachru (1985), innovations are regarded as the hallmark of 
varieties in the 'Inner Circle'. The 'Inner Circle' refers to those countries 
where English is spoken as a native language. It is claimed that the varieties 
spoken in these places are endowed with the ability and 'legitimacy' to 
create andlor borrow. Concurring with this view, O'Grady, Dobrovolsky and 
Katamba (1997: 1) state that creativity is the ability to respond to the demand 
of human thought and experience, or a set of 'resources that a language 
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makes available to its native speakers, those who have acquired it as 
children in u natural setting' [my emphasis]. 

The following data drawn from CANCODE (Carter & McCarthy 
1997) are examples of morphological creativity in casual conversation by 
English first language-speakers: in one episode, a student refers to a fruit 
bowl as saladv (i.e. a bowl suitable for keeping salad); in another episode, a 
speaker describes some newfangled shoelaces as 'elasticky sort of stuff; and 
in a third episode, another speaker rejects a pub that her friend has proposed 
they should go to because she finds it menlsy (i.e., resembling a mews). In all 
three examples, the speakers exploit the --y suffix to create diffuse and 
evaluative meaning (Carter & McCarthy 1997: 164). Similar morphological 
creativity is achieved by adding the prefix un- to solid to refer to a 'loose' or 
'slack' baby-cot as a 'baby-cot made unsolid'. All the above examples of 
innovations are considered as natural, legtimate occurrences primarily 
because they have been created by native speakers of English. 

purists2, such as Cochrane (2004), would probably tolerate some of 
these innovations. They would even welcome those whch they regard as 
'advantageous'-although it is a moot point what is and what is not 
advantageous. On the other hand, they would take a hard line against any 
ibm or structures found only in varieties of English used by those who 
come fionr outside ?he h e r  Circle. Such forms would be considered 
'deviant forms'. For them, non-native varieties arid their speakers are not 
entitled to the legitimacy of innovating that is recognized to native varieties 
and their speakers. From the purists' perspective, therefore, the following 
case of coinage by an English second language-speaking student at a US 

' Through centuries, 'purist' individuals and organizations, have rejected 
certain varieties of English which they believe to be 'substandard', i.e. 
inferior to 'standard' ones, and have advocated the maintenance of the latter 
to prevent what they see as 'the deterioration of English' (O'Grady, 
Dobrovolsky & Katamba 1996: 10). More recently, defenders of standard 
English, such as Prator (1968) and Quirk (1985, 1988, 1990)' use the 
argument that a global standard form of English is necessary for 
comprehensibility. The use of the label 'purist' has no pejorative 
connotation. Aitchison (2001: 258) uses the euphemism 'Great Permitters' 
instead. 
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university (Hatch and Brown 1995:9), for example, cannot be considered as 
a case of creativity, because it was not created by a native speaker: 

(4) A Korean student says that after unclergrurluatzon, she will study 
law. 

Proponents of the World Englishes paradigm (Kachru 1986, 1992a, 1992b, 
1997; Platt, Webber and Ho 1984; Snith and Forman 1997) disagree with 
the purists' perspective. They see creativity differently, given the pluralistic 
contexts of the use of English and view new varleties of English as 
independent varieties with established norms. From this perspective, 
creativity is a fully legtimate phenomenon in new Englishes (Banlgbose 
1998; Bhatt 1995; Kasanga 2001d; Makalela 2004). This is a perspective 
with which thls paper aligns itself. It rejects the view that these innovations 
are merely 'deviations from native-speaker norms'. The rejection of the 
legitimacy of creativity in new varieties of English is indeed, more 
sentimental than factual. As Aitchison (2001 :258) observes, 'the judgments 
about what is good and what is bad are usually idiosyncratic, often based on 
subjective feelings about new words'. Ban~gbose (1998: 1) concurs with this 
position when he bemoans the stigmatization of creativity in non-native 
Engiishes. He sees these innovations as being 'torn between two sets of 
norms'. 

Innovations in non-native Englishes are often judged not for what 
they are or their function within the varieties in which they occur, 
but rather according to how they stand in relation to the norms of 
native Englishes. 

I further argue that users of non-native varieties of Engllsh sometimes 
deliberately (rather than necessarily) use forms that are outside the norms of 
standard native varieties for various purposes. Educated non-native speakers 
(mostly bilingual or bi-dialectal) do innovate in this way. For instance, 
writers whose mastery of the English language is beyond question have 
deliberately used non-standard forms of English for the purpose of their 
stories. Mphahlele, one of the foremost South African black writers, uses 
'nativized' forms of English in his novels to express local realities; 
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dcculturation devices and short-cuts to preserve the reality of the African 
subject n~~itter; and Iinguist~c devlces such as style-swrtching and 
tiativization of speech funchons to deptct the rlchness of the multi-setting 
world of the story (see Kasanga 2002). N ~ g a ' s  use of nori-standard fonrls of 
English In a novel w ~ ~ t t e n  in standard Bngllsh (see Kasanga & Kalume 1996) 
also typifies the deliberate nat~vizatioi~ of Engl~sh. Ranliro (1995.190) also 
considers the delrbel-att me of indlgenlsed fomls of English m West African 
literary works as 'test~muny to the nat~v~zation of the Engllsh lanbxage'. 
These examples are r~u~ovations that should no longer be ~egarded as ~rierely 
examples of Inappropriate learning and use of English. 

Black South African English: Collecting the Data 
The South African variety of English in focus here ~s widely referred to as 
'Black South African English' (BSAE). This labei has not met with 
imiversal approval, presumably because of its racial co~motation. It is used 
here (and elsewhere) for want of a bct3er one (see de Kadt 2001). The denial 
of its existence is not unique to this variety, but generally conmsn to non- 
native varieties of English at a stage of their expansion ( K a c h  2982). 
Barngbose (1982:99! cites some Nigerian scholars who refused to accept the 
existence of Nigerian English. In view of the wealth of empirical findings in 
the past decade je.g., Buthelezi 1995; de Klerk & Gough 2002; Cough 1996; 
Makalela 1998a, 1998b, 1999, 2004j, the existence of BSAE as a distinct 
variety, phonologcally, semantically, syntactically, and pragmatically 
{Chck 1989; de Kadt 1992; Kasanga 2001a, 2001b, 2001c) is no longer 
much in doubt3. 

The present analysis of creativity is based on a small corpus of 
naturally-occurring speech data collected over the course of four years. All 
the data came from educated speakers of RSAE, of both sexes, aged between 
20 and 50 years, students and professionals, whose level of education ranged 
from a high school qualification (the ex-Standard 10 or Matriculation 
Certificate) to university diplomas and degrees (BA, MA, LLM and PhD). 

3 A quest~on still renlains, however, of what constitutes BSAE (de Klerk & 
Cough 2002), gven the wlde range of levels of competence among BSAE 
speakers (de Klerk 1996). 
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Although the qualrfication of speakers on televrsion or on the radlo could not 
be ascertained, they all spoke BSAE fluently In most cases, these instances 
were produced in circumstances In which I was not involved in the 
interaction. My status as an anonymous observer, the1 efore, afforded me 
ample latitude to take notc in a fairly neutral position and w ~ t h  nun~mal r ~ s k  
of ~nfluencing the production of the speech data In some cases, however, 
examples were taken from written sources, especlally offic~al documents 
Local prlnt medm were not cons~dered as a useful source of examples of 
crcativlty other than borrow~ngs from African languages (for example to to\ I 

toyr) and cotnages, such as to condomzze, adopted in the ABC (1 e , Abstaln, 
Be faithful, Condomize) AIDS campalgn Indeed, most neologisnts depicting 
local lingu~stic flavours and all foi-ms or structures outside the standard 
nat~ve forms are usually purged f ~ o m  texts once they fall under the led pen 
of copy-editors and sub-editor: in South African mainstream print 
media4. 

Data Analysis 
For ease and clarity of analysis, the new forms are discussed under the 
following three rubncs: with- combinations, conversion, and verb splitting. 
These constitute the most frequent features found in the corpus from wh~ch 
the data were drawn. 

4 Where print media are run by speakers of new varieties, they (pnilt media) 
certainly const~tute an excellent source for data on the local variety of 
Enghsh. Chisanga (1987) and Kamwangamalu and Chisanga (1996, 1997), 
for example, found dozens of examples of foms pecul~dr to Southenl 
African Englishes m print media m Zambia and Swaziland. Chisanga (2001) 
ment~ons also popular black prlnt media In South Africa, such as The 
Sowetun and The Star, as a potential source of BSAE, something I have, 
nonetheless, not come across personally. In all these cases, indigenous 
editorial teams, speakers of new varieties of English, are more tolerant 
towards non-natlve structures than are English native-speaking editors in 
South Africa's prlnt media, especlally the broad sheets, who belong to a 
morc noi-matlve breed of speakers of English 
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With-combination as 'cornple~ncnt structures' are one of the most frequently 
observed features of creativity in South African Englishes in general, and 
most notably, in HSAE (see Easanga 2001a). The activity of 'studying 
towards a degree or diploma' and its outcome ('graduating') are more often 
than not expressed in BSAE by wlfh- conribinations. The structure is over- 
generaiised to "raduate +- with + institution'. The use of this combination is 
exemplified in (5) and (6j: 

( 5 )  1 graduated wzth the Tiniversity of [.. ] I aiso have teaching 
respons~bil~tles with the [Faculty of. .I of the Unwerslty of [., .). I 
am presently ieam~s~g French wsfh % IP6ISA. 

{a) i !r&e ~om~pdrred ~aiy I D q g ~ e i  svnth the IJnlvers~tv of . . . whnch 
was conierred to me on . 

In (51, an excerpt obta~ned from blographicaf data of a candxdate external 
exanllner shows char the subject uses 'graduated wzth' instead of 'graduated 
$-om', the preferred structure In zaativc varieties. S~mllarPy, 'completed my 
[Degree] with' In (ti), ,found ln an e-mnaii, would ~nstead be 'completed my 
[Degree] at. .' rn natrve varlct~es. 'ibe creation of these new structures 
appears to be the over-generalisat~on nl' wlth-combinations from the 'study + 
wlih + rnst~tution' generally used ;n non-nat~ve vanetles. 

The phenomenon of over-generaXrsatioi observed m the use of wrth- 
combinat~ons in the acadermc field seems to extend to several other 
act~vihes, ~ncludrrig the dornaln of 'llelsure' as illustrated an the following 
exampie: 

(7 )  Come and join us with the spring race that will take place on 
Saturday, 22 September ... 

A reasonable prediction is that the over-generalisation of the use of with 
would also apply widely to the domain of 'work' or 'occupation', both 
because it is an 'activity' and because of the existence of the common 
expression 'work + with + employer'. Similarly, the use of with- 
combinations is widespread in public notices announcing speakers or 
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presenters at public lectures, artists at concerts in a 'Noun Phrase + with + 
Proper name' structure as in: 

(8) A public lecture/seminar/concert with Prof/Dr/Ms.. . 
The structure above refers to 'a public lecture or seminar presented, or a 
concert performed, by ProfIDrlMs. . . ' . 

Outside the domains of 'studies' and 'work', over-general~sat~on of w~th- 
combinations encompasses cases of complements to apparently an unlirmted 
range of verbs. An example is the following excerpt from a publlc notlce: 

(9) Problems are being encountered with the recovery of costs ... 
In native varieties, a different combination, as shown below, would have 
been preferred: 
(10) Problems are being encountered in the recovery of costs ... 

Another common with- combination in BSAE is the structure 'be busy + 
with + Nominal' as exemplified below: 

(1 1) We are happy that the government IS  busy with him. 
(12) The South African Police Services are currently busy with the 
deceased ... 

The statement in (11) above was uttered m a television Interview by a 
representative of land claimants In Mpumalanga, one who is regarded as 
highly proficient in Engllsh by h ~ s  peers. In h ~ s  statement, he refers to a 
white farmer, served wlth a notlce of expropriation after havmg rejected the 
compensation offer. The interviewee meant Y . .the government is dealzng 
wlth him'. The same structure, be busy + Nominal in (12), used in a live 
television coverage of the fatal stampede on 11 Aprll 2001 at Elhs Park 
Stadmm, is intended to mean ' . . .are dealtng wtth '. 

The structure discussed above may well be a case of the 
generalisation of a larger structure found in several varieties of English 
spoken in South Afnca, VIZ., 'be busy + wzth + V-ing' (Lass and Wrtght 
1986). As this expression is not unique to BSAE only, it is not discussed 
further in this article. Lass and Wrlght (1986) dlspute earl~er assumptions of 



contact as the rrrigln of the expression and rather show that ~t IS one of 
'endogeny' I e. a case of survival of standard English imported Into South 
Afrlca centuries earl~er (also see Mesthrie 1996, 1999). 

Finally, some wltlz- combinations occur through a meehanlsm of 
word formation similar to that of back formation T h ~ s  is illustrated by the 
following example taken from an official document: 
( 1  3) The University had contracted wrtli a debt collection eonlpany.. . 

The verb (to) contract with is arguably derived froin a contract with as in: 
'to sign, have, conclude a contract with'. Indeed, in the same document, this 
expression is repeatedly used as shown in (14) to (19): 

(14) The Unlvers~ty must revlew zts contract wzth . . . 
(15) An lrnrned~ate terrmnat~on of the Universzty 's contract wzth ... 
(1 6) The t e m n a t ~ o n  of the Unzverszty 's contract wrth ... 
(1 7) A contract wzth [Company's name] should be reviewed and.. . 
(1 8) An immediate terrmnatlon of the Unzversity 's contract wrth.. . 
(1 9) The University has long termnated zts contract wzfh.. . 

Presumably, the same loge would gu~de the creatlon of structures whose 
meaning is sirmlar to 'have a mutual obligat~on wrth', 'have an account wrth' 
and 'have a debt wzth'. The following excerpt from a popular phone-ln radlo 
talk show seems to suggest the possibil~ty of other s ~ m ~ l a r  back formation- 
like wlth- combinations: 

(20) Talk-show host: What happened to your.. .? 
Caller: You put money with the insurance company and 

subsequently.. . 

Conversion 
The morphologcal phenomenon of conversion is another mechan~sm used to 
create new words. T h ~ s  process involves changes to the lexical 
eategorlsatlon of a word. It mainly involves verbs that are created from 
adverbials, norninals, or particles (such as prepositions), as exemplified 
below: 
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(21) Against the odds, she was able to cum laude 

(22) Ag, I didn't do well in that course during the year and in the final 
exam. I expect to supplement. 

(23) I will via your place. 

The use of to cum laude in (21 )  IS intended to mean 'she was able to pass her 
examlnation/degree cum laude' (Kasanga 2003) This expression is derived 
from the Latlnate adverb cum laude (wlth distinction) In the same fash~on, 
the verb to supplement (abbreviated as to supp In casual conversation), 
which means 'to sit for a supplementary exarmnation', denves from the noun 
phrase 'supplementary examnation' (1.e. an examnation offered as a second 
chance for a candidate to make up for a 'Fail' grade tn the main 
examnation). Finally, the verb to vza 1s formed from the Latlnate preposition 
vza; therefore 'to go vza some place' s~mply becomes 'to via some place' 
Anecdotal evidence suggests that the innovation to via nught be found in 
other Afncan varieties, such as Ghanaian Engl~sh. Closer to South Africa, 
vla (used as a verb) has been found in a coqus of Ch~clxewa (code-swltched 
with English) In Malaw1 (Simango 2000.498) Note, however, that In the 
latter case, ~t means 'leave' or 'go' 

Verb Splitting 
An increasing number of transitive verbs have undergone 'intransitivization' 
within what I call the process of 'verb splitting'. In BSAE, this process 
yields two sets of uses. On the one hand, some transitive verbs remain intact 
and new intransitive uses emerge. On the other hand, intransitivization can 
occur, implying restricted semantic collocations, as are shown in the 
examples below. 

(24) Can we talk about it tomorrow'? 
- No, tomorrow I am writing. 

(25) I have four modules. And there are three assignments per module. I 
must submit them between May and November. What is good about 
it is that I will only write in January of next year. 
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(26) X had some d~fficulty last semester. She may need our ass~stance to 
c*!rol this semester. 
- No, she wrote last semester. 

In the above examples, to wrlte IS object-less T h ~ s  means that the verb IS 

lntransltlve The use of contextual clues may be e~ther unproductive or 
mlsleadlng to a speaker of a d~fferent variety In (24) wh~ch 1s an extract of a 
teiephone convcrsatlon), the speaker means. 'No, tolnoaow I am wntrng (= 
s ~ t t ~ n g  for) a11 erumznatzon'. tn (25) ,  the speaker's intentlo~l (expla~n~ng over 
the phone to a fr~end Ihe requirements for a course she had undertaken) 1s: 
'What IS good about ~t rs that I wzll not sztjhr the examznatrons until January 
of next year'. To anyone unfarml~ar w ~ t h  the use of to wrzte In ~ t s  ~ntrans~t~ve 
use In BSAE, the utterance may be interpreted contextually as: 'What IS 

good about it IS that I wzll only wrrte my Rvum In January of next year'. In 
(26) 'No, she wrote last semester' (a response by an instructor to the Head of 
Department enqulnng :f a student had encountered d~fficulties m enroll~ng 
for the second semester) 1s Intended to mean: 'No, she wrote (= sat for) the 
aamznatzon last semester'. h BSAE, when used ~ntrans~t~vely, to write 
always ~mpiles ~ t s  semantic collocat~on w ~ t h  '(an) exarn~nat~on'. For any 
other wrltlng activity, such as 'wnting a letter, a motion, a compla~nt', the 
trans~t~ve use is required, r e., 'wrlte + object'. 

'Wrzte (In exumznutron', ~tself, may be a typical expression In the 
local var~ety In nat~ve varieties, the followlng collocat~ons are preferred in 
'verb Lwrzte] + noun [(school) examrnntron]' structure as equivalent to 
BSAE 'wrzte' ( I  e. take an exarmnat~on). 'do, (re)szt (for), (re)take + 
exam~nat~on' (Oxford Collocations Drctionary 2002). Preference for verbs 
such as 'do, '(re)slt for' and 'fre)take' is, presumably, to avoid the arnb~guity 
that 'wnte' may convey. The followlng example of a conversation at a 
d~nner party between a non-native speaker QWS) and a nat~ve speaker (?IS) 
of Brltish Enghsh testifies to the potentla1 of c o n f u s ~ n ~  speakers of native 
varieties of English: 

(27) NNS: She [NNS's wife] has still to write a few examinations. 
NS: Do you mean she will have to set a few examinations? 
NNS: No, she will have to take a few examinations. 
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In (27) 'write an examination' has different meanings for the NS and M S .  
For the NNS examinations are written by an exan~iner, a person authorized 
to 'set exanlinations' (to 'write an examination' = to compose an 
examination); whereas for the NNS, exanlinations are written by an 
examinee, a person who is required to 'take examinations' ('to write an 
exanxination' = to take a written exanlinatiou). An inference can be drawn 
(speculativeiy, though, as this may be) that the actlon of 'wnting' which 
collocates with 'exan~iixations' in BSAE has more to do with an 
'exanlination tradition' that is generally executed in writing. Speakers of 
native varieties (British English in particular) are accustorlxed to 'taking an 
examination' that may be oral or written examination or to 'sitting for a 
(usually written) examination'. 

Intransitivization in BSAE is also exemplified in the use of verbs 
such as: to complete, to suhnzit, to attend, especially when they are used in, 
or refer to, an academic setting. 

(28) I wlsh to adv~se that my doctoral work IS proceeding well. I have 
submitted several chapters and I am wnting the last two. I expect to comnplete 
by December. 
(29) When are you cittenhng? 

On the basis of the context, to complete in (28) would be understood by 
speakers of native varieties as a transitive verb meaning 'to complete the two 
remaining chapters'. Indeed, deploying the intuition about anaphora on 
which ellipsis of chapters occurs after the last two, speakers of native 
varieties would assume the repetition of 'the last two (chapters)' was 
avoided. The absence of the reference tern1 viz., 'them' after to comnplete 
would be constnied as either deliberate or involuntary. However in BSAE to 
complete in the academic context is always used intransitively to mean 'to 
meet the requirements for the awarding of the degree'. (1 hasten to add that 
'completing X chapters' whether or not they are the last ones, logically, is 
not necessarily equivalent to 'meeting the degree requirements'!) BSAE 
speakers refer to the completion of a homework, chapter, or anything other 
than 'course/degree (requirements)' usually by either adding the relevant 
object or by using an alternative transitive verb, for example to ,finish 
(without a conlplement where ellipsis can be inferred). In (29), to attend is 



used intransitively. Its only collocates in BSAE are 'lecture', 'class' or 
'lesson'. In contrast, to attend referring to any other activity such as a 
'church service', 'court proceedings', a 'conference' or a 'wedding 
ceremony', is always used transitively in BSAE. 

The intransitivization of verbs in BSAE is also illustrated in the use 
of to owe. The intransitive use of ' to  owe (for) money' in BSAE is coupled 
with a further constraint, viz., the use of the progressive aspect, as in: 

(30) 1 haven't received my (final) results because I am owing. 

As in the case of the intransitive uses of to write and to complete which, in 
BSAE, always refers to 'examinations' and 'course/degree requirements', to 
owe means 'to owe money (to someone)'. In native varieties of English to 
owe, in contrast, used transitively to mean 'be under obligation to a person, 
or pay or repay money', can collocate with a range of norninals, such as: 'a 
drink', 'an explanation', 'thanks' or 'one's life'. 

Another use of to owe found in BSAE data is: ' to  owe + someone + 
in + money', instantiated in the following excerpt from an official notice: 

(3 1) The following will not be accepted as adequate reasons for absence 
from examinations: 'Failing to receive examinations results because 
the student the University in fees'. 

Compare the intransitive use of to owe (usually in -ing form) in (30) and owe 
+ someone + in + money in (31) with the following use of owing, in a 
newspaper known for its scrupulous adherence to native norms: 

(32) The Johannesburg High Court ruled in November last year that 
Kebble had to pay the R862029 owing [Sunday Times - Metro, 
March 25,2001, page 51 

The use of the structure 'sumlbalance + owing' in (32)  is typical of native 
varieties. Another use of to owe in native varieties of English is in 
combination with for resulting in an 'owe + object +prepositional object' 
structure as in: 

(33) Her etnployer still owes her for the over-time work of the past year. 

300 
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Unlike in British English, for example, where it is used transitively, in BSAE 
to owe has been intransitivized. The intransitivization of to owe narrows its 
semantic power, as it were, because only one implicit complement viz., 
'money/balance' is assumed, as is in the case of to write, in the academic 
context, where only 'examination' is understood as its only (implicit) 
collocate. 

Conclusion 
Linguistic creativity is a normal phenomenon which ensures the dynamism 
and evolution of natural languages. Speakers of native varieties of English 
innovate. in casual speech for a wide range of functions, such as 'play 
functions', from humour to the expression of an attitude; social hnctions 
(e.g., to highlight one's identity); or discourse functions (e.g., to serve as 
conversational s t ra te~es  such as marlung a transition between bits of talk, or 
ensuring the maintenance of the flow of talk). In contrast, speakers of non- 
native varieties innovate to 'appropriate' or indigenize the English language 
by deliberately code-switching, style-switching, or borrowing from their own 
languages. They do this for a variety of purposes, such as: to preserve, 
reinforce, or achieve group identity, to express solidarity, or to mark choices 
and preferences. The choice of and preference for forms that suit their own 
variety of English appeal to a sense of identity whch they ought to maintain 
in the same way they strive to maintain their own beliefs and cultural norms. 

Following the World Englishes paradigm, I have argued in this 
article that creativity is a legitimate phenomenon in BSAE (as long as a clear 
demarcation is drawn between genuine cases of innovations and occasional 
idiosyncracies or manifestations of incomplete knowledge of the language) 
as the so-called 'deviations' are from the speech and writing of educated 
non-native English-speaking bilinguals, usually with a good grasp of 
English. Denying the legitimacy of creativity in non-native varieties has been 
more sentimental than factual, an attitude that has ignored the pluralistic 
contexts in which these forms are used and the functions they fulfill in the 
written and oral speech of non-native speakers of English. 

The findings offered in this article are tentative, pending 
confirmation on the basis of data from much larger corpora. This caveat 
does, however, offer evidence of on-going creativity in BSAE, further 



strengthening the suggest~on of the dlstinctlveness of BSAE as a varlety in 
its own nght. Invest~gat~ng the structure of llulovat~ve forms in BSAE, the 
different pro~esses by which speakers ~nnovate, and the funct~ons of these 
Innovations offer the users are indeed exciting areas for further research. 
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Tracing Gujarati Language Development 
Philologically and 
Sociolinguistically 

Usha Desai and 
Malini Ramsay-Brijball 

Introduction 
This article traces the gradual evolution of the Indo-Aryan languages and 
more specifically, the Gujarati language. This language is spoken mainly in 
Guiarat, a state in western India, where it is a regonal language officially 
recognized by the Constitution of India. It is written in Guiarati script which 
is very similar to Devanagari (the script used for Sanskrit) but without the 
continuous line at the top of the letters. The orign of the G~jarati  language 
lies in the Sansknt language, the oldest known form of the hdo-Aryan 
languages. The Indo-Aryan languages are a sub-set of the Indo-European 
language family (Chatterji 1978:476). In tracing Gujarati language 
development, it is i~nportant to also trace the history of its root language, 
Sanskrit. Such a study of the historical processes of how a language was 
formed from an ancestor lar-lguage to its present condition is called philology 
(Canonici 1997:37). With respect to the philological analysis of the 
evolution of Ciu-jarati, data was drawn from primarily from secondary 
sources. 

The article also outlines the dialects of the Guijarati language spoken 
in South Africa, and makes comparisons with the standard variety. Data for 
the analysis of the Gujarati spoken currently in South Africa was collected 
through interviews conducted with Gujarati home language speakers in four 
provinces of South Africa, namely, KwaZulu-Natal, Gauteng, Eastern Cape 

fi.acing Gujuratz Languc~ge Development 

and Western Cape. It is worth noting that the speakers of the Gujarati 
language form a minority within the ~ninority Indian populatioli of South 
Africa. Interestingly, the 1980 and 1991 South African population census 
figures reveal that Gujarati is proportionately the most spoken Indian 
language in South Africa. -4 literature review indicates that there is a lack of 
information with regard to changes that have taken place in the various 
Indian languages spoken in South Africa to this day, includillg the Gujarati 
language. 

Background Information 
Known as 'passenger Indians' since they paid for their own fare, the first 
band of Gujaratis arrived in Durban in 1875. They came mainly from 
Kathiawad, Porbandar and Surat, areas that lie on the northwest coast of 
India and which form part of the Gujarat state. The majority of the 
immigrants were Muslim traders and some were Hindu traders. They settled 
mainly in the provinces of Kwamlu-Natal and Gauteng. Following the 
indentured labourers who came in 1860, these 'passengers' came primarily 
to serve the material needs of their compatriots. Besides the many 
prosperous Gujarati traders who sought this opportunity to increase their 
wealth, there were also those who had found it extremely difficult to eke out 
a reasonable living in India and they came as semi-skilled and skilled 
artisans. The 'passenger' Indians mainly spoke their mother-tongue, 
Gujarati. There were a few who had gone to Anglo-vernacular schools in 
India and therefore had some proficiency in English. Many of the 
interviewees stated that whenever they ordered goods for their small shops, 
the orders were made out to the European wholesalers in Gujarati who then 
had to get the orders translated into English. 

Of the current minority Indian population which comprises 
approximately 1 million (3% of the total population of the Republic of South 
Africa), 30 000 Hindus, Muslims, Christians, Parsees and Jains constitute 
the Gujarati community in South Africa (Desai 1992). Klein (1986:25) refers 
to the South African Gujaratis as 'a middleman minority' group. Klein 
explains that a middleman minority is a minority in a minority group within 
a society who orignate from a land other than their present home, or are 
descendants of those who migrated. Middleman minorities have strong 
ethnic ties and concentrate on entrepreneurial business. 



Whlle the speakers of the Gujaratl language are spread all over South 
Afr~ca, th? mdjorlty of the speakers currently rcside 111 the provinces of 
KwaZulu-Natal, tiauteng, Mapumalanga, Eastern Cape and Western Cape. 
In conlpansoii to Gujaratl speakirig Mlndus, the larger Gujarati-speaking 
Muslim cornm~in~ity playeli an ~tnportant role 111 the maintenance of the 
G~tjarati Iangwagc 11; \outh Africa by tisrng ~t 111 the ,~larlrcrsa\' l.c., the 
schools c.ond;rcted 111 thc i~:osq~ii;"s of the M I ~ S ~ ~ I I I S  III South Afr~ca However, 
(iujarail iallgu,!gc :~:dcl~ll?g was c l l " i ~ ~ l ~ a ~ e d  11, these scliocrls ~ f t e r  thc 
par;lticvi of illdia ant; jP;~klslitil ~n l "i' 'WI~JI  t!lc (kqaraf~ laligliagc i-mt being 
!alight to the ch~i~ircii  oi t l r ~  first a , d  sccnild genetatlon G~ijat-atj-speakmg 
Musilnis, the nurni:txi of ( 1 ~ l j Z t ~ 3 i l  ~1>cdker'.r grcally d ~ ~ n ~ ~ ~ ~ s h e d  

Theoretical Backgrou~ad 
Altchison i1991 6) f ~ d k  n~ltlir~cti tlirle tii~uorctrcal poss~hillties of lanbaage 
change The fir.! pctsiibiilt) i s  slow ticcay wtlere a standard language is used 
in a formal ielling iwt  i h ~  ianie vancry charayes its fomm rn an informal 
setting A ~ r c h i ~ o n  ( I'l?! hi stdtcs that many scholars were of the opinlon that 
European langlidge-, welc on rhe decElne because they were gradually ioslng 
theil word cndlngs In this rcgxd, she crtes the popular German writer Max 
Muller who ds~,orte~i rriat "T1-rc hrstory of all Aryan ianguages 1s notlllrtg but a 
gradual process ot decay ' ihe secorid pos4i13111fy IS that iangztages may be 
slowly evolving to J more effic~enl slate by becoming strea~il~necl and 
sopiiisticafed. We ~ n d y  17e Mitnessmg the sul-vlval of Il-ie fiieebt with exlstr~~g 
languages adaptlng to the rleetZs of the tlrnes. l'h~rdly, a lanpage renlalns in 
a subsrantialiy sla~nlar state from tile pomt of view of progress or decay 
dominated hy certain gen::rai laws. hltciiisoim (199 1.7) crles a Belgian 
Ilnguist ('dendycs 1925) who clairned that "Progress In the absolute sense is 
~nlpossible, just as 11 is In niordl~ty and poiitlcs If is simply that different 
states exist, succeeding e x h  other, each dornlnated by certain general laws 
imposed by the equiltbnun~ of the forces with which they are confronted. So 
is the case with language " 

Over the ce i i tn~~es  Indian civ~i~satlon has found its expression 
pnmanly through Indo-Aryan languages. Initially, ~t was through Vedic 
Sanskrit (Old Indo-Aryan) and then through Classical Sanskrit. Thereafter, 
the Middle Indo-Aryan dialects came into existence. These came to be 
known as the Prakrlt~, a term that was used to denote the authentic, spoken 

d~alects. Next was the Apahhrcrni\ha, This temi was used to tefer to the 
dialects that were considered as 'corrupt~ons of the i-ionn' These evolved 111 

succession from spoken to llterary forr~ls and vice versa Finally, the modern 
hdo-Aryan languages such as Hlildi, Bengali, Varathl, P L I I I J ~ ~ I ,  ( ~ L I J  a1 at1 and 
Inany others emerged after further chailges It is c l e ~ r  that Sanshit is to lncfia 
what Latin 1s to Europe. 

Accordnlg to Mu~isfli (lOh7 14). onc of the geatest (~Lljaldtl 
scholars of our time, tilere is a qerles of pl~enomena ~n the Incio-Aryan 
1,111guages that attract our attention on account of its p e ~ i o d ~ c  rccui-rence lie 
has explained that any ciialect that e\olves from Ca~>skrlt attains l~terdry 
status by simply draw~ilg from the cha1111 and iinportance of the roo1 
Id i~~aage .  As a consequence, ~t is standardl\cd and ennched but the gulf 
between dcacrhl~a~hn (the spoken language) and \aillt,u-hl~urlln (the i~terdry 
form) widens. When the l~teraxy forin becomes dicha~c oi ~msuiteci f o ~  
popular speech, the spoken language in turi: recelles l~teraly polls11 w ~ t h  the 
aid of Sanskrit (ibid). 

On returning to the evolution of the Gularati language, the literate 
class knew and spoke what came to be ki~o\\n '1s the itandard bdriety On the 
other hand the masses wete not literate and dtd not h o w  the 'stdndard' 
form. Hence, the spoken language became d~storted As pro&T?ss mas 'tlso 
being made in n-tany other fields (of civllisat~on) the language and its 
vaneties would need to evolve to a more accommodiiting, efficient state tliail 
that of the past. 

Typological Classification of the Gujarati Language 
The Gujarati language falls within the category of the Indo-kuropean family 
of languages and like other modern Indian languages, i t  belongs to the Indo- 
Aryan group (Chatterjl 1978.476) Sanqkrit (refined accord~ng to the rules of 
granunar) language is considered the nlother of the Indo-Alyan group of 
languages. Among the world family of languages, the Indo-European 
language famlly is the largest. The Indo-European languages are so called 
slnce they have a common source in Proto-Indo-European language This 
family covers practically all the languages of Europe, Iran and Northern 
India. The nligratio~l of the speakers of this language fanxly is seen as the 
chief cause for d~fferentlat~on and evolut~on of the separate lang~~agcc e g 
Enghsh, German, Hindi and Danish (Lockwood 1972: 1) 
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In the 16"' century, the discovery by European scholars that the 
Sanskrit language possessed elements of basic vocabulary and grammatical 
features directly comparable to Greek and 1,atln called for further 
investigation Subsequently, In 1786 Sir Wlll~am Jones declared: "The 
Sanskrit language, whatever be ~ t s  ant~qutty, is of a wonderful structure; 
more perfect than Greek, more coplor~s than Latln, and more exquisitely 
refined than either, yet beanng to both of them a stronger affinity, both in 
the roots of verbs, and in the fornls of grammar, than could possibly have 
been produced by acc~dent, so strong indeed that no ph~lologer could 
examne them all three without believing them to have sprung from some 
conztnon source, w h t ~ h  perhaps I IO  ionger exlsts" (Lockwood 1969:22). The 
earliest documents rn San5knt were the reitb~ous texts known as the Vedas 
whlch date from 1000 I3 C In the fifth century BC, Sanskrit had evolved 
somewhat, and the grammarian K a x n ~  coddied and standardtzed it. By 200 
B C emerged what is now known as 'C'lassrcal' Sanskrit However, although 
this preserved the integity of wntten language for a long time, the spoken 
language continued to evolve 

According to Lockwooif (1 972 1-2) the granmar of the Indo- 
European languages has developed on the following principles: a distinction 
between anlmate and lnailinlatc objects being further d~vided into masculine, 
fenlintne and neuter; nouns and adjectives were declrned as seen in Sansknt, 
Latin and Greek languages and there were eight cases vit., nominative, 
vocative, accusative, ~nstrumental, genit~ve, dative, ablative and locative. 
Each case IS ldentrfied by a specla1 suffix l.e., a word-endlng component. 
The declension of adjectives was In pri~lc~ple identical w ~ t h  that of nouns. 
Adjectives agreed wlth nouns 111 number and gender. The distmction of two 
numbers i e smgular and plural IS also evident in the grammar; The verbal 
system has three bas~c  tenses, nanlely, present, past and future and these can 
be categorised either as t rans~t~ve  or intransitive verbs. The past tense 
transitive verb agees  w ~ t h  the object ln gender and number. By virtue of 
belonging to the Indo-European family, the Gujarati language shares such 
similarities in grarmar 

Between 500 B C to 1000 A.D the dlalects of Sanskrlt had assumed 
importance and entered the Prakrit stage, 'unrefined' or naturally evolved 
further from the codified Sansknt. All the Prakrits share a common ancestry, 
but they are not necessarily mutually intellig~ble.The developlnent of the 

First I'rakrit occurred dunng the period of Buddha and Mahavlra around 500 
BC' One branch of this Prakr~t 1s represented by Pail, the langudge used by 
Buddha for hrs rellg~ons teachrngs. Another Prakrit IS  ~epresentetl by ,-l/iihir 
Mugacil~~ used by Maliav~r, the Jain preceptor 

Thc Second Prakrit developed bet\vee~i 100 AD and 500 A l l  Thcsc 
developed 111 mnoi~s reglons and came to bc labelled dccordlngly 113 chle! 
vanetles were Shuurrenz, Milg.czMz and ~Mnharilriztrr Thc !~r i t  de\eloped in 
the western legion which 1s presently Lnoun ds 'Cldtllu~d The second, 3. 

Kalasthani dralect, developed In the d~s t r~c t s  oi Rihal and Ayodilya ~vitll the 
following dialects en~anat~ilg fronl it Malthll~, Awadhl and Hhojp~in [lie 
third variety n~ent~oiied above was the ldnguage of the Mdhaiaihtra Dlst1ict5 
of Kdslumr and 1,adakh. 

rhe Th~rd  Prakrlt developed between 500 A D  and 1000 AD Ry lhii 
era, the literary form was d~stinguishabie fiom the jpoken fonn Ihe nehi 
spoken fonns came to be know11 as ~f~~iiiihliriii~i~i~liii, literally rneanlng 'to 
degenerate'. rhrough the course of time tile I j l~rl~ri l~t l ih~c mas also 
standardlsed From each of the above mentioned reg~onal Prdkr~t., developed 
an dpipnh/lru?n~ ha fonn. 

Most of the illoderm indrail ldr-iguages trace tlie11 loots to the 
Ap(~bhrnnz.sho languages spoken bctueen 500 A13 and 1000 AD Ciujariiti, 
Hindl, Rajastham, and the Pahadl 1ang1:llages find their roots 111 5haurseni 
Apabhranisha. A fornlal ganxnar of the precursor oi 1h1s lang~~age wa\ 
wr~tten by the monk and eminent scholar, 1 Ienidchandra-cllar yd 111 tlie 
r e l p  of the Rajput klng, Siddharaj Jdyas~ilfi of Patan 1111s was called 
Apabluamslia grammar 

The lanbnage spoken in Gurjardesh 111 western Ind~a iiro~~iid the 
perrod 9 16A.D.came to be known as 'Gaurj ar Apabhramslla' In  the 14th 
century the Gurlar Apabhran~sha (the early literary m c d ~ ~ ~ m  of Guijarat) ga\e 
rise to Gujarati, Manvadl and the Malavi languages 'The early l~terature 111 

old Gujarat~ was wrltten ina~nly by the lain monks The forces ot change 
operating w ~ t h ~ n  the modem Indo-Aryan languages later separated G~ijarati 
from the others. Although modern Gujarati evolved fro111 old Guldrat~ 
spoken between 1200 AD and 1500 AD, tar-reaching evolutloilary changes 
have taken place and old G~~ja ra t l  is no longer coi~lprehensible to the 
speakers of modem Gujarati. 
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The Gujarati Language from 1850 A.D. Onwards (The 
Modern 1-iterary Period) 
The political situation had changed in India by the beginning of the 19th 
century. The British rule had become dominant and interactions among the 
Indians and those from Europe were heightened. Education, the great pioneer 
of all reforms, and other social advancements, had made rapid strides. The 
introduction of the printing press gave impetus to the development of 
language and literature. Newspapers and periodicals played a substantial role 
in shaping the ideas of the population. 

Modern Grijarati literature may be divided into four periods, namely, 
S'udhar.uk Yugu, Pundit Yuga, (?andhi Yuga and Adhunik Yuga. Each period 
expresses the fundamental values attached to the social, religious and 
political conditions of that particular era. Parallel with developments in 
Gujarati literature through these four periods, the Gujarati language also 
underwent significant changes. 

Sudharak Yuga or the refornust age was the name Bven to the first 
part of the modern period in Gujarati literature. Social movements of this 
period influenced the writers of this period and the literature of a 'new era' 
appeared which was in great contrast to the medieval period. All over India 
there was a new spirit of re-awakening and reform. The old rigid dogmatic 
customs and beliefs had caused stagnation and the reformers proved to be a 
driving force leading the people out of the old to a new direction. Even the 
subject matter had changed from mainly religious and devotional to 
nationalism, liberation, education, science, philosophy, economics and 
description of nature and travel. Narmad, a poet, the founder of modem 
Gujarati literature as well as the father of Gujarati prose composed the first 
dictionary in Gujarati. In practicing social refornls, he himself married a 
widow against the wishes of his family and caste. Like the other writers of 
this period, Nannad was influenced by Shakespeare, Scott, Shelley and 
Keats. New words (e.g. sonnet) were borrowed mainly from the English 
language and other Gujarati dialects. 

However by 1886 which was the beginning of the Pandit Yugcl (era 
of the scholars), the scholars felt that there had been an overflow of western 
influence in the previous age which was contrary to their ideals. They 
endeavoured to bring about a change by reverting to the rich, cultural, 
traditional and hereditary Sansknt language and Aryan ideology. This era 
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came to be known as the period of Sansknt revival. The University of 
Bombay had been established in the 1860's and by 1890 it produced a 
notable group of scholars. All the writers of this era belonged to what was 
considered at the time, an 'elite' group who maintained a high standard in 
their works and who drew words abundantly from the Sanskrit language. 

There were certain inspiring forces that evolved in this age which 
affected the propensity of the writers. Narmad's reformist ideals were seen 
as a threat to the preservation of fundamental principles of Aryan culture and 
Gujarati language and literature. Most of the scholars of Pandit Yuga were 
proficient in both English and Sanskrit. Such scholars were not against 
reform but wanted to implement changes evolving out of 'Indian culture' 
rather than adopting 'Western culture'. 

Following the return of Gandhi to India from South Africa in 191 5 
the period following Pandit Yuga was referred to as the Ga~zdlzi Yuga or the 
Gandhian Era in the political, social and literary contexts. Poets and writers 
of this time wrote about social order, the struggle for independence and 
especially about Gandhi himself. Gandhi did not claim to be a poet or a 
scholar yet he greatly influenced his compatriots. His language was direct, 
clear and simple. He motivated his contemporaries to write for the masses in 
their dialects and to use 'simple' language. He had firm convictions about 
teaching children in their mother tongue and also teaching them to respect 
their language. He emphatically stated that "I would not have a single Indian 
to forget, neglect or be ashamed of his mother tongue, or to feel that he or 
she cannot think or express the best thoughts in his or her own vernacular." 
(Narayan 1968:285). 

Although there were regional and caste-based varieties of Gujarati, the 
standard variety used in education, literature and mass media was 
understood and respected by everyone. During this period, the Gujarat 
Vidyapith founded by Gandhi at Ahmedabad in 1922 became the centre of 
all literary activities where new values emerged and more emphasis was 
given to Indianisation. The Gujarati dictionary was endorsed by Mahatma 
Gandhi and published by the Gujarat Vidyapith in 1929. it has played a 
major role in the standardisation process of the Gujarati language in the 
twentieth century and has allowed for links to be forged across the 
diaspora. 



Usha Desai and Mulirzi Rumsay-Brzjhall 

Modern Gujarati and its Dialects from 1500 A.D. Onwards 
Like otllci provinces In Ind~a, Gujarat may be d~shngu~shed from other 
provinces by a single don~~nan t  language, Gujarati. This has enabled ~ t s  
~nhab~tants to create an independent soclal and cultural ~dent~ty .  

The Crujarat~ language that IS wr~tten and spoken today may be 
traced back to the fifteenth century (Munsh~ 1967: 174) and Nars~nh Mehta 1s 
said to be the 2d1 k ~ v r ,  that is, the first poet of 1node11 Gujaratl l~terature. 
Ihe Gujarati language has remained itable for the last fivc centuries In 
modern tlmes the prlntlng press and prob.rebs 111 the educat~onal field have 
primarily contr~buted to the itandardisat~on of langages. The written or 
printed Gujarat~ language used in the media has rna~ntalned u n ~ f o m t y  
throughout C~uqdrat bven though Glijaratl was by no Incans a direct 
descendant of Sanskr~t. the Pcirldzt Yugo wrlters viewed ~t as having 
iescencied fro111 the classlcdi ~ u r r t y  ol Sanskrlt As purists they deslred lo 
protect i t  from d~srort~on However, people froril dlfferent geographical areas 
are ltkely to have differerrccs In speech 112 which soc~o-pragmatic and 
pragna-linguistic rules may alter s i~gl~tly.  There rs a famous saylng m 

Gujarati regarding dialects that dar h2rgSve bolf hadaiLTj7(At (we?) twenty 
mller u dzalec t change\) 

In Gujarat three rnaln regional dialects viz. Kathiawadi, Charottar~ 
and Surat~ have developed and these are widely spoken. A person's speech 
can identiljl him as benlg from a certain place and of certa~n caste. Along 
wltli regional variation, social variation has also been noted. The caste 
system also contributed to the language diversity in Gujarat. People of 
dlfferent castes had a disllnct d~alect. The Gujaratl spcakers of Pars1 
(Persian) and Muslim fjiths Iiv~ng In Gujarat also had a pecullar dlalect. The 
variations in both cases are notable 111 pronullciat~on, vocabulary and syntax. 
SIX exanlples of Gujarati dialects spoken in South Africa as well as In Indla 
are discussed below In each case comparisons are made between the 
standard variety and the d~alect uslng the orig~nal Sanskr~t Alphabet (see 
Anto~ne 1986). The d iacr~t~cs  used here are as per transliteration of the 
International Sanskrit Alphabet which is somewhat d~fferent from the 
International Phonetic Alphabet. Note: The 'N' at the end of a word is 
nasalized 
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Dialects of Gujarati 
1. Katlziawadi (spoken in Northern Gujarat or Saurashtral 

The reg~onal Kathiawadi dialect d~ffers from the standardised form 
ul some of the follow~ng ways. 
Standard Kathiawadi 

a kyaN bharayo kyaN b l ~ a r a n o  (Where cllilyou hide') 
The suffix yo in the past tense verb of the standard varlety changes 
to S o  in the dialect whlch 1s a feature of old Gujarati. 

b 
. - 

javuN J ~ V U N  (to go) 
In the Kathiwad~ dlalect the ~nltlal vowel 1s elongated 

2. 
Standard Patni 

a bhai bhai brother 
The i~litlal long vowel of the standardard variety 1s shortened In the 
Patnl dialect. 

b nal-uN na iN  11 o 

ah iN  a iN lzerc 
Tile letter h of the standard var~ety is dropped 111 the Patni dialect. 
Subsequently, two syllables used In the standard variety becomes 
one syllable w ~ t h  an elongated vowel nz 

3. Charotari (spoken in middle Gujarat in cities like Nadiad, A2anda 
and Baroda ) 
Standard Cfiarotari 

a kern cem bvhi' 

ketala cetala hovv n~crn) 
The k of the standard var~ety changes to c In the Charotar~ dialect. 

b mare  che  mare  c11 (Jze) 1s hlttlrlg 

The auxlllary verb che 111 the standard varlety changes to ch ~n the 
dialect. 



4. Surti (spoke~z in South Gujarat) 
Standard Surti 

a Sak I~ak  curry 

saro haro wcdl 

daS dah terz 

The s of the standard variety changes to 11 in the dialect. 

b aliyo & p o  cume 

m a 2 0  m a ~ o  hzt 
111 the dialect the consonants in the two syllables are switched. 

5. Parsi (spoken in areas that are inhabited by Persians) 
When the Parsis from Iran rmgrated to Gujarat they became assim~lated 
w ~ t h ~ n  the Gujarati conmunity and spoke Gujaratl. Yet they maintained 
soine of the Persian language features. 

Standard Parsi 
a pad YO pafiyo fell 

malyo mariyo ?net 
The 'd' and '1 '  consonants of the Past Tense suffix in the standard 
variety changes to 'r '  111 the Pars1 d~alect. 

b pani pani wrrter 

Pan Pan hut 
'The cerebral nasal sound lri the standard variety changes to the 
dental nasal in the Parsi dialect, 

6.  Vahora (spoken in Vora) 
Voras, Meinons and K ~ I O J ~ S  are said to be converts from I-Iindu~sm 
to Islam. These speakers of Gujarati cerebralise the dental 
consonants (Baksh~ 198 1 ). 
Standard Vahora 

a tam2ruN iam2ruN yours 

b badha badha nll 
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All these dialects are still prevalent in South Africa. However, due to the 
Group Areas Act of 1950, the Gujarati speakers of various dialects were 
brought together in a specific area, making it difficult for the regional 
dialects to remain unchanged for any particular group. Only those who were 
first and second generation speakers could identify a specific dialect. The 
succeeding generations came to use a mixture of these dialects. 
Nevertheless, the Gujarati speakers are once again residing in different 
provinces of South Africa and the regional peculiarities are clearly emerging 
amongst the speakers in South Africa as will be outlined in the next section. 

Gujarati as Spoken in South Africa 
It is a ~latural tendency of humans to find ways out of difficult situations. 
Sanskrit is considered by many as a complex language and therefore, as 
other languages evolved froin it, simpler words were 'coined'. Examine the 
transformation of Sanskrit words grha to ghar and dugdha to drrdha and 

the Arabic word farka to thraka in Gujarati. Pronunciation of the 
transformed words is perceived to be easier than that of the Sanskrit and 
Arabic words. 

Ignorance and illiteracy are also responsible for language change in 
the Gujarati language. At first, a chid acquires a language by hearing and 
observing a parent speak. Later when a child acquires formal education, he 
learns a standard language. A person who has not had formal education in a 
particular language will not be able to distinguish the correct pronunciation 
of a word. Therefore he/she begins to use other variations. Examples of such 
phonetic changes include the following: krsna which becomes krusna or 

kisan; vanish2 becomes vanes'ya; jfian becomes gnsn. 
Aitchison (1991:27) discusses typological reconstruction which is 

based on the insight that languages can be divided into a number of basic 
types each with its own set of characteristics. This is a further development 
from what Lockwood (1972) had described about the salient features of the 
Indo-European family of languages. English, for example, can be categorized 
as a subject-verb-object (SVO) language, since it places the object after the 
verb e.g., The boy eats an apple. The reverse happens in subject-object-verb 
(SOV) languages such as Hindi, Japanese and Gujarati. In SOV languages, 



the past tense lra7~sitive verb has to agree In number and gender with the 
oblcct I:u rxanlple, the Englisli sentence, Rnma ate tizc brcad, when 
translated into Glij'.irati, bccon~es rdme r(~tlo W1Sdl7o Both rot10 (the 

ob~ect inoun) dnd khL7dho (past term transitive verb) have as their suffixes 

"0" leflrct!ng liie rn,i\iuirnc calegori/at~c,r! of the ob~ect nolm arid ~ t r  
dgrcernenr wlrh tlie past t e n ~  transttrve verb 'I'herefore if a noun from SVO 
ldnbwagc is burroueti and used hy '1 SOV language therc IS l~kely to be a 
.g~am~natlcai chanige vncc tile borrower, bang  conscious of the ~mportance 
of the gcnder ~dtcgolisacion (if llie borrowed word, may have to assign a 
l?lalc o: fc~ndli: ~dtegor~~,d t io l~  IC 3 iloun that nlay be gentler-neuter 111 the 
iClngu;lgt' l i o ~ ~ t  W ~ I I L ~ ~  11 COIIICS I h e ~ c  arc ~nstances where the neutral 
CJtegorlsatloil of d ndiin n~ay  be malntalnetl in the borrow~ng language 

(1qdra11 ins undergol-ie srrblle language change after the 
stancii.,rdlsatiorito proc,c.\s D~iring the Rritlsh rille over lndla for almost two 
ce~itur~cs all rhc. !n~diail languages 'borroweci' wo~ds  fi-0111 the Engllsh 
language Gumper / 1982 56) ciclnles borrowlng as the introdi~ct~on of 
single wl~rds or i l~c i r ,  ko-zett, id~omattc phrases from one language ~nto  
another In   sou:!^ 2fiica the Gujarati language borrows words from 
Izngu,lget sue 11 a\ fdi  slist~, brtrtkdat~s and the lndigenorls Afncan languages 
7 hest h,ive be~orne part of the iangudge, producing some ~nterest~ng results. 
One of the reasons f o r  borrowlng could be that there are no surtable words in 
Gujarati wh~ch coi~ld rxpress the exact meaning of the borrowed words. 

Cons~der the word 'cake' In English which is a neuter noun. In 
Kwalulu-Natal 'cake' is used as a I'e~t~lnme noun by the Gujaratl speakers. 
Therefore d per son would say men ek cake b m a ~  (SOV) (Irt trans I cnke 

~natlcj Here thc feniiitiiie siiffix VI of the past tense verb b,mn11 denotes the 
ten~lli~ne category a\iociated wlth the noun 'cake' The same noun 'cake' IS 

used as a rnascullne noun by Gujarari speakers in the Eastern Cape, resultmg 
In men ek cake barldm 11s this sentence, the mascul~ne suffix vyo of the 

verb banay/lio denotes the ~nasculine category assignment to the noun 
'cake'. In the Gujarati language a transitive verb in the past tense must agree 
with the noun. Another example is the use of the English neuter noun 'bus'. 

In KwaZulu-Natal it is used as a feminine noun and one may say bus 2vi 
(Tlze bus cainej. In Gauteng 'bus' is used as a masculine noun saying that 
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bus 2 v ~ .  In each case the past tense verb agrees with the noun in terms of 
the granlnlatical categories, gender and number. 

The Gujarati dictionary lists these borrowed English words and 
assigns the neutral category to bu.r as well as cnke. However, due to the 
sanctio~ls applied by India during the Apartheid rule, South African Gujarati 
speakers had very little interaction with their mother country during this 
period and as a result of the absence of scholars, education books, 
newspapers and films, there was a gap in acquiring and passing on 
knowledge especially to the newer generations. As a result, there was no 
fixed rule about gender assignment when using 'borrowed' words. 'The 
borrowed words were intergrated morphologically and syntactically into the 
grarnrnatical system of GuJarati. Semantically, in some instances (like the 
exanlples cited above), the gender category changed from occ~tpying the 
neutral category in English to the feminine or masculine category in Gujarati 
depending on the geographical location of the speaker. 

In South Africa some GuJarati words have been replaced permanently 
by borrowed words as the oripnal words are now considered archaic. For 
Instance, the Gujaratl word mej (tcrble), listed in the Gujarati dictionary and 
orignally borrowed from Portuguese, is not used In South Africa any longer 
Gujarati speakers use the word 'table' nowadays, ~ncluding those who know 
the Gujaratl equivalent. 

English is not the only language Gonl wh~ch Gujardtt has borrowed 
There are many words that are borrowed from isiLulu The tiuqarati 
speakers, who llved in areas away from the c ~ t y  centres, were in close 
contact w ~ t h  the speakers of isiZulu language and employed Inany on thelr 
sillall farn~s. It 1s therefore not uncommon to find uords from ~siZ~tlu,  
particularly those referring to food items \vhen thcrc were no precise 
Gutjarat1 equivalents. Words such as i51nkohe (d type ot tood prepdratioil 
with beans and (stamp) mealles) and z~phzitl~u (a food mixture 11ke mealie- 
meal) are constantly used by the Guijarati speakers Both these words have 
plural forms and are gender-neuter In isiZulu I!nlike the cake exan~ples 
explained previously, these words maintain thetr gender-neuter feature when 

used in Gujarati. A person will say kobe kalidh~N or prithrr khadh~ni: 

the Ndenoting neuter gender. In this example the past tense verb agrees with 

the neuter noun. Morphologically, the prefixes izi(n) and u in the respective 



exaniples are ellded as (3ujarati does not reflect number in the way that 
lsiZ~1lu (lo";, that IS, by the use of noun prefixes. 

There ore also words that are borrowed froin Afrikaans. Some of the 
words that have dppeared In Chjarati conversation a r e p  in place ofyc.5, bru 

wli~ch nlay be undt~rstood a> an abbrevlatlon of hroer (brother) and svvaar 
(/)rot/zcr--ln-/ci~~) 7 lre\c bonc~wu~gs occur not becausc there are ievical gaps 
In Cri~j~-rati Fol iul\:dnce, i o ~  c'icii oli the borrowed words clted here, there 
dr c c orrc~;puncii~~g (~irjai  all worcti, ndil,eiy, ,~r,hhai and b,?nevr respectrvely 
i I-irse mctrcti ,iir \i\cii conmionly among the younger generat~ons for soc~al 

TC'~\UTII drid dre oiten i:~hclled a \  ' Intii~n <,lkulg9 
; Ilelc air ci!\(r othcr f e d t ~ r e i  of t~ujarnti l a n ~ ~ a g e  changc wh~ch have 

becn noted In lijc c,poken dncl wrltten language Over thc decades of 
iepdra~ron frnr~i the inother -country and alyo due to the ~nfluence of the 
western culture, tile firif r~arnei of person? in the new generat~ons have 
untlep gone rrluch tralsf ormation and have become anglic~sed. For various 
reasons, the yolmger gcncrailons ,ire less w111117g to use the standard fotm. 
Sonie peopie deny and leject the origin oS a narne, preferring the 
'transformed' name as the corscct one Coriilder the following 

a Saran ; Sharon 

b kiSar~ :, Chr~s  

c magan i Megan 

d jaSika > Jeis~ca 

An ~ntcrestlilg dc.vciopment cor~ceniing language change occurred in the late 
nlncteeri seventies 1 here was a de~limc In the number of pup~ls attend~ng the 
\oral Gujdrat~ hchooli In South Africa (Desal 1992) Iherc was also apathy 
among ( J U ] ~ I & ~ I  speclhcls towards the la~~guage and tile peoples' attitude had 
been negdtive towaxds maintenance A prornlnent community member and 
author from East London, Mr R. L Halry, presented a proposal lo the Maha 
Gujarati Parisl~ad kdttcatlon Coinnuttee m which he attempted to inod~fy the 
Gujarati language by omittrng the muted and conjunct consonants from the 
language He fell that the young learners of the Gujaratl language found rt 
d~fficult to wnte and speak the language because of the muted and conjunct 
consonants There should be no stnct rules about the long and short vowels 
in the spelling of the words. He called tills a 'break-through' method 

The Maha Gujarati Par~shad Education comrnlttee d ~ d  not accept h ~ s  
proposal. There were many flaws in ihe proposal If the Iar~guage were 
changed then the future generation would not he able to read the nch 
treasure of Gujarat~ i~terature, written in the last five hundred years, which 
was the 'heart and soul' of the cornrnunrty. The languagt- would not have a 
standard form of wl~lch the Gujarat~s were extremely proud ?lie change in 
spelling could also rnean a change In meaiung whicll could iurthei 
conlpllcate ~Lle nriderstandrng of the language by the adults 

Conclusio~m 
Desai (1997) has shown that though the Gujarot~ language 15 proport~onately 
the most spoken language amongst Indlan language\ spoken In South Africo, 
tl-tere 1s a definlte change In the patterns of u s a g ~  among the d~ffeient 
generatrons of Gujaratl speakers in South Afnca I;\lng a phiiological 
perspect~ve, this arttcle has outl~ned some of the cilanges 111 the Gujarati 
language through tlme, revealing the dralects spoken in South Afrtc'i It has 
also probed some of the factors that have corltrrbuted to the ernrneut changes 
although this expose is netther comp~ehenslve no1 exha~istlvr As 1s the ~ d s c  
w ~ t h  otlier hdlan languages, the next few decades may iee n further decrease 
of the number of speakers of Gularati language The process and ctdtus of 
Gujarati language usage need to be documented Kesearch that traces the 
changes In Gujaratl through time in a grven coinmumty can make d 

srgn,ruificant co~ltribution to Soc~ol~ngu~stics In general and to the status of 
mrrlonty languages ~u parttcular 
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Lexicalization in Sheng 

Nathan Oyori Ogechi 

Introduction and Literature Review 
'This is an investigation into the way lexemes are created and how meanlng 
(hereafter referred to as lexicalization) is encoded in Sheng. This unstable 
language variety has existed in Kenya for almost two decades. Various 
theories exist about its origins. For instance, Osinde (1986) and Abdulaziz & 
Osinde (1997) suggest that Sheng emerged as a peer youth code in the low 
socio-economic eastern suburbs of Nairobi in the 1970s. Kembo-Sure (1992: 
26-27) claims that Sheng arose in the low-class estates of Nairobi where 
children coined a code to conceal their secrets from parents. Mazrui & 
Mphande (1990) and M a m i  (1995) suggest that a Sheng-like code came to 
exist in Nairobi in the 1930s among pickpockets. Further, Spyropolous 
(1987:130) posits that Sheng was used in the 1950s but became pronounced 
in the early 1970s. Regardless of this lack of consensus on the origin of 
Sheng, it is accepted that Sheng "sounds" like Kiswahili (Ngesa 2002) but 
has a distinct and an unstable vocabulary. 

(1) is a conversation in sheng' 

1. [[Hi-zo digalo ni poal [zi-na-kindwa 
DET-CL10 sunglasses COP cool CL10-NONPST-sell 
rwabi ngovo duka-nil] 
hundred five shop-in 

I In all examples, Sheng is presented in bold italics, Kiswahili is in bold 
face while English is in llormal font. Given that there is no standard Sheng 
orthography, I spell Sheng words the way they are spoken in Kiswahili. 



Nathan Oyori Ogechl 

' Those sung1asse.s are really nice. They go for five hundred shillings In the 
shops' (M;a,thlra 200 1 :37). 

Studies on Sheng have e~tlier concentrated on ~ t s  sociolinguistic aspects 
(Shiteml 2002), word formation processes (Echessa 1990, King'er 2001) or 
attempts to unravel its matr~x language (ML)' (e.g. Mazrui 8L Mphande 
1990, Kiessling & Mous 2001, Ogechl 2002). Concern~ilg the ML,, most 
scholars follow Myers-Scotton (1993.39) that Sheng is based on K~swalirli 
ganninar. 

In Nalrob~ ~t is especially common in the Eastleigli area, a working 
class estate. A slang vanety called 'Sheng' also exists 111 such areas; 
~t 1s an ~nnovatlve t?zr/arzge of Swahili as a rnatnx language with 
Engilsh enibeddlngs. 

However, Ogechi (2002:89ff) asserts that the ML varies depending 
on the Afiicari language of wider comlu~nication in the environment where 
Sheng is spokeil. 

it I F  ~iotabie that besides Sheng there exists another language 
variety, Engsh, which is based on tlie English ML frame (Abdulaziz & 
Ostnde 1997). The analysis of Engsfi lies outside the scope of this article. 
However, i t  is worth noting that this variety 1s spoken in the iiiuch higher 
socio-econornic class areas of' western Nairobi. Eiigsh also has a high 
density of English surface morphemes as may be seen in (2) below: 

2. Si you akina pass for mwa morrows in your wheels, we do a 
swallow at them Vuras. 

According to Myers-Scotton (2002), a matrix language in codeswitching is 
the language which sets the grammar of a clause: 
ma-lecturer wa-me-strike 
CL5-lecturer CL6-PW-strike 
'Lecturers have gone on strike'. 
This is codeswitching between English and Kiswahili where Kiswahili is the 
matrix language (ML). This is because all the system morphemes (class and 
tense markers) are drawn from Kiswahili. 

'Come for me tornorrow 111 your car i o  that \be can go for a drink at the 
Carnivore' ( n l ~ ~ a  'me'; n~ i - i -0~1 ,  '~oinlon-o\~~', tlietli 1Zira\ 'Canll\ore 
ltestaurant') ( A b d u l a ~ i ~  8L Osinde 1997 55) 

Stlerlg sources ~ t s  iex~con from valrous Kenyan 1a11~;uagei i r i t l l  Kisnah111, 
I3nglish, Dholuo, Kaniba and Grkuyu as the p~omlnent lexificr5 Othei uoiil, 
origl~iate frolii Hrndl, Amencan western cinema as well a> kardtc and break 
daricc fillins Spyropolous (I98 7 128) l 11e b o ~ r o ~ ~ c d  iexcn~es die usually 
nmnipulated wh~ lc  more ale iont~n~iously ~o lned  Aitllaugh Si~eng has 
several lex~fying larlguages (cf 0 4 1 1 1 1 1 ~  1986, E,chesja 1990, Abduldziz & 
Osinde 1997, Waithira 2001, Ogcchi 1002~. once the loxelnes leave their 
source language(s), they asclliiie a neu nieiinrng (icrlsc) 111 the t;lrgct 
Ia~g'uagc, Slieng 

Ilow this new sense c ~ ~ c o d i ~ i  l ~ i ,  to the I.)e\t of illy kno\h!edgc, 
been rarcly s~udied alict when ~nvcstigiited, tile dcs~~ip t ion  oiicred 1s eithei 
lirnlted or lacks an in depth explanation Thils, eve11 tllough one call safel) 
itigue that there 1s documentation of the structuriil dnd the ~oci01111gul\t1~ 
features of Sheng, lexicali~ation 111 Sheng lid\ been least dttctnpted 

In addition, it has been c l~~ t i l ed  that Slieng 15 litrgeiy identified at 
the lexenie level (Wd~tlnlra 2001 109, O g e ~ l ~ i  2002 LOO) and that the 
lexemes are unstitble slnce they keep oil clidnglng rl~elr meailing (sense) < I t  

tulles, the~r surface torn1 rnlglnl resemble that in thc {oilice 1a11t)iiq.y yet the) 
carry a connpletely different sense fro111 n h ~ t  they mean 111 the ioulce 
lailg~iage (;lveII t h ~ s  scenario, cdn one d~dgnc~st lcd~~y lde~ltily the patterns 
and/or series of'd~ffercnt leuernes used tor a g l ten  concept ) If 50. 111 willci~ 
parts of speech do the words manlfest thei~~sel\es ' I io \ \  15 lexicalirat~on 
achleved in the lexemes? Is sendl change of mean~ng also '~ttested In Shells 
catcgones that are larger than the lexeme" The present article seeks ansmeri 
to the fbregoing questions but 11n11ts itsclf to word sen~~~n t l c s  Meaii~iig In 
Sheng categories larger than slngle lexcmes, e g , sentence scrllant~cs falls 
outside tlie scope of my conceptualisatioi~ o f  l e x ~ c ~ l l ~ ~ a t l o n  in this art~cle 

.' 1,ipka (1990: 52) argues that word sen-ra~ltics is not contilled to ~solated 
iten~s but focuses on lexical fields and paradiplatic senlantic relatioils 
between words. I restrict myself to isolated items. 



Lexicalizatiorl 
I beg~n ~11.h an operat~onal conceptuallsatlon of lex~cal~zat~oii for two 
reasons Firstly, there 1s no s~ngle definition of the term (Llpka 1990:95). 
Thus llngulsts do not use the ten11 In the same way. Secondly, if not clearly 
explained, some reaciels might not dlst~nguish between lex~cal~zatioil and 
lexification. 

With respect to lexicalisation, Trask (http: www.Iin~,.uist.org/-ask-. 
lin~archive-1997.101m~gO18.59.1~t1n1. 14.1 1.03) identifies two senses of 
lexicalization. On the oile hand, lexicalization itlvolves creating a word to 
express some meaning. Silva (http: www.linguist.org/-ask-lindarchive- 
1997.101msgO 1859.html. 14.1 1.03) concurs that lexicalization is the process 
through which concepts are put into words in a given language. In this case, 
Trask and Sdva seem to be s~tbscribing to Saussure's (1916:) dichotomy of 
'signifie' and 'signifiant'. In the dichotomy, 'signifiant' is a concept, idea or 
thing while 'signifie' is a sound of language representing that idea or thing. 
Lexicalization occurs when humans either deliberately or effortlessly assign 
sounds of language to express phenomena. 

On the other hand, Trask argues that in historical linguistics, the - - 
term ' lex~cal~zat~on'  refers to a process where a sequence of words is 
reduced to a single-word. In this case, lexicallzation refers to a process of 
d~achronic change In whlch a notlon that had previously been expressed by 
more than one word 1s now represented by a single word. h p k a  suimnarises: 

..... I would like to define lexicalizntion as the phenomenon that a 
complex lexelne once coined tends to become a single complete 
lexical unit, a simple lexeme. Through this process it loses the 
character of a syntagma to a greater or lesser degree. (cf. Lipka 
1981b:120). In my definition an essential condition and a 
prerequisite for this gradual diachronic process is the fact that a 
particular complex lexeme is used frequently (Lipka 1990: 95). 

Lexicalization is also used to show how Sheng vocabulary has been unstable 
(changed) over time either in form (emergence of new surface morphemes) 
or meaning (same surface morpheine assuming a new sense). 

I return to the distinction between lexicalization and lexification. 
While lexicalization deals with encoding of meaning to words, lexification 

refers to the source andlor processes of creatlng the words. For instance, two 
lallg~iages lexifji (3): 

3.  -pata doo poa 
get liloney cold 'earn good money' 

'The source of pata and poa is Kiswahili. While -pata translates to 'get' in 
Kiswahili, it means 'earn' in Sheng. Doo, is sourced from English dough 
whose illformal meaning is money. Shei~g takes 011 this infoirnal meaning. 
Finally, poa refers to cool in Kiswahili but lexicalization in Sheng changes 
its sense to good. This signals semantic borrowing from the informal use of 
cool in English to mean impressive or when used with an amount of money, 
to emphasise a large amount. In summary, it may be said that the Sheng 
phrase -pata doopoa 'earn good money' has undergone both the lexification 
and lexicalization processes. 

In the present study, lexicalization and iexification are adapted 
according to the following procedure. A list of words used to refer to a 
concept is presellted depending upon the words' diaclxonic evolut~on. Next, 
the words' lexifier(s) are identified. In this regard, I expla~n the 
rnailipulative procedures they undergo as well as how their meanings are 
encoded. Finally, I explain the condition(s) of use of the words in Sheng. 

The Data 
Only primary data comprising verbs, nouns and adjectives are analysed. 

Lexical cate~ory Number O/U 

Nouns 9 3 70 
Verbs 3 7 2 8 
Adiectives 2 2 
Total 132 100 
Table 1. Distribution of lexical categories in the data 

Tlie data was collected in October 2003 at Moi University, Kenya. Two 
Sheng-speaking university students, a male (aged 22) and a female (aged 
21), collected Sheng vocabulary from fellow students. They collected 132 



Sheng items a l ~ d  prov~ded the llteral glosses Froin the t~anslations, only 
t hee  part, 1,i'spee~h were represented, namely ilouns, verbs and adjectives 

The fie!tiworher\ confinned that regional dialects of Sheng exist. 
One assistdnt (lailneti lo have colle~ted Nalrobl Sheng words while another 
claitned 1115 data wdi trom Mornbasd In soinc instances, two, t h e e  or four 
word5 wele used to refer to the \ame concept or object This was attributed 
to the reglonal Sheilg dlalects However, in some cases, several words 
referring to the same concept or object could be used In the data collected 
fro111 the sai-ne region. Some words could also be used wlth the same 
meaning in different regons Since I could not concretely establish the 
dialects, I treated the worris as synonyms. 

Data Analysis and Discussion 
Nouns 
Table 1 indicates that nouns constitute the bulk of the items in my Sheng 
corpus (93 lexemes) Depending on the number of synonyms a word has, the 
Items fall into fo~tr patterns, Some words have two, three or four synonyms 
referring to the same concept whde other items have no synonyms: 
4 dish ? mdemo 'food' 

doo ? ganji ? man-vamoo 'money' 
chik ,? dem ? kenge ? m a w '  'gxlfriend' 

The linguistic material on nouns had patterns distributed as shown in Table 
2. 

No. of synonyms Frequency 
1 39 
2 30 
3 12 

Total 93 100 
Table 2. Nouns and the.frequencies of number of synonyms 

Single Synonym Words 
As Table 2 shows, this category constitutes 42% (N = 39). Lexicalization 
here constitutes a manipulation of the surface form of almost all the words 

except dlrect loanwords from the lexifying language. Subsequently, five 
sub-patterns based on the processes of lexification and iexicalization 
emerge: 

(i) Reversing of syllables 
Sheng speakers resort to the reversal or swopping of syllables in d word 
(Ngesa 2002) in their dttempts to keep Sheng a distinctive code for peers 
only. Dika ('card') is sourced from English card that is 6antuized4 ~n 
pron~inciation as kadi. The word's two syllables swop place\ so that kadi 
yields dika Its meaning in English is however retained in Sheng 

(ii) Truncation 
Truncation of the surface fonn of words is the nlost pop~tlar practice since i t  

comprises 41% (N = 16). First, a word is borrowed from one of the local 
languages. Secondly, the word is adjusted to fit the target language frame. 
Thirdly, the resultant form of the word is truncated either in its initial or 
final syllable(s) depending on whether i t  is a conlpound noun or not. Fourth, 
the truncated form is either suffixed a coined syllable or sound to complete 
its marking for Sheng. Thus the meaning of the resultant word cannot be 
interpreted by the non-initiated speakers unless they learn i t  from the Sheng 
speakers. For example,finje ('fifty'), buufee ('bus fare'), saaya ('science'), 
tizi ('practice'), preezo ('president'), hasii ('husband') and goe ('ghost') 
aillong others are instances to cite in this category. 

Buufee is borrowed from English bus fare and undergoes several 
processes. First, buu is sourced from the English word bus. In its spoken 
form, the word could have surfaced phonetically as bas and therefore could 
have been "Bantuized" as basi. However, by surfacing as buu in Sheng, the 
word must have orignated in the English written form bus and was 
Bantuized as busi. 'The second syllable is truncated and the remaining 
syllable takes on compensatory lengthening to yield buu. The second 
portion of the noun fee also has an English source fare in its spoken form 
fea. It loses its second syllable a while the first syllable undergoes 

I use Bantuization to refer to the process through which a word whose 
syllable does not follow the Bantu primitive syllable of consonant-vowel 
(CV) is manipulated and conforms to the CV structure. 



compensatory 1l:ngthenlng as fee The illnal form of these processes is the 
Sheng :$, )rd bzrujee I he word retains ~ t s  knglish illeaning 

Tizi is dii ~ntercstlng example Wtiile most words sourced from 
Engltsh lose tile suffixal syllables, tizi 1s retamed from a prefixal tnlncatlon 
ofpraktizi sourcecl from the F:ng11sh nounpractlce. Praktizi loses the initial 
syllables wh~le  the penultn~late and tinal syllables tizi are retalned. 
However, the word does not refer to practlce ~n 11s entirety. It has a 
restricted meaning 111 Sheng, namely, the physical exercises that one does In 
sports 

(iii) Coining 
32%) (;Pu - 121 of the Sheng corpus con\lsts of colned nouns as listed in ( 5 )  
below 
burrtngo 'th~rigs' deepa 'head teacher' 
kerende 'crowd of people' nttzoma 'genius' 
nyagu "meat' rwabe '200 shillings' 
kiJungu 'grandfather' tenje 'radio ' 
blingbling 'je\ii.eilery' ocha 'home' 
mbocli 'house hrip' 

I t  is d~fficult lo 5peclilate the basrs of colnlng Sheng nouns IIowever, two 
obsematlons cari be ilia& about the nouns. One, some of the coined nouns 
h ~ v e  <i restnc feci meantng Fur imtan~e ,  wh~le mabe  generally refers to two 
hundred, it strictly rnealis d 200 Kenya shlll~ng currency note. En the same 
vein, O C ~ U  spe~-lficaliy refers to one's rural Iaorne dnd not home In ~ t s  
general sense. (Most Afrlcali Kenyans, especially those worlung 111 towns, 
have two homes place of stay m town and a rural home where they were 
ralsed). Secondly, there is mlnllcry ofthe characteristics of an object In the 
colned noun, I e. blingbling Qewellery). The reduplication of bling In the 
noun blingbling m~ght be onomatopoeic of the echo made especially by 
metal jewellery 

(iv) Borrowing 
Borrowing refers to Instances where Sheng vocabulary is lexified by an 
existing stable language. My corpus has 10% (N = 4) of Sheng nouns 
borrowed. 

Ngiri is borrowed froin Cikuyu whele i t  refer5 to the numeral orze 
thowand. However, In Sheng ngiri 1s restricted in its meaning slnce it 

means one thousand sh~lllngs. 
Stoori IS sourced fro111 Enghsli 'story' Houever, i t  is Hantuired to 

stoori and the vowel m the first syllable is lengtlieneci so that stoori 
surfaces. Its sense 1s expanded as follows, Baslcallv, the word nieans story 
just as ~t does In English. However in its expanded r-lieaning ~t may refer to 
news. When two people exchange greetings one might for Instance ask the 
other, ,Ttoori? Stoori here is a request for i i c ~  ~r-ifoiniat~on Stoori also 
soinctlnles refers to remarks such as Ct?lilt ' 5  up' Or W h r  trr 2 i O L I ~  ,111~1t1 i f o i  

tlrc clay / 

(v) Semantic Exparision 
Sernarlt~c expansion coinprlses 15% (h - 6) of rile Sheng noun5 nith no 
synonyms All the noulis are sourced iloni e~ther KISCC~II I I~  or I:II~IISII 1-or 
example, clzlro refers to 'college' 111 Kl\wahili in tile Kenyan contcxt, ~lzuo 
could refer to post secondary ~nst i t~~tions excluding ~l~-llve~iities 1-lowever 
111 S11eng cltuo refers to school (either priindry or sccoiidar y i aliii dnv nllddle 
level college where learnels and teacher5 lnitcract Tllus while rhe 
conlposltloll of learners and teachers ~n the Kiswali~li meaning of chuo 1s 
retalned, the chuo m Sheng is semant~cally expanded to refer to ~nst~tutlons 
of leamlng nom-rnally not included In the Kiswah~li sense 

Sen~antic expailsloll rs also seen In keja iourced from English 
'cage' EIowever, to conceal the noun and fashion ~t 111 accoidance w~th 
Sheng, ~t 1s suffixed and Bmtu i~ed  to keja A cage here refers to a wlre 
nlesh cage where doniestic blrds are kept The Klswahih translation ot cage 
is kizimba or tundu, which figuratively icfers to a prlson Sheng has 
expanded this Kiswal~lll fibwratlve reference and appl~ed ~t to an ord~nary 
human abode so that keja lmplies a room that one lnhablts 111 a b ~ g  house or 
hostel m a college. 

Bi-synonym Nouns 
There are fourteen pairs of bl-synonym nouns In the corpus of data, 
represented in (6) below. 
jamaa 7 chalii 'boyfriend' 



nraca mother' 
ii26zda "tihang 
I F ~ ~ . B Z O B ^ J ,  piar: 
tc:Pak)4z ill,e i9!jlljt$; C4]111 
t?# i~ ' i l i@ ?l!lblC 

~ l ~ k d  twenty sh~lllng notc7 
evaxrga one huildred shrilliigs' 
lPesEkCi 'intin~dte fnend' 
 emb be 'nialze flour' 
agoso 'white person' 
bro 'brother' 
sii: kslster ' 
kazoo ' C O L I S ~ ~ '  

In lrne 1&1th l e u l c d i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ o n ,  11 is po~,slbie to give a dlachronlc transttioll rn 
that ollc o i  111o iwci rliiuns was used at an eariler stage of Slieng than the 
other For !Irsraiiie, 8 nalii (boyinend) rn the palr chalii ? jamaa 1s a 
predece.;sc~r 01 lsmzarp C*halii, was used at a tlrne when claik fg~rlfnend) 
underwent tranC,ltloli ,t~roilgfr several 5ynnriyrns (chik ? tiem ? kenge ?' 
mafrzi) ["Jtalii pers;stttl u n t ~ i  ja~tzalla replaced ~t Jamaa r i  sourced fro111 
Klswdiruil jamaa rne:imng 'f-eliow' or relatrve' Ordy wornel7/grls use 
jamaa llencc when ,L lady says jamaa wa maen (hterally, 'relattve of 
nulie') she does not ~ n ~ p i y  her relat~ve; rather her boyfr~end. 

Part ol the xqaaro :" mcfioro p a r  is Klswah111-sourced Njaaro is 
caned wh~le mcltoro i s  sourced ti-orn Klswahili where the latter means a 
drawing. In Sheng, the two words lmpiy a plan - usually arrangements that a 
boyfr~end and a grrlfrrend make for an evenlng or weekend out~ng. In the 
~ 0 ~ 1 t h  parlance, this IS called a 'plot' because of the nature of the out~ng. 
That IS, seldom is the ~ ~ ~ t i l r g  glven the parents' blessmgs. So they "plot" to 
go out. 

Tri-synonym Nouns 
My corpus y~elded 12 nouns (as seen rn 7 below0, which were categorised 
Into four groups wlth three synonyms each: 

ashara ? ashuu ? kindee 'ten shillings' 

doe :) garggganzi :) mair~amoo 'money' 
.? dinga P dai tnotii/'lturr 've1ilc;e' 
? fegi ? ,fwaka i P Z  ozo 'cigarette' 

'The h o  ? gatzji/gartzi ? manyajtzoo (llioney) synoriynls represent dn 
English-Iilndi-61kuyu formahon Don 1s sourced froni Engllsh rtozrgh whetc 
it means money 1300 was used in Sheng for d long LIIIIC At ,onie ldter stdgc 
garzji, which means oplurn, repiaced doo Garlji is iourced fruni thc Wesl 
Irldian gun/cl It is an illegal dmg rn Kenya bL11 fet~iicb ii lot of money 111 the 
black market. Hence ganji is a rnetonyrn for the large ninount of money one 
gets from drug traffick~ng. Manyamon rs sourceci from Clkuyu ~~).urnoo 
('thlng') However, rzyamoo takes the cldss 6 noun rnarker ic.r plu~ality dnd 
mawarno's expanded nleannig in Sheng refers to money 

Mozo ? fegr" :vwlaka nepresent tli-\ynor!yrli no~lilc fo: cigdrdtte 
Mozo IS sourced ti-om IC~s~~vahrll nmto ("file') rcf-rlr~~li; to thc firc that burns 
a cigarette C~gareltc srrioklng rs not encoulaged an;i!ng tf:e ;,ouths in Keli]v'l 
Thosc who irnoke, do so clar~dest~nely 1 <, ensure that :he parent? do not 
understand them when they are talk~ng about cigarettes, the youth &red tile 
borind patterning of t h ~  word and coilled rhc xborci ~ t i o 7 o  Wllen the word 
was no more a secret, they changed tofegi, wh~ch  rc, iolirced froni inionnal 
Engl~shfrrg (cigarette) 1 h ~ s  word 1s rtot conunonfy ~iscci 11.1 Keilyan English 
Nevertheless, wlth tlme fegi becanle obsolete and a ncw word Jwaka came 
itrto being. Eivaka nught be sourced from the Kiswallill verb -waka that 
means 'bum' This could denote the burnrrig of a clga~ette However, to 
conceal the word, Sheng speakers have aitcred it phonet~caliy to obtain 
fwaka. 

Quadri-synonym Nouns 
A quadri-synonym noun has four equ~valents. My corpus has three such 
nouns (see 8 below): 

chik ? dem ? kenge ? manzi 'girlfriend' 
poonyi ?pai  ? karaic ? koopa 'police officer' 
ushaago ? shaake ? shags ? ocha 'home' 



I11 clzik ? dem :" krr~ge manzi, tlie equivalents of chik and derrt ~n English 
are chrtX ' ir~li ( I L L ~ J I C  rc~ ,pec t~v~Iy  'The eil~bedding of meaning in these two 
nouns 15 intercsiiilg A iizzik 1s a tender, adored baby of a chlcken. One who 
owns d rhlck J C ' ~ ~ ~ ! U S ~ Y  takes c a e  of ~t so that 11 can grow lo a mature 
chicken. Iheie trditi arc applled to one's glrlfnend. She 1s not only loved 
but dlso ddoled anti lealously taken care of Hence she 1s a chik to the 
boy frienci 

In thc courtc. oJ iexicali~atioil 111 Sheng, chik was replaced by dem 
w h ~ c h  15 iourct,ct iiotn bngl~sll tlulme Dame 1s a wolnan who has been glven 
speci;ll l io l~ou~  by the Rlltl"J~ goverrxnent Dame is used as a term of 
rcfcrencc I>efort the zIc1me of  sucll a woman Thus 111 Sheng, the 
cliaracterl\tic of grmt holfour for d Br~tish lady 1s bestowed on a girlfriend 
who is dtlorrrigly called d ~ m  

Bern 1dt01 rzplaced by kengr 'The word may be traced to the 
K~sw~hr i i  kengc i i7101ilt0r I~zaril') 11 monitor tltard 1s not an ordlnaly 
reptlie, r'ither ~t is fitre creature that lives 111 hot cl~rnates and even here, it 
does not expose rtself (arelessiy In the same way, a dear girlfriend is not 
considered an ordinary llutnan belng but someone special Thus she is a 
kenge 

Kenge 1s oiten replaced by manai. It 1s sourced from Kiswahili 
rnanzili ("ouus'), which must have undergone truncation of ~ t s  last syllable 
-Li to yleld manzt if that 1s the case, then the characterist~cs of manzili as a 
place that guarantees or?e warmth, securiry and homeliness are attributed to 
a glrlfnend. These attr~butes are embedded In the lexlcahzation of manzi. 

Verbs 
[Jnllke nouns dnalq<,ed ln the toregoing sectlon, verbs appear to have a high 
Level of stablllty since 73% j h  = 27) of tilase l r i  the corpus have no 
equivalents In addltlon, none of the verbs has changed from an earlier form 
to a new one What seems to be happening is that new verbs are appearing 
where no known Sheng verbs exlsted before. 'Three patterns of verbs are 
identifiable, namely, verbs that are polysen~ous, verbs that have equivalents 
(synonyms) and verbs that do not llave synonyms. 

Verb Type Number YO 
Polysemous 2 5 

Synonyms 8 22 
No s ~ n o n m s  27 7 3 
Total 37 100 

Table 3. Verb patterns 

Polysemous Verbs 
These verbs denote more than one sense. For ~nstanct", -wahi in Sheng 
means 'to outsmart' or 'up stage' one Conslder tile followirtg exampie 
Nilimwahi yule manxi ( I  outsmarted that glri) However, -wahi 111 Klswal~lli 
means to reach a place early. Thus the concept of eaiiy arrival is transferred 
to outsmarting a person. -wahi m Sheng cllso refers to hedting up d person AS 
In Nitamwahi huyu mzee ( I  will beat LIP 1111s old man) The speaker 15 

certain of not only outsrnartlng 111s r~val but also oi beating him up 

Verbs with Synonyms 
Some verbs have equivalents as indicated In (9) below: 

-haitya Y -katiaGseduce a girl' 
-susu ? -nyoora 'urinate' 
-wahi ? -samba 'beat up' 

W ~ t h  respect to the first example here, -hanya preceded -katia In the -hanya 
? -katia synonyms. -hanya 1s coined and refers to seduction (Ogechl 
2002.100). However, when reduplicated as 111 -hanya hanya ~t means 
roainrng around, fllrting wtth men and women Thus -hartya han-ya, in its 
extended form, means 'prostltutlng oneself -katia has replaced -hanya - 

katia 1s the appl~cative form of the Kiswahill verb -kata ('cut') The act of 
seduction is assoc~ated with persuasion and the "cuttlng through the ~ce"  
(I e., progressing from the unknown to the known) on the part of the 
seducer. Persuasion therefore is l~kened to careful selection of words in the 
act of seduction 

Verbs without Synonyms 
72% ( N  = 37) of the Sheng verbs studied have no synonyms. These fall into 
three main patterns depending upon their probable lexifier: 



-- 
Lexifier Number O/o 
Dholuo 1 4 
Kiswahill 12 44 
Eilglish 8 30 
Coiiliil~ 6 22 
Total 27 100 
Table 4. Lrxifier.7 of verbs 

Dholuo-lexified Verb 
Donjo means 'arr~ve' in Sheng The most probable Dholuo ( N ~ l o t ~ c  
language In south western Kenya) equivalent of the verb is also doryo 
However the Dholuo verb has a drfferent meaning in that ~t means 'to enter'. 
For llonjo to be used, Sheng has lexicalized the Dholuo sense of entering 
through expariding and associating it with the sense of arriving. 

Kiswahili-lexified Verbs 
These constitute 44% ((N = 12) of all, verbs in the corpus. In all cases, the 
Kiswahill surface fonn of the verb is retained but the resulting Sheng word 
has a different sense. -dara when used in Kiswahili refers to touching 
without implying intimacy. However in Sheng -dara's meaning is expanded 
to denote 'caress in a loving manner'. A similar lexicalization is followed on 
the verb -sota .  When used in Kiswahili, -sota refers to crawling on one's 
b~lttocks using one's hands. It denotes a situation of difficulty and pain. One 
nho has no money can experience this state of difficulty and pain. Thus - 
sota 111 Sheng refers to 'financial difficulties'. 

English-Iexified Verbs 
rhese comprise 30% (N-9) of the material studled. Lex~caliration of the 
verbs 1s based on semantic expanslo11 of the knglish sense. clzop when used 
in English refers to 'cutting', especially a plece of wood to make various 
shapes such as a cook~ilg stlck Sometiilles chop refers to the 'act~on of 
eating' As one chops, slhe reduces a blg plece into snlaller ones. When used 
111 Sheng, chop means 'study~ng' Perhaps the act of reading and try~ng to 
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learn is likened to 'choping' a big piece of knowledge into small 
understandable pieces. 

Adjectives 
My data had only two adjectives: poa  and noma. This scarcity supports 
claims that most Bantu languages have few adjectives but that they can be 
used with multiple meanings. For instance, the surface form of poa is 
reminiscent of Kiswahili poa for 'cool'. However poa in Sheng evokes 
several senses largely due to semantic borrowing from English: 

10. mtupoa  'good, nice person' 
I 1. pesapoa 'good (a lot of) money 

Conclusion 
'The goal of t h ~ s  paper was to take Sheng studies a notch higher than the 
trad~tional focus on the sociolingu~stics and structural aspects of Sheng. By 
so do~ng,  I have delved into the lexicalization of Sheng as a prelimnary step 
towards studying the semantics of Sheng. 

The analysis of the corpus has shown that at the lexical level, there 
rs a high tendency of forming Sheng nouns followed by verbs and adjectives 
than any other parts of speech. It appears that largely it is open class ~tems 
that contribute to and Identify Sheng lexlcon Since nouns and verbs are the 
basic camers of content In any conversation, it 1s safe to conclude that 
Sheng as a peer group language succeeds 111 ~solatlng the non-initiated 
speaker because of the language's innovativeness In creating these content 
words The dilalysis has also shown that although the speakers coln, 
manip~~late dnci use Sheng lexenles unintentlonall>. there is a h~gh  degree of 
iog~c  involved in the process of Icxicaii~ing Shcng lexemes 

The tact that t he~e  dre synonyms that have tlevelopcd ovel the yeais 
(accotding to nly aiialyjt~) docs not nlcdrt that the io-called predeczssors a ~ t  
conlpletcly no longer tn use, rather, some of the111 arr still dctivcly [lied or 
are being sev~ved. Thls showi that She119 behaves Iihe dily stable language 
that has ! t i  tirachronlc and synchronic aipects l iowebel, the dldchrori~, 
change5 ('15 ihown tllro~lgh bl-synonym, tri-syi~oni nl ,ind q~iatlri-synonymc) 
iecln to be ovcrwhelm~ilg wttlnn the 20 or riiore vl.,\ri oi Shellg i cvlsrence 
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This research leads one to identify other semantic aspects of Sheng 
(such as iiiiolnaticity and sentence semantics) that require investigation. It 
would also be interesting to unravel the dialects of Sheng spoken in Kenya 
and the lexical features that distinguish one from another. 

Dept. of KiSwahili and other African lailguages 
Moi University, Kenya 

List of Abbreviations 
CL noun class 
('OP copula 
CS codeswltching 
D E ~ T  deternliner 
NONPST nonpast 
I'RF perfective aspect 
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Rita Ribbens 

Introduction 
In this article fonns of address are contrasted with preferred forms of address 
in research that was undertaken in 1993, months before the dawn of the new 
democracy in South Africa. In this large-scale study the opinions of 1870 
respondents in the nvning communities of Khutsong, Wedela and Kokosi on 
the West Rand were recorded. The respondents were niainly speakers of 
Sotho, Shangaan, Tswana, Xhosa,and ~ u l u ' .  

' R e  use of first names (EN) versus titles plus surname or 'last name' 
(TLN) are examined by applying the models of Brown and Gilman (1960) 
and Brown and Ford (1961). Terms of address are symbols of social 
structure and encode positions of equality, status or of dominance versus 
subordinance. Apart from terms of address, status can also be expressed by 
means of pronouns for example tu and vous in French, du and Sie in German, 
o versus le in Sotho, ty versus vy in Russian (Fay 1920; Friedrich 1964) and 
so 011. In most languages status and respect structures expressed by means of 
complex forms of address markers and these are well documented, e.g., 
Korean (Martin 1964) and Japanese (Howell 1968), to name but two. 
English does not have a differentiating prono~iunal fonn of address as you is 
used in the vertical status dimension for both superiors and inferiors. 

Intercultural Contact in S.A. 
In South Afr~ca ~ntercultural contact dates back to the contact between the 
colonists and the Kholkhor at the Cape In the seventeentll century, and to the 

' Bccausc tlie names of the languages were called 111 t h ~ s  manner dt the tlme, 
and agreed upon by tlie ~nernbers of the conmiunlty wllo were co-owners of 
the project. ihey have not been changed to reflect cunent usage 
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first decades of the nineteenth century in the fann~ng communities of the 
Eastern C'nne (Kaschula 1989). One of the earliest references to terms of 
address during contact between cultural groups is to be found in Gil~oinee's 
(2003:50) account of relat~onsh~ps: 

Slave and burger ch~ldren played with each other as friends but 
when they grew up the master-slave h~erarchy came lnto place. The 
burger child became the master; the slave remained a slave. Even In 
adult life a slave continued to be addressed as a long (boy) or mezcl 
(girl), to be cdlled by his or her first name and to go barefoot. 

In the years that followed the first contacts very little changed as far as 
relat~onships and forms of address are concerned. Durlng the opening 
ceremony for the first democratically elected Parliament in 1994, President 
Nelson Mandela pleaded for an end to raclsm in forms of address. He said. 
'No more should words like Kaffirs, Hottentots, Cool~es, Boy, Girl and Baas 
be pdrt of our vocabulary' (httu //WWW anc orv.za/ancdocs/history/mandela/ 
1994/sp940524.hrml) 

"No more should words like 'kaffirs', 'Hottentots','coolles','boy', 
',.r!' and 'baas' be part of our vocabuiary" (The P?.etorza News, 25 May 
I Y Y 4  11) 

Unt~l places of learning and sport opened their doors to all members 
of society in the m1d-l990s, cultural groups had very few opportunities for 
~ocidl llltetactioil ds the bulk of intercultural contact occurred in the 
workplace An investigation tnto Intergroup Relations (Marais 1985) found 
that most intercultural con~municatlon took place 111 the workplace It 
trdnsptred that more than half of the respondents had not had contact with 
k,omeoiie froni a different culture the prevrous day, and where t h ~ s  had taken 
p lxe ,  ~t w ~ s  generally idsk-oriented and occurred In structured, vertrcdl 
<,itndtlotlj (such I<, ~ u p e r v ~ ~ o l l ~ ~ o ~ E ~ c r  or custonier/\hop asststant) 

!l)ctil ;i-l,iticrn\i~irr~> 111 leitils ~i ,~ci<lre?\ \yitcn?s Xiave never bee11 
rc-,tjr ci~eii rn ulv (i~ptil  Vclil lIiLu weld '- ( j 988) nescarch, ~ond~ic ted  at 
ii'ljVCriiiieS Ltcroh, the country, comes cloq,eit ro a ld~ge  icdlc ~nvestigdtion 
f r y  ilic%ail- ni *jfO qiiLirli,nndlrei, taii~l~tcci rnto No~tfilern Cotiio, Southen1 
w i n o ,  I s w d n ~ ,  ><llos,i ,it~ii I z ~ l i l ,  11c ob f~ ined  rcspollses from urldergradudte 
arlli 11041. gladhat: ,trident, i"li~lc>nqst t>theii, 1114 fi-intPlngs qheci Irp,lit on ilow 

'Yes sir, no baas, three bags full' 

directives in Afrikaans cause confusion and misunderstanding and how 
politeness, forms of greeting, values and phatic communication differ cross- 
culturally. At the other end of the data collection continuum as far as size 
and method are concerned. we have Gou9h's (1996) report on his informal 
meetings with six fanners he befriended. He reports that in the past the tern1 
'baas' (boss) was used in jocular fashion ainong this group of close-knit 
farmers. Apart from these two studies, we have no hard evidence of how the 
asymmetrical social structure of the 'old' South Africa was expressed 
verbally. As for methodology in South African sociolinguistic research, 
Chick (1992) voiced his suspicions about the 'narrowness' of the empirical 
base of studies conducted at universities. He expressed reservations as to 
whether it was possible to generalise findings from micro-interactional 
contexts to the macro-context of a wider society. Therefore, when it became 
possible to gain access to a particularly large contingent of people in the 
mining industry, the opportunity of obtaining data of a sociolinguistic nature 
was regarded as an important opportunity for research. 

In this article the data that was obta~ned is reported on, after a 
description of the mining project and a short discussion of suitable and less 
suitablc methods of data collection. Because of the research design 
employed in the investigation, the findings can, according to the statisticians 
contracted for the project, be generalised to the 152 000 people of the four 
coi~imunities. Anshen (1978: 1) mentions the lack of statistical sophistication 
of some linguists, saying 'the only numbers in Bloomiield's Language 
appear at the top of the pages' but the tremendously rich body of research in 
linguistics that has made use of sophisticated statistical research designs 
obviously invalidates this statement. i was very fortunate that the mining 
company that conmissioneci the rnajor research project also footed the bill 
for the statisticians that advised on procedures and interpretation of data 
obtained by niealis of' close 011 two thousand questionnaires, because that 
111ade i t  possible ibr me to overcome statistical Iiurdles i would not have 
been able to faace on nly own, as I, too, lack statistical sophistication. 

The Research earltext 
The researcl~ opport~1111tty arose when the m'uiagemeui ot a mining company 
colnnllssioned the Adult Basic Education i i r i i t  at the lfuman Sclences 
Rei;earcl~ i'ouncrl to conduct research to establish the dsplrations and 
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educational needs of mmng comrnun~t~es at tts West Rand operation 
(Wydemlul ~ n d  R~bbens 1993). The management of the m n e  wanted to 
Involve the hostel dwellers who worked in the mne as well as the 
~rlhabitants of three rmning commun~ties m a project aimed at fostenng a 
culture of learning. 

Data Coillection in the Gold Mine Project 
in order to establish the educational needs of the people on the West Rand, 
great care was taken to identify the leaders and representatives of varlous 
stakeholders Meetlngs were held to ensure that all ~nterested part~es were 
rnvolved, and the culture-of-learn~ng concept was addressed by means of 
 workshops When all concerned were sat~sfied that all Issues that needed to 
be li~vestrgated had been ~dent~fied, an interview schedule was drawn up. 
Questions on home language, the preferred tnedlum of tnstruction, and 
Engllsh language skills deemed necessary for work, all formed part of this 
questlonnalre 

In his well lalown research on three department stores In New York 
in the 1970s, Labov avolded the observer's paradox because the respondents 
had no inkltng that he was ~nterested in the pronunclatlon of [r] and not In 
thar 'fourth floor' answers. (He found that the variant correlates with socio- 
econonuc groupmgs and levels of fomal~ty.) Sillularly, a section ent~tled 
Effect~ve cornrnu~ncdtion In the workplace' was included m the research by 

Wydeman and R~bbells (1994) to 'Iscertain how learners wanted to be 
,iddressed In the envliaged Learn~ng Centre The question cons~sted of five 
sdb-questions (see below and Append~x 1) As the s o c t o l ~ n ~ ~ ~ s h c  quest~on In 
the ~ n t e r ~ ~ e w  schedule was sltpped Into a much larger survey that thcusecl on 
!-sues of adult education, 11 rnay be assurned that the respondents were not 
con~ciously alerted to ~ssuc\ of soclai 'itatus The ~ociollngu~slrc nature of 
tile quertlon perhaps explains why many of the respondents rgnored some of 
ihe 5rrb questions, a(, the figure.; below ~llusirate 

1 '{ow dre you carscntly adcir e:,setiC) 1 109 respondents 
How rio you vtnxt to tic nddresseti" 1 150 respondents 

i HOW do you addrccs yonr s~ipcriors') ? 1 5 1 respondents 
4 %,ow do you kvat7t to acidress your auprrror 5')  I 1.58 respondents 
5 iiow tics you warit to i~i: r'allcti wtriirr you rlmrlot hedt-bec,~~icr* 

'Yes sir, no baas, three bags full' 

of noise in the environment? (Beckoning movement) 1048 respondents 

The field workersf interviewers were all members of the community, elected 
by the community to represent them and all spoke at least one of the local 
languages. A total of 2 300 structured interview schedules were distributed 
systematically in a manner prescribed by the statisticians. Of these 1 870 
were returned. This exceptionally high response rate (81,3%) can be 
ascribed to the co-ownership of the project by the field workers and 
respondents, since the project had the potential of improving their lives. 

The sample drawn from each community took into account variables 
such as age, sex, educational level, status of employment, and living 
conditions. Responses were received for the whole spectrum of age groups 
from 16 to over 59 years. The largest number of responses was in the age 
group 20 to 49 years, with the highest concentration (23.6%) between 30 and 
34 years. In total 1306 men and 563 women responded. The largest number 
of responses was received from the mining division, while workers 
employed elsewhere represented 39 different occupations. 

The interview schedule was prepared in English only, but every 
respondent was interviewed in the language of his or her choice because the 
field workers from each community who had volunteered to intewiew 
members of their respective communities, acted as interpreters. The 
schedules were completed by the field workers on a one-to-one basis 
because of the high rate of illiteracy among the population surveyed. As far 
as level of education is concerned, the responses were distributed more or 
less evenly from Standard 1 (i.e. Grade 3) or lower level up to standard 10, 
with the highest concentration around Standard lilower level (18.9%) and 
the Standard 617 level (18.5%). 

Methodological Issues 
In the quest for the most suitable sociolinguistic data collection instruments, 
the analogy of the net used for fishing is appropriate: it is known that the 
size of the holes in the net and the size of the net determine the size of the 
fish caught. No pronouncements can be made about smaller fish that escape 
through the holes. 

When weighing up methods of elicitat~on versus those of 
observation, many factors come into play, and as yet no magic formula for 
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research methodology can be prescnbed, as ~llustrated by Wolfram and 
Fasold's c.xpi?nation (1974, m Couplan~~ and Jaworks~ 1997:92'1 of field 
methods used m the study of soclal dialects. '1 hey say, 

'I'he question of optimal sample size for the study of [social dialects] 
is still undetermined. On the one hand, there is the tradition of 
linguistics which generally relies on very small samples. In some 
cases, one or just a few individuals serve as informants, and 
sometimes the linguist acts as his own informant. On the other hand, 
the tradition of sociological surveys is to have rather substantial 
numbers of subjects, often in the hundreds or thousands. 

In their d~scusslon of methods for studylng language in soclety, Coupland 
and Jaworsk~ (1997.69) caution against 'safe places' such as colleges and 
univers~ties as data sources and contrast these w ~ t h  'field methods' In tile 
latter case researchers engage in real world a c t ~ v ~ t ~ e s ,  such as conversatlons. 
Gough's (1996) close observatlon and report of terms of address of six 
harmers is probably the closest to what Goupland and Jaworsk~ (199759) 
had m mnd.  Although it would have been ~mpossible to observe or record 
and then analyse conversations in the Culture-of-Leamng Project 
comss ioned  by the mnlng company, the strat~fied sample is representative 
df the real world and does not draw on the 'safe9 audience of a student body, 
as in other cases on terns of address ment~oned below The d~sadvantages of 
questionnaires 1 structured interviews have been documented as not being 
natural data, but at least they do present a prcture of ~nformants' awareness 
(Rraun 1988 7 1-76) 

Braun's (1988) publlcatlon Terrrz, of addres.5 Problems ofpatterns 
arid uhage 712 VCLI.LOUJ 111ngu~1gcs ( I ~ Z C I  ~ u l t u r e ~  refers to the research done by 
Gtlman and Brown (1958), Brown and Gilrnan (1960) and Brown and Ford 
(1961) iis the 'standard works' as they were regarded as initiators of modem 
ioc~oitngulstlc lnvestlgatlons of fornls of address Brown and his colleagues 
rcported how FN (first na~nesj and FN versus TLN (t~tles plus last names) 
were used 111 A ~ ~ e r i c d n  plays For d 5tudy of terms of address in Hindl, Mlsra 
:I97773 too, uses I~teratu; L ( f o u ~  novels by proniincni novelist of the 1910s). 
As Misra wd5 f'amlliar with the regiori descr~bed In the novels, he was able to 
\~lppierneirt the ~nformdtion contained iri  the works of literature and present 

'Yes sir, no baas, three bags full ' 

an accurate picture of social relationships determined by family status, caste 
and official hierarchies. Today researchers are able to capture delicate 
nuances of oral interaction and non-verbal gestures by means of technology, 
the Goteborg project being a case in point. It is now possible to do fine- 
grained analyses by replaying video and audio tapes of real interaction 
(Allwood, et.al. 2001). 

Towards the end of the twentieth century Givon (1997:vii) 
complained that human language is acquired and used most commonly in the 
context of face-to-face communication, yet most theory building does not 
benefit from the study of face-to-face comnlunication. Fortunately this 
lament does not apply to the model developed by Brown and Ford (1961) on 
forms of address, as they backed up their initial research of American 
literature by gathering data through observation of spontaneous interactions 
of people in work-related environments. They recorded these interactions 
between men and women of different occupational status, and in their 
observation discovered a 'reciprocal pattern' in dyads. They noticed that 
both interlocutors used FN to each other, or that both used TLN to each 
other, and that it was the superior who initiated the step towards intimate 
forms of address. 

Braun's (1988) monumental work, carried out in Kiel, reports on 
research of terms of address with foreign students in 17 languages. In these 
studies, one to four native speakers per language were interviewed 
originally, but because it was felt that a high degree of subjectivity could 
skew the findings in data of such small samples, more comprehensive 
investigations were carried out and twenty to thirty informants were 
interviewed to satisfy the need for statistical representativeness. 

Against this history of data collection in terms of address research, 
the findings of the mining project are presented. 

The Findings of the Mining Project 
In order to interpret the 1 870 schedules that were returned, appropriate 
statistical techniques were applied by statisticians appointed for this purpose. 
For the final phase of the statistical analysis, they recommended relevant 
multivariate techniques to be applied to enable a more nuanced analysis of 
the data. 



In total eleven languages were represented by the respoilses 
received. Thc are given below 111 alphabetical order, together with the 
percentage they reprewnt of the total response. 

i IOME LANGllA( ;E Number of' speakers Percentage 
----p----- .- 

hfri kaans 
I 

/ 0.5% 

swaria 23.5% 

Ihe statisticians adv~sed that r t  woulcf not he possible to apply statistical 
tests or to rnake meanlngfui infcreiices when groups arc small; consequently 
the smaller lang~agc  groups (Ahkadns, English, Ndebelc, Pedi, Swazt, and 
Venda) were luniped together In a category termed 'Other' l~istead of each 
benzg treated on its own After t h ~ s  was doiie the order of representatloll (in 
tern?. of number of speaker\) oi the languages was the following. 

'Yes sir, no baas, three bags full ' 

While all the other languages of the sample were dlstrlbuted more or less 
equally between the hostels and towns, Tswana was well represented only 111 

the towns and not m the hostels. 
The general findings of the Culture-of-Learning Project 

coinnussloned by the rmning company are beyond the scope of this artlcle, 
but what may be of Interest to language planners 1s that English was chosen 
as the preferred medium of instruction although less then 2% of the 
respondents were Engllsll speaking. The respondents were told that they 
would be instructed 111 the medium of their choice provided that thcrc was d 
demand for this (Wydeman and R~bbens 1994.43) Of the 1 648 respondents 
who answered t h ~ s  question, more than two-thirds (68,4%) indicated that 
they wanted English as rned~um of instruchon, whllc Sotho (9,4%) and 
Xhosd (8%) were the only other languages selected enough trmes to be of 
any statistical sicgnificance. Together these two language groups account for 
roughly half of the respondents 

The Sociolinguistic Questions 
?he model developed by Brown and Ford (1961) was used to rest the use of 
FN (first or familiar name), versus TLN (title and last name) '7 itle' ranged 
from 'mnnunlzane' to '~nkosikazi', 'morena', 'Mister', 'niosad~'. 'Miss', 
'Ms', 'nieneer' and 'madoda' Respondents first had to answer how they, as 
subordinates 111 the workplace, were currently addressed and how they in 
turn address a supervisor (or superlor). They also had to express their 
preferences for each category. 
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How Subardinates are Addressed 

i I 
1t1e plus surname (I 'LN) I I %  10.9% 1 

Generally respondents seemed satisfied with the informal mode that was 
used when they were addressed. Two-thirds indicated that their first names 
were used, and 57.7% indicated that they wanted to be addressed in this way. 
Of the 1 153 respondents, only a fifth were called by their surnames, while 
10% more would have liked this to be the case. This possibly indicates some 
dissatisfaction and a desire to be awarded more status. 

The breakdown of how superiors are addressed compared with how 
the respondents would like to address them follows: 

A desire to decrease social distance and to use more familiar tenns becomes 
apparent when we study the responses. A third of the respondents called 
their seniors by their first name, while slightly more than two-fifths wanted 
to do so. A third of the workers used titles, while only a quarter wanted to 
use this fonn. When the two formal terms (T + LN) are grouped together, the 
picture that emerges shows that almost two-thirds used formal terms, while 
slightly more than two-fifths wanted to use more familiar first-name t e n s .  

As this inforn.lation was obtained by means of a questionnaire, I was 
not able to probe why interviewees did not use rnore familiar FN terms. 

'Yes szr, no baas, three hczgs full '  

Accordi~lg to the 'reciprocal pattern' model proposed by Brown and Ford 
(1961) i t  is the 'right' of the superior to initiate more intimate fomis of 
address. They identify the two major dinlensions whlch conditior: the c1.1oice 
of address as power and solidarity. Power is associated with social status 
Woilsoli (198% describes Brown and Ford's (1961) modei ;as 

'exuaordiiiarily powerful' as it was tested s~iccessfuily riot o111y m knglisi~, 
a l ~ i ?  In ;l nr,tri~her of L7uropeal-i iangilages, i'l-i!r S~l.icisngs of  the four !~i~nri:g 

coimntmities do tloi fit t.ilt: i:oinmon nxjuici. i-)ccaiise the reciprocal pattern is 

cor!si?icuc~is~y absent. Wiia: Liic a~ralysis confini~s !x a .;ocial structure o!' 
ci<,riilnaxia:e VCi.SiIS sub.-ordit~il~ice. ('1211 '.AIL' S;IV I!:;:! :/?IS was a reflection oi' 
Souli.1 Afr~c;in society a; that time'! it is r t . ~ e a l i ~ i ~  ~h;it the ansbvcrs supplieii 

{ l i e  re:;j?iji?iieills kr. pi,gf i~r. ! - t~d torins (3 i '  acitll-c:;s ;ipprox [marc tile reciprocal 
p;ittei.n iciellti fif;!:i by E3r<jwn and I'c,rd more i:!ose!:,., 

, - It 1:; ;ickil~\ivlc:dged ll1;it Hr<;iivn ;inii van! c'r,serveci ayads rn \ lye  

i i i ~ ~ ~ c r i o ~ ~  zv j~~~ .eas  tl:~ ijai:, far iht. ~ n i r ~ j ~ ~ g  prpii:cl \kh;i5 c-ii,talneii by  means of 
2L L i ~ l c : i t 1 4  ,,, . q l ~ l , l , , - , ~  , ,,,,. it i s  cm~mi:n kilow\cdgc i i~n: :\r\e i;f i ! i ~  x,>,;-:lkrl.e?~:.s oi'ciela 

coi~cciiz,:~i \;y illea;ls of 2 quesrioxlnalre is ?!i31 y~spo~!'ierl!s (!I? i iot !lece~sa-t.liy 
r i c j  wilar :jjey s:;ay t i ley do, iio\il;evi:i. 11.1 ihe ~ a s e  oi' i/!i; iilii1ii1g pi-o/CCi cbhi'ri: 
qiu:"i03s "ai.iou: F?.l ver.sl:s T1.N ~\,cp< ljie fociis of !!!a :i~v?i;ii~!:ition., W!.? 

f:>r<jh;iij]*v cjc>s<:r t<,j ti-iL? ,tr~itl-t. tllai~ ~ , ~ < ~ ~ l l < j  !:;j\,(: ~XY-JI TIIC: c:~s<: ~ t '  (jill.e~' 
~ociol~rlguist;i: fcatbres were i-~erng cxai-iiiried. 

*A tdnab~r C rr~ns"itk'~~g ' ( I ~ Z P  1, s p k i c ~  of ,\ E;cpdisrli'ah flfrulyvr .il 
Wherl ?~r~.n?cn~,~il data IS ir~cwecS w~thoui VeLoiirie to i ta t~i t i i~i!  aiiali/sii ttx 
pictijtr ihdt elrlcrges I \  rii)t d\ i.lea~ as vilirn isirc~??reri~c i?dl!"tl~dl p~oct'Cl~~it" 
~e L I \ C ~ ,  l x c a ~ ~ s ~  so~iic ~31occ(ju1es z i l jo \ \  lor ?lie i i b f - i ~ ~ g ~ ~ i i ( > ~ ~  01 tilt 
inte:d~t~vc ~ t ~ e c i s  of d iiun~brlr ot ~ridepend~nt \ari,ibics \iml.iitaljcori~i~/ 1:) 
~t~iilcatz which relatlonsil~ps are i3or due to ~har~ct .  111 V'iri J'idr~\ c!(if\ ( IO8Xj 
coi-i~~ehenslve study that also 111vest1g;ited address fo~ms  In ~iunibri of 
i"\r~can \anguages, itatistlcal procedures here not used, ~ i t h  thc res~!lt iiidt 

WG are onle to conipare differenccs across language gc7upi oniy tor lsoiateii 
fea-iuies, xaiitilo~it belng able to comc to a Liecis~ve ~,on~lusion about 
differences across the language groups as a wholc ihe arcsent study, 
however, set out to deterlmnc whether therc were ~ ~ g n ~ t i c a n t  dliterences that 
coulct be detected by rnearls of statistical procedures In order to detemllnc 
whether a particular language group d~ffered geatiy irom another In respect 
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of their preferences, statistical tests such as McNemar's test of symmetry, the 
Kappa test and a procedure known as Logical Regression were applied to 
uncover relations which may obtain between pairs of variables. (See 
Appendix 1.) These tests made it possible to ascertain whether the speakers 
of a particular language group preferred a specific from of address that 
differed from the choice of another group. 

If I had been worhng independently from the Culture-of-Learning 
Project I might have been able to delve deeper as far as the sociolinguistic 
sub-questions were concerned. This would have enabled me to avoid 
lumping together the English and Afrikaans speakers with the speakers of 
African languages in the statistical analysis as these six groups had little 
representation. Had I been worhng on my own, I may have been able to ask 
the statisticians to use Varbrul (a multivariate analysis software that 
Variationist linguists use) to analyse the data that would have enabled me to 
present a picture of the preferences of these language groupings. I am never- 
heless grateful that my co-partner allowed the inclusion of the sociolinguistic 
question in the form of ascertaining acceptable practice in the workplace. 

The analyses revealed that the only variable that was statistically 
significant on the 5% level was the response to Question 3 (How do you 
address a senior'!). An analysis of the responses revealed that the Tswana 
speakers and Zulu speakers were more formal when addressing seniors. 
Three-quarters of the Tswanas and Zulus indicated that they use fonnal 
t e r n  (TLN or LN) when addressing superiors (cf. Appendix). Only half of 
the Sotho speakers, on the other hand, indicated that they used formal terms. 
It may have been expected that the Sotho group would be closer to the 
Tswana group on this issue, so finding a closer correlation between the Zulu 
and Tswana speakers was interesting. A variable that could have played a 
role and affected the data is that of the of duration of acculturation, in other 
words, the length of time spent working in an industrialised society away 
from rural roots, or place of residence. The Zulu respondents were mostly 
hostel dwellers, whereas ttie Tswanas were residents of the communities 
under investigation. 

The Variables of Age, Education, Home Language and Forms of 
Address 
In order to determine the relationship between the variables age, education 

'Yes sir, no baas, three bags full ' 

and home language and the various forms of address, a statistical procedure 
called Lopstic Regression was used. The independent variables that were 
used are the home language, with categories Sotho, Tswana, Xhosa, 
Shangaan and Zulu combined, and a combined variable of age and education 
with categories < 30 years and < Std 6 ,  < 30 years and std 6 +, 30 + years 
and Std 6, and 30 + years and Std 6+. These combinations were used to 
provide for the interaction that may exist between age and education. In 
other words, the model would reveal whether persons older than thirty, who 
had not completed Std 6, responded differently from someone older than 
thirty who had completed Standard 6. 

From the first table in Appendix 2 we are able to conclude that the 
way in which a person was addressed by a superior varied across the age and 
education categories. It was found that older, less educated people were 
addressed less formally by their senior at work. This behaviour could be a 
source of unhappiness for age is highly respected in African culture. When 
we study the second table, we observe that the probability of being addressed 
formally increases when the addressee falls in the higher education 
categories. Without recourse to sophisticated statistical analysis, this would 
not have come to our notice. 

Norz-verbal Commurzication: Body Language (cf. Question 5 in 
Appendix) 
During the pilot phase of the another study on sociolinguistic relativity, I 
stumbled upon an interesting feature of non-verbal communication. While 
explaining what was meant by 'forms of address', the synonymous phrase 
'how you are called' was used. Respondents who were being interviewed (in 
English) mentioned that a certain gesture was offensive. It transpired that 
'calling' someone by beckoning with the hand was offensive to speakers of 
African languages. This form of beckoning entails pointing to someone and 
then indicating with one or two fingers of the hand that the person must 
come to the person who is beckoning. On further probing, I was informed 
that the finger beckoning form was the way one called dogs; to call people 
one was to make a large sweeping movement from the elbow. This corrobo- 
rates the findings of Birdwhistell (1970), Ogden (1988:13) and Haworth and 
Savage (1989:238) who report on differences in use of non-verbal gestures 



and indicate that t!lere are other cultures in which this particular gesture is 
also regarded 3.s suitable for calling dogs and not human beings. 

In his coniprehensive study on tenns of address, Braun (1988:7) 
excludes aspects of non-verbal initiating contact (such as the beckoning 
gesture) but this feature was nevertheless included in the mining project. The 
non-verbal gesture of beckoning was therefore surreptitiously slipped into 
questionnaire of the research project commissioned by the mining company. 
More than two-fifths (44% of the 1 048 respondents) indicated that they 
found the non-verbal gesture offensive. Slightly more than a quarter (26.8%) 
indicated that they found the calling niovenient in which the whole hand was 
used offensive. When these two figures are added, it totals 70.8% of respon- 
dents that are repelled by this form of calling, while only 15.1% indicated 
that neither the head movement nor the hand gestures were offensive. 

The findings obtained by means of the questionnaire were confirmed 
by another study where 50 people were interviewed on the factory floor in 
the East Rand (hbbens 1994). (The aim of this more comprehensive study 
was to find ways of improving communication among members of the 
~nulticultural workforce.) A Discourse Completion Test was used. The 
respondents were gven a range of choices from which they had to select the 
least appropriate form of behaviour. The scene described was very close to 
thelr daily experiences on the work floor. It was put to the respondents that, 
because of the nose  on the work-floor the supervisor could not be heard 
when he had to call someone, that he therefore had to use some form of non- 
verbal communication to call the subordinate urgently. Various beckoning 
gestures were demonstrated and each respondent was asked which one(s) 
were not acceptable. i witnessed expressions of disgust passing over the 
faces of the people being interviewed when the hand movement commonly 
used by speakers of Afrikaans or English was demonstrated. One or two 
shuddered or looked away. Some said inmlediately that this form of calling 
was abhorrent to them. Others said that no gesture was acceptable and that 
the supervisor was compelled to call the operator by name. It had to be 
explained again that in the imaginary situation described, the noise level on 
the work-floor ruled out any possibility of a name being heard and therefore 
some kind of gesture was the only option. Reluctantly, the whole arm 
movement was then declared to be acceptable. 'l'he following gestures were 
considered inappropriate: 

'Yes sir, no baas, three bags full' 

For 'other' respondents said that whistling, shouting and pointing were not 
acceptable forms to use for calling someone. Ways of attracting someone's 
attention, such as Hey you! or Hey, boy! or whistling, were also mentioned 
as sources of irritation. 

Conclusion 
The research reported on was conducted 'in the field' and not in a 'safe 
place' (Coupland and Jaworski's (1997: 69) categorization). The data was 
obtained empirically in the variationist tradition that Cameron labels the 
'Labovian quantitative paradigm': a random sample was identified and 
findings judged to be representative of the comnunity were studied. Under 
investigation were various forms of address and a non-verbal gesture as a 
means of initiating contact. Sophisticated statistical procedures were used to 
ailalyse the 1 870 responses. The research design and methodology 
employed in the project enabled the statisticians to rule that the findings 
could be generalised to represent the 152 000 people in the communities on 
the West Rand. 

Cameron (1997:59) points out that descriptions without explanations 
result in what she calls 'butterfly collecting' (meaning, interesting, but to 
what avail?). With Cameron's observation in mind, we have to ask what was 
gained by studying the answers to the sociolinguistic question (actually 5 
sub-questions) slipped into a large-scale investigation on adult education. 

What was established was that a commonly used beckoning gesture 
by white people is regarded as offensive, and that this holds true for Sotho, 
Tswana, Xhosa, Shangaan and Zulu speakers. This finding is important for 



successfill l:~tercultural comniulilcation In an industrial society, and 
cogriisa~ice sk~ould he taken of t l i~s for ~ntercillt~~ral tralning courses The 
l~terature on inter~ultural conlliiunlcation training and the niany courses 
~vaildbie world-wicle for inultr-rdcr:il worktolces acknowledge the need to 
diiapt ro the ciyndnlrci of working dnci ilving alongsrtle cultures that are 
dillereill f~<>rn onc owli (Bnl  tci and St~iil 1981, ('lane 19886, Bush-Hacells 
1987, Ar~iistrong cXt '11 1988, drid Yetllff and Tali 1988) There 1s an 
cJq)~e%er'l ~ ~ e t i i  to \eiiiri~it: piirlrcipanli lo the irnpo~lance of own-ci~ltmal 
~~dr t ' r i e \b ,  ix i ier -~~i l~[ i : i :  ~~wart 'ne%i, ii!l(iei~tdtldll~g and appreclat~on, as well 
ds lo ihr r72ea 1:) iieve::)p sk'lih ,ueh ai !islen~rlg, sli-ipathy and ,itttndt~lciz to 
tile ~lon-vzrt,ai signais ieqlr~reti for hat mor:rous rrilera~t~oii 

'&hen tiic ,csr art:: was co~iducteti in 199'3 ~t was est;-lbl~shijtl that the 
rc~lprocni pattclii \)! ,i(id;ess. ~iie!itrficfl by Brown and Ford (196i), was 
iib,rtit in ike cci~nrr~urr~iie, ~inJcr i ~ n t  \tig~itlim An an;lIyi;~$ of !!re responses 
-c:vea~cd ~kiai re:,po~iriciie\ w,inttil to i!ecreaie social dista~ice between 
,tiper!orC, ani; S U D C ~ I ~ I J ~ ~ ~ C ' ,  a3 t h e ~ ~  I : x ~ I c s \ ~ ~ ~  J. deilre to bv on more iarnlllar 
ie11ilS wilh t ! i t ~ ? ~ .  i7iil^i.cion ( 1'$9^7.57) rejecli the notion that language rcflects 
iocrcty as tile coneldllc~r~ iz,li+cy' the !~g!?t of the <lbsence of an 
i ~ ~ ~ p t a b l c  theory of the ~ c i a ~ r o n  oi 1dngu;lge and society Shc also cIalms 
r i l ~ i t  patterns idcrlt~iied ire cs.cnt~;illy deicrlptlvr sln!cmeni\ about soctety 
d r i c l  do not cxp~diil ,iliytllillg Therefore, urileis \ ~ e  ate ,ibIr to icc?upi~cate Ihe 
.es:;ir<!?, h e  ~ I L  j i x j i  to ,pc,ui&ti: ti.l:c~tirci the patterns ident~fjei! :n this c;nidy 
v.vre reile~tion 0; powcl ~ i r i ~ i i i ) i i i  <,3 tXi\,y cx i~ ted  ~n :'!?c 'oltl' Sor!tii Af i lca  
'i tt~eoretic~ai ~oritnbutioii c o ~ l c i  i)c m~cie 1f '1 ill~lilar study mere IO pioduce 

findings that support the Brown ar~d Ford i 1961) i~~otlcl 
Tile ddtd p~esented 1s a iecord of the past, a sriapshot of 'the may ~t 

  as then' As d result of the moves to transform power structures 111 South 
Africa, relationsh~ps have changed diiring the past ten years S ~ n c e  the 
research was condu~tcd, a den!ocraticaily elected goverrrment has conie to 
power and a inorc egalitar~an society has been forged. When Nelson 
Mandela addressed parllan~ent In May 2004, he proclaimed confidently, ~u 
sharp contrast to his plea ten years earlier, that after ten years of democracy, 
hurnan dig~iity and respect had been achieved 111 a 'non-racial inclusive 
deinocracy' (SABINEr). If a study on address terrns were to be reduplicated 
and the findings proved to be closer to the patterns Identified in Brown and 
Ford's (1961) t r~ed  and tested n~odel, ~t would be able to say with 

'Yes sir, no baas, three bags full 

confidence, as Nelson Mandela boldly stated in 2004, that we have become 
an 'inclusive society'. 

Department of L,inguistics 
University of South Africa 
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Appendix 1 

To apply the tests, variables that have bear~ng on address forms were 
identified and cod~fied as 'tnformal' (first name) and 'fonnal' (surname only 
or t~tle plus surname). 

The frequenc~es of the four categories and thelr percentages are indicated In 

the table below. l11 each X in the first column equals Xnforrnally, and F = 

Formally. 

Question 2: How do you want to be addressed bv a su~erior? 

'Yes sir, no hnczs, three bagsf i l l '  

to addr 

-T 

ti- 
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Appendix 2 
LOGISTIC REGRESSION MODELS 
Response ndcpendent P Valuc I 

GE, FDUCATION 

,ANGUACG, AGE, 

A Critical Discourse Analysis of 
Forms of Address in 
Letters between Batswana Chiefs and 
British Administrators 

Mompoloki M. Bagwasi 

Introduction 
In the late 1800s Bechuanaland, now Botswana, and other neighbouring 
countries were in danger of being annexed into South Africa by the powerfiil 
Boers. Bechuanalarld asked for protection from the British government and 
in 1885 i t  was declared a British protectorate (Campbell 1979). Before 
British nlle the country was ruled by chiefs who had a lot of power over the 
people and the land. The chiefs were responsible for land allocarlon and the 
issuing of mine prospecting permits. The advent of the Brit~sh in 1885 called 
for the redefinition and replati011 of the powers of the chlefs, a step that 
naturally bred misunderstanding and strains in the relationship between the 
local chiefs and British administrators. Brown and Gilman (1960:255) point 
out that power is a relationship between at least two persons, and that i t  1s 

non-reciprocal in the sense that both cannot have power in the same area of 
behavior (in Mestlwie et a1 2000). This non-reciprocal relationsls~p 1s ev~dent 
when the British administrators used signatures such as 'your obedient 
servant' when addressing each other and the address tern1 'fr~end' when 
addressing Batswana chiefs. Friend is associated with solidar~ty and 
obedient servant is associated with an absence of solidarity and differential 
power relations. 

Objective and Methodology 
Uslng a corpus of about 200 letters written by and to the Br~tish adn~lnlstra- 
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tors on one hand, and letters written to and by Batswana local chiefs on the 
other hand, !his paper aims to explore the type of relationship that existed 
between British administrators and Batswana chiefs during the protectorate 
period (1885-1966). This paper is about language and power. it examines the 
relationship between language use and the unequal relations of power 
between Batswana chiefs and British administrators. The paper adopts a 
critical discourse analysis approach where written texts are seen as a form of 
social practice in which social structure and social practices are constructed. 
This approach requires attention to be paid to the form, structure and 
organization of the text. The paper illustrates the significance of language in 
the production, maintenance or change of social relations of power. 

Fairclough (1995:19) rightly points out that critical discourse 
analysts sometimes fail to historicize their data or specify the historical 
conditions within which their data is generated, and to indicate how these 
conditions contribute to the meaning and form of the data. Indeed, Wodak 
and Meyer (2002) claim that every discourse is historically produced and 
interpreted. The historical perspective that this paper provides is important 
in foregrounding the social context in which the letters were generated as 
well as 'legrtimizing' some viewpoints and ideologies that are expressed in 
the letters. The letters demonstrate the kind of negotiation for social identity 
and position that British adnlinistrators and Batswana chiefs were engaged in 
as they found themselves having to define their power relations. The letters 
serve an illustration of the way discourse is sometimes used to create and 
sustain inequalities in society. Fairclough (1995) is a strong advocate for an 
approach that links analysis of samples of language with the understanding 
of conflict in society. 

In this paper the relationship between Batswana chiefs and British 
administrators is assessed by examining the type of address fonns used in 
the salutations and signatures of the letters. Mesthne et a1 (2000:319) 
contend that titles, names, pronouns and address forms are clear and well 
defined subsystems of language that reveal inequalities of power or 
solidarity between individuals and the institutions they may represent. 
Differences of power are likely to determine the choice of one address form 
over another. Further, Brown and Levinson (1987) define solidarity in terms 
of personal relationships and degree of friendliness between speakers and 
addressees. 

A Critical Discourse Analysis of Forms of Address ... 

The letters are divided into two broad categories. The first category 
consists of letters written by the British ad~ninistrators who ~liostly worked 
as officials in the British admimstration as High Commissioners, Deputy 
High Commissioners, Resident Commissioners, Governors, Magistrates, etc. 
Though tlie niissionaries were not ~iecessarily part of the British 
administration or native speakers of English, their letters are analyzed in this 
category. This category is divided into two parts: letters written by the 
British adniinistrators to other British administrators and letters wr~tten by 
British administrators to Batswana chiefs. The second category 1s that of 
letters written by Batswana chiefs. This category too has two parts: letters 
written by Batswana to the British administrators and those written by 
Batswana to other Batswana. 

No effort on the part of the researcher was made to revise or make 
any corrections on the texts in tenns of language or gramniar save for those 
features that hinder intelligibility, The letters are authentic, collected from 
the Botswana National Archives, in Gaborone, between August 2000 and 
May 2001 and are presented in this analysis as they were written by their 
a~ithors. 

Critical Discourse Analysis 
Critical discourse analysis according to Phillips and Jorgensen (2002:61) 
provides theories and methods for the empirical study of relations between 
discourse and social and cultural developnients in different social domains. 
Fairclough (1989, 1992a, 1992b, 1995) uses the ten11 critical discourse to 
describe an approach that he has developed which IS a broader Inovenlent 
within discourse analysis. Fairclough (1992b) advocates for a critical 
interpretation of texts in order to recover the social meanings that are 
expressed in discourse. This is achievable by analyzing the linguistic 
structures in discursive texts in the light of their interactional and wider 
social contexts. Fairclough believes that the analytic method that he 
proposes may be used by people who may not be specialists in linguistics but 
in other fields such as history. 

Fairclough proposes to regard discourse as a form of social practice, 
rather than a purely individual activity or a reflex of situational variables. He 
believes that discourse is determined by socially constituted orders of 
discourse or sets of conventions that are associated with social institutions. 



He argues that discourse has an effect upon social stnictures as well as being 
detemilnca ! - < r  them Fa~rclough (1992b.63) asserts that 'dlscourse 1s shaped 
and constrairled by soclal structure, by clays and other social relatlons at 
societal level and by relation\ specific to particular ~nst~tutions'. Fairclough 
further argues that c ~ l t ~ c a l  dlscoursc analysis views discourse as a donia~n In 
whlch soc~al struggles tdke place, where the effects of dlscourse ~ipon social 
jdent~ties, social relat~ons and systems of knowledge and beliefs are shown 
to be shaped by relations of powel and ideologies. indeed, language 1s a 
social practlce that is determined by soclal structure and the changes in 
discourse often reflect d dlmens~on of wlder and soc~al and cultural change. 
rliis view is shared by Gee (1990:23) who argues that d~scourqes are 
~nherently ~deological because they ~nvolve a set of values and vlewpolnts 
about the relatlonsh~ps between people and the d~str~butlon of soc~al goods. 
Gee asserts that 'one must speak and act in tenns of these values and 
vtewpoinls while being in the discourse' 

T h ~ s  does not mean that people are often aware of the ideolog~cal 
dlmenslons of thelr discursive practices because ldeologles that are bu~l t  Into 
conventions of n particular group's speech nlay become so naturalized that 
people rndy find ~t difficult to acccpt that rhctr normal practrces cotlid have 
specific idealog~cal ~r-ivestinenls Ilowever, even wheae dlscourse 
partlciparlts may not be dware of rllc ideological inlport of thew language, 
aspects of r!lelr style ale often td(*ologlcaily significant For lnstance 
~ndividuals or publlc bodies \~rch as government rninistrlei, often p~oduce 
perional nild ~ i l b 1 1 ~  ~ n i o l ~ l ~ d t i o ~ l  dboilt t l l ~ ' ~ ~  schefnes and acttvrtles ln a style 
tiidi i s  pal-tIy bdse<i on ti~r r m g c  tlicy want to ccnstruct for tliemselves 

Fairclcrigh (1089 2) ;irgiir: that rdeolog~es are linked to power 
iiccause the nature of tllc ~cieolog~cal assurnpt~ons 111 particular conventions 
drld the nature of the cc~nvent~ons themselves depend on power relatlons 
which underhe them Ele says ldeologles arc a means of legltlmlz~ng existing 
5oclal relations and d~ffereiices of power through recurrence of ordinary 
fanxllar ways of behav~ng wh~ch take these relations for granted. Hodge and 
Kress (1993.203) belleve that 

a text (a record of language in use) is always the product of socially 
situated participants operating with relative degrees of choice in 
situations where discursive behavior is coristrained to different 
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degrees by specific stnicturings of power and doinination ranging 
from equality (dimension of solidarity) to inequality (dimension of 
power). 

Wodak and Meyer (2002:ll) too believe that 'texts are sites of struggle rn 
that they show traces of differing discourses and ideolog~es contending and 
struggling for dominance'. Different users of language in discourse or a text 
have different orientations to degrees of access to a given set of nieatiings 111 

a lanpage and the selections they make are determined and based on the 
social circumstances and positions of the speakers in the social structure. 
Discourse thus assigns 'subject positions' which may be accepted or 
rejected. 

Language is always at the core of social relations and social 
processes given tnat power relations are often expressed iniplicitly or 
explicitly through language. Power relatiolls involve struggles in which those 
who have and those who do not have power are consta~itly engaged in a 
struggle to exercise, maintain, or defend their position. Fairclough (1995:76) 
sees this struggle in which there is leadership as well as dormnation across 
econoniic, poli~ieal, cultural and ideological domains as hegemony. He 
argues that 'hegen~ony is about constructing alliances and integrating rather 
than s~rnpiy dolnirlat~ng subordinate classes. Thrs may he done throtlgh 
concessions and ideological means to win consent, but it 1s never achieved 
irmre than partially and temporarily, that is i t  is, at best, an 'unstabie 
equilibriunl." In this way discursive practice is a struggle that contributes in 
varying degrees to the reproductio~i or tratlsfomation of the ex~s t i i~g  order of 
discourse and tlxough existing social and power relations. 

M e n  it comes to critically analyzing discourse Fairclough 
(1992a:lO) proposes that every discursive instance has to be looked at from 
three dimensions. First there is the spoken or written language or text and its 
description. Second, there is interpretation of the interactional process 
between how texts are produced and interpreted and social action. Finaliy, 
there is the social action or social context on which the text and its 
interpretation are dependant. The explanation of the nature of the text and its 
interpretation depend on the social context or social action in which it 1s 
einbedded. Thus the relationship between social actionicontext and text is 
mediated by interaction. 



Using a critical discourse analysis approach the relationship between 
Batswana chiefs and British administrators is investigated by analyzing 
address terms found in the letters that they wrote to each other. The address 
terms are interpreted on the basis of the history and social context in which 
the letters were generated. The address forms that are investigated are seen 
as linguistic realizations or traces of discourse. 

Letters by British Administrators to other British 
Administrators 
Salutatiorzs and Openings 
Of the forty-five letters written by a British administrator to another, 43 (or 
95%) of them employ a formal salutation such as: dear sir, sir, your honour, 
the addressee's narne or official title. It is only in two cases that elaborate 
praise or greetings such as "May zit please your excellezcy" is used in the 
salutation. This suggests that the reiationship between the addressee and the 
reader is formal and professional, allowing very little intimacy. The 
following examples illustrate the lund of salutations and opening sentences 
of letters from one British administrator to another. 

Excerpt l 
My dear Colonel, 
It appears Bathoen became infatuated with a local girl who is no 
class and she seems to get control of him. 
(Signature of letter not legble, To Colonel Sir Carrington, 6 
February, 1929 S 515) 

Excerpt 2 
Sir, 
I have the honour to infonn you in reply to yours of 15 inst. with 
reference to the inquiry as to whether we intend charging a 
commission on sums of money transferred to the credit of the deputy 
commissioner in Bechuanaland at Kimberly, that we have much 
pleasure in malung the said transfers at par. 
(Letter from imperial secretary, signature not legible, to High 
Commissioner 25 April 1884 I-IC 65/14) 

A Critical Discourse Analysis of Fornzs ofAddress ... 

The letters written by British administrators to other British 
administrators do not only have fom~al salutations but they also have direct 
opening sentences that immediately present the issue that the author wants to 
present. Merkestein (1998) remarks that British letter writing style is more 
direct because the norms of British English dictate that expositions must be 
rational. Since reason and emotion are felt to be diametrically opposed, the 
overt expression of feelings, attitudes and emotions must be avoided as much 
as possible. 

Signatures and Endzngs 
The signatures of these letters are also slmple, formal and formulaic In the 
current data the most popular slgnature is ':vour obedzent servant" which is 
employed In 22 out of 45 letters (or 45%) Thls slgnature seems to convey 
teverence and respect for the high status of the addressee and IS therefore 
mostly used by a low status person writing to a high status person It is also 
fo~mulalc, used by most of the wrlters and sometimes not even written in full 
but abbrevlated to " I  urn your etc ". The rest of the letters, 23 out of 45 (or 
5 1%) use other formal slgnatures such as "yourc. sincerely, yours truly or 
wztli kl~id  regurci.~ 1 remazn " Once again, the formal and formulaic endings 
and slgnatures in these letters suggest a fornlal, professional and hceless 
type of relat~onshlp In which colloquial and lnt~nlate language do not have a 
place between the Brltlsh adnunlstrators The letters have one functlon to 
convey officlai business. The followitlg exainples illustrate the type of 
endings and signatures found m the letters of the British admnlstrators 
wrltlng to other B r ~ t ~ s h  admlnlstrators. 

Excerpt 3 
It occurs to me that perhaps some of the sentences in rhls 
cornmunicatlon may appear at a dlstance to be too strongly 
expressed. My apology, it could be due to my sense of magnitude of 
the ltnmnence of the question, whlch alone could have induced me 
to write at all. 
Wtth every expression of respect, I remain. 
Your excellency's humble servant, 
John Mackenzie 
(From John Mackenzle to Sir Henry Berkly, 2 May 1876 HC 481112) 
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Excerpt 4 
I a sbd  him if he is satisfied, he said "no" and then again he said if 
you are only riding past it is all right, but you must do nothing. 
I have the honour to be etc. 
J. Vosthurgen 
(Letter from J.Vosthurgen to High Commissioner, 19 February, 1889 
HC 25/42) 

Letters by the British Administrators to Batswana Chiefs 
It is through these letters that we get insights into the power struggles 
between the British adrmnistrators and Batswana chefs. It should be noted 
that between 1800 and 1900 when these letters were written, white people 
were considered to be superior to black people, so the relationship that 
existed between the British administrators and Batswana chiefs had its roots 
in the relationship that existed between Blacks and Whites. Although 
Bechuanaland did not have a White government in the way that South Africa 
and Rhodesia did, it was a British protectorate and the British administered 
and oversaw the country by means of a small white adrmnistration based in 
Mafelung (sic), South Africa. The terms of the protectorate were that the 
British protect Batswana country from annexation to South Africa but leave 
the governance of the country to the local chiefs. However, that situation 
could not be maintained, and the British ended up assuming more power 
than the chiefs had anticipated (Tlou and Campbell 1984). This caused 
overlaps and conflicts in the duties and powers of the British administrators 
and Batswana chiefs, who before the advent of the British administration, 
were the sole rulers of the land and people. The address forms found in the 
correspondence between the British adrmnistrators and Batswana chiefs 
offer insights into the relationships that existed between these two groups. 

Salutations and Openings 
The address fomls in the salutations of letters written by the British 
administrators to the Batswana chiefs reflect a less formal type of 
relationship. The letters mostly employ an informal and intimate address 
form rrly jPie-iend. Of the 23 letters written by the British administrators to 
Batswana chiefs, 18 of them (or 78%) employ the salutation my friend. This 
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finding is significant and interesting since it is rare in British administrator 
to British administrator correspondence. The use of such an informal and 
intimate address form shows that although the British administrators were 
very formal in their correspondence with other British administrators they 
did not need to be formal in their correspondence and interaction with the 
Batswana chiefs. 

At this stage we can argue that the use of the salutation my friend 
establishes solidarity and a closer relationship between the British and the 
local chiefs and bridges the gap of subordinate and boss between the two 
groups. Mv friend is a neutral address form which connotes solidarity, 
equality, intimacy and informality and it seems that, in this case, it was 
deliberately adopted by the British administrators to mask the power strife 
and the gap between them and the local chiefs as well as a cover up for 
British dominance. It is only in a few instances that formal salutations such 
as dear sir or title of addressee or their name is used. The following 
exemplify the kind of salutations and openings found in letters from British 
administrators to Batswana chiefs. 

Excerpt 5 
My friend Sechele, 
When I visited Molepolole last month an address of welcome was 
presented to me by you and your people and I told you In reply to 
certain points therein that I was unable to say anything relative 
thereto without first consulting Mr. Barry. 
(Letter from assistant commissioner to Chief Sechele, 24 February, 
1912 S 4312) 

Excerpt 6 
Chief, 
Herewith I gve  you notice and forbid you absolutely from 
trespassing on Transval ground as is already done by your people 
and warn you in the name of the South African Republic not to lay 
your hands upon the crops sown by your people in the boundary of 
the South African Republic. 
(Letter from Native Commissioner, Mafelung to Chef Ikaning 7 
March 1887 HC 12/18) 
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The opening sentences of these letters are also for the most part 
direct, irnrncdiately stating the issue at hand. Though I have earlier suggested 
that the address form "my friend" connotes solidarity, equality, and 
intimacy, this is contradicted in some of the letters where the authors use 
'bald on record" statements that signify their authority and power over the 
addressee. For example in Excerpt 6 (above) and Excerpt 7 (below) the 
writers issue reprimands or commands that clearly indicate their authority 
and superiority over the chiefs. 

The use of the address term friend and the issuing of reprimands and 
orders suggest that the British administrators did not regard Batswana chiefs 
as their equals despite the use of the address term friend. The use of this 
address term merely masks the nature of the power relations and conceals 
the extent of the power disparity between the British and Batswana chiefs. 

Potter and Wetherell (1987:109) argue that the use of a particular 
discourse which contains a particular organization not only justifies and 
warrants one's actions but also maintains power relations and patterns of 
domination and subordination. The above discourse clearly illustrates a 
hegemonic struggle in which the British administrators attempt to establish 
their power by restructuring and re-shaping the existing order of discourse. 
The restructuring of the discourse also restructures the social structure and 
social relationships between them and the chiefs. 

Signatures and Endings 
In the analysis of letters from British adrmnistrators to other British 
administrators it was noted that 48% of the letters employed the formulaic 
signature your obedient servant. However, it is interesting to note that this 
signature is found in only 3 out of 23 letters written to Batswana chiefs by 
British administrators. This finding is significant because it suggests that 
though the your obedient sewant signature might seem formulaic or routine 
between native speakers or British administrators it is hardly used in letters 
to the local chiefs. The near absence of the signature in these letters is a 
comment on how the British adnunistrators perceived their status in relation 
to the chiefs. It suggests that though the your obedient servant signature was 
popular in that era it did not apply or was not appropriate in a situation 
where a Briton was writing to a local chief because it could suggest that a 
Briton could be of a lower status or a servant of a local black chief. This 
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finding clearly shows that letter-writing conventions are institutional and 
that their ideological import is tied to the political institution that they serve. 

The endings and signatures of letters written by the British to 
Batswana chiefs are relatively less formal when compared to those found in 
letters to other British administrators. The most popular signature found in 
letters from the British to the local chiefs is your friend and the endings of 
these letters mostly convey greetings and best wishes. Of the 23 letters 
written by British administrators to Batswana chiefs 20 of them (86%) 
employ the signature your friend and only 14% of the letters employ such 
signatures as with best wishes, pula, I remain. The following excerpts 
illustrate the lund of signatures and endings found in letters from British 
administrators to Batswana chiefs. 

Excerpt 7 
I propose to be at Gaberones on Friday next and request you to be 
present there to meet me and give me an explanation of why you 
held the meeting and the reason for making use of the words which 
you are said to have used. lJntil we meet I shall not discuss the 
matter with you. 
Let it rain. 
Resident Commissioner, Mafeking. 
(Letter from Resident Commissioner to Chief Sebele 9 June, 1899 
HC 115) 

Excerpt 8 
With regard to a line between you and mama, I know no such line 
yet and 1 don't see how any line could justly be made without your 
knowledge and consent. 
With hearty greetings, 1 remain always your fixend. 
(Letter from S.G.A. Shippard to Chief Lobengula, 29 April, 1887 
I-IC 122). 

Letters written by the British administrators to Batswana chiefs can 
generally be characterized as formal and yet friendly. The formality of the 
letters is demonstrated by a direct presentation of the subject matter without 
using infornlal openings such as elaborate greetings. At the same time the 
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letters have a friendly and informal tone achieved through use of informal 
and intimate salutations and signatures such as "myfFiend, let it min, with 
greetings " . 

The letters by British administrators demonstrate a11 institutional 
practice which exilbody assumptions which legitimize existing power 
relations from which people, without thinking, draw. When writing to each 
other the British administrators routinely sign their letters 'your obedient 
servant' but when they write to Batswana chiefs they become conscious of 
the implications of such a signature and refrain from using it. 

Letters Written by Batswana to British Administrators 
Salutations and Openings 
The majority of letters, 70 out of 130 (or 54%) from Batswana to British 
administrators employ formal salutations such as "dear sir, your excellency, 
your lzonour" or the addressee's title or name. This is in contrast to letters 
from the British to Batswana where the majority preferred the less formal 
address f'omi of ~nyfi-iend. The high percentage of formal salutations in these 
letters is probably indicative of the fonnaliiy with which Batswana chiefs 
perceived their relationship with the British administrators: fonlial, distant 
and professional. The less formal salutation, dear friend, is also used in a 
sipificant number of letters 42 out of 130 (or 32%). It has already been 
argued that this address form is a marker of solidarity and equality though it 
has also been demonstrated that the use of this address tern1 does not 
connote equality because the British administrators and Batswana chiefs 
rarely participated as equals in their interaction. For instance, despite the use 
of the address foml my fkiencl the British displayed their authority by use of 
reprimands and conunands and Ratswana authors on the orher hand used a 
lot of self-degadation strategies in their letters to the British administrators. 
This contrast serves to highlight the power disparity in their relationship. 

Since the addressee (British administrator) in all these cases is 
someone whom it is believed could bring about an adjustment in that 
disparity, the use of self-degradation is designed to invoke compassion and 
pity. Batswana writers use the strategy of down gading themselves in order 
to attract attention and compassion from their readers. In Setswana speech 
interaction expressions such as "I hm)e tlothing to say" or ''I I?avc n little 
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qzce.~tion' make the speaker's opinion or idea seem modest and therefore not 
inlposing upon the listener. At the same time such expressions appeal to the 
addressee's compassion and generosity to listen to those with a small voice. 
Excerpt 9 below exemplifies conunon Setswana strategies of down playing 
one's opinion and ideas in front of a superior by using such expressions as "1 
have nothing to say" or "I have a little question. " In this example the chiefs 
co~istruct themselves as unequal to the British administrators through a 
discourse of negative self-constn~ction. This finding supports the 
observation of Mills (2002.15) that discourses can structure both our sense 
of reality and our notions of identity. It enables the consideration of the ways 
in which subjects may not able to identify the ways in which they have been 
constructed and subjected but are able to map for themselves new terrains in 
which they can construct themselves in more liberating and different ways. 

The use of the plural marker "our" in the salutation of the next 
excerpt is an expression of respect for a person of higher status in the 
writer's dialect: 

Excerpt 9 
To our senior magstrate, 
My best greetings Sir, 1 have nothing to say sir, I only ask about 
the health of my relative who is there. I ask only one little question 
chief. I hear that my wife says that when I beat her I had her held 
down, one person holding her by one foot, another by another foot, 
and another by her hand. I say I hear her words, but if they are hers 
they are lies. 
(Letter from chief Sekgorna Letsholathebe to Magstrate, 13 
November 1905 RC 511 3) 

Sometimes the address form chief is also used to refer to British 
adrtli~~istrators such as resident magistrates, magistrates etc. as exemplified 
in excexpt 10 below. This address form is found in 4 out of 130 letters and its 
use suggests a nluch broader meaning than a leader of an ethnic community. 
That is, besides being used to refer to a leader of an ethnic community, chief 
was also used as a term of respect to refer to an individual in a position of 
authority as exemplified in the next excerpt. 



Excerpt 10 
Mr Ellenberger, 
Greetings chief, to you, your wlfe and your children. I am wr~tillg to 
lnform you that on hls return from Ciaberones, the boy who had 
taken our letters to you said that he told him it was well with regard 
to the letter which I had written to you. 
(Letter from Kgabo to Ellenberger, 2 May 1901 RC 5/12) 

'The following excerpts illustrate the lund of salutations and openings found 
In letters written by Batswana chiefs to the British administrators. 

Excerpt 31 1 
Your honour, 
1 greet you and the Bakwena also greet you. I together wlth the 
headmen and all of the Bakwena are very much pleased that hls 
honour found an opportunity and the necessity to visit our town and 
see us. 
(Letter from Sechele paramount chief of the Bakwena to HIS Honour 
the Kesldent Comrmssioner, 8 September, 191 1 S 4213). 

Excerpt 12 
My dear friend, 
Sir, II write to greet you, and Mrs Wright. Now 1 send you these 
few Imes to let you know that you will be so lund enough, please sir, 
to wait until I tell you when I need the corn. 
(Letter tiom chief Montsioa to W.J. Wright 25 September, 1884 HC 
193) 

It is worth noring that while the letters wntten by the Br~tish mostly opened 
by going straight Into the Issue, letters w t t e n  by Batswana tend to open 
w ~ t h  a greet~ng or maklng a reference to the welfare of the reader before 
presenting the subject matter of the letter In the best traditions of Setswana 
hospital~ty the speaker has to ask about the welfare of the hearer and 
sometimes that of his family at the beginning of a conversation. An 
exarmnation of the data shows that of the 130 letters written by Batswana to 
the Br~tish admlmstrators, 29 of them (or 22%) open with a greeting or 
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inquiry about the health of the recipient or his family thereby employing the 
Setswana practice of using greetings as conversation openers. 

Greetings are not only used as conversation openers in Setswana 
speech interaction, but they are also an inlportant strategy by which a 
speaker attempts to please and win the social approval of the listener. In 
addition, Batswana writers enquired about the recipient's health or welfare 
and that of their family because Batswana society generally places great 
value on relatives and family. Consequently, space is often devoted in the 
letter to greetings and asking about the welfare of the family and thereby 
forcing the conventions of letter writing in Setswana to require greetings and 
have longer introductions than in English. 

Signatures and Endings 
Although Batswana chiefs seem to have accepted the superior~ty of the 
British as evidenced by the use of down gsaders, honorific titles such as 
chic$ it is interesting to note that a low percentage of about 15% (or 20 
letters) of the letters from Batswana to British administrators were signed 
your obedient servant. The low frequency of this signature indicates that 
although the Batswana chiefs acknowledged and accepted the superiority of 
the British administrators they could not readily accept the position of 
obedient servant. Mesthrie et a1 (2000:333) point out that some studies of' 
interactive spoken norms make it clear that the language of the powerful is 
not fillly accepted by the less powerful. They argue that wherever there is 
power there is resistance as well. Batswana writers denlonstrated their 
resistance by prefemng less formal endings such as greetings, your~fi.ient1, 
that is all. Of the 130 letters written to the British 54 of them (or 41.5%) end 
with a greeting, 34 (26%) are sigmed your friend, 13 (10%) employ the 
Setswana conversation ending that i s  all or the Botswana peace slogan 
'pzdn ' thus making the percentage of informal signatures 78%. The rest of 
the letters enlploy formal signatures such as yours sincerely, ~~ours~f l~i t lz f i~l ly  
or yours truly. The following examples illustrate the endings and signatures 
of letters by Batswana to British administrators. 

Excerpt 13 
With regard to t h ~ s  inatter we can only inform the gove~mnent, only 
the government will know what to do, we have n o  other will but that 
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of the government. This is all, Greetings chief, I shall say no more. 
1 am your friend, Baruti. 
(Letter from Baruti Kgosidintsi to J. Ellenberger 17 July 1901 RC 
51 12) 

Excerpt 14 
His people are doing what they wish, they are not waiting for the 
decision, with regard to my people I have told them not to do 
nothing as you said. I am waiting for the decision. With kind 
greetings to yourself and to Mrs Surmon and family. 
I am etc. Sebeie. 
(letter from Sebele chief of Bakwena to Mr Surmon 25 September, 
1894 RC 5112) 

' f ie  letters written by the Batswana to the British suggest a formal 
and yet friendly relationship. Batswana writers tend to address the British 
formally and yet in accordance with their culture they have to greet them and 
ask about their welfare and the welfare of their family. Letters written by the 
Batswana thus have longer introductions and longer signatures that involve 
greetings and best wishes. While the British used the signature your obedient 
sewant in letters from subordinate to superior this type of signature was not 
preferred by the majority of Batswana writers even though they accepted and 
acknowledged the superiority of the British administrators. 

This observation suggests that British admmistrators are the 
dominant group which exercises its power over the Batswana chiefs by 
winning their consent, integrating them by calling them .friends. However 
this power and domination is challenged and mitigated by Batswana chiefs 
who also call British administrators friends and use the your obedient 
sewant signature sparingly. The observation also supports the claim by 
Wodak and Meyer (2002) that critical discourse analysis makes it possible to 
analyze the pressures from above and the possibilities of resistance to 
unequal power relationships that appear as societal conventions. This 
approach enables one to see how dominant groups try to stabilize 
conventions, obscuring the effects of power and ideology in the meanings of 
some forms so that these forms are seen as natural forms with a 'gven' 
meaning. It also enables one to see the resistance that challenges and breaks 
the conventions. 

A Critical Discourse Analysis of Forms 0f'Addres.s . . .  

Letters from Batswana to other Batswana 
Current data contains a few correspondences between Batswana chiefs 
because there was not much wrltten cornrnunicatlon between Batswana 
chiefs In the early years. They mostly communicated by word of mouth. 
Current data only has 32 letters written by Batswana to others. 

Salutations and Beginnings 
The majority of letters written by Batswana to other Batswana use formal 
types of salutations, for example 15 letters (or 47%) employ such salutations 
as dear sir, your honour, while in 10 of the letters (or 31%) the title of the 
addressee or clziqf is used, making the use of formal salutations 25 out of 32 
(or 78%). However what sets the salutations of the letters from Batswana to 
other Batswana apart is the use of kinship terms and totems as salutations, as 
exemplified in the excerpts 15, 16, and 18 below. The use of kinship terms 
does not necessarily connote a biological relationship between the author 
and reader. The lunship terms are honorific forms meant to show respect and 
solidarity with the addressee. These terms are found in 7 (or 22%) of the 
letters. 

Excerpt 15 
Dear chief Keaboka, 
Phuti ke a dumedisa. (Duiker, I greet you). Chief I learn that you 
have paid us a visit a few days ago in connection with some school 
trouble we are having. Chief we are only sorry that when you were 
here you did not even see one of the teachers. Chief we here feel that 
we are your ears and eyes. 
(Letter from John Malome to chief Keaboka 24 March 1952 BT 
Admit1 1/22) 

Excerpt 16 
Dear father, 
When a man is rotten all the thlngs which belong to hlm smell bad 
too. I speak these words for the sake of the dispute and color bar and 
persecutton of employers of the workers who are recruited in the 

-- 
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honorific titles when writing to British administrators. In the discourses of 
the British ai?~ninistrators and the Batswana chiefs authoritarian elements 
such as the issuing of comnlands and reprimands and the use of expressions 
such as your obedier~t .servant co-exist with solidarity and egalitarian tenns 
such as calling each other tnyj-zend. 

The findings of this st~ldy support the view of Fairclough (1992b:64) 
that discourse is a practice not j~lst of representing the world but of 
signifying the world; constituting and constructing the world in meaning. 
Discourse constructs social relationships, positions and identities. The 
Batswana chiefs and British administrators establish, negotiate and defend 
their social identities and power positions by changing or restructuring 
existing discourse orders. By changng discourse orders they also re- 
structure and re-construct new social and power relations because discourse 
shapes and is shaped by power, 
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Lexical Reinforcement and 
Maintenance of Gender Stereotypes in 
isiZulu 

Thabisile Buthelezi 

Introduction 
In his book, The Cry of Winnie Mandela where Njabulo Ndebele uses fiction 
to explore the experiences of Black South African women, he writes: 

The desire to exert total control is related to the most primal male 
fear: uncertainty whether the child his wife gives birth to is really his. 
The logic of seduction, which drives a man to seek another's wife, 
allows for the possibility of an infinite number of unknown liaisons, 
which his own wife may enjoy. So, a plethora of controls may have to 
be put in place (2003:3-4). 

Ndebele captures one of the reasons behind the gendered social rules that 
society has made to control the lives of women. One of the controls that 
society has over women's lives is language. Language is the most important 
tool that perpetuates gender differences (Department of Education 2002: 18) 
and feminists have long advocated against the use of sexist language (this 
has happened particularly in English). The awareness about sexist language 
which resulted from advocacy by the feminist movement, made authors of 
English language books like Kahn and Kerr-Jarret (1991:89) to caution 
writers not to use old-fashioned words that are discriminatory, over- 
deferential, belittling or conveying demeaning attitudes towards women, 
particularly when the corresponding male term is either absent or does not 
have a conlparable meaning. For instance, traditional forms of words that 

Le-xicnl Reznforcenwnt unrl Mazrztennnce of Gender Stereotypes ... 

have sexist connotations are now often replaced by gender-neutral terns. 
The word, & is now increasingly used instead of the traditional && or 
Miss, chaimerson or Ghair instead of chairman, and bartender instead of 
P 

barman. Thinking that arguments about sexist language were a direct attack 
on men, some scholars have argued that both women and men have been 
eqilally responsible to shape the language and that people have learnt to talk 
from women - nlostly their mothers or nannies. Further, arguments were that 
the tern1 sexist has been used to refer to the language that discriminates 
against women yet societies have used sexist language that encodes 
stereotyped attitudes to both women and n1eI.i (Holmes 1995:336). However, 
these arguments reiterate the idea that "society is that human entity created 
by men with the compliance of women" (Ndebele 2003:3). 

Similarly, many other languages--including the Ngt~ni and Sotho 
languages in South Africa----have words and expressions that carry value 
judgnents according to gender rather than individual merit. IsiZulu in 
particular, which is one variation and the most widely spoken of the Nguni 
languages, has words and expressions conveying sexist attitudes, which 
reproduce and maintain social stereotypes and inequalities between men and 
women. Among the women themselves, a range of isiZulu terms categorise 
them and reinforce social inequalities. These terms have become the grounds 
for giving different social meaning and value to women whose sexual and 
reproductive experiences as well as humanity are defined and described by 
such categories. 

Xaba (1994) has explored how isiZulu words, which describe 
wonlen's sexual organs, are used as insults to harass women in the streets. 
According to Xaba (1994) women's integrity is damaged because men have 
often come up with derogatory words referring to women's sexual organs. 
Such words say more about men's views of women. However, limited 
research has been done to explore how isiZulu in particular reproduces and 
maintains gender stereotypes as well as social inequalities between men and 
women and among women themselves as a group. 

I11 this article, I discuss gendered isiZulu terms and expressions in 
order to examine how isiZulu colludes in the s~abordiriation of African 
wol~ien by stereotyping them and thereby determining their- destrny (largely 
tluough the institution of marriage). To do so, firstly, rny d~scilssion draws 
from a well-documented theoretical framework (eg., Mersham and Skinner 



2002, D~rven & Verspoor 1998, Deacon 1997, O'Grady 1997, and Steinberg 
1994) that a rs5cs  that language IS both a system of symbols and a cultural 
dttr~bute, wlilch reveals how human beings have conceptualrsed the world. In 
relation to this, I discuss specifically the Zulu soc~ety's gendered Images of 
both women and men. Secondly, I discuss a range of labels and examine the 
connotations of terms used to categorise women 111 order to describe and 
value them, and to confine thern to the soc~ally prescr~bed space of mamage. 
For contrast, I also tl~scuss the terms that are used to stereotype men 
Furthermore, I d~c;cuss how 1s1Lu1u 1s deployed to devalue, stlgmatise and 
plunlsll women and men who do not con~ply and assume the~r  soc~ally 
defined gendered roles F~nally, I present tlle aiidlys~s and ~ i ~ ~ p l ~ c a t ~ o n s  for 
gender equal1 ty 

Language and Gendered Qlanlture: 'Theoretical Reflections 
I he mearilngs that people attach to different ent~ties In the world are 
conceptual~sed ul the mind. According to Deacon (1997:376-410), language 
17 a symbol of the mental models that we have And, the mental models that 
we have depend on what we have experienced (folk rnerital   nod el) or on 
what we have ledrnt (empirical mental model) A5 Drrverl and Verspoor 
(1998 14) have stated, "I anguage les~des not In dict~onar~es, but 1x1 the 
mlnds of the speakers of that language". 'i'hts 1s supported by Steinberg 
(1994 49) who argiies that "Mea~i~ngs reside in people, not in words". ?'fils 
~ridicdtes that larigtiage 15 a trarislatloll of what is In the human n m d  In t h c ~  
minds, human betligs coricepttldlisc the world accomding to how they have 
expellenced ~t A4 hi~ni~ln beings cnnceptuallse the world, their vlew of the 
world translate\ Into 1,ingtiage hccord~ng to Uirven and Verspoor (1998.14- 
15) each per5013 colrccptunlrse5 tilt: world drfferently, therefore, dlfferent 
propie catego~iw o!ie i.h~r~g ditfezelitly alitl each person chooses between 
t:,eil'diive' ! !irrhL r ',,irnov,~: <end Porter 12001 1 '16-9 27) n gue rhat a 
ri~if(:rrn\ l,L~lgl~iir:e iepre~,c:iik a aiifererir i/lew or i ' f e  herei'orc, wnen 
j,eog~e :LSL ldirkildg~ 10  Laa.;tlnuiuc;re, tiley ihdre lilelr own ind~v~dual  
perspectives of the world, as Klopper (1999) slatetl, communication 1s a 
meet~ng of mlnds As a rei~ilt, people who live together and  hare the same 
13atural resources end up sllar~ng comnion perspect~ves of the world--they 
"see eye to eye" (1999 293). So, the language used by any given soc~ety wlll 
reveal the lived experleiices of that parttcular soc~ety 
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According to the Conceptual Dictionary (Craig, Griesel & Witz 
1994), the lived experiences of any given society become the culture of that 
particular society. Though most often culture has been assumed innate and 
God-given and therefore could not be changed, Freire (as cited in Loots 
2001) argues that because of governance, which has mostly been in the 
hands of men, there have been gender and power differences wherever men 
determine culture. Since culture is the lived experiences of a society, i t  is 
therefore not neutral. It reflects the power differences existing between men 
and women in the society. As lanpage  is an attribute of culture, it reflects 
the inequalities of power between Inen and women. In many languages, 
words are culture-specific and they have language-specific meanings, which 
reflect the cultural experiences of the people who speak that particular 
language (Dirven & Verspoor 1998:145). A language might have a number 
of words, which describe a single domain of meaning reflecting cultural 
facts and that is called lexical elaboration (Dirven & Verspoor 1998:145). 
For example, isiZulu has a long list of ternis that refer to a woman. As will 
be explained later in this paper, these terms reflect Zulu society's view of 
women. 

One of the main functions of a language is to regulate and control 
the behaviour of others. Attitudes about how people should regard their 
status within society are formed and continue to be reinforced by language. 
Two different, but not necessarily contradictory, ideological views of the 
relationship between language and gender have been advanced. One is the 
sociolinguist's view that gender differences in language are simply a 
reflection of the way the society works. And, the other is the feminist's view 
that language serves as a primary means of encoding ideas used in 
constructing and maintaining that society (Southerland & Katamba 1996: 
540-590). According to these views, language does mirror the society's 
ideas, underlying assumptions as well as practices with respect to what is 
seen as normal, important or moral for women and men. For instance, in 
Zulu culture in South Africa, like in many African societies, the dignity of 
Black womanhood is measured in terms of a female stereotype of the 
subordinate woman whose ultimate goal in life is universal wifehood and 
motherhood, over and above any and all the other roles that she may perform 
(Wolpe, Quinlan & Martinez 1997:89). She will not only keep her life solely 
for one man (her husband), but will also enable him to prove his fertility and 
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ensure that his line continues by bearing him children. Elderly women 
collude wit11 men to insist that a wife has more children (SAPLER 
Population Trust 1994). Sons are preferred and a woman who bears only 
daughters runs the risk of sharing her husband with a second wife. 

Generally, in Zulu culture marriage is regarded as important 
(Magubane 1998). Girls are socialised to believe that it is a privilege for a 
young woman to be chosen as a wife by a man. Therefore, there is strong 
emphasis that girls should keep their bodies 'pure' for their future husbands. 
This is reinforced by cultural practices like the current practice (in some 
communities) of 'virginity testing' of girls (Commission on Gender Equality 
Report 2000), where grls  are tested by women from time to time to check 
whether they are still virgins. Their virginity relies on the presence of a 
hymen (Buthelezi 2000). 

The continued use of gendered language perpetuates the social order 
in which the society displays positive attitudes towards women who conform 
to the stereotype of wife and mother. Women who do not conform to the 
stereotype - for example, single and divorced women - are labeled with 
negative terms. Because of the gendered culture, no corresponding labels 
exist for men. Instead, limited categories that have no female equivalents are 
used for men. These confine men within the traditional stereotypes of a 
masculine male who can fight, provide for the family and sexually conquers 
many women. In the following section, I therefore discuss the gendered 
terms that are used to construct, maintain and enhance the stereotypical 
attitudes towards women and men. 

Gendered isiZulu terminology 
Like all other languages that undergo change over time (Murray 1996: 313- 
371), isiZulu has undergone dramatic and continuous changes during the 
pre-colonial, colonial and postcolonial eras in South Africa. The main cause 
of l~nguistic change was language contact, which occurred when speakers of 
isiZulu interacted frequently with speakers of other languages (mostly from 
other parts of South Africa) as a result of labour migration, when people 
moved from rural to urban areas in search of employment. Interestingly, 
there has not been much loss of words in isiZulu. The reason might be that 
the language is the most widely spoken of the Nguni languages. Besides, 
isiZulu has long been taught as a subject in most schools in KwaZulu-Natal. 

Lexical Reinforcement and Maintenance of Gender Stereotypes ... 

Again, the rural nature of KwaZulu-Natal province has kept most Zulu- 
speaking conlmunities together and away from mixing with other language 
groups. This has contributed, to some extent, to the preservation of isiZulu. 

Like many other languages, isiZulu has male and female terms that 
mark the different stages of development in the life of a person (see Figure 
I). 'These terms are 'gender markers' and are neither sexist nor judgmental. 
As illustrated in figure 1, each female term has a corresponding male 
equivalent. 

1 

Umntwana (baby) Umntwatzu (baby) I 
Figure 1 :Terms that mark the stages of development of a person 

Female Male 

I 

I 

lnto~nbi (young woman) ( Insizwa (young man) I 

Ingune (child) 
I 

Utnfazi (married woman) Indoda (married man) 

(Msimang 199 1 : 172-1 92) 

Ingane (child) 

Intombazane (girl) 

However, as mentioned earlier, Zulu culture tends to confine women to the 
stereotypical roles of wife and mother. The image of a happy, good and 
dipified wife created by society is a woman who serves her husband and in- 
laws and is totally siibmissive to and dependent on her husband. Blind 
obedience and service to Inen and the in-laws are demanded fro111 women. 
This is framed as the good qualities of a wornan and is expla~ned as respect 
(ukuhlonipha), good morals (ukuziphathu kahle) andlor good Cllrist~an 
values like humility (ukuthobeka). Girls learn early in life about women's 
roles and responsibilities as they see and sometirnes deputise for their 
mothers in the carrying out of house chores and caring for younger siblings. 

1 
Umfana (boy) I 



The "w~fehood role" of women 1s re~nforced in everyday language and even 
In phatic ~nterxt ions ' .  For exampie ( I )  when one woman is speaking to 
another, she may ask her "U~uphzla u~nakotl wakwatnr?" (Is my daughter- 
in-law well')) as a phatic foml of greeting, or start~ng a conversation. Further, 
a woman may say. (2) "Arz,glhatnbe munle r ir~zngaz~rqzxo~~hwe emzznz, ( I  
must go home now; otherwise (my husband) will chase me out of the house), 
as a phatic form of leave-tak~ng. Therefore, through language a g ~ r l  learns 
early rn l ~ f e  that a man rs ari lnrportant part of her ldeilt~ty and that she must 
strlve to be chosen by a mall She learns that her role 1s to prov~de good 
servlce to her future husband and his far~iily members. 

Categories of Women: What the Language Reveals 
The labels g~ven to woinen reflect the ideolog~cal vlews of the soc~ety about 
women And, these ~deologies reflect societal norms. The two broad Images 
of women that the Zulu soclety has are the marned woman (the ideal w ~ f e  
and mother) as opposed to the '~~nattached woman' - a woman who does not 
have sexual relatlonsh~p accord~ng to the societal norm. A married woman is 
afforded 'better status' I'here is a range of terms that are used to categorlse 
woinen according to thelr sexual activity as well as thelr compliance with the 
soclally defined nomls of beliav~our In this section, I discuss islZulu terms 
that are used to categorlse women according to their relat~onship wlth men 
and which do not have the male equivalent (see figure 2). 

Its h i tshr A young virgln female at puberty 
I~~hzktztz Slightly older than 1tslutshi--a 

I ! neer leader who has a lover I 
I n g u d u ~  1 _________ ilohoio' - has been pald to her home 1 -- 

' Pl~arlc inessdges rh31 have 110 Lictual content b l~ t  help rnalntain a 
colnfortable reiat~onsli~p between people. 
' In this context the term "daughter-in-law" mlght be used to refer to a baby 
girl. 
' Cows or gf t s  of money paid by the bndegrooin's fam~ly to the bride's 
famly 
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A senior lqhlkzza who is about6  get 
mamed as all the necessary practices 
have been comnleted I 
A newly wed female 

(h4simang 199 1 ; Nyernbez~ & Nxumalo 1995) 

From girlhood, the first category of womanhood is itshitL~hi, which 
means a young femalc who is not yet in love. 'T11is ten11 refers to a glrl at the 
stage of ptberty (Msilnang 199 1: 237) when her breasts start to @ow and is 
approaching or has started menstruating. This yourig (probably virgin) 
fe~nale is not allowed to have a male partner and has not started to have a 
relationship. However, many males seduce her because of her innocence 
with regard to sexual matters (since she is nor yet in love) and her healthy 
young body, which is perceived as 'fertile. The puberty stage is regarded as a 
s i p .  of healthiness and fertility. 

TIie second stage is wl~en a young woman llas a male partner, and 
she is called i~hzkiz(t, which nieans a female of a marriageable age. 
(Msimang 1991: 237). This tenn is not much used because of the changes in 
society, which occurred when the community structures that existed in the 
pre-colonial era disintegrated. In these stnrctures, girls were formed into 
g c ~ t ~ p s  or reginnents under the leadership of am~~yhikizu [a plural form of the 
word iqhikrza). In these groups nmczqhikiza taught girls everything about 
sexuality and sex. 'Tt-ierefore, at the stage of !~ihihza,  the wonla11 was 
regarded as experienced, knowledgeable ancl a peer leader and educator for 
other young women on sexual matters. She did not only educate them but 
looked after them everywhere they went. Young women had to report to her 
when they decided to start relatiot~ships with men. A man who wanted to 
speak to one of the younger women (even his lover) would ask permission 
froiri this "peer leader" (Nyembezi & Nxumalo 1995:I 10). All members of 
the comiliunity respected her and she gained status not only because she kept 
her body 'pure' for her future husband, but also because she educated and 
guided younger women in her group on sex~iality and sexual matters. 

Once negotiations about ilobolo have started, the young woman 
moves to the stage where she is called ingoduso, which means a betrothed 



woixan (Msimnang 1991). When zloholo has been paid arid the engaged 
young wornan 1s about to get manied, she I S  called ltlkehlz As soon as she 
gets marneil, sllii is 110 longer callcd by her name. At thls stage, the woinair 1s 
called umloboknzz or ~~tualokazmla (the newly wed woman). She is under the 
g~tldancc of her mother-iil-law. She would become a wlfe (umfizzz or 
rtlkoszkazz) as she g a m  her status in marriage by givmg birth to a number of 
children. I-Iowevcr, the term rnkosrkazr only assumed the meaning of wsfe 
later In Zulu colii~nitn~t~es. Origmaliy, thts term referred only to the first wife 
of a man, le , the wife who will give birth to the heir. 

IsiZulu Lexicon and the Male Stereotype 
Labels that ale ~i \ed for men confine them wlthln trad~tional stereotypes arid 
reinforce the sexual double standard Manhood 1s therefore explained 111 

t e r i~~s  of the ab~lity to have many female lovers, to fight, or to provide for the 
farmly, hence the positive terms that define males as illustrated rn figure 3. 
These age-old stereotypes and double standards about sexual chotces and 
relationships are shli reinforced. 

Figure 3: Positive terms used to define a male 

In Zulu soclety, l ~ k c  In illany other socret~es, men who have many sexual 
relationships are viewed as studs whereas women who have many sexual 
relationships are viewed as sluts. Women are often referred to by terms that 
stereotype them; yet, no male equivalents with similar connotations are 
available (Dept of Education 2002). The term ihhunm (young man) (see 
Figure 3), which is sometimes used as an equivalent of itshitshi (young 
virgin female at puberty stage), does not carry the same connotation as 
itshitshi. It is not linked to either the puberty stage or virgnity since males 
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are not expected to be virgins. Another negative term, isifebe (a promiscuous 
woman), which refers to a woman with more than one lover, is not 
equivalent to the male term e, which means a male with many lovers. 
Isoka has a connotation of celebrating the victory of a man who has many 
girlfriends--one who is noted for 111s sexual prowess. 

Language as a Weapon 
Zulu societies expect that women will conform to and live the stereotype of 
wife and mother. Any young woman who deviates from the expected norm is 
stigmatised and scorned by the society. IsiZulu is harsh on the woman who 
does not coniply with the set life path. As such, several negative t e r n  are 
given to the wonlei1 who do not conform to the stereotype (see Figure 4). 

Figure 4: Negative labels given to women 

I I has a babv I 

Terms 
Igqinkehli 

Meanings 
Unmarried woman who got pregnant and 

Umiendevu I'- 
uzenda zamshiva 
ingobhiya 

Unmarried woman who has gone past the 
socially expected stage of marriage 
A woman who has no lover (from a 

I ~ h u m a  ndlini / 

I zinondindwa / I lover I 

dialect). 
A divorced woman 

umabuv 'emendweni 
Isifebe / A woman who has had more than one 

L ( children I 

unoyile 
Ahaqwayizi 
I~yutnha 

Iqhalaqhala ( A (young) woman who is more assertive 
Um feloknzi I A widow 

(Female) sex workers 
A married woman who cannot bear 

Young women are discouraged from asserting their views. It is believed that 
in this way a woman will learn to argue with her husband, which, according 
to society, does not show respect for the husband. Young women are 



therefore encouraged to keep quiet, suppress their views, and any young 
woman who does not comply is referred to as iahalaahala--one who is not 
well groomed arid has no respect (Nyembezi & Nxumalo 1995). A woillan, 
who has never married, even if by choice, is referred to as being 
'unfortunate' through words like uneshwa, unehhadi. She is also called by 
derogatory terms like urniencievu, uzenda zarnshiv~z (meaning they all got 
married and she was left behind). A woman is obliged to have a nlan in her 
life. If not, in some coinnlunities, the language is harsh on a woman who 
does not have a relationship with any Inan as she is negatively called 
~ngobhiva. However, any woman should only have a relationship with one 
man, because there is a range of negative terms, which refer to a woman who 
has many lovers like iszfebe, unondindwa, unoyile - these terms mean a 
promiscuous wornan. With the language shift that resulted from migrant 
labour, where men were forced to leave their families to go and find work in 
the urban areas and where some families moved to urban areas, newer terms 
for example, isikhebeleshe, iseqa mnwaoo, (both terms also meaning a 
promiscuous woman) have emerged in addition to the older isiZulu terms 
mentioned above. 

While fertility is of extreme importance, it inust be proved in the 
context of marriage. Wifehood and motherhood are never distinguished from 
each other. Fertility outside marriage and marriage without fertility are not 
celebrated. A woman who gives birth to a child before she gets married is 
referred to as igqinkehii (half-betrothed womail) (Nyembezi rYr Nxun~alo 
1995), which is a negative term. 'I'his term is formulated from the word 
inkehli, which-as I explained earlier-means a betrothed woman who is 
about to get married. The stage of irlkehli lies between the "unmarried and 
married" stages in the life of a woman. Therefore, the term inqinkehli carries 
a sarcastic notion and it means the woman is "half-married and half- 
unmarried". She is, in other words, a psedo-inkehli. Her child will be 
referred to as unzfuniwarin (a negative term that may be equivalent to an 
"illegitimate child" in English). Subi~rissiveness and dependence to a 
husband in marriage have 1-10 value if they are not accompanied by proven 
fertility. A married woman who does not bear any child is stigrnatised and is 
referred to as inyu~nha (the barren). It is unlikely that the marriage will 
continue happily if the woman cannot get pregnant. There is great possibility 
that the man will take another wife to bear him children. 

Lexical Reiaforcement and Maintenance of Gender Stereotypes ... 

In Zulu culture. divorce is not acceptable, as it is not supposed to 
happen in the first place. But when it does occur, the woman is stigrnatised 
and is viewed with suspicion by the society. She is taken as a bad example to 
other young women who are still going to get married. Generally, neither her 
first family nor the society accepts her and she is called by negative terns 
like iphumandlini (the one who has come out of the house) and 
utncrbul) 'emendweni (the one who has come back from marriage). 

When the husband of any married woman dies, the woman is called 
umft.lokazi (widow) and she loses her place completely in her second family 
unless she marries one of her brothers-in-law by a practice called 
ukunaenwa. In this practice, the in-laws facilitate marriage of the widow to 
one of her brothers-in-law or a male relative of her deceased husband. 

While the language has a list of negative terns for women, no 
comparable wealth of negative terms exist for men (see figure 5 ) .  

Figure 5: Negative terms that stereotype males 
Terms 1 Meanings 
Isishimane / I A male who is not popular with females and 

1 used in lighthearted ways.) 
Urnnqolo 1 A young man who is often at home and not 

isigwadi 
Impohlo 

1 1 out with other males 1 

does not have many (female) lovers 
A bachelor (Not really negative as it is often 

I Urnahlalela / I An unemployed man I 

While there IS a corresponding term for a widower (umfeluil), t h ~ s  does not 
carry the same s t ~ g n ~ a  as the female equivalent, umfelokazr, who 1s viewed as 
canying a bad omen 111 the commun~ty particularly during the inourrlliig 
per~od. The same can be s a d  of the term z~npohlo (a bachelor), wh~ch should 
be the equivalent of urnrendevu. However, the term  muo oh lo does not carry a 
negatlve connotation and is used in jokes or in phatic lnteract~ons For 
example, a mamed man who 1s alone at home because hls wife is away 
mght joke and say to his fnends, "Namhlanre nazyzmpohlo " (Today, I am a 
bachelor.) 

uqhwayilahle 
Ivaka / i p a l a  A coward (male) 



As indicated i11 Figure 5, the language is harsh on a man who is not 
working, cairnot fight or is not popular with females. A man with one or no 
girlfriend is referred to as isimacli or isishimane terms that have negative 
connotations, such as one who is not successful in courtships and thus has no 
girlfriend. No man would like to be called by such tenns. 

Analysis and implications for Gender Equality 
Zulu culture views men and womeii within the social contract of marriage. In 
essence, a woman does not havc a home and a life of her own. Most often, 
when a glrl is born she IS socialised and prepared for mamage. Her whole 
l ~ f e  before marriage is a preparation for wifehood and motherhood. Durlirg 
the inltiatioil practices, young glrls learn mnliers that wiil direct their ltves 
in adulthood (V~lakazl- rselane 1998) 

Although the cultural practices and r~tuals that Inark the different 
stages of development of glrls are no longer str~ctly followed in many Zulu 
cornrnui~ities, the ianguage that stigmatizes and pun~shes a girl who does not 
fulfill the stereotype is still used. At her home, a girl is expected to fit Ihe 
stereotype of a young woman who is focused on attainlilg qualities necessary 
for her destlny (manage) and is keeplng herself 'purc' for her filture 
husband. There is a socially detemuned age when she is expected to get 
marrled and move to her second fam~ly. After mnmlage, the br~de  has to 
show deference and respect to her husband, parents-in-law and all other 
members of the f m l y  In thls second farmly, she is expected to fulfil the 
two inain roles of wlfehood and motherhood. 

While soinc gains have been made 111 sensitizing people to avoid 
sexist language in English, there has not beell much focus on the sexist 
language In isi2ulu. As a result, there is not much gender se~~siiivity in the 
use of over-differentiated or devaluing tenns that convey demeaning 
attitudes towards women in is~Zulu More awareness and advocacy IS needed 
to change sexist language in isiZulu 

Conclusion 
In this article, I have discussed how isiZulu reflects aspects of Zulu culture 
that indicate a gendered view of women. IsiZulu categorises women 
according to their sexual activity and reproductive capacity. The categories 

Lexical Reillforcement and Maintenance of Gender Stereotypes .. . 

reflect posltive labels that descrtbe wonlen who fit a socially deterrnlned 
stereotype of womanhood and wifehood, ~vbereas women who do not fit the 
stereotype are descr~bed by negative terms. In contrast, the me11 are located 
wlthln the tradltlonal ~nascullne stereotypes The article therefore seeks to 
raise awareness and sensltlvlty io the use of sexlst language In is17ulu 

Faculty of Education 
[Jn~verslty of KwaZulu-Natal 
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Some Aspects of 
AIDS-related Discourse in 
Post-apartheid South African Culture 

Felicity Horne 

Introduction 
The language of AIDS does not merely represent the condition: it constructs 
it in different ways. Words and images create different conceptual realities 
of the phenomenon. These both reflect and determine the way we understand 
and feel about the condition. Language can neither be separated from our 
thoughts and feelings, nor from the social context in which it is used. 

Loohng specifically at the situation in our own country, there are 
numerous exaillples of how language has been and is being used in very 
different ways to express and shape attitudes towards AIDS. The condition is 
either described in starkly explicit terms, avoided altogether, exaggerated or 
downplayed, depending on the situation, the mindset of the speaker or 
writer, and the intended effect on the audience. Commonly used 
metaphorical representations of HIV and AIDS provide different 
conceptions of the phenomenon, and create different meanings. 

Taboos and AIDS 
The onset of HIVIAIDS in Soutli Afr~ca has caused old llnguist~c taboo5 
regdrding sexually explicit terms to break down In certalil contexts 
AIDS-education programmes used currently in South Afiican schools, and 
i l ~ e d ~ a  cnmpalgns aimed at young people, use graphic terms - for example, 
descr~bing different ways of having sex - in order to explain how the d~sease 
is transmitted and can be prevented. The coyness and mystique that used to 
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surround sex have been stripped away. Pieter-Dirk Uys, a satirist who goes 
round to Souti1 Afrlcan schools giving AIDS-education talks, believes in 
blunt speech. In his talks he deliberately uses words that would formerly 
have been taboo in such situations: 'fuck' and the Afrikaans 'naai ', for 
example. He feels it  is necessary to use this discourse to communicate with 
his audience in terms they can relate to. Ile caused a furore when he placed 
an advertisement in a Grahanlstown newspaper at the 2003 Grahanlstown 
Festival with the headline: 'Think before you fuck'. A few years ago this 
word would have been regarded as unprintable in a generally circulated 
newspaper. I-lis reaction to the outcry was: "eat. The message is finally 
hitting home' '. 

At the same time that old taboos are breaking down, new taboos 
have come into being. Amongst certain sectors of the black population, the 

very words 'I-IIV' or 'AIDS' arouse superstition and have become taboo2 2. 
There is a fear that people could be bewitched or infected just by saying the 
name. Adding to this reason for fearing to talk about it is the shame and 
stigma attached to those affected. Secrecy and silence prevail. Accordingly, 
AIDS is referred to vaguely as 'this thing', as in 'a person died of this thing' 
or "his thing outside', as in 'she got this thing ~ u t s i d e ' ~  to ensure that other 
people do not think that the infection was contracted within the home. The 
phrases 'the disease of nowadays' (Posel 2004:13), 'the new sickness', 
'Helen Ivy Vilakazi' and 'the three words' (Leclerc-Mdlala 2000128) have 
also come into being. 

In the Drakensberg district of KwaZulu-Natal, specifically, there is 
use of circumlocutions such as 'someone has died of the feet' (izinyawo), 
referring to the swelling of the legs and feet; 'of the head' (ikhanciu), 
denoting the headaches associated with meningitis; 'of the chest' (isifuba), 
indicating 'TB or pneumonia; or 'of the stomach' (isisu), suggesting 
~~ncontrollable vomiting and diarrhoea (Henderson 2004:5). The indirectness 
of these expressions which describe AIDS in terms of the symptoms of the 
particular opportunistic infection that finally caused death reveals the extent 

I Pretor~cz NEWS,  4 July 2003. 
'Aids solution 1s folled by an e v ~ l  spell of silence' in The Sunday 

Independent, 3 October 2004. 
' Pretorza News, 22 November 200 1 .  
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of the fear attached to it. Not saying its name is a way of trying to deny its 
reality and its power. However, the effect of refusing to 'call a spade a 
spade' is the creation of mystery, which, ironically, increases the sense that 
AIDS does indeed have power. According to Posel, the 'mysteriousness [of 
AIDS] as a disease which has elitded both western medicine and indigenous 
healers' has been 'explicitly linked to [its] extrdordinaly power and menace' 
(2004: 14). 

Other euphemisms for AIDS used in African c o m ~ ~ ~ u ~ l i t i e s  are the 
words iAce or ilotto4. Thc Nguni prefix i is attached to the English word 
'lotto' or 'ace' to form a mixed compound. 'l'he metaphor seen in 'ace' and 
'lotto' draws 011 the discourse of gambling - 'lotto' referring to the nat io~~al  
lottery -- and suggests the risky nature of sexual activity. Just as winning or 
losing in garnbling is a matter of chance, it implies that people have no 
control over whether they contract HIV or not. 

Amidst the silence surrounding AIDS in certain communities, we 
see that tenns to denote it are proliferating. This paradox illustrates how 
'speech and silence actually interrelate'; the 'conflict between vocal 
affirmatio~l and the peculiar silence effected through denial' being 'apparent' 
rather than real (Harper 1993 : 1 19). 

As the iAce or iLotto examples demonstrate, the use of metaphor is 
highly revealing of the way people co~lceptualise the material world. Lakoff 
and Johnson (1980;1981) have demonstrated convincingly how deeply 
embedded metaphors are in our thought processes, albeit unconsciously. The 
striking use of various metaphors to describe AIDS - including AIDS as a 
plague, AIDS as death, AIDS as punishment, AIDS as an external invader 
and so on - has been well researched (Ross 1988; Sontag 1989; Watney 
1989). It is not the i~ltention of this paper to examine these metaphorical 
representations since they are not new and are based on language use in 
other parts of the world, but they certainly bear out the truth of Posel's 
assertion that 'AIDS carries a heavy metaphoric burden' (2004:23). 

The United Nations Language Policy on AIDS 
The United Nations Development Programme has developed a detailed 

4 Pretoria News, 22 November 2001. 
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HIL -nelated language policy5, the atrn of whlch 1s to nonnal~se the cotid1tlr311 
and reslst d1<,cnm1i1at1on agai~isl people llvlng wltli HIV. When tt comes to 
ndmlng FliV 1, ,s~tlvc indlvlcir:als. for exarnple, j t  reconm~ends that we 
should a ~ o ~ d  tcrllli like 'vlcilm' or 'sttfirei' because these carry 
connotations o f  i?elpiessl~css and defeat If, on the other hand, we talk about 
people 'Ir~sr-ig' rathcr than 'dyi~ig' dnd use the phrase 'someone Iiv~ng with 
FIIV', we arc recogiusrrig that alr infected person may contrnue to l ~ v e  for 
nlany years It suggests that phrases such as "AIDS patlent' should be 
avoided because we are then idcnt~fylng someone by a n~ed~ca i  condition 
alor~e 7'he policy states that being sensat~onal and usmg metaphors such as 
'plague' or '~cotirge' gives the Impression that the ep~dcmlc cannot be 
controlled. Tki5 kmd of language creates hopelessness and panic. Such 
recornmendat~ons go bryontl mere poiit~cal correctness: they recogn~se that 
Impage  can have a profound effect on attitudes and behavrour. 

N'ar Metaphors and AIDS 
A key recommendatio~i of the C'n~ted Nations Development Programme 
H!V-related larigtiage policy IS that thc discourse of war should be avo~ded. 
I anpage  shoinid he drawn from t h e  language of peace, tnslead. In pract~ce, 
I-iowcve~, ~t swms drfficult for peoplc tc, avoid the discourse of war when 
d~icuss~ng disease 'Tius practice predates the 4IDS pandemrc As She11-y 
comnents 'rhere was a long trad~tson belbsc AIDS of mihtar~zing d~sease' 
(1993 45). It has becomc almost habitual to d~scuss overcoining d~sease 111 

terms of waglng wal, and the cxtensron of the analogy to include AIDS IS a 
ilatural development It is nonetheless ironic that Kofi Annan described 1-IIV 
and AIDS as "he leal weapon of' nuss de~truct ion '~ in a news conference 
given at the end of 2003 in h ~ s  speech he lamented the fact that thc Iraq1 war 
had taken attent~on away from other major problen~s, mcluding AIDS, that 
'caused more dally ~nsecurity than terrorism or unconvent~onal weapons'. 
Such comparisons go d~rectly against the pol~cy of the organrsat~on he heads. 
Reai~ng In mind that 2003 was the year that the Unlted States mvaded Iraq 
and that this event dominated world affa~rs that year, however, ~t 1s not 

' 'Defus~ng words of mass destruct~oii' in Guardzan Weekly, November 
13-19 2003. See also: http://www.undp.org/hiv/policies/langpole.ht~n. 
" Pretorla News, 20 December 2003. 
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surprising that he drew on the highly charged 'war against terror' discourse 
when attempting to give impact to his speech. 

Sontag has thoroughly explored the ubiquity of the military 
inetaphor in the discourse of disease. She holds that military metaphors 
'contribute to the stigmatizing of certain illnesses and, by extension, of those 
who are ill' (1989:I 1). Of all metaphors applied to illness, the military 
metaphor is the one she 'is most eager to see retired' because it  

'over-mobilizes, it overdescribes, and it powerfully contributes to the 
excon~municating and stigmatizing of the ill' (1989:94). 

Ross points out how entrenched the metaphor of medicine as war is 
in general language usage to the extent that 'we can scarcely imagne any 
other way of talking about how health care providers deal with diseases and 
patients' (1988:85). She states that since the occurrence of AIDS, 'the phrase 
'the war against AIDS' is perhaps the most commorl metaphor used in the 
popular press' (1988:86). Commenting on the implications of seeing the 
virus as 'the enemy', Ross believes that it niakes the carriers of the virus (the 
infected person) into spies and traitors, since they harbour the unseen enemy 
within thenlselves. It is easy to see how such an equivalence could promote 
discrimination against HIV-positive people. 

Sheny points out that 'that most pervasive metaphor of a 'war on 
AIDS' [has] a vagueness and capacity for cas~ial slippage into a variety of 
meanings' (1993:41), and observes 'that those who used the language of war 
by no means had a commoil political purpose' (1993:36). His conjnlents are 
highly pertinent to discursive representations of AIDS in the South African 
context, as this paper hopes to demonstrate. 

Newspaper discourse used in relation to A D S  in South Africa is 
permeated with tired war metaphors. Some exan~ples are: 'SANDF declares 
war on HIV: opening salvo fired in battle against deadly disease"; 'Aids 
battle hots up'8; 'Climate of fear cripples Aids fight! 'President must lead 
the war on AIDS"'; and 'Barbara is a trooper in her field9, about a woman 
called Barbara Michel who heads an HIV/Aids education programme. The 

7 Pretor~a News, 21 January 2004. 
x Soweturt, 2 April 2004. 
9 Pretorza News, 26 November 2003. 
10 Sunclay Tzmes, 30 Novcnlber 2003. 
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opening sentence of the latter report reads: 'The war's not lost while there 
are passionatt: troops willing to g v e  their all for the fight'". The lexical 
chains relating to war in these examples are obvious but semantically 
~lnsatisfactory because, in Sherry's words, it is unclear 'who, or what, is 
fighting whom, or what, where and how' (1993:41). The military metaphor 
could operate on the biological micro-level, referring to 'the war within the 
bodies of the disease's victims' or on the macro-level, 'in the arena of social 
and political action'. It could refer equally to 'action against the disease, war 
by the disease on its v i c t in~ ,  or by those who tolerated it on those victims, or 
by those who trallsnvtted to others' (Sherry 1993:41). 

Judge Edwin Cameron, an important spokesman and role model for 
people living with HIVIAIDS in South Africa has written: 'We risk a failure 
of words, of concepts ... in the face of AIDS .... We need to respond with 
imagination and compassion to what is happening around us ' (1993:29). 

Struggle Metaphors and AIDS in South Africa 
Much AIDS discourse in South Africa is informed by the apartheid struggle. 
While this struggle did not constitute an actual war, it was nevertheless a 
protracted conflict against a systematised ideology, and involved bloodshed. 
Apartheid discourse, therefore, could be regarded as a particular, local 
variety of the overused, more generic war discourse already considered. Just 
as Kofi Arman invoked the Iraqi war because of its dominance and currency 
at the time, South Africans have readily appropriated apartheid discourse 
when discussing the issue of AIDS. A war in their own time and country and 
of which they had direct experience has prompted what Sherry describes (in 
relation to the linited States) as 'a far more pointed and co~~scious 
deployment of the war metaphor, whose earlier use had been ... diffuse'I2 

I I Pretorra News, 21 February 2004 
" The use of apartheid d~scourse when discussing AIDS 1s not confined to 
pol~tical figures or actlvlsts only. The compilers of Nobody ever surd AIDS 
rtorles and poeills frorn Southern Ajrzccl observe in the Iiltroduction that 
creative writers 'have returned to the language of struggle to confront both 
khe pandemlc and the madequate response of local governments' (Thomas & 
Samuelson 2004 13) 
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(1993:50). Moreover, the struggle experience was passionately felt by those 
affected, and so has naturally come to define the way realities are itnagned 
and articulated by many people. The disco~~rse of the apartheid political 
systeni and its dramatic demise in 1994 are frequently used to explain and 
justify a whole range of AIDS initiatives, many of then1 conflicting. A few 
examples from the discourse used will illustrate how highly politicked this 
health matter has become. 

There has been long-standing and bitter debate in South Africa about 
what causes AIDS, its prevalence, how it should be treated, whether or not 
the treatment is effective and who should pay for it. President Thabo Mbeki 
has been associated with the so-called 'AIDS dissidents' who claim that the 
virus does not exist, or that if it does it is hannless; and that AIDS is not 
contagious but is caused by poverty and the very drugs used to treat it. 
Evidence that he was influenced by their thinhng, for a time at least, is that 
he included some of them on a panel of experts formed to advise him on 
AIDS. In April 2000 he wrote a letter to foreign leaders - including Bill 
Clinton and Tony Blair - justifying his inclusion of the minority-view 
scientists. In this letter he attacked the orthodox view, stating that: 

Not long ago in our country people were killed, tortured and 
imprisoned because the authorities believed that their views were 
dangerous. We are now being asked to do the same thing that the 
racist apartheid tyranny did, because there is a scientific view 
against which dissent is prohibited (Sparks 2003:264). 

Notable here IS the violence of the language used - words such as 'k~lled', 
'tortured', '~nlpnsoned', 'racist', 'apartheld ' and 'tyranny' - all taken from 
the discourse of apartheld p o i ~ t ~ c s  'The argument is not entlrely clear, the 
vagueness resulting largely from the use of unspecified personal pronouns 
and the use of the passive voice When Mbek says  ' We are now bang 
asked to do the same thing...', it is not clear to whom the pronoun 'we' 
refers We also does not say by whom 'we' are being 'asked', but presuinably 
these unnamed agents are the orthodox scientists, those who are develop~ng 
medical treatment for AIDS. He uses the vague passlve Sonn agam lu 

'd~ssent is prohlblted', mak~ng the agent seem shadowy and sinlster 
What 1s strikingly clear, however, IS that Mbekl equates the AIDS 
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dissidents with anti-apartheid activists, and suggests that they are being 
persecuted and oppressed just as political activists were by the apartheid 
regime. By putting the AIDS dissidents in the same camp as those 
individuals who struggled against apartheid, Mbeki evokes sympathy and 
admiration for them, at the same time arousing hatred for those they are 
struggling against - the body of established medical opinion, who are 
equated with apartheid tyrants. The mainstream scientists are constructed as 
'bad'; the dissidents as 'good': divided into mutually exclusive categories, or 
Levi-Strauss's 'binary oppositions' in terms of which myths are structured. 
The purpose of such simplification is 'to make the world explicable, to 
magcally resolve its problems and contradictions' (Storey 2001:61). This 
example shows how language works as 'an instrument of control as well as 
of communication' and how 'hearers can be both manipulated and informed, 
preferably manipulated whle  they suppose they are being informed' (Hodge 
and Kress 1993:6). 

The meanings implicit in Mbeki's metaphor were developed when a 
statement from his office by spokesman Smuts Ngonyama soon afterwards 
accused the AIDS activists who were demanding that the government 
provide anti-retroviral (ARV) drugs in the public hospitals of trying to 
polson black people. The actual words were: 'Our people are being used as 
guinea pigs and conned into using dangerous and toxic drugs reminiscent of 
the biological warfare of the apartheid era' (Sparks 2003:265). It is certainly 
true that ARV drugs are toxic and can have bad side-effects. It is also true 
that these drugs were and are still being developed, so there is a sense in 
which human recipients could be called 'guinea pigs'. However, it is an 
over-simplification to see this in t e r m  of a white-driven policy against 
blacks for a hidden political agendaL3. In comparing this process to ' the 
biological warfare of the apartheid era' military discourse was used again. 

-- 
I 3  Perceptlons such as these have deep ixislor~cal roots 111 the longstanding 
dlstrust between black dnd white groups. They echo conspiracy theories that 
whites wish to reduce the black population because they fear being 
outnumbered and losing political power. These bel~efs are understandable 
and have some justification. During the last regime agents such as Wouter 
Basson perpetrated the 'dirty trscks' of apartherd by means of cheinical 
warfare. 
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Such perceptions were articulated more f~tlly when, In March 2002, 
Peter Mokaba, former ANC youth leader, wrote: 

The story that HIV causes AIDS is being promoted through lles, 
pseudo-science, violence, terroris111 and deception. We are urged to 
abandon science and adopt the religion and superstition that HIV 
exists and that it causes AIDS. We refuse to be agents for using our 
people as guinea pigs and have a responsibility to defeat the 
intended genocide and dehumanisation of the African child, mother, 
family and society (Sparks 2003:266). 

Prominent again is the belligerence of the language, seen in exaggerated 
words such as 'violence', 'tenorism', 'genocide' and 'dehun~anisation'. The 
fact that Mokaba specifies that the victims of this 'coilspiracy' are 'African' 
is significant. He counts on his audience's familiarity with and emotional 
response to past oppression, recalled by his use of racially-charged stl-t~ggle 
discourse. This use of apartheid discourse is highly emotive and has a 
destructive effecti4. 

President Mbeki has been criticised for his silence and inaction on 
AIDS when opportunities for him to address the issue in words or action 
presented themselves15. Discourse is structured as much by what is absent as 

14 'The high en~otional register of Mokaba's speech could be due, in part, to 
denial of his own personal condition. Three months after making this speech, 
he died of an AIDS-related illness. 
15 See, for example, The Citizen 17 February 2003: ' Mbeki accused of HIV 
silence'; Pretoria News 1 April 2003: 'Medical Journal flays Government on 
AIDS'; Pretoriu News 27 September, 2003: 'Outcry at Mbeh's  Aids claim: 
President says he knows no one who has died of HIV'; 
Firznncial Times 13 April 2004:6: 'Mr Mbeki and his health minister have 
underplayed the disease's importance, quibbled over mortality figures and 
delayed the dispensation of life-prolongng anti-retroviral drugs. A 
comprehensive HIVIAids treatment plan is now under way, but the 
government's leadership and commitment on the issue remains in doubt'; 
Morgan, Jonathan. 2003. Long life: positive HIV stories. CapeTown: ABC 
Press. 44-45, 158, 169. 
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by what is present. Often what is not said is as important as what is (Storey 
2001 :96). Mbeki's silence on occasions has been interpreted as an eloquent 
statement of tils refusal lo give d~ le  attention to the epidemic. IIis 
government has ofien been accused of adopting a denialist position, 
maintaining a 'reign of silence'; his policy on I-IIV and AIDS ' colluding 
with and compounding the stihma surrounding HIV-positive bodies' 
(Thomas 2001:8). His attitude has resulted in what has been widely regarded 
as a reluctant and belated acquiescence to thc provision of A W  treatment". 

Anglican archbishop Njongonkulu Ndungane, addressing a news 
conference in Cape 7'own in Augwst 2003, used struggle discourse when 
commenting on the government's perceived inaction on EIIVIAIDS. Hc 
described this as 'a world disgrace as serious as apartheid'". Xn similar vein, 
Pjeter-Dirk Uys remarked: 'Once upoii a time, not so long ago, we bad an 
apartheid regime il l  South Africa that killed people. Now we have a 
democratic government that just lees them die' (2002:l). These comparisons 
imply that President Mbeki is as morally reprehensible as the old apartheid 
tyrants in contributing to the suffering of the masses. 

The warfarekipartheid metaphor ~:sed by Mbeki himself, based on 
the conflict between groups of people with opposing medical views, 
identified him -- through his smpathies with the dissidents - with fomler 
anti-apartheid activists. However, critics of Mhcki, as we have seen, identify 
him firmly with the former apartheid state. This lack of consistency validates 
Sherry's views 'that those who use the language of war by no means [have] a 
cornrnori political purpose' (1993:46). It also denlonstrates how the same 
discourse can be 'repeatedly invoked to legitimate' ('L993:48) different 
courses of action. 

Governnlent policies, utterances and non-utterances on AIDS have 
provoked highly emotive counter discourses. Zachie Achmat is a former 
anti-apartheid activist who discovered he was HIV-positive in 1990 and later 
fonned the Treatmeilt Action Campaign (TAC), a lobby group which has 

- 

16 In November 2003 the government announced they would fund a 
programme to provide free ARV drugs to those who qualify for treatment. 
This programme began in April 2004. 
17 Pretoria News, 6 August 2003. 
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placed pressure on the government to provide drugs to HN-infected people 
free of charge. In 1999 Achmat (sometimes described as an 'AIDS warrior') 
started a drug strike, refusing to take his own ARV medication until it was 
affordable and available to all South ~ f r i c a n s ' ~ .  

The TAC have used extreme terms such as 'murder', 'genocide', and 
'holocaust' to describe the deaths caused by AIDS. The choice of these 
words suggest that the deaths have been the result of human agency and 
deliberate intent and evoke the discourse, drawn from World War 11, of 
mass murder based on ethnic discrimination. This discourse would resonate 
with South Africans who have bitter memories of the institutionalised racism 
embodied in the apartheid system. But the 'genocide' that Peter Mokaba 
believed was being perpetrated by the dispensers of ARV medicines, the 
TAC attributed to the government for failing to provide ARV treatment. This 
is something of a paradox. The same word - 'genocide' - is used to describe 
two conlpletely opposite activities: providing the drugs and withholding 
them. This example again illustrates how different parties may use the 'same 
kind of language, albeit to divergent ends' (Sherry 1993:44). 

The 46664 Concert 
A particular popular cultural event - the 46664 rock concert held in Cape 
'Town on 30 November 2003 - provides a strlking example of the discursive 
conilation of the apartheid struggle and AIDS. The 46664 concert was timed 
to coincide with World AIDS Day, AIDS was the prevailing concern, and 
the whole point of the occasion was to raise money for the treatment of 
AIDS. However, the domlnant discourse of the event was based on Nelson 
Mandela. He was present both in person and in the massive image of his face 
which towered above the stage. The number of the concert's title, '46664', 
was h ~ s  personal prison number when he was a convict on Robben Island 

This single event actually conflated three d~fferent d~scourses. iirst, 
the discourse of AIDS; second, the discourse of populai music, and third, the 
d~scourse of Nelson Mandela. These different 'worlds' or discourses were 
deliberately combined to construct certain rneanlngs and effects The popular 

18 Zachie Achmat was voted one of the heroes of 2003 by Tirne magazine 
and was nominated for the 2004 Nobel Peace Prize. 



music added colour, vitality and a mood of celebration to the occasion, 
counteracting the negative associations of AIDS and disease. It would also 
have attracted a mainly youthful audience, people in the age bracket most at 
risk of becoming infected. The discourse associated with Mandela brought 
popularity, moral authority and a sense of drama to the issue of AIDS in 
which many people have lost interestI9 because it is discussed ad nousearn. 

Semiotics is the academic discipline that deals with the way 'signs 
take on meanings' and are linked 'to larger systems of meaning' (Myers 
1999: 18). de Saussure's model - reduced to the most elementary terms here 
for the purpose of brevity - posits that the signifier is the form which a sign 
takes, while the signified is the mental concept- represented by the signifier 
(Chandler 2002: 18-32). The signs can be in various modes: 'spoken words, 
or written words, or pictures, sounds or music' (Myers 1999:25). A11 these 
kinds of signs operated to produce meaning at the 46664 concert. The 
organisers maximised to the full tlie semiotic power of Nelson Mandela's 
image, particularly. The titanic sign of his face conveyed a range of con~plex 
mental concepts. He is an icon of black liberation and, as a recipient of the 
Nobel Peace Prize, has come to represent humanitarianism. More than any 
other individual, he is associated with the end of the apartheid state and the 
trai~sfomation of South Africa into a democracy. All these connotations, or 
what Barthes terms 'meanings at the level of secondary signification' 
(Storey 2001 : 65), were fully exploited for the cause of AIDS. 

Embedded in the 46664 concert were the binary opposites of past 
and present, effectively juxtaposed. The old man Mandela and his political 
history were brought directly into the present, the 'now' world of youthful 
artists and their modem musical discourse, as well as the 'now' world of the 
AIDS epidemic. The past and present also collide in Mandela's own 
narrative, where revolutionised social conditions have changed his position 
and thus his personal discourse. Under the old regme, Nelson Mandela was 
the epitome of the revolutionary, the left-wing subversive and represented 
the ultimate threat to stability. He was marginalised, hunted, forced 
undergound and imprisoned - the persecuted outsider. His present discourse 
is dianletrically opposed to all this. It places him at centre stage, figuratively, 

" 'AIDS Infomlat~on Overload Syndrome' (A18S) has been ideiit~fied as a 
widespread reaction to the plethora of rnatenial ~tbout AIDS in rile rned~a 
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and literally, at tllis concert I-Ie 1s now emblemat~c of stability, the ruling 
class and ri~oral author~ty Seni~otically, hls meaning tlds sli~fted totally, In 
keeping wrth the shift 111 power relations that has taken place ir i  South 
Africa The fact that Mandela has been transfori~~ed nito a supei hero through 
tile Inversion of the soc~al hierarchy in the final decade of the twentieth 
century demonstrates the dynamlsm oi'mednlng dnd how contingent ~t IS on 
social context In the words of Lecercle 'tirne aitets the s ~ g ? ~ s ,  coltupts llle 
s~gmfier, the s~gi~ified, or their relahon' (1090 28) Meaning IS an esserit[dliy 
unstable constructton. 

Nelson Mandela's elevatlorl from con\ ~ c t  to President has often beeti 
described as 3 'miracle9. The words 'ill~racle' drld '~~i~raculous '  often crop u p  
113 discou~se about h ~ m  or South Afr~ca's transfortl~atlon"' Bccdusc of 1115 

appaient ability to nuke tile ilnpossiblc po\sibie, iVandeia has acqulred 
almost divine status. At the 46664 conccr-t this discourse or network of 
meanings surrourldlng the person of Manclel't were transferred to t i le cause 
of AIDS The study of I-row nieanlngs drc associated is hewn 113 the 
rnarketlng world as bianc!~ng (Myers 1999 7 , lS )  Bland-ndmcs are iliiiilll~ 
the Idbeis given to colnuaslcr goods be~ng solci ds coil1n30dit1i'i 1:i t l i i i  

Illstance ihere is ~-tr , t i~~~l; ;  Iwng cold, but the ~irdrketi~lg 5t1ategy oi branding 
st111 opcrates through tllr nleanlngs ilx1kei.i uirfl ~ a n d e l a "  E3riiiicllng, bq 
ineans of h ~ s  ila1ne, h ~ s  prlson rrumber, and his physr~cll imagt: IS  a 
smlpl~ficat~on of his cotnpieu mythoiogy Put 111 the position of  coil5umeri 'It 

tlt~s concert, tlie audie~~ce 1s being asked to ' b ~ ~ y '  the cause of AILIS bccdu~t 
of their faith 111 the Mandela brandname which 'adds value' to ~t 'Ilkis 
exemplifies the way marketers 'try to project a ready-made her ltdge [to ] 
carry the associations of a brand across to a new sector' (Myers 1999 21) 
Such attempts are based on the assurnpt~on that the audience 1s in sympathy 
with the values being projected. However, audience responses to <,lgns are 
complex, diverse and lnlposs~ble to control As Barthes algues, a l p s  are 

") See, for example, Cameron-Dow, John. 1994 Solrtli '4,irrc a 1990-1 994 
The rnzracle o j  cz freed izntzon Cape l owli: Doll Nelson 
? '  A U S  survey placed Mandela second only to ('oca-Cola ds a brand name 
The use of Mandela's image is carefully controlled by a team of advisors 
Requests are considered only ~f the proposal 'cmbod~es the valucs Mr 
Mandela stands for'. (Pretorzn News, 26 April 2004 ) 

----- 
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polysemic: they have nlultiple meanings since interpretations are dependent 
on the cultural repertoires or schemata of the audience (Storey 2001:65-6). 
Right-wing elements, for example, would not respond positively to the 
associations of the liberation struggle. It is also possible that the visual 
symbol dominating the stage could recall memories of the huge images of 
fascist leaders such as Lenin, on occasions of massive rallies, since signifiers 
cany traces of meaning from other contexts. This reading is certainly 
unintended (after all, the image of Mandela's face wears a smile), but the 
fact remains that it is possible. Subjectivity always comes into play, so that 
reading is 'an interaction between the discourses of the text and the 
discourses of the reader' (Storey 2001 : 12). 

The spoken words around the 46664 event drew parallels between 
Mandela's political struggle and the struggle against AIDS. When receiving 
the artists who had gathered in Cape Town beforehand to perform at the 
concert, Mandela himself told them that 'it would take greater unity and 
effort to conquer HIV than it took to tear down apartheid'. He went on to 
say: 'We are called to join the war against HIVIAIDS with even greater 
resolve than was shown in the fight against apartheid'**. Recognisable here 
is the extended metaphor of warfare again, but it is not clear how Mandela 
conceptualises this war, or what precisely he means by 'joining the war 
against HIVIAIDS' in practical terms. The vagueness of the war paradigm, 
discussed earlier in this paper, makes his meaning elusive. 

As already seen, the UN language-policy makers, as well as Ross 
and Sontag, reject the use of war imagery in relation to AIDS because it 
could encourage stigmatisation of those infected. Clearly, this is not what 
was intended at the 46664 concert. We are able to construct meaning based 
on our knowledge of Mandela 's deeds and words in respect of HIVIAIDS in 
other contexts. Mandela has frequently urged people to accept and extend 
compassion to HIV-positive people. His proactive backing of such initiatives 
as the prevention of mother-to-child-transmission (MTCT)~~  would suggest 
that, for him, the plxase 'joining the war' implies prevention of new 
infections by the provision of drugs, as well as the treatment and care of 

" Pretoria News, 29 November 2003. 
23 In his closing speech at the international AIDS conference held in Durban 
in July 2000 Mandela called for widespread interventions to prevent MTCT. 
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those already infected. If so, the metaphor of war to describe such 
constructive action is not appropriate. The fact that he uses a negative image 
to describe a positive course of action suggests that this discourse is so 
deeply embedded in the political culture of our time that it is often employed 
uncritically and without awareness of its inherent illogicality. 

A more effective and positive purpose of using the metaphor of war 
was to convey the seriousness of the AIDS pandemic and the magnitude of 
the response required to overcome it. Implicit is the sense that massive 
commitment and investment are needed. Sontag makes the point that 
'war-making is one of the few activities that people are not supposed to view 
... with an eye to expense .... In all-out war, expenditure is all-out, unprudeut 
- war being defined as an emergency in which no sacrifice is excessive' 
(1989:ll). 

Most significantly, Mandela's use of this metaphor drew on shared 
background knowledge of the supremely important fact that the fight against 
apartheid was eventually successful. As Sherry points out: 'talk of war ... 
presumes that victory or defeat will be the outcome' (1993. 49). Mandela is 
the living proof that the struggle ended in victory. By analogy, the audience 
was being persuaded to believe that efforts to contain AIDS can also 
succeed. This offers hope which in tun1 promotes motivation and the will to 
act. This aspect of the comparison between apartheid and AIDS functions as 
a positive incentive to effort. 

Developing the struggle metaphor at the 46664 concert, the artist 
Bono stated: 'Madiba's greatest gift to the world is to say: 'I was in prison 
for all those years. Those people with AIDS, they're in prison. Let them out. 
Let them go". These words echo the title of the book Let My People Go, 
written by another South African Nobel Peace Prize Winner, Chief Albert 
~ u t h u l i ~ ~ .  

The words: 'Let my people go' recall, in turn, Moses' words to 
PharoahZ5. This took place a another time and place in another, much earlier 

24 Albert Luthuli (1898-1967) was a Zulu teacher, religious leader, and 
President of the ANC (1952-60). He was the first African to be awarded the 
Nobel Prize for Peace (1960) in recobmition of his non-violent struggle 
against racial discrimination. 
25  Exodus 5 : 1. 
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liberati011 struggle2." Several other direct comparisons were made between 
Mandela's imprisonment and the condition of being infected with HIV. 
While there are points of similarity bctween the two conditions -- a jail cell 
places limits on one's life, as does illness - the metaphor is not apt in all 
respects. People camlot be freed from AIDS as completely as they can be 
freed from prison. They may be helped by ARV therapy, but they cannot be 
cured. This is something of a false equivalence. However, it was made to 
create optimism and encourage the belief that trends can be reversed; that 
miracles can happen. 

The apartheid1AIDS nietaphor, while often lacking clarity or internal 
consistency, was used at the 46664 concert to construct inspirational 
meanings. The intended effect was to uplift. Far more than an entertaining 
event, the 46664 concert was a text loaded with cultural assumptions and a 
multiplicity of conflicting meanings: explicit and implicit; past and present, 
present and absent. It illustrates that 'a text is made up of a contradictory 
mix of different cultural forces' (Storey 2001:12) and that popular cultural 
happenings are sites where the politics of signification are played out in 
attempts to win readers to particular ways of seeing the world (Hall 
1985:36). 

Conclusion 
AIDS is having a marked effect on the South African linguistic landscape in 
a variety of ways. The phenomenon is laden with political, social and 
cultural significance and this is creating a multi-layered and complex 
discourse. Whilst an explicit sexual discourse has been legitimated in the 
interests of education, many new terms to avoid naming HIVIAIDS are being 
coined as a result of the fear and stigtna attached to the condition. 

Apartheid discourse has been heavily utilised in the emotive debates 
that have raged around AIDS-related issues. The fact that so much of the 
nletaphorical language used in the AIDS debate has been taken from recent 
history suggests how deeply the political past is ingrained in the South 

'' This kind of ~ntertextuality illustrates Derrida's view that 'meaning is 
always deferred, never fully present, always both present and absent' in a 
text (Storey 2001:73). 
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interests of education, many new tern~s lo avoid naming E-TW/AIDS are bein? 
coined as a result of !he fear and stigma aitaciletl to ttlc condition, 

Apartheid discourse has been hczvilj. uti? ,sed rn the emotive debates 
that have raged around /l.l7lS-rei;iti:d issucs. I hc fact ?hat ,so i?;uc:: of the 
~net:1phi>ricai langtiag<: tnsc:.! in t l ~ e  i"\!4?S iit'barc has bt.icr: laken F r o i ~ i  rec::iit 
history sl.iggesls Ilow deeply t!l~> po!itrcnl pa.;t is 1r.1~~raiiit.d 111 rile Soi.itii 
-4frican psyche. As iz-e I1:is.e seer!. h e  11s~: i)i' i!!,:. wax i~:clapi~i:r !II r - t . i~ t i i i n  ro 
AILIS is gcnerally r-q~arded as ~tadi+.iir.able hecaiisc of t11c r1t:ga:ivc 
comlctt:dio~:s of '  wai-, t?ui, 111 Sorrlki Africa. tirr pa~~iculnr-is:lllou of 
discoiil-st. to rl?clli& ay?rrr.thi:id c.itr?i'!:ct 113s crzatcd posit~st:  ilnra:iings :ih 

-,%~ci]. 'The apartheid an;jlc,gy 11;rs I?t.i.i: iiiarlii:ii~i:ilcd 111 d!i'ik?-<:r~t ; V ~ Y S  

son?cfi:l;e!; ar)ri.)ig~i~>i.\sl?.., !ilr?::lcally an({ (~csii-~ictivt'\>' ~~ ti,) f;! L ~ I  f fc i -~~l l  

AH>S-related purposes, but, ten years i i r i o  iht; i?t?\;\. den~os:r:ic\:, i t  'i-~iis aist) 

bccn invoked to erlergjse a d  inspire. 
-, 
j Ele issue of' Ali ls  appi.;ars to lia\~c :'l~ij>l$~t:d - eve11 i - ~ j j l i ' ~ ~ : ?  I ~ C  

iiht.ralron striigglc, 113 <>;?r pibsi .:iPartht:j<i ~ ~ c l c i y  ihc: c x t s e  <if  AiT)S 
beccanle a liber;atiol~ sirnggie 11-; it:-; ow11 rigtit. 11 coiiid !X c;illeiZ tile !ibcraliii!~ 
sfruggie of the \n1:w7 Sour!! A1ric:i. 
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Stigma and 
HTV/AIDS Discourse in 
Zimbabwe 

Intr~ductioln 
The HIVIAIDS pancier~irc looms larger In Afrlca than anywhere else tn the 
world iMcFadden 1'392.1913) Den~al. stigma and dlscr~minatlon against 
fhose mfected by !IIVIAIIIS are some of the factors fuelllng the spread of 
iJIVIAID!; Stlgnatizat~or~ of ~ e o p l e  1:vlng with HIVIAIDS denles them 
basic numan rights to dlgmty i j~~~c rns ron  of AIDS 1s still taboo in most 
hfrlcan sticletles l-sscnt~aily bet ause of !is relat~onship wlth the sex~ial act 
%lcl+adden 1992 157 ! 581 in Jrnihabwe i f ~ e  subject of P-IIVIAIDS rernams 
irouded In r n y > t e : ~  dm! :& :i.gardrc! iii raboo T h ~ s  bars open dralogue on :he 

\ui>jccl as !lie h l l o w i ~ i g  c. ianilnairor: ofthe Shona language sugges~s 
-4i?ona 15 :he r~dltor!dl i:zngilage \:f .Tjmbai-swe togcther with Ndebele 

,i 1s ~ h c  ~n~jri-icr lonv:it: itbciul 80% t i t  Zimbabuc's populat~on of about 
w ~ l l / e  mll1:on Shoria s ti le cn%nible O i  ail Shona dlaiects namely, Zemnl, 
karanga 'vfanylk,~, Ko~ekora: ,t~:i! Ntlair T!rc tern? 5hona zs a I~nguiselc 
c,eatiort that carnix int;, u ~ e  wt\cn !he i ivc Silona iilalecis were staudarr31aed 
by P~ofessor t.'ienir:ii 1 joke wncl pirt-iirshcd a N ~ ~ p o r t  on the dipz$i~ltz/in ofthe 
r;/201;<1 l I t ( 2 1 ~ ~  l 5  ( i 93 1 1 

, ,he ?I?ona 1ailgL;agr. tlie uord!? !or private body parts are too 
;tmng to he used opciiiy "3 c-ui tur~ of wencc therefore wrrortnits matter5 
pert;lining to iSIVIAii;:; ~ ~ , L L > T ~ ~ I ~ ~ ~ :  t o  ( ~It!xa!  ,tdi~d..~rdb, Lcii~g l~ Ib r  ~ { ~ S I I I V C  

is mn~ora l  act bci,ni~;il fr?i-l~tio~iaii-v >rrki;es\ and d~c,edse arc consrde~cd 
t i >  r x  ~irr i lshme:~~ by '>nx ini iAk,rr.*i +ilV1;\iT>Y is t h c ~ c f o ~ e  ;n i i ~ \ r a r ~  i j i  
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Stigma and HIV/AIDS Discourse in Zimbabwe 

This article argues that language is central to how stigmas are 
perpetuated and constructed. The use of words is a powerful means to 
stigmatize (see Mbwambo 2003). Stigmatizing language is commonly found 
in the media, education materials, song and poetry and is also used by 
individuals it1 daily discourse. The focus of this paper is on everyday 
discourse. 

Data Collection 
This study reports on research conducted by the writer in the city of Harare, 
Zimbabwe. The study involved 35 Shona first language speakers, comprising 
15 women and 20 men, all of whom were between 20 and 30 years old. The 
subjects, who were randomly selected, were asked to list words or phrases 
that are used to refer to HIVIAIDS. In addition. the researcher drew on data 
collected from everyday discoilrse, through listening to conversations in 
public places. 

The data was transcribed giving literal translations and metaphorical 
meanings. The data was analyzed to determine how language, and especially 
metaphor, works in naming the HIVIAIDS disease and people with 
HIVIAIDS. The analysis of the structure of MIVIAlDS discourse In Shona 
reveals that the interpretation of any particular text is governed by a variety 
of syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic factors, for meaning involves much 
more than the literal references of words. 

In this study, I utilize the theoretical frameworks of sociolinguistics 
and discourse analysis. Discourse analysis is sometimes defined as the 
analysis of language 'beyond the sentence'. This contrasts with types of 
analysis more typical of modem linguistics, which are chiefly concerned 
with the study of grammar: the study of smaller bits of language, such as 
sounds, structure and meaning (Hudson 1980). 

HIV/AIDS - Related Stigma 
One way that language can be stigmatizing is in the use of derogatory 
references to those with HIVIAIDS. Words with negative connotations that 
describe HIVIAIDS form part of daily conversation. Name-calling, gossip, 
and derogatory references to HIVIAIDS are strong and common forms of 
stigma. Speakers are often unaware that they are stigmatizing others with 
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their words, nor are they aware of the damaging impact of what they are 
saying (Nyblade 2003:37). Following Myblade and Mbwambo (2003), who 
studied HNlAlES stigma and language as part of their work in Tanzania, 
Zambia and Ethiopia, this paper focuses on how HIV/AIDS is named and 
how stigma is constructed linguistically in Shona. Nyblade's and 
Mbwambo's (2003) w o r k  are important to this study because they capture 
how stigma is constructed linbwistically in other African languages spoken in 
'Tanzania, Zambia and Ethiopia. 

The major aims and objectives of this study are summarized as 
follows: 

To deepen analysis of the linguistic construction of stigma in 
I-IIV/AIDS discourse. 
To explore the gender dimension of linguistic stigmatization of 
Zimbabwean women. 

St~gma has ancient roots (Aggleton 2002.8). The orlgins of the word can be 
traced to classical Greece where outcast groups were branded or physically 
marked as a permanent measure of thelr status (Aggleton 20028). S.tlgnla 
has been defined as 'ail atrributc tftat 1s slgn~ficantly discred~t~ng' (see 
Coffnlan 1963) Stignlat~zdtron therefore describes the process of 
devaluatloi~ wrth~n a particular ciilt~irc 01 settlng. In the case of IIIVIAIDS, 
singpa rnay be applied to actual ~nfec t~on or to the behavlor bel~eved to lead 
to tnfection. Spedklng 111 of a person with HIVIAIDS rs one of the most 
cormon man~festatitrns of stqgua People recognize the use of language as a 
tool for stlginatl/lrig d ~ d  t h ~ s  carlcs negdtive power. 'Talking, gossiping, 
whlsperlrrg and pointing fi~lgers are all Lbrnls of stigma. Mucfi of HIV/ADS 
- related stig~na burlds upon :lie belief that infected people deserve it because 
they have done somerhlng wrung Often, it is imputed that the wrong-doing 
is liiiked to sex (Aggleton 2002 8) 

'The literature about how HIV 1s transmtted considers how 
~gno lan~e  and nus~nforn~ation contr~bute to stigma. The shame of having a 
d~sease that 1s strongly associated w ~ t h  sex generates the stigma. HIVIAIDS 
confirms stereotypes and underly~ng assumptions that people carry around 
on d dally bass, for exatnple, the idea that prostitutes are bad people. 

Nyblade, (2003.9) ident~fies the follow~ng as causes of stigma: 

Sti~gma an0 HIVIAIDS Discourse In Zimbabwe 

Inconiplete knowledge about HIV transnxssion and prevention, and 
the lack of ~n-depth knowledge about the difference between HIV 
and AIDS. 
Fear of casual transmission, for instance through sharlng utensils, 
shaking hands. 
The belief that people who are HTV- positlve are not productive; 
they are viewed as already dead, for ~nstance ~n the use of tenns such 
as akakwzrn bhazl, wh~ch translates as s h e  boarded a bus 
(suggesttng that slhe IS on the journey to death, sihe is a wdlklng 
corpse). 

Similar exaniples have been reported in research conducted in Tanzania, 
Zambia and Ethiopia. In Tanzania there is the example of utakufa kilo 
mbili, which means 'you will die weighing two kilos; in Zambia there is 
makizi yaku mochari which means 'keys to the mortuary' and in Ethiopia 
yeminkesakes atent which refers to a 'moving skeleton' (Nyblade 2003:46) 

The Linguistic Construction of Stigma 
HIVIAIDS stlgma 1s constructed linguistically in Sholla discourse In two 
ways. F~rstly, there 1s the nomnal~zation of the disease and people, and 
secondly, there is the use of metaphor. 

Nominalization of the Disease (See Figure One) 
HIVIAIDS attracts mult~ple threads of st~grnatlzed experience, namely the 
dlsease, sexual behawour, death and gendered bodies There is widespread 
pessimism In the discourse of HIVIAIDS whereby the shadow of dlsease and 
death IS invoked (Jones 1997:397). 

Because Afncan languages sometimes do not have sc~entlfic 
words or terms, d~seases are gven nanles that best reflect what people fear 
or feel. African languages generally do not have words for 
'~mmunodefic~ency' or 'virus'. As such, the new disease has been gven 
names that closely reflect what the local speakers think of AIDS One of the 
words ~ised to refer to HIVIAIDS In Shona IS mukondombera, wh~ch nleans 
'plague'. T h ~ s  word was also used to refer to the Influenza epidemlc at the 
turn of the century that k~lled many people Dowl~ng (2004 3) notes thdt 
HIVIAIDS 1s seen as a plague because it seems able to subjugate a nation by 



I ~ a ~ ~ ~ i l ( a l l y  9ed~icr1-1~~ ~ t s  i~unlbcr~  A~lolher Term that rs used io rder lo 
AIDS !n bh0113 !s \hu t-anlatongo, tb  hicll rncanb 'at1 abrintic~rled ilomciteait, a 
curieci p ld~e ,  or 3 ~ L c I ~ I :  Of ~ a t ; i ' , t ~ ~ l j h ~  i i  2 i i 0  it ;ill\i<ie~ 10 the f" i~1 thdl 
,\IDS wpes out cnrlre iio~~scholds tliereby lea-vlng an en-rply home 
IIIV AIIIS 1s disc! gci-~e~aliy reterrt.tl to ,IS chirwerc (the d~scase). 
Vonsequcntly, -hen I IIV/AII>S invtles i~icli  a reputat~oll, oecjlAe i~vlng ::it11 
11 do i101 want to be cxpoicci Yo one dies of AIDS. but of AIDS-rciated 
aliments iuck iis ~na la r~d ,  fi? or pncumonra Due to the AIDS stlgixla. tl~ese 
alllnents ,ire g1kt.11 iis tlle cause of death when In Fact the death has been due 
to AIDS 

Other \vorcii in Shona that reki to IIIV/ALDS tend t o  represent the 
tli\e,iise a\ be~ng ixlotiem, li)re~gx, fearful, Sexually tran5rnltted and 
 ata as ti opii~c Peopic ~ t h  the drsea\e dr e named according to therr physical 
appearance for ~mtance,  the hair, way ofwaik~ng and body sue .  

Motherhood and the Disease 
in Illally cultures rnotherhooci 1s considered ns a fem~nlne ~ d e d  (Gupta 
2000 2 )  Fer t~ l~ ty  1s 3 central issue in the ciefinltlon of sexuailty. Us~ng 
bdnier methods or ilon-pcnetratlve sex as safer sex opt~ons therefole 
presents a il,gm~ficalii dilernrnd for women (see IIetse and Ellas 1995) Shona 
women construct their ldentlties 3s women through thelr social status as 
wives and mother5 As such, many wonien pursue risky sexual relat lo~~s so 
as to dciluire t h ~ s  itatu5 Desprte then ieioposit~ve status, the fear of not 
2jav1ng ~ I ~ ~ l d r e i i  1s ~ i f e  7 h r  r ~ s k  that the cl~tld will be berm i~lfectecf wt th  I1IV 
seems better than not i~a i~ lng  ~ h ~ l d r e n  at all. 

Wo111en of aII ' igei dre peicelvt.<l as the rlioit coltmnlon "vict~ins' ot 
ilIV/AlDS related it1gi:nla R 1  the same trine wornen dre vlewed dq drsease 
~ ~ l r l c r s ,  r e p o i ~ t o ~ l e ~  o f  i l ~ t e~ t lon  dttd are 5octaily m ~ d  ecortomlcally 
ostracl~ed' Blame for infection is fiecjuently p1,rce.d am wonlei1 nlotl~ers are 
bidniei1 for 1nfect111g iiirri n d i ) ~ ~ ? ,  o ~ d e ~  W ( M ~ ~ C L I  die dc~r i sc~l  of berng 
~romlscuous' and 'g~,lbbiiig' joling men, and schoolgrls and utlrvers~ty 
,tudents are clted as 2;iiiit; i l  i i  iLi I;I:I~ l~isl f o ~  a few iiollars lo buy food, 
ciotlles and books M'oinr,~. iricielb, and especl~lly cross-border traders, are 
i r l g ,~a t l~ed  for bnnglng l i iV  iilili5 '\.,irzvid71wa 2001 68) 

Stigina and E-flV/AIDS Discourse in Zilnhabwe 

F i ~ u r e  One: Nominalization of the HIV/AIDS Disease 

Mukondombera 
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mbudzi 

The meanings of words used to describe the HIV/AIDS disease 
EXPRESSION 
chakapedza 

chazezesa 

destroyed the 
goats 

camelfrom the 
outside 
A thing that is Dreaded disease 

GLOSS 
That which - 

unreasonable behaviour, this is 
emanating from the feeding 
behaviour of goats, they eat 

I I destroys the 1 nation I 

MEANING 
Death resultinn from 1 

I I 1 been extended to refer to f 

I chepabonde I resulting from 1 

sweeps away the the disease 
chuff after I 

the extermmator of people 4 

utachiwana The meaning of utashiwana 
"virus' has bee11 extended to refer 
to the HIV virus. A virus that 
makes the body so weak that it is 
unable to fight off opportunist~c 
diseases that i t  would easily resist 
if it is not imrnuno-deficient 



Figure Il'wo: i\ominailiration of Peal~le with F;jIV/AHDS 

---- -- 

SYMPTOMS 

UloMaSibanda 
Mushonga wemakcnzo 

Jehovha ndauyaka 

Words used in HIVIAIDS discourse to describe women - 
i MFAMINC 1 

/ chirwrre 1 A 
/ chepfambi 1 1 only promiscuous people 1 

1 
rnushonga 1 Rae k i l l  

/ wemakonzo j I infects a man: poisons 1 

Words used to ~%e\cribe getipie w i t h  A l D S  ~y mptoralr 
/Go risw Po ,iow 

i 
, 
I C I II -- -- 

Stigma and HIVIAIDS Discourse in Zirnhahwe 

Nyblade (2003:17) contends that whle  both men and women are 
blamed for HIVIAIDS 'men are seen as having a natural propensity to sex 
while women are believed to have more   on troll able sexual urges'. This 
inaplies that women are blamed   no re easily, often and harshly. Women face 
the most severe blame and stigma and are perceived as having brought fiiV 
infection upon themselves and others as a result of 'bad', 'irnnloral' 
behaviour, the way they dress or behave. As a result, 'women bear a double 
stigma, they are infected, and they are women' (Gupta 2000:4). 

The language of HIVIAIDS reveals female subordination, 
oppression and exploitation through the perpetuation of patriarchal cultures 
and traditions which underpin most African societies to the present day 
(McFadden 1992:192). In general, the stigniatization of HIVIAIDS and 
women shapes the discrimination that HIV positive women face in the public 
and private spheres. They are more likely to be blamed, stigmatized and even 
abandoned by their families and they face greater discrimillation in 
healthcare, education and legal rights. The stigmatization of wolllen 
confirms the deeply systemic roots of the HIVIAIDS pandemic, and is 
lodged in the very organization of society. Women are more vulnerable 
because of this form of social organization. 

I-IIVIAIDS related stigma plays into, and reinforces existing social 
inequalities. These include gender inequalities (Aggleton 2000: 9). A 
number of languages use ternis for AIDS that translate as 'women's disease'. 
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On the face of it, this appears to blame women for the epidenlic. Indeed most 
sexually transinitted diseases are linguistically described as being of female 
origin. In Shona. HIVlAIDS is also referred to as chirwere chepfambi (see 
Figure Two) 'a prctxtitute's disease'. UloMaSibanda is used to refer to an 
infected woman, and the assuinption is that she might have acquired the 
disease through prostitution as she likes goodies so much. The tern1 
mushonga wemakonzo (rat lull) is yet another term associated with infected 
women. 111 this instance, women's bodies are likened to rat poison -- sexual 
contact with such a woman is like taking rat poison, one will certainly die. 

Metaphor 
Stigma is constructed linpistically, through the use of metaphor. This use of 
metaphor to describe IIIVIAIDS has increasingly become an area of interest 
in discourse analysis (Sontag, 2001). According to Stillwagon (2003:8 18) 'a 
metaphor has suggestive power; it is more flexible than a factual statenlent 
because it begins with an image but relies on conceptual displacelnent so as 
to maintain the analogy. Specific derogatory words and phrases to describe 
people with HIVIAIDS add greatly to the suffering of patients and this also 
inhibits them from seeking proper treatment (see Sontag 2001). In 
Zimbabwe, people with HIV iilfection are subject to niuch labelling and 
name-calling as the followiilg analysis illustrates. HNlAlDS is frequently 
associated with in~nloral behaviour, extranlarital sexual relations, 
prostitution and deviance. There are also powerful links between HIVIAIDS 
and death, disease, pain, suffering, isolation and ostracization (see Figure 
Three). Metaphors of dread and fear as exemplified below, also surround the 
disease. 

Funeral Metaphors (see Table Five) 
HIV equals death, learning that one is HIV-positive is tantamount to learning 
that one is dying. This can be identified by the use of expressions to refer to 
the funeral such as manje manje masofa panze2 literally means, 'very soon, 
the sofas/couches will be outside', which suggests what occurs at a home 
where there is a f~~neral .  There is also the expression tinomunwira manje 
manje which ineans 'very soon we will be drinking beer'. This implies that 

NB: 111 Shona culture, lounge furniture is put outside the house and 
mourners sit on the floor at funeral wakes. 

Stigma and HZV/AIDS Discourse in Zi?nbabwe 

death is certain. The term kunwira refers to the beer drinking at the funeral 
or the drinking of ritual beer brewed for the post-death rituals. 

Self Inflicted Disease 
Metaphors relatlng to ~ndividual deviant behavior are also common The idea 
that a person was involved in many sexual relat~onships 'aiwanza magemu' 
is l~terally rendered as 'slhe was Involved in many games' The belief IS that 
those who get HIVIAIDS do so through the sexual act The example 
akarohwa nematsotsi l~terally means 's/he was attdcked by thieves', arid 
c m e s  colmotatlons of wandering at night. Hence, lf you wander at nlght, 
you w11l be attacked by the virus. The expression akatcnga stand ineani 
'slhe bought a plcce of land' which suggests that acyuuing the AIDS vtr-us 15 

like to acquiring a plece of land When one buy5 a plece of Idnd 11-i 

Zinlbabwe, it 1s normal to have to b a t  for a whlle befoic it 1s ready fc~n 
buildi~~g. When it is tiille for construct~ou to begin, people use the term 

yakabuda, I e , \It came out' The tern1 yakabuda 1s a stlgnlati~ing term to 
refer to HIV/AIDS syn~ptoms once they appear 

Death Metaphors 
An Infected person 1s regarded as bung on a journey to death, a\ exen~pllfied 
by the following death metaphors. ava mudepartures lounge which means 
'helshe 1s now In the departures lounge'>, akakwira bhazi wlllch means 
' s h e  boarded a bus [to death], and bhazi rakasvika wh~ch 111eans 'thc h u i  
arnved', r.e., death arnved'. 

Foreign Disease 
There 1s a behef that HIVIAIDS came from soinemhere else, as is clear from 
metaphors such as chakauya, whlch incans 'the one that came' and suggests 
that HIVIAIDS IS a fore~gn dlsease. 

Modern Disease 
Descriptions of HIVIAIDS as a 'modern dlsease' are exemplllied by 
zvemazuva ano', which means 'of the rnodenl day' or nyowani wh~ch 
rneans 'new disease'. The term nyowani is a 1lng.uxstlc borrowing fro111 

' NB: Departure lounge refers to the alrport lounge, inearling that one will 
departlleave soon. 
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English. HIVIAIDS is also referred to in medical terms. such as new sero. 

Lethal Metaphor 
The term tsono (needle) alludes to the fact that HIVIAIDS is a painful and 
deadly dlsease. It is an allusion to the paln that one goes through. 

DEATH I . Ava mudeparture 1 
Akakwira bhazi 
Bhazi rasvika 

* Kugeza neruredzo 
Jehovhandouyako 

* Manjernanje masofa 

Yinomunwira doro 

DEVIANT1 SELF 
INFLICTED 

Aiwanza magemu 
e Chakapedza mbudzi 
* Akarohwa nernatsotsi 

* Zvernazuva Ano 

Stzgmu and HlV/AIDS Dz.scourse in Zzrnhnbwe 

Fipure Four: Physical Appearance Metaphors 

WEIGHT LOSS 
* Chisvisvina 

Mudonzvo 

Physical Appearance (see Figure Four) 
Metaphors refen-~ng to the physical self are also typ~cal Metaphors such as 
pemu (penned halr) are used to descnbe the state of the halr of an ~nfected 
person. Another tern1 1s ava kugeza neruredzo, which literally means 's/he 
1s llow bathing wlth plant m~ic~lage. Thls expression refers to the thin halr of 
a person suffering from AIDS. If one washes one's halr wtth ruredzo (plant 
mucilage) the hair becomes soft and non-k~nky, as seen In FTIV posltlve 
people. The plant niuc~lage was used tradlt~onally for bathlng and ~t foams 
like a shampoo. When used to shampoo the halr, the h a ~ r  becomes soft and 
curly. Other terms such kacheche or rusvava (baby) are also used to refer 

- 



infected people. This refers to the fact that victims often develop frail bodies 
with very fine skin texture, like babies, and may sometimes become smaller 
in body size. The images of despair and helplessness conveyed by these 
metaphors fuel the already powerful images of stigmatization existing in the 
larger social frame (Jones 1997:409). Weight loss is yet another instance 
with regard to physical appearance metaphors with examples such as 
chisvisvina munyepfu (flesh sucker). Metaphors such as rnudonzvo 
(walhng stick) and go slow refer to the walking mode of an ill person (see 
Table Six). Skin appearance is referred to in gwembe (incurable skin 
ailn~entj, which is used to refer to skin ailments believed to be HIV/AIDS 
related. 

Conclusions 
rhls article has Identified and examlned the powerful imagery, metaphors 
and euphemsms that are used to talk about WIV/AIDS. It found that terms 
applylng to people with, or suspected of havmg, HIV/AIDS drew 
associations with promsculty, lllness, death, denial and guilt. Dormnant In 
such discourse 1s the blame assigned to people w ~ t h  HN/AIDS, and 
dssumptlons made about their sexual behaviour. Stigma 1s hlghly pervasive 

and found In various forms 
The descrlpt~on of st~grna m Z~mbabwean languages 1s by no means 

complete There is an urgent need for a ftiller and comprehensive study of 
the lmgulst~c construction of stigma in Ndebele and In Zimbabwean Engllsh. 
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reasonable behaviour, thi 
emanating from the 
eding behaviour of goats, 

1 I Lntire nation I 
hirwere isease he meaning of disease has 

hus been extended to refer P 

kukurahundi Istot-m that sweeps away the Befers to the destructive I 
1- bhuff after harvesting /nature of the disease 1 

lmukondombera plague hefers to the gravity and 1 

bupedzanyika phat wh~ch destroys the l ~ e f e r  to effect of HIV on a [ 
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mupurirapasi 

hew sero Dew sero status bhis term has to do with 1 
I k e r ~ - ~ o s l t ~ v e  status 

country !country 

A new disease modern day disease 
Abandoned homestead, scene ~TC';AII)S because ~t wlpes 

One that hlocks you down 

irus' has been extended to 
fer to the HIV virus. A 
rus that tnakes the body so 
eak that it is unable to 
ght off opportunistic 
seases that it would easily 
sist if it is not inlmuno- 

Deadly disease 

Table 2: Summary of words used to describe the physical appearance of 
people with HIVIAIDS 
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e infected are referred 
ch because they walk 

aid of a wallung stick 

Table 3: Summary of words used to describe the people thought to have 
self-inflicted HIVIAIDS 

BLOSS MEANING 
katenga stand klhe bought a plece of land: a Acquiring the disease is 

nlikened with applying for 
iece of land, when it is 
dy for building then 

akabuda 'it came out'- to 
fer to the symptoms of full 

lown AIDS once they 

ith getting into a bus, and 
hen the bus arrives bhazi 
kasvika is when death 

ematsotsi oldiers 
Akarohwa 

ight, you get beaten up by 
and similarly when 

ou wander at night, you 

omes 
sihe was beaten up by thie~es~lm~lications of wandering at 

any games I romiscuous behaviour 
Aiwanza magemu 

Iabile 4 :  W o r d s  u ~ e d  in HlL'IAlDS discnrlrae t o  descr ibe  women 

1oxnicLioris people get 

Table 5: Words cased lo refer to death and funerals 

slhe was involved in too 

EXF"RESSJ0lal 1,(3SS 
Ava inuVqartu  hc I> now In the cicpxttlre5 I---- 

contract the  virus 
'games', here refers to 

- 
r ,  to the cultiii i: ok 
i ~ g  lrinl~trlrc olits~iie n i  

house at tuner a1 u dkei - 

'I'abilc 6: Other words used in NlViAZDS discourse 
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Safe Sex or Safe Love? 
Competing Discourses within the 
Context of HIVIAIDS 

Shakila Reddy 

Introduction 
HIVIAIDS discourses have not only been successful in making people aware 
of HIV as a disease entity but have also opened up new ways of thinking 
about sex and sexuality (Harrison 2000). Furthermore, in South Africa as 
well as elsewhere, the pandemic has been the site of continuing struggles in 
the discourses of gender, sexuality, race and sexual differences. The 
discussion in this paper draws on data that was produced as part of my 
doctoral research, which explored young adults' sexual identity constructions 
within the context of FITVIAIDS (see Reddy 2003). This included an 
exploration of how young adults explore, define, negotiate and represent 
their sexual identities. 

While I am not a linguist by training, the centrality of language to 
the construction of identities, and therefore any reconstruction of limiting 
identities, became evident in the process of my research. This paper focuses 
on the discourse of love (and trust) amongst young men and young women 
and how these articulate (or not) with the discourses of safe sex. Further, I 
examine particular versions of masculinities and femininities and how these 
are constructed by language. Within the context of the HIVIAIDS pandemic, 
it is critical to understand the discursive strategies men and women use to 
reproduce, re-work or reject limiting sexual identities that lead to unsafe sex 
practices. 

Methodology and Theoretical Framework 
This area of research raises many questions regarding the relationship 
between the researcher and those that are being researched. There are 
pertinent methodological questions that need to be asked such as: how does 
one gain access to what is construed as invisible, and more specifically, to 
issues that are considered private and personal. These topics have been the 
focus of feminist research methodology (Lather and Smithies 1997). Since 
sexuai identities are often privately held, not clearly observable, and poorly 
understood by the participants themselves, a variety of methods were used to 
generate data about young adults' notions of their developing sexual 
identities within the context of HIVIAIDS. 

The discussion in this paper is based largely on data from group and 
individual interviews. A gendered approach was employed in the production 
of data: working with groups of grls; groups of boys; boys and girls together 
as well as individual gr l s  and boys. This provided opportunities for single 
sex discussions about the participants' desires, fears and anxieties in relation 
to the 'opposite sex', as well as opportunities for the girls and boys to 
confront and challenge gender stereotypes, expectations and assumptions, 
and to learn from each other about their desires, fears and anxieties. The 
process of interviewing and discussion in groups was not just about 
gathering information, but about speaking identities into being, about 
confronting and reworking limiting sexual identities, and hopefully, 
appropriating those that contribute to the participants' sexual safety. The 
participants were male and female learners in a selected co-educational state 
school in KwaZulu-Natal, South Afnca. The school is situated in a suburban 
working class area. A sample consisting of a mix of African and Indian 
learners aged between 15-19 years participated in this study. 

A poststructuralist feminist theoretical approach (Weedon 1997) 
was combined with Critical Discourse Analysis (Blornmaert and Bulcaen 
2000) to create a useful tool for meaningful analysis of the very fluid and 
contingent nature of sexual identity constn~ction. Michel Foucault (1972) 
provided the initial lead for understanding the subject through discourse 
analysis. He argues that subjects are created in discourse and cautioned that 
'discourse is not the majestically unfolding manifestation of a thinbng, 
knowing, spealung subject' (Foucault 1972: 55).  This paper attempts to offer 
an approach to the HIVIAIDS pandemic by examining the language used by 
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teenagers In creating their sexual identities, which are intimately connected 
to their sexual practices (Reddy 2003). 

Weedon's 1997) notions of poststructuralist theories of language, 
subjectivity, discourse and power seem to offer usefuI ways of understanding 
experience and relating it to social power without resorting to fixed notions 
of identity. According to Weedon (1997:21), the common factor in the 
poststructuralist approach to social organisation, social meanings, power and 
individual consciousness is language. Language is the medium in which 
actual and possible f m  of social organisation occur and where likely 
social and political consequences are defined and contested. Yet it is also the 
place where our identities and our subjectivities are constructed. Fairclough 
(2000:164) also supports the view that people live in ways that are mediated 
by discourses which construct work, family, gender (femininity, 
masculinity), sexuality and so on in particular ways, which emanate from 
experts attached to social systems and which come to them through sources 
such as the mass media. Fairclough (2000: 164) contends that contemporary 
social life is 'textually mediated' - we live our practices and identities 
through such texts. 

The principles of poststructuralist feminis~n are 'applied to all 
discursive practices to analyse how they are structured, what power relations 
they produce and reproduce, where the resistances are and where we might 
look for weak points more open to challenge and transformation' (Weedon 
1997: 132). Within this framework, I attempt to understand how young 
women position themselves within gendered linguistic performances as well 
as the discursive strategies employed by young men in their quest to sustain 
male hegemony. 

Analysis of the Data 
The findings are represented in the groupings outlined, that is, individuals 
and groups of grls; individuals and groups of boys; and girls and boys 
together. 'This is neither to essentialise nor reify categories of boys and girls 
as I look at the similarities and differences within and between these 
groupings in order to understand the complex ways in which grls and boys 
represent themselves. I also focus on the public and private language 
performances of girls and boys in order to examine the particular ways in 

which the language used in different contexts is influenced by the nature of 
the audience. In this paper, I specifically examirte the linguistic 
manifestations of young adults' conceptions of ideal relationships within the 
context of HIViAIDS and their responses are discussed below. 

Ideal Relationships: To Love a?zd Trust 
'The part~c~pants' accounts of rdeal relatlonshlps werc conspicuously 
gendered. Glrls often talked about love and trust as integral con~ponents of 
ldeal relationships. Such a framework In itself tended to make (often unsafe) 
sexual activ~ty more legtimate. Boys, on the other hand, renlalned largely 
silent about issues of love and trust. 

G ~ r l s  ' Construct~ons of Ideal Relatiorzshzps 
The des~re to love and be loved is one of the pnnclpal reasons glven by girls 
for beglnnlng a sexual relationsh~p, and it seeins that they engage in unsafe 
sexual practices and go to great lengths to prove thelr love in ways that are 
expected of them (malnly by the boys). For example 'He cav, J oil iion't love 
hlm ~f you don't sleep wlth him' (Wehle). T h ~ s  lnaiiner of constructing 

themselves in ways that meet male needs was a feature of Inany g~rls' 
articulations Even though Welile uses ~ o z t  instead of I, the itructure of this 
sentence suggests personal expenence The use of t ~ o  iiepilves suggests a 
fear of loss of love 

Gtrls often perceived unprotectecl sex A\ a bvd) ot ~ I O L  ing tile11 !ox 

for the other and of ensuring a continued rclat loi~~h~p Unprotected sex wal  
seen to be Insurance for benefits such as enzotlonai lri:inlsL\ and trust For 
example: 'lt IJ  tllought that havzng urzprotcctcci t r y  1 5  ; l t r ~  177:: coinplc~te I, l i l t  

111 yourpnrtrzer' (Rita) T h ~ s  exanlple indicates a d l r e ~ r  rci~tiomllip betneerj 
unprotected sex and conzplete trust, and that each impliei the o~hcr The 
phrase 'In your partner' suggests the second person, n l ~ l c l ~  LX as not cornman 
among girls. Women In t h ~ s  soclety rarely speak about ieaual~ty, and 
virtually never about then own sexuality and when tlicv do. it 1s donc 
halt~ngly and seldom In the first person. 

In the focus groi~p ~ ~ S C U S S I O I I S ,  some g1115 exprcqieil ieio~~iitlori 
(dnd perhapi acceptance) that boys often used prorniscs ot l o ~ e  111 ~)rdei to 
gain access to sex In the following extract the g~r i i  i i ~ i p l a ~  ,il\~ii':~c\\ fl-idr 
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girls' talk whereas the language used by boys (see Bhekl's statement 
dtscussed above) 

Many girls a150 expressed concern about the negative connotations 
of lntroduclng condom-use Into a relationship, srnce ~t not only suggested 
dlstrust In the sexual partner, but also suggested that they (the grls) Iiave 
been promiscuous For instance, there was the cornlent: ' You can't mentzon 
condoms, he will thznk you sleep around' (Jenny). Once agaxn, the s~lences to 
whlch the girls are subjected tndicate the ~mportance of what boys th~nk and 
expect. 

Boys ' Constructzons of Ideal Relatlonshzps 
Boys tended to be very s~lent on Issues of love. When they dld mentlon ~t 
they mainly talked about love as b e ~ n g  somethmg that g~r ls  were ~nterested 
In. Boys talked about feellngs t r ~  terms of physlcal contact, for example: 
'They (boys) want 'flesh to flesh ' so that they can feel what thew partners 
jeel for thein' (Bhelu) 

717e first 'feel' refers to (boys') physlcal contact and the second 
feel' refers to (girls') eniotional response. Thls 1s related to the tssue that for 
rnany boys, having a partner IS often associated w ~ t h  access to sexual 
pleasure For example, one of the reasons that was glven for having a 
girlfriend 'Theyfeel lonely and get horny and they want to get i t  on' (R~shl). 
Were sexual activity is explained through the use of a trendy phrase, get ~t 
on, as a way to cure loneliness 

L lngu~stically what is lnterest~ng 1s that while males are percelved as 
the ones wtth power, the use of the thlrd person plural pronoun they also 
reflects tlie~r inab~l~ty  to speak dlrectly about the Issue. The silence 1s 
therefore not just relegated to females but to males as well and that the two 
groups have difkrent strategies to cope w ~ t l ~  the Issue. 

Some boys expressed resentment at g~rlfrxends' expectations of 
attention and affection They felt that being associated with one g r l  was 
damagng to thelr masculine reputation For example. 

Shakila: Do you have girlJi.ietld.s.? 
Alan: Yes, girlfriends. We can't be tied to one girl and she wants to be with 
you twenty-four- seven. You can't be with  he guys and.. . 

Shane: Sonletlmes g1rl.s lrke to show other girls that they own you and stu$ 
You have to he wlth her and hang around at lunchtlnze and ajter 
school. (Excerpt 3 )  

While girls are often treated as conunodities, as reflected in the language 
used by boys (e.g., 'as we get bigger we have certain r1ccd.s szicil as sex, so by 
lluvirlg a girlfriend, we can obtain these riceds' (Jay), Shane indicates that he 
does not like to be owned. He uses the plural we, which the boys frequently 
did in the presence of other boys, suggesting a conmon experience. When I 
enquired about differences among boys, Sibusiso said, 'O.K. Some. There 
are some boys who are caring and patient'. The slow O.K. and the 
qualification some suggested that this was a reluctant adnlission about 
something that boys are not proud about. 

It was evident that context is an inlportant sociolinguistic variable 
that may help explain changes in speech patterns. This was demonstrated by 
the strilungly different statements produced by il~dividuai boys in the group 
and in private. In private, some boys mentioned that love is important, but 
that it is not a good idea to declare your love for someone. Stereotypically 
for boys, declaring love is regarded as showing weakness while receivirlg 
love is regarded as a show of strength. Having their declarat~otl of love 
rejected was a concern, for example: '@'you tell a girl that you love her, size 
mc~y Inugh at you i t r lc i  tell all her fl-icnds and everyone will c,ome to know 
that anti the orher bo.y.7 ~ i ' i l l  nzakefurz r!f'you.' This adn~issioil of 'weakness' 
was not a feature of group discussions. The manner in which they expressed 
thei~lselves in-group situations indicaled their understanding that boys' 
relationships should be about 'sex' and not 'love'. However In private, they 
adnlitted to emotion and expressed a fear of rejection. These d~ssoilailt 
public and private verbal performances were very prevalent in boys' 
articulations about feelings and love. 

Girls and Boys ' Coizstructions of Ideal Relationships 
In the mixed sex settings, some gr l s  continued to talk about love and trust, 
and notions of ideal relationships, which made sexual relationships safe. 
This idea was challenged by other girls, while the boys renlained largely 
silent about the possibilities of being affected by 'love'. Instead they were 
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concerned with projecting masculine characteristics, as emerged in their 
discussion of sexual technique. 

Mbuso: Yes, you must practice. 
Nelisiwe: Why do you need practice'? It's (sex) something within you. You 
should know how to do it without any practice. 
Smanga: Let's say you never had sex then you would be with your w f e  who 
has done it then that will be aproblein when she has to teach you. 
Mbuso: That's very embarrassing. 
Nelisiwe: No, it isn 't. 
Mbuso: It is, it is. 
Nelisiwe: You shouldn't be embarrassed if you love someone, you should be 
able to do anything with them (Excerpt 4). 

In t h s  discussion it was clear that both boys and girls agreed that it was boys 
who should take charge of sexual activity and should therefore be 
experienced and knowledgeable about it. Smanga indicates that if it were the 
woman partner who had experience in and knowledge about sex, it would be 
a problem. Nelisiwe challenges this idea, but her main counterargument is 
that love is a solution to any problem in a relationship. Her contradicto~y and 
confusing constructions are also evident in her response that it's (sex) 
something within you. This shows that she shared the view that boys are 
expected (.slzoulil kno1.1') to be innately (so?netlzing within you) knowledgable 
about sex. 

In mixed sex interviews, some boys challenged the traditional 
notions of power within relations. Consider the following extract: 

Lucky: 0tte thingjbr sure, I won't be jbrcejul. 
Themba: There are two dfferent kinds of 'no'. There is 'no' with a srnile in 
it and there's a strorlg 'no '. 
Lucky: 'No ' is 'no ' atzyti~ne (Excerpt 5).  

In this conversation Themba displayed a fairly common male view that gr l s  
who say 'no' (to sex) do not necessarily mean 'no', and that presumably he 
would be able distinguish between the two kinds of 'no'. Lucky, on the other 
hand, challenged this view within this mixed group setting, demonstrating 

that there were differing ideologies between the two. Interestingly, his 
discussions within boys' only groups were vastly different. On those 
occasions he either agreed with or reinforced dominant n~asculine 
constructions. 

Discussion 
The data presented in this paper suggest that that the language of young men 
and women positioned them within dominant versions of masculinity and 
femininity. It is evident in the language used by the grls  that they 
experienced inxnense pressure to conform to aspects of traditional 
femininity which include: appearing sexually unknowing, aspiring to an 
ideal relationship, being trusting and loving and making men happy. The 
language used by the boys suggested that they also experienced pressure to 
conform to aspects of masculinity, whch included having multiple 
grlfriends, having sexual knowledge and prowess and distancing themselves 
from 'feminine' interests such as 'love'. In the following sections I discuss 
the implications of these dominant discourses of love for safer sex practices. 

Safe Love or Safe Sex? 
The girls articulate a powerful discourse of romantic love, along with the 
promises that acconlpany it. The language used by the grls  suggests that the 
need to love and be loved is a powerful determinant of the extent to which 
they are prepared to assert or compromise their agency in a relationship. 
These findings add to the existing research, which suggests that teenage girls 
link sexual activity with love, and love is a legtimate reason for sex. 
According to Lees (1993), the 'legitimacy' of love is precisely its role in 
steering female sexuality into the only 'safe' place for its expression. The 
boys, on the other hand, recognizing the significance of love in the lives of 
the girls, mainly used promises of love to gain access to sexual satisfaction. 

The manner in which the participants (especially girls) talk about 
love further conlplicates their notions of sexuality, in that 'love', which is 
closely tied to 'trust', in itself makes sexual practice safe and pure. 
Following on this, risk is then assessed in terms of love and trust for a 
partner. As a result, demanding condom-use, for example, undermines those 
constructions of love and trust. It is clear that when sex is constructed in 
terms of trust, romance or love, sexual safety becomes a contradictory 



pt aci~ce i'iii. liln~:iiiis~ 0 1  rl ie i ; ~  1' ii':ggct.t" that therr expertcnces of 
ic~ildi!ty art: ~ i o i r  ly tied to the competing discourses of roi-ilant~c love and 
iekudi idiely hc~il~i. girls and boys ~n~rnrpuiate the knowledge they hate  
dbo~it safe sex to rat~o~ldiise therr risky behavio~lr and explam why safer sex 
is not necessary for ttieni Posil~oning themelves withlu patrrarchal verslons 
of fem~n~nlty t h a ~  d~sdlioweci female deslre, the g~r l s  orten talk about the 
need to satisb thwr loved ones, ratller than about their own needs or des~res, 
or &hat they l\liow to be unsafe Boys, on the other hand, talk about 
satlsl'act~on (sexrtai and otherwise) as bang  their right. 

Publ~c nrzd Pvlvnte Langz~agc ofLove 
The language these yo~ing people used to construct their sexual identitles 112 

relat~on to love dnd 5afe schx different in the d~fferent groupings (see 
sect~on on methodology dnd theoretical framework) The h d ~ n g s  of thls 
study draws attention to three important sociol~ngulstrc variables, namely, 
part~cipants, topic and settrng The dissonances between pr~vate and public 
ianpage were more resounding In the accounts of the boys than the g~r l s  
Through a poststrucrurdl fetn~ri~si lens, the issue5 of power and ~deology 
beco~lle clear 111 the reportage of the boys, w111ch displayed more 
1nconslstenLles thari that o f  thc pi is  

Love 1s an Imporrant factor through whtch the girls understand tllelr 
seiudlity Conforming tc, do~nlnant verslons of fernlninlty, for many girl\ 
there was a ~ l o i e  ~ o n n c i t ~ o n  between love and sew, and '\ex' was 
uilderstood ds 'making iove', ~ h ~ l c  for thc boys, talking about (eve is 
embd~rabi~ng 7hi i  I \  not surplislng In d society that ,rssoc~ates 'soii' 
~motioiii ~vlth g1115 dnd 'agg~esilve' cnlotlons with boys 'Love' is not part 
of thc boys' disc~i\jion5 about \ex, ekcept when they talk about pronnslng 
lakc to gatn accesi to iex They understand 'love' to be someth~ng that 
occupies tile nllnds of girls, and ddrlllt to ~nan~pulating this knowledge for 
tile11 own purposes Pos~tic:n~~~g themselves witlllil do11111lant verslons or 
masiultnity, the boys 1;irgeiy distance themselves from being interested 111 

iove, otherwise i t  would nlean that they are 'soft' and 'weak' and they could 
bc hurt and rejected by gills Ihrs loss of power is inconsistent with the 
pertori~lances of hegeil~onic masculin~ty of the ~llajority of the boys. Falltng 
in love makes boys vulnerable, and it seems that achieving successful 
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masculinity puts them under pressure to mask the vulnerability associated 
with loving, caring or any characteristics usually associated with girls. 
Some of the boys, especially in private discussions, revealed conflict 
between how they really felt and masculine performances that were expected 
from them (from other boys as well as from grls). Away from their peers, 
some boys say that love and emotional pain is a feature of their lives as well, 
but in conforming to hegemonic masculinities, they neither acknowledge, 
nor display these 'feminine' characteristics. Boys also appeared to be more 
sensitive in mixed-sex discussion groups. Since the girls, in their 
construction of ideal partners, indicated that they value sensitivity and some 
of those 'feminine' characteristics that boys often mask, it is possible that 
the boys who were aware of this displayed more sensitivity and appeared 
less macho in mixed-sex group interactions than in boys-only groups. 

McLeod (1999) explores the idea that because love is considered to 
belong in the private realm and is not to be spoken about, it is women's 
business, whereas men's business lies in the public realm. She contends that 
sexuality education must at least examine the constitutive effects of 
maintaining the silence about the discourse of love, and that ideally, students 
should be given the chance to examine talk about the profound tensions 
between safer sex practices and the discourse of love. 

Conclusion 
The language practices used by these young men and young women in 
constructing their sexual identities affords some insight into the monitoring 
and regulation involved in maintaining the genderlsexual order. It became 
clear from the language used by the girls and the boys that they variously 
attempt to challenge as well as to reinforce dominant gender relations. For 
women to negotiate safer sex practices with their male partners would 
require questioning the traditional basis of sexual activity, where men 
usually determined how and when sexual activity took place. In trying to 
adhere to certain stereotypical assumptions about being masculine, many 
boys attempt to project the required image. However, a closer analysis of the 
language they use to communicate this image reveals certain inconsistencies 
between the 'perceived' and the 'real'. This raises serious questions. So, 
instead of merely understanding language to reflect identity it is more useful 
to understand language as contributing to identity constniction, where 



langiage 1s not only the expression of unlque identlty but constructs the 
indlvldual'5 identity under soc~ally gven cond~tlons, w l c h  lnclude 
structures of power and soc~dl cond~tlons, ~nst~tut~onal  constra~nts and 
possib~littes as bell as !he avalldble cultural codes 7111s opens up spaces for 
ident~tlcs to be soc~ollng~ustically chdllenged and reconstituted to effect 
transfom~at~on 

The h f t l n g  nature of the lan~aage practices of these young adults 1s 
dcternllned by structurdi ~ntluences, dnd the extent to wh~ch they are free 
and respons~blc agent5 ~ i le  ev~dent 111 their different performances to 
different aud~ences It is clear that the conventional sexual scripting that 
10u1ig adults receive In our soc~ety (such as, 'Vust say 'No' to sex") needs to 
be challenged tllrcctly It 1s 1rnport;int that the langaage of HIVIAIDS 
interventions art~culate with the reallt~es of young adults, taklng Into account 
thc social confirvon\ and contradlctlons Ihe dornlnant language offers 
young nien dnd women Iirntt~ng gender ~ d e n t ~ t ~ e s  wh~ch are often contrary to 
their sexual safety, especially within the context of the HIVtAIDS pandemic. 
Thls study suggests that young wonien and nlen have llrmted access to 
alternat~ve ways of nioblllzlng language. It is necessary to provlde forums 
nrhere they can leml neu7 ways of constnlctlng and speaking about thelr 
ernotlondl and sexual interests 

School of Educat~onal Studies 
lJn~verslty of Kwa-Zulu Natal 
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'It's a matter of trust': 
Young People in South Africa and the 
Discourse of HIV/AIDS Prevention 

Priya Narismulu 

Introduction 
This article exanllnes how young people are talk~ng to each other about 
HIV/,.VDS and how they tackle related challenges of agency. The artrcle 
attempts to do thts on three levels. Flrstly, ~t draws on a research project 
conducted by unrverslty students, who exam~ned how young people are 
speaklng to the~r  close friends and rnt~rnates about IIIVIAIDS. The purpose 
of the research pro~ect was to examne the communlcatlve challenges young 
people face, and to understand, from their d~scourse, how they are 
developing their capac~ty to deal wlth the cnsns. Secondly, the article 
examines what reflexlve roles young people are playing as emergmg 
~ntellectuals and leaders in the HIVIAIDS cnsis, and what they can do to 
tackle linguistic pract~ces, att~tudes and behavlour. Th~rdIy, as part of the 
research has been based on work done w ~ t h  and by students as part of a class 
project In the module Language and Power, the art~cle also engages 
reflex~veiy wlth the issues of curriculum development wh11e documenting a 
method for research and pedagog~cal ~ntervent~on'. 

HIV/AIDS and Linguistic Constructions of Self and Identity 
One of the key issues underp~nnlng thls research IS the questlon of what does 

' The first verslon of this paper was presented at the 21St World Coogress of 
the World Federation of Modem Language Assoc~at~ons at Rand Afnkaans 
IJnlvers~ty In Johannesburg (2-5 July 2003). 

HIVIAIDS have to do with linguistic constructions of the self and identity? 
Mestlxie and Tabouret-Keller (200 1 : 165) make the point that speech and 
language are often associated with life itself. This is both an encouragement 
and a challenge to language practitioners working in the area of HIVIAlDS 
prevention, for the ability of people to protect themselves against the virus 
seems to be closely related to social and personal empowerment. This 
includes the empowered use of language. 11: their work on the relationship 
between identity and language, the researchers reiterate Tabouret-Keller's 
argument about 'the concrete physiological basis that makes speaking seen: a 
part of one's being', and go on to refer to Le Page and Tabouret-Keller's 
Projection Model, which construes 'linguistic behaviour as "a series of acts 
of identity in which people reveal both thels personal identity and search for 
social roles"' (Mesthne & Tabouret-Keller 2001 : 167). This poststnlcturalist 
approach to understanding linguistic behaviour has particular value for 
HIV/AIDS research for it treats identity and language use as being neither 
fixed nor determined but fluid and open to innovation. This is consonant 
with the tendency of young people to experiment with identity in the 
development of their social roles. 

The Learning Context 
As the HIVIAIDS project represents the culmination of the 50-lecture 
second level module, a brief outline is offered to clarify the pedagogic and 
historical context. I have been teaching Language and Power in the English 
department since 1991, and have focused on the generative roles young 
people may play as emergng public intellectuals. With the creation of the 
School of Languages and Literature in 2000, Language and Power moved to 
the newly-constituted discipline of Sociolinguistics and from level three to 
level two, as it served as the interdisciplinary programme core module (along 
with Language and Gender, which was created for level three). 

Language and Power has focused on HIVIAIDS since 1997 
(Narisn~ulu 1999% 1999b, 2001, 2003a, 2003b). This is an interactive 
module that begins by examining how identity is constructed in the family, 
in society, by individuals, and by subcultures. Through a focus on concepts 
such as woman-man, mother-father and the individual, the subjectivity of the 
self and its relation to the other is examined. This is used as the basis for 
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deconstructrng the assuniptions and stereotypes that tend to occur in the 
developnieiit of race, ethnrc, gender, class and natronal identities. Attention 
1s gven to intelleciual discursive pract~ces (eg., Falrclough, 1989, 1992, 
Bourdleu 1994, Mesthrie 2000, Kress 2001) throughout the module, and 
particular considerat~on is gven to the historical and social ~r~equalities that 
infi,nn voicing and sllence Students are also Introduced to the challenges 
facing the languages of South Africa and other countries on the continent, 
and t h ~ s  is done through the textbook AJrzcan I%lceLc (Webb and Kembo- 
Sure 2000) The last third of the ~nodrlle 15 spent on a key d~scursive and 
developmel~t challenge, arld tn recent years t h ~ s  has lnvolved a focus on 
HIVIAIDS 

The Students 
In 2003 the project was developed from the outset wlth the students. There 
weIe 47 students in the class, most of them aged about nineteen, and about a 
third In their twenties, with a few in thetr early thirties. There were 42 South 
Afr~carls, conlprIslng elgltteen African women, eighteen Indian women, one 
C O I O L I I L C I  L ~ O I T I ~ ~ ,  three African men and two Indian men. 'l'here were five 
,tudrnt\ from other co~~ntries two wornen came froin Swuiland, one black 
a d  oilc Coloured; two women were from the Un~ted States, one African- 
American and the other white; and there was an Afncan woman froni 
Malawi 

While the fore ip  students tended to be middle class, of the South 
Afrlcans about 70% were nork~iig class and 30% middle class. About 60% 
of working class students were Africans, while the middle class students 
tended to coniprlsc simliar nunibers of African and mlnor ity students These 
characteri7ations are subject to lnterpretlve error as I do not Inquire about 
the personal data ot ~ndlvidual students. However, In a module that deals 
utth ~dentltj constructs students tend to ~den t~ fy  themselves whlle tackllng 
questions about subject position 

i 

i 

The Rationale for the HIVIAIDS Project i 
E The focus on HIVIAIDS was driven prilnar~ly by the situation that although 
1 language is key to communication and HIVIAIDS is a communicable disease i 

very little is understood about how language is being used as people deal 
with the epidemic. It was also influenced by concerns about the prevalence 
of HIV infection among young people, the way in which they are responding 
to the epidemic, and their level of involvement in HW prevetitlon: 

Nearly half of all HIV infections occur in men and women younger 
than 25 years, and, in many developing countries, data indicate that 
up to 60 percent of all new HIV infections are among 15- to 24-year- 
olds (UNAIDSIWHO 1998; UNAIDS 2004). 

* The CASE National Survey of Youth indicates that the fact young 
people have information about HIVIAIDS does not seem to be 
sufficient to protect them from the virus: 'there is no direct 
relationship between personal experience and knowledge of 
HIVIAIDS on the one hand, and the measures taken to identify and 
fight it on the other hand. Beliefs about the disease seem to be at 
odds with personal experience' (www.case.org.za~htm/yo2000.htm) 

* Strateges for dealing with the epidemic generally disregard young 
people (UNICEF 2002). 

Given that young people are the group most affected by HNIAIDS and key 
to addressing the epidemic, the research project was initiated in an attempt to 
understand how young people are using language in relation to the crisis. 
Further, given that the state is struggling to discharge its responsibilities, it is 
necessary to work out what members of civil society can do to help 
themselves. It is also important to understand what young people need to 
develop as they are well located to intervene in the process. As the group 
most affected it is in their interests to develop skills and strateges for 
dealing with HIVIAIDS. 

It was important to choose an issue that would engage students' 
interest in language and illustrate the sociolinguistic and intellectual value 
and applications of the discipline. For all the personal and social trauma that 
HIVIAIDS can wreak, it can also be used as an opportunity for education 
and empowerment in areas such as gender relations. The topic of HIVIAIDS 
may be used to raise students' awareness of their capacity and potential for 
addressing major social and linguistic challenges. It can also be used to 
explore the value of linguistic attentiveness in addressing social challenges 
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and, in an engaged way, to attend to the 'social' in language teaching and 
research. 

The focus on IIIVIAIDS has helped to bring together and reinforce 
other foci of the syllabus, such as identity constructions, gender relations, 
and the deconstruction of stereotypes. The approach that is used in this study 
examines how language about the self can be deployed in constructive, 
assertive and creative ways. The HIVIAIDS project was also useful to 
illustrate the equal value of all South African languages in a very immediate 
way In that students with a command of several South African languages 
have been able to gather and analyze data from a wider and more 
representative range of subjects. In this way students recognize the urgent 
need to develop all lexicons in order to tacklc this social challenge 
effectively. Such a project also enables the use of the classroom to teach 
Humanities students how to become involved in community work. Much of 
the approach to handling the project was informed by the philosophy and 
methodology of action research (McNiff, 1988; MacIntyre 2000), which 
enables one to achieve understanding and social change at the same time. 
The methods of action research were used and they were useful for teaching 
basic research methods, asking in-depth questions about agency, and 
rehearsing the theoretical, conceptual and cognitive skills taught earlier in 
the course. Barbara Jolnstone's book Qualitative Methods in 
Sociolinguistics (2000) was used to help locate the methods of action 
research in sociolinguistic approaches. 

The HIVJAIDS Project 
Establlshzng the Focus of the Research 
The focus of the students' research was on the ways In wh~ch young people 
are c,peaklng to their close friends and intimates about HIVIAIDS and, more 
reflexively, on the roles young people are playing as emerging intellectuals 
and leaders. I began by asking the class if they would discuss what their 
peers were saying about deallng with HIVIAIDS in their persor~al and 
rntiilzate relationships and many students nude the comments 'noth~ng' or 
'very little' to describe what their peers were saying. Asked why this is the 
case there was broad agreement among the students that the issue was 'too 
personal'. Many students responded to the silence that seems to surround 

HIVtAIDS by feeling discouraged koin pursuing this line of research while. 
a smaller number (about twenty per cent) of the students conversely argued 
that the silences justified the need for research. One student made the 
following argument: 'Well, we know it's difficult to talk about race and 
gender, but we also know that that doesn't mean we shooid just cave in.' 'The 
way in which her argument coinbi~ied the interactiorral filnctions with the 
transactional functions of language served to clinch the debate. The student's 
repeated use of the plural persorlal pronoun sigi~aled solidarity with the class 
as a conununity (Pennebaker, Mehl, Niederhoffer 2003:24) even as she 
expressed disagreement with n~ost people in the class. Her choice of 
language was strengthened by her reference to the work done earlier in the 
module, which reminded her fellow students that they already had some 
experience in dealing with such challenges. This speech act reflects the 
'close links between the concept of conmiunity and the linguistic realizations 
of a strategc behaviour' (1fiigo-~ora 2004:48). 

Through further reflective discussions about the behaviour of their 
friends, many students pointed out that although young people know how 
HIV is transmitted, they seem to find it difficult to change the behavior that 
puts them at risk. It was interesting that this seerned to bear out the results of 
the CASE survey (2000) and I encouraged this line of research wlthout 
telling students about the survey at this stage of the project, so as not to 
influence their findings. The class decided that the point of the project was 
to understand how young people talk to each other about sex, disease and 
death. 

Prepnrzng for the Jntervrews 
As the students were not certaln how to turn these Ideas into a research 
project I suggested that they use the interview iiietliod, bascd on open-ended 
questions (Johnstone 2000) to gather data on horn young people talk to each 
other. After more discussion, i t  became clear that the itudents were finding lt 
difficult to work out ways to get strangers (let alone fliends) to talk to them 
frankly about HIVIAITIS. The World Health Orpaiiisat~on use\ a method of 
dealing with sensitive issues by asking intenlewees questions that ale not 
about the~r ow11 behawour but about the~r fnends (Stlmson et a1 2001) 1 
suggested that students try this strategy We declded that each student would 
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~nterview at least three young people, who would be randomly selected. It 
took a few per~ods to work through posslble questions and evaluate 
coinbinations thar were tested through p~lot  ~ntervlews. Eventually the 
follow~ng con~b~nation of questions was developed to elic~t responses that 
offer an indicatlori of young peoples discursive responses to HIVIAIDS: 

1 Would an HI'++ frle~ici inform other fr~ends 111 your circle of hislher status, 
and why" 
2. Are any of your friends engaging 111 casual and unsafe sex, and why? 
3 Do any of your friends th~nk the~r partnerls are worth dyillg for, and why? 

The class then had the task of formulat~ng the assignment quest~oil, w111ch 
marly found dauntlng Renunded that 1,anguage and Power is about tlle~r 
own enipowemlent, they worked through poss~ble questions, and eventually 
their confidence was boosted by the franxng quest~on that they developed. 
Are young people respond~ng to the challenges of IiIVIAIDS7. dn 
exarmnatlon of lanpage and behaviour. The process also helped the students 
focus on key issues In thctr challenging project. T h ~ s  approach is part of a 
transformat~ve pedagohy (eg , Hope and 'Tinunel 2002), which 1s necessary 
to strengthen leamlng and tllterventlon 111 t h ~ s  urgent social problem. 

In l ~ n e  with one ot the module's sub-themes of falr exchange, the 
class was encouraged to use the lntervlews to do more than gather data 
After each Interview students could, for example, share relevant information 
about discurs~ve qtrategles for exercising personal and soc~al agency The 
student5 mere enthuslastlc about t h ~ s  and paid closer attent~on to the 
~nfonnat~on they had on I-II'IIIAIDS. Some shared  info^ mation they had 
collected from the Internet, magannes, the press, cl~nics and agencles The 
students were much inorc rnoi~vated to develop their knowledge when tllelr 
tasks tnvolved nlteractrve communication, and many drew sk~llfully on thrs 
process to answer an examination question ,lt the end of the semester 

Fzndzngs and Arznlyses 
The interviews were conducted mostly with tert~ary students from the 
Westville and nearby campuses, but also included some young people who 
are either at school, work~ng, or look~ng for work. Dur~ng the interviews the 
students recorded the answers to all questions. collated then data, selected 

the ~nformat~on relevant to their project, and drafted their arguments in the 
form of essays that were d~scussed in class. In t h ~ s  way they honed their 
analytical and wnting slulls, and I collected each draft for marlung and 
accrediting. 

The students reported ~nterest~ng responses to the questions 

Although the class had been urged not to ask ~nterv~ewees to speak about 
the~r own lives, some rntervlewees, of their own accord, responded to the 
questions in the first person. Other interviewees began the~r answers by 
spealung about their frlends and then went on to talk about themselves The 
reason for this could be e~ther  that they thought that the th~rd-person form of 
the quest~on was malnly a matter of diplomacy, or that young people have a 
presslng need to communicate (under condlt~ons of anonymity) about the 
subject of HIVIAIDS. 

111s seemed to be the case In the responses even to the first question 
(Would an HIV+ friend ~nform other fnendslpartner of the~r status, and 
why). It was interesting that many of the interv~ewees were reported to have 
imrned~ately or gradually answered the in~tial questlon in the first person, 
statlng qulte categorically as one did that she would 'definitely not reveal her 
EIW+ status to her close fr~ends [because she] did not trust them to deal w~th  
~t well' The emotive content of the subject and the tenslon generated by the 
soc~al/psycholog~cal contradiction (that a person feels unable to trust close 
fnends wlth such ~nformat~on) seems to clanfy why many ~nterviewees 
chose not to remaln in the more distanced zone of the th~rd person that the 
lntervlewers offered. Such unsol~c~ted direct involvement in the responses 
early In the ~nterv~ew may be an ~nd~ca to r  that the intervlewees felt able to 
speak freely. Or it may ~ndlcate the scale of the contradiction that moved 
them to respond quite Intensely in the first person 

One ~nterv~ewee addressed fears that were present but less exphc~t In 
other rntervlewees' responses: 'If 11 were me I would be so afraid of 
condemnation from my friends. To be honest, ~f my best fnend told me she 
had HIV I would feel uncomfortable around her'. 

The language of thls interviewee ~nd~cates  the extent to which 
people feel blocked on the question of HIVIAIDS. It 1s ~nteresting that t h ~ s  
interv~ewee decided to respond to the questlon at a personal level ('If it were 
me') and w ~ t h  an emphas~s on candour ('to be honest') at the same tlme as 
she chose a hypothetical formulation that served to distance her What she 
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goes on to express 1s even more Interesting. The word 'afrald' IS unexpected 
and not nornlally used m relation to frlends, and thls suggests the depth of 
the social crls~s generated by I-IIVIAIDS. That the word 1s qualified by the 
use of the word 'so' niakes ~t even more curious and suggests the extent of 
the fear of condemnation What is most curlous IS that the speaker expects to 
be condemned by people who are herfvrendc, and the unexpected adjective 
'afrald' suggests the extent of condernnation that can be expected from 
people who are not Sr~ends But before the listener can process that deeply 
anomalous 5taten1ent the speaker follows ~t up wlth an even more stnk~ng 
confidence that seems to parallel the first sentence (m the repetition of the 
condltlonal ' i f )  but which completely abandons the cautious d~stance that ~t 

establishes ln thls statement the speaker refers to her own response to news 
of lnfect~on Gom not just any frlend but from 'my best frlend'. The structure 
and frankness of the respondent's statements offer an ~ndlcat~on the extent to 
w111ch people are socially dernobil~zed by the virus and how their responses 
to it are informed by fears that are not rattonal but all too human. 

It seems that young people who are involved in fnendly peer 
networks tee1 blocked in their social expression by fear of reject~on. Fear of 
belng infected seems to be so powerful that it produces judgements and 
sllences that destroy the poss~bll~ty of empathy or shanng. This quotat~on 
thls seems to be the case even among friends who have lived m this regon 
that has been so badly affected by HIVJAIDS, who have recelved HIVIAIDS 
educat~on at school, who have been exposed to the advert~slng and know that 
th~s 1s not a d~sease that 1s normally cornmun~cable between fr~ends. 

It appears that publlc educat~on about HIViAIDS IS not addressing 
the deep cnsis young people are experlenclng, and that comnlun~cat~on about 
this subject is stymied even In close friendships. Most of the student- 
researchers who examlned the issue showed awareness of the disjuncture 
between what is publlcly articulated and the pnvate fears that force people 
into silence One qtudent expressed the contradict~ori as follows. 'HIVIAIDS 
seems to have a public and a pr~vate face The publlc face has all the nght 
lnformatlon and can talk about ~t rat~onally whlle the private face fears the 
virus and anyone infected w ~ t h  ~ t ' .  This neat juxtaposition captures the fact 
that this Derrldean blnary (Dernda 1981) does not reflect opposites (that 
more or less balance each other) so much as a cornmunlcation pathology, 
skewed towards the hegemony of silence. 

Many students found that silence also seems to characterize intimate 
relationships. These students reported that young people seem to be 
experiencing a communication crisis, with one student arguing that: 'HTV is 
often contracted in the context of intimate relationships yet that is where the 
most silence is. Partners do not talk about it7. Such an analysis is alert to the 
fact that close relationships by definition involve close communication. The 
analysis renders the social contradiction and the norm it violates through an 
ironic balancing of the two halves of the first sentence. The argument made 
by this student was supported by other students who also made ironic 
observations such as 'The silence around HIVJAIDS is deafening', while 
also recording that their interviewees were reporting (in response to the 
second question) that many of their friends engage in casual and unprotected 
sex. There were many explanations for the silence. Some of the students who 
take another module, Language on Gender, drew on a reading by Carole 
Boyce Davies and 'Molara Ogundipe-Leslie (1995) to suggest that the 
reasons women seem to be without speech is the result of patriarchal control 
of language and relationships, that women have been raised to believe that 
they should be silent and accept subordinate social roles, that there are 
concerns with being characterized as difficult or having loose morals, and 
that there is fear of violence. 

The students reported that most of their interviewees who chose to 
answer the questions (either partly or fully) in the first person were shocked 
by the third question (Is the partner worth dying for, and why) because 'they 
had not thought of [the issue] in that way'. The students reported on this 
response with some satisfaction, believing that the question had been 
enlightening for their interviewees, even though many interviewees went on 
to say that they loved their partners and were willing to die for them. On 
analysing this finding, many students felt that despite the responses, the 
question would 'make them think'. Another student took a less optimistic 
line of argument, concluding that: 'It seems that once young people enter 
relationships they feel obliged to risk their lives'. There seems to be a clash 
between the discourse of ronmce and the safe sex messages. Whether or not 
many young people are aware of this contradiction is not clear, what is clear 
is that it is not being addressed between friends or partners. It seems that as 
young people do not talk about their emotions and HIV/AIDS among their 
friends or partners, they do not get a chance to articulate the contradictions, 
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much less reflect on what they can do about them, either individually or as a 
group. What seems to be emergng from the research of the students is that 
the discourse of romance seems to have a more powerful impact on young 
people's behaviour than the illore overt discourse of safe sex. 

Several students made the observation that, of the women who were 
prepared to speak openly about their own lives, many reported 'being in 
sexual relationships that do not allow the use of a condom'. The words 'do 
not allow' signify the operations of patriarchal control and contradict the 
fact that this generation has grown up under a constitution that recognizes 
gender equality. Many women interviewees reported not being able to talk 
about the use of condoms with their partners. This adds weight to Strebel's 
observation that owing to their positioning 'in discourses of gendered power 
relations', these women seem to be 'dependent on men, lacking control over 
their lives, and so unable to insist on condom use, abstinence or monogamy 
of male partners' (1997: 116). This seemed to be quite a pervasive subject 
position for women even as many were expressing awareness that their 
partners engage in unprotected sex with other people. Clearly some of the 
silences that surround romantic love, sexual behaviour and HIV have their 
roots in the asymmetrical power relations that accompany patriarchal 
dispensations of power. One student drew on work that was done on 
stereotyping and Denidean dichotomies earlier in the module to make the 
observation that: 

Stereotyping seems to play a big role in HIVIAIDS transmission: 
men try to act macho and value having many partners while women 
have no say in negotiating condom use and feel that their partner 
will leave them if they insist .... [Mlany know that their partners are 
unfaithful to them and do not seem to be able to talk to them about it 
[condom use] or to leave them. 

The qualified nature of this analysis is apparent in words such as 'seems,' 
'try,' 'feel,' and 'do not seem able' and as the analyst addresses various 
stereotypes about men and women but keeps a cautious distance from them, 
at both the macro- and micro- levels of the analysis. There are two 
unqualified statements pertaining to women who 'have no say in negotiating 
condom use' and who 'know that their partners are unfaithful' and these 

occur along with the conditional '[women] feel that their partner will leave 
them ~f they insist'. Through such juxtapositions the statements challenge 
various assumptions to suggest that while stereotypical men may have 
agency in heterosexual relationships, women cannot simply be stereotyped 
as being bereft of agency or language 

Equally ~nteresting among women and men iiltentiewees who 
answered the second question In the third person, was the revelation that 
their men and women friends who had a steady partner were also engagng 111 
casual and unprotected sex with other people Dealing with this finding, 
several students drew conclusions along the lines that responding with 
empowered behavlour (whch Includes assertive lan~aage) to the challenges 
of HIVIAIDS appears to be closely l~nked to levels of self esteem and 
interpersonal negotiating skills. Some students suggested that what seeins to 
be rmsslng in the d~scourse of young people, particularly women but also 
men, is the ability to speak and act assertively on their interests and nghts as 
people expressing themselves sexually in the context of the epidemic 
Women and men's ability to take responslbil~ty for safe sex seems to be 
curtailed by the ways in which men are able to exerclse power in 
heterosexual relat~onships. It seems that even though the young urban 
people, who were the subjects of most of the interviews, are falrly well 
informed about HNIAIDS, there is a gap between knowledge and behavlour, 
and awareness and action. This suggests that consciousness and its most 
overt and effective mstrument, language, is centrally involved in the spread 
of the HIVIAIDS epidemc. Students argued that what compounds this 
challenge is the existence of a culture of denial that seems to pervade, 'to the 
extent that the person denies that s h e  can get infected, or that the virus 
exists3. Some students tried to analyse the vanous ways in which their 
intervnewees were denying reality, and a few challenged the conventions of 
disavowal that accompany the culture of silence 

What was equally interesting in the students' findings was that 
several women and men who said that they were wllllng to die for their 
partners also indicated that they andor thelr partners were engaging in 
casual sex with others. Alerted to this issue dunng the testing of the initial 
questions, some students probed the issue further. They recorded that 
interviewees expressed no emotions about partners engaglng in other sexual 
liaisons while placing them at risk by insisting on sex without condoms 
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Perhaps these are cases of the most abject s~lence or reslgnatlon, The 
students ~dentified other contrad~ctlons In thelr ~nterv~ewees' responses to 
the different ques t~o :~~ ,  such as people who adnutted to shunnlng fr~ends 
with HW whlie at the same time pait~cipat~ng in sexaal relaiionsliips that 
placed them at r ~ s k  o i  contracr~ng the virus. 

So man) report i;alrng ?ca?ified if d frrend drsciost-s being 1 UiC' i ~ n t P  
wi:hdra~lnp front t i i ~  riiialrorisji,p riven rlioagh Ibc ftncnd's v:l;is cdnni?: 
hanl? one, yet iii the idrrle lime 111ost of the women report "1-t1~ng rrt iexual 
relanonship.; lhat cio not aliow :he rise 0fr2 i~indi3~11 

Altkiough moit of [lie sttitdents t i~d  not comment on these sllences 
d~rectly, ~t seerils thar tnanq ~ridividuals feel tllat desplte b~irtg rn the middle 
of an epidern~c that 1s threalenlng everyone's wellhc~nl;, they cannot drscusi 
Issues of sex and tnfectlon with inends or intilnates These sndicators of 
commun~catlve d~sen~powerme~lt suggest the need for furtiler research. What 
is lnterestlng about these contrad~ctrons 1s that they offer insights Into how 
young people are navlgating various pemutatlons of social isolation. !C also 
ind~cates how ~rrational feari may drlve them to [oreclose on thc social 
networks of support that arc integral to how people cope with the realities of 
the epldermc, w ~ t h  the result that ind~viduals may be left even more s~lericed 
and dependent on nsky intimate relationsl~lps for social sustenarlce Perhaps 
i t  IS the comblnat~on of fear and patnarchal hegerr~ony that dr~ves people to 
treat these relat~onsh~ps 11ke blnar~es, as though sacrific~ng fnendsh~ps that 
pose no threat of FIIV may magcally secure lrnrnunity In the intlrnate 
relat~onshlpls 

Trust 
Gwen the urgenl need to ~ntervene to effect socsal change through 
understand~ng d~scourse (Strebel 1997) the ln~tial part of the 111odule ltas 
long focused on deconstructl~~g hey markers of sderit~ty snch as '~nd~vidurtl', 
'gender', 'race', 'class', 'ethnicity' and 'riat~onallty' (Nansrnuiu, 1999a, 
1999b, 2001). Drawing on this background durtng the~r  classroom 
discussions, many students took to treating the constructs of 'love' and 
'trust' as key concepts 111 the spread of epidcrmc and trled to understand how 
these are deployed among close friends and intimates. One student explained 
what many other students were report~ng m varlous ways: 'Women feel that 
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once they are in love they are obligated to trust their partners without 
question'. This observation alludes to the gendered nature of trust in the 
discourses that she has encountered in her research. 

One of the purposes of the module was to enable students to tackle 
problems of communication. To this end the HIVIALDS project challenged 
the students' capacity for interpreting and reporting on challenging 
questions. It required them to pay particularly close attention to their 
interviewees and peers, and to their own practice as interpreters, analysts and 
activists. During the course of the project they tackled these challenges in 
thoughthl ways, with one striking exception that arose during their 
discussions of their third draft and had everyone engaged during the 
discussion of the fourth (final) draft of the assignment. This had to do with 
the way the students represented and argued the responses of those women 
interviewees who articulated the issue of trust in the following terms: 'To 
show your boyfriend that you are not cheating or interested in someone else 
you will let him have sex with you without a condom'. Those students who 
interviewed young men who addressed this matter reported corresponding 
arguments along the lines of: 'If she wants you to use condoms that means 
she does not trust you', or (more commonly) 'then you have reason to 
wonder whether she has been faithful'. Questioned about this finding in 
class, most students dealt with it laconically as 'a matter of trust'. Asked to 
explain further, they would shrug as though experiencing a conceptual 
barrier and return to the formulation 'It's a matter of trust' as their most 
substantive argument, This particular interpretive frame (Goffman cited by 
Eckert and McConnell-Ginet 2003:105) turned out to be very significant. For 
one thing, it contradicted my assumption that if fairly well educated young 
people are aware of the dangers of HIVIAIDS and 'empowered to' articulate 
their rights and interests, the threat of the disease could be substantially 
reduced. 

Even though the students had been working on assertiveness, 
identity constructs and stereotyping for several months and were producing 
sophsticated analyses, they turned out to be quite susceptible to their 
interviewees' conceptions of victimhood and to their explanations for their 
failure to protect their rights and negotiate safer sex. When asked to reflect 
on what they were saying a range of students each in turn unconsciously 
repeated the statement 'It's a matter of trust' in their otherwise rambling 



answers, as though ~t is a rnagcal formula that clanfies everything. Other 
students nodded in assent whenever this formula was produced. No one in 
the class seemed to recognise that the stock phrase had begulled them Into 
accepting an explanatiorr that elther denled reallty or made excuses for an 
abcficatlon of responsibility. 

It seems that the arena of intimate relations, as ~t IS configured In 
South Africa today, 1s largely ~nimlcal to the exercise of basic human rights. 
This IS exacerbated by the fact %that "'private' relationships are a central 
locus of the gender order" (Eckert and McConnell-Gmet 2003:113) and 
these relatioriships therefore vulnerable to rnyst~ficatlon and abuse. It 1s these 
factors that seem to have ~rnpacted on even the most engaged students m the 
class, who did not think of quest~onmg the pervasive though patently faulty 
assumptions In the construction of trust. The students appeared to have 
accepted the construction that trust in an lntlmate relatronsh~p is expressed 
through a will~ngness to risk dylng for one's partner Despite a senes of 
d~sbelleving questions from me, ~t d ~ d  not occur to any of the 47 students in 
the class that they could questlon the supposedly ron~antlc assumption that 
the only way in which trust manifests in an intimate relationship is through 
behaviour that signals a wllhngness to nsk dying fox one's partner. The 
pervasrveness of such a belief among young people IS corroborated by the 
research deallng w ~ t h  secondary school students (Reddy 2003) as well as a 
recent paper about Mozambican youth (Manuel 2004). 

The students took part of two contact pertods to reflect on thelr 
reasomg and the implications of their pos~tlon, whlch seemed to foreclose 
on the silences and on the dangers of infection. Eventually I had to challenge 
them that ~t seemed as though they were entertaining d~scursive practices 
that disempower people. It seemed to me that at that po~nt tn the module they 
should have been questioning the assumption that tmst comes down to the 
non-use of a condom and not surrendering their own agency by echo~ng a 
phrase that sounds wonderful but leaves people vulnerable to the v~rus. I 
asked the students what corlstituted trust amongst other couples they know, 
such as parents or other relatives: 'Is trust based entirely on the non-use of a 

, small plece of latex or 1s it a function of much more'?' This question helped 
"0 dislodge the power of the d~sabl~ng myth, at least in the classroom, as i 

~ndicated by the embarrassed responses, particularly from those students 
who see themselves as feminists of one sort or another. The class quickly 
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recognized that no person can afford to abdicate responsibility for herhis 
own welfare and that emotional needs have to be addressed in ways that are 
safe. They recognized that the HIV/AIDS epidemic makes the question of 
surrendering agency even more untenable, irrespective of how trustworthy 
the partner may appear. And they learned that analysts need to be wary of 
neat, all-encompassing expressions, for the warmth they generate may be at 
the expense of light and life. 

The Projection model of Le Page and Tabouret-Keller helps clarify 
the hiatus in the transfonnatory agenda of these otherwise incisive young 
analysts. The model indicates that speakers implicitly invite others to share 
their projection of the world, and to share attitudes towards it. The feedback 
that people receive from those with whom they talk may fortify them or 
cause them to modify their projections, both in form and content (Mesthrie 
and Tabouret-Keller in Mesthrie 2001 : 167). Given the pervasiveness of what 
they had been hearing from their interviewees (which was reinforced by their 
friends and peers), the students seemed to have accommodated this particular 
iine of argument and accepted its internal logic without questioning its 
foundations or even recognizing how it was disabling them. Their adoption 
of this mystifying and silencing way of dealing with HIVIAIDS shows how 
hegemonic the established logics and ways of spealung are, and how 
insidiously they function. It also shows how informed and ideologically alert 
subjects may be co-opted, even while in their community of practice as 
researchers into HIVtAlDS and language use. What this indicates is the scale 
of the challenge that has to be addressed in the struggle against the silences 
and discourses that participate in the advance of HIVIAIDS. In order to do 
this, Janks and Ivanic argue, the '[language] practices which maintain and 
reproduce patterns of domination and subordination in society [need to be 
identified and] contested' (Fairclough 1992:305). 

The question arises, given their manifest skills and commitments, 
why did these young researchers struggle with the question of trust? It seems 
that unlike other generations of young people who did not have to wony 
about dying when they fell in love and/or wanted to have sex, this generation 
of young people have the difficult challenge of navigating taboos and 
sanctions that reinforce each other several-fold. The students' initial 
toierance of the logic of 'trust ' offers insights into the elis~ons and 
operations of the hegemonic ideology and language of patriarchy. Power, to 
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the extent that it operated through the logic of statements about 'trust', was 
concealed even from these ,analysts who knew that they needed to be alert to 
the vulnerability of their own subject poslt~ons Whether In relatlon to 
HIVIAIDS or other challenges, such learn~ng experiences suggest the value 
of dtscourse analys~s 111 enabIlng young ~ntellectuals, and for that matter thelr 
teachers, to translate tlte~r proxlrnlty and knowledge znto crlt~cal pract~ces of 
social empowernlent 4s janks and lvanlc pan t  out, m d  as f learned agar11 
and aga!I.r m t h ~ s  project, '[kjnowiedge about emanclpatory discourse has to 
be Ie'irnr in rile Gent l i n ~ s '  (Pa~rclough 1992.330) 

Conclusion 
Activist-~ntellectuals need to reslst discourses that requrre the myst~ficatro~~ 
01 reallry and that en t re~~ch self-det'eatmg vzews of the world. Sucl-n usage 
norms can Rave the effect of d~senipower~l~g activism crrtlcal to addressing 
the epidermc. Indeed, once alerted to the contrad~ctlor.~~, many students went 
on to produce engaged arguments In thew final drafts, por-tlons of whzch have 
been quoted In thls essay. As one student argued when she questioned the 
assertion of many lntervlewees that young people feel obliged to nsk their 
lives m the name of love. 

there is sorneth~ng wrong w ~ t h  the adeologes that define love and 
~ntlmate or friendly relationships. The concepts of love and trust 
seem to be d~sempowenng and make people imratlr)nai so they cannot 
protect themselves. 

It emerges that desp~te the formal recogn~tion of gender equal~ty, the 
discourse of romance lies, unreconstructed, at the heart of much of the 
confusion around gender relations. Begmmg, as Ecke1-t and McConnell- 
Glnet (1994) suggest, even w ~ t h  small, !f ~nfluentlal, communltles of 
practice, it seems that I inprs t~c  a c t ~ v ~ s m  can make a difference to such 
att~tudes, behavlour and practices What emerges froin thls exercise in action 
research IS  that the quest~on, what does HIVIAIDS have to do with 
dlscurs~ve constntctions of the self and identity, is an ~rnportant one for 
analysts In societ~es such as South Africa. As Impofiant, and perhaps more 
fundamental, is the questlon of what do discurs~ve constructions of the self 
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and identity have to do with HIV/AIDS. These challenges have implications 
for research, teaching, service learning and curriculum development. They 
also suggest that work on discursive representations of identity in this 
postcolonial and multicultural society is key to tackling important challenges 
in HIVIAIDS prevention. 

School of Literary Stud~es, Med~a and Creattve Arts 
llniversity of' KwaZulu-Natal 
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